Reviewers love
Apple Confidential

“The Apple story itself is here in all its drama.”
New York Times Book Review

“An excellent textbook for Apple historians.”
San Francisco Chronicle

“Written with humor, respect, and care, it absolutely is a must-read for every Apple fan.”
InfoWorld

“Pretty much irresistible is the only way to describe this quirky, highly detailed and illustrated look at the computer maker’s history.”
The Business Reader Review

“The book is full of basic facts anyone will appreciate. But it’s also full of interesting extras that Apple fanatics should love.”
Arizona Republic

“I must warn you. This 268-page book is hard to put down for a MacHead like me, and probably you too.”
MacNEWS

“You’ll love this book. It’s a wealth of information.”
AppleInsider

“Rife with gems that will appeal to Apple fanatics and followers of the computer industry.”
Amazon.com

“Mr. Linzmayer has managed to deliver, within the confines of a single book, just about every juicy little tidbit that was ever leaked from the company.”
MacTimes

“The most entertaining book about Apple yet to be published.”
Booklist
...and readers love it too!

“Congratulations! You should be very proud. I picked up Apple Confidential and had a hard time putting it down. Obviously, you invested a ton of time in this. I hope it zooms off the shelves.”
David Lubar, Nazareth, PA

“I just read Apple Confidential from cover to cover…you have written a great book!”
Jason Whong, Rochester, NY

“There are few books out there that reveal so much about Apple and in such a fun and entertaining manner. This one is surely the best!”
Daniel Fanton, Ann Arbor, MI

“Apple Confidential is terrific. I’ve recommended it to two friends back on the East Coast. You really have done an excellent piece of work. Thank you!”
Richard Koprowski, San Francisco, CA

“This is a must-have book for any fan of Apple. It’s possibly the most thorough—yet still readable—history of the company. It mixes business facts, behind-the-scenes secrets, and pop culture tidbits beautifully. In a word, breathtaking. I’d write more, but I’m going to read it again. I now know what to give other Apple fans for gifts.”
Bob Sassone, Gloucester, MA

“This is the book I’ve dreamed about. I thought I was an Apple guru. You make me look like someone who only eats apples.”
Matthew Loel T. Hepworth, Salt Lake City, UT
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Introduction

I first began covering Apple Computer in the early 1980s as the “Apple Cart” columnist for Creative Computing. Since then, I’ve held editorial positions at A+, MacAddict, MacComputing, macHOME, MacUser, and Nibble, plus I’ve contributed feature articles, reviews, and cover stories to virtually every major Apple-specific publication. I’d bet there aren’t more than a handful of employees who have been at Apple as long as I’ve been focusing on the company in my journalism career.

As you might imagine, part of my job has entailed reading nearly everything ever written about Apple. Keeping tabs on Apple has been challenging, to say the least. I’ve witnessed gossip become rumor become fact become legend. I’ve winced as business reporters prematurely wrote Apple’s obituary time and again. And I’ve waded through thick tomes with page after page of boring gray text. With these shortcomings in mind, I set out to make Apple Confidential as accurate, objective, and entertaining as possible.

Accuracy is an admirable goal but requires considerable effort to achieve. One of the luxuries of writing about a contemporary company is that most of the people involved in its history are still alive and willing to talk. Whenever possible, I’ve interviewed key players and asked them to review relevant sections of this book. However, I never took anything I was told at face value because memories are fallible (especially decades removed), and egos are fragile (success has many fathers; failure is an orphan). Rather than rehash old myths and repeat conventional wisdom, I uncovered the truth about Apple by rummaging through forgotten archives and double-checking source documents. Therefore, whenever you see a precise date, figure, or quote in Apple Confidential, you can be confident of its accuracy.

Objectivity was far easier to achieve than accuracy; all I had to do was suppress the urge to offer my opinions while writing. This introduction is the only place in the entire book where “I” intrude. I have no ax to grind, no personal scores to settle, and no blinding allegiance to the companies covered in this book. Admittedly, the stories I’ve chosen to tell are those that I subjectively feel are the most important and interesting. But because I did not set out to deify or vilify anyone, I never intentionally omitted damning or exculpatory material. Rather, I’ve compiled the facts and I leave it to you, the reader, to draw your own conclusions. Apple Confidential chronicles both the best and the worst of Apple’s remarkable history. In these pages, you’ll follow the company as it grows from upstart media darling, becomes an industry-leading powerhouse, falters under a series of disastrous executive decisions, takes its licks as technology whipping boy, and rebounds to innovation and profitability.

The entertainment value of Apple Confidential comes primarily from the subject matter. You’d be hard pressed to find another Fortune 500 company as fascinating as Apple, with its larger-than-life founders, industry-
altering products, and unorthodox corporate culture. Yet most books tell the tale of Apple by using nothing but text in one long narrative, which is ironic considering that Apple practically invented the concepts of graphics-rich desktop publishing and hyperlinked information. *Apple Confidential* is the only book that recounts the complete history of Apple through revealing stories, interesting margin notes, numerous photographs, detailed timelines, and pithy quotes. Because it does not follow a strict chronological format, *Apple Confidential* need not be read in its entirety from front to back. Instead, the main products, executives, triumphs, and crises in the company’s life are examined in their own freestanding chapters, with some overlap provided for historical context.

Thank you for buying *Apple Confidential*, and don’t hesitate to contact me if there’s something you’d like to discuss after reading my book.

Owen W. Linzmayer
2227 15th Avenue
San Francisco, California 94116-1824
owenink@owenink.com • www.owenink.com
The Genesis of Apple

It’s only fitting that the tale of Apple begins in the fruit orchards of the Santa Clara Valley just as it was taking on its new name, Silicon Valley. Like many boys in his neighborhood at the time, Stephen Gary Wozniak (born August 11, 1950) was enthusiastic about electronics. Inspired by Tom Swift books and his father, who was an engineer at Lockheed, Wozniak began tinkering at an early age. At Homestead High School in Cupertino, he demonstrated his wizardry in an electronics course taught by John McCollum. Beginning in 1968, Wozniak studied electrical engineering for several semesters at the University of Colorado in Boulder; then in 1969 he moved back to the Bay Area, where he took general education classes at De Anza College in Cupertino.

In June 1971, after withdrawing from college, Wozniak and neighbor Bill Fernandez, then a high-school sophomore, built their first computer from parts rejected by local companies for cosmetic flaws. It would one day be dubbed the “Cream Soda Computer,” after the beverage they consumed while building their device in the Fernandez family garage. The box of blinking lights burned up its power supply during a demonstration for a local newspaper reporter, but Wozniak was undaunted. He had been bitten by the bug and always dreamt of the day that he would create his very own computer. However, parts remained prohibitively expensive, so he had to satisfy himself with creating designs for computers on paper, always striving for elegant solutions that reduced the chip count.

It was around this time that Fernandez introduced Wozniak to his best friend and classmate, Steven Paul Jobs (born February 24, 1955). Bill correctly assumed that their shared interests in electronics would overcome the difference in the ages of “the two Steves.” Homestead High School teacher McCollum recalled Jobs as competent and “something of a loner. He always had a different way of looking at things.” At one point, Jobs needed parts for a class project. He located Bill Hewlett’s number in the phone book and called the legendary founder of Hewlett-Packard at home. Jobs got the parts he needed, as well as a summer job at HP assembling frequency counters, over the phone!

Shortly after returning to college in the fall of 1971—this time at UC Berkeley—Wozniak began his first commercial venture with Jobs. The two peddled “blue boxes” designed by Wozniak based on information contained in the October 1971 issue of Esquire. These handheld electronic boxes allowed illegal phone calls to be made free of charge by emulating signals used by the phone company. Jobs supplied $40 in parts and sold the boxes door-to-door in dorm rooms for $150, splitting the profits with Wozniak. In keeping with the spirit of “phone phreaking,” Wozniak assumed the name Berkeley Blue and Jobs, Oaf Tobark. During one demonstration, Wozniak called the Vatican posing as Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and asked to speak to Pope Paul VI. Informed that the pope was sleeping but would

“He was the only person I met who knew more about electronics than me.”

Steve Jobs, explaining his initial fascination with Wozniak

“Steve didn’t know very much about electronics.”

Steve Wozniak

HP was started by William Hewlett and David Packard in a garage at 367 Addison Avenue in Palo Alto (now California historical landmark #976), not far from Steve Jobs’ boyhood home in Los Altos.
Who could have foreseen that these two would go from making pontifical prank calls to actually meeting world leaders? But that’s exactly what happened. In February 1985, Wozniak and Jobs received the National Technology Medal from President Ronald Reagan at the White House. On May 19, 1993, Wozniak presented a PowerBook to Poland’s president, Lech Walesa, the former leader of the Solidarity movement. During the Clinton administration, Jobs slept in the White House’s Lincoln Bedroom after making a $100,000 donation to the Democratic National Committee.

Atari is equivalent to the chess term check in the ancient Japanese game of Go.
racing game, Gran Trak, for free. In exchange for unlimited access to arcade
games, Wozniak helped Jobs with tough technical problems.

Atari’s Pong, a simple electronic version of ping-pong, had caught on
like wildfire in arcades and homes across the country, and Bushnell was
anxious to come up with a successor. He envisioned a variation on Pong
called Breakout, in which the player bounced a ball off a paddle at the
bottom of the screen in an attempt to smash the bricks in a wall at the top.
Bushnell turned to Jobs to design the circuitry. Initially Jobs tried to do
the work himself, but soon realized he was in way over his head and asked
Wozniak to bail him out. “Steve wasn’t capable of designing anything that
complex. He came to me and said Atari would like a game and described
how it would work,” recalls Wozniak. “There was a catch: I had to do it in
four days. In retrospect, I think it was because Steve needed the money to
buy into a farm up north.”

Designing a complex game in such a short period of time was exactly
the sort of challenge Wozniak loved, so even though he was working full-
time at Hewlett-Packard, he and Jobs put in four all-nighters in a row and
finished a working prototype. Both came down with mononucleosis as a
result, yet Wozniak remembers it as an incredible experience. “I was so
proud of designing a product like that,” recalls Wozniak. “Nolan Bushnell
wanted a game with as few chips as possible. Steve said if there were less than
50 chips, we got paid $700 and split it in half. Less than 40 chips, $1,000.
After four nights, it was 42 chips. I wasn’t about to spend another second
trying to reduce it by two more chips; I’ll settle for $700.”

After delivering the game to Atari, Jobs put off paying Wozniak,
explaining that there was some problem getting the money, but he finally

The very first Pong was installed
in the fall of 1972 in Andy Capp’s
Tavern at 157 West El Camino Real in
Sunnyvale, California. Since 1979 the
site has been occupied by Rooster T.
Feathers, a comedy club.

Bushnell went on to found the
Chuck E. Cheese Pizza Time Theater
restaurant chain and PlayNet
Technologies—a maker of pay-
per-play Internet games for bars,
restaurants, and hotels—which filed to
liquidate itself in June 1998.
The Genesis of Apple

Wozniak’s design for Breakout was so brilliant that none of the Atari engineers could figure out exactly how it worked, which made it impossible to test, so the whole thing had to be redesigned before it shipped.

“Steve [Jobs] will use anybody to his own advantage. He will say one thing and anybody who heard it would think that he was saying ‘Maybe yes’ or ‘Maybe no.’ You could never tell what he was thinking.”

Steve Wozniak
( Accidental Millionaire, p. 75)

wrote a check for $350 and immediately split for the All-One Farm, a 220-acre commune 40 miles southwest of Portland, Oregon. Jobs was happy because his friend had helped him get in good with his boss. Bushnell was thrilled because Breakout was designed in record time and used so few chips. Wozniak was happy earning some pocket money doing what he loved best. “I would have done it for a quarter,” says Wozniak.

It wasn’t until 1984 that Wozniak discovered the unpleasant truth about the Breakout project and his “good friend,” Steve Jobs. “I was on a plane going to a user group club in Fort Lauderdale to promote the Mac, along with some other members of the Mac team,” recalls Wozniak. “Andy Hertzfeld had just read Zap!, a book about Atari which said that Steve Jobs designed Breakout. I explained to him that we both worked on it and got paid $700. Andy corrected me, ‘No, it says here it was $5,000.’ When I read in the book how Nolan Bushnell had actually paid Steve $5,000, I just cried.”

It wasn’t the money that bothered Wozniak. Had Jobs asked, Wozniak would have done the project for free because he was turned on by such technological challenges. What hurt was being misled by his friend. Looking back on the incident, Wozniak realized Jobs’ behavior was completely in character. “Steve had worked in surplus electronics and said if you can buy a part for 30 cents and sell it to this guy at the surplus store for $6, you don’t have to tell him what you paid for it. It’s worth $6 to the guy. And that was his philosophy of running a business,” says Wozniak. It’s a good thing Wozniak didn’t learn of Jobs’ deception until much later, or it’s likely that the two never would have joined forces again to form Apple.

On March 5, 1975, the first meeting of the Amateur Computer Users Group—or Homebrew Computer Club, as it was commonly called—convened in the Menlo Park garage of Gordon French. The group quickly grew from a few dozen to several hundred, so the meetings moved to the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center auditorium in Palo Alto. Wozniak and Jobs regularly attended Homebrew meetings where they swapped ideas with other hobbyists who dreamed of building their own computers. Most club members focused their efforts around the $179 Intel 8080 chip at the heart of the Micro Instrumentation and Telemetry Systems (MITS) Altair 8800, which had appeared on the January 1975 cover of Popular Electronics as the world’s first kit computer. Intel’s microprocessor was truly impressive, but it was out of Wozniak’s price range. As a result, Wozniak scouted around for a less-expensive alternative. At the Wescon electronics show in San Francisco, Wozniak discovered the MOS Technology 6502, which was a capable microprocessor that cost just $20. Wozniak wrote a BASIC interpreter to run on the 6502 and tested it on an HP computer that simulated the chip. Confident he could make it work, Wozniak began designing a computer around the 6502. Instead of using eight front-panel toggle switches to enter data, as on the Altair, Wozniak designed his computer to use a standard QWERTY keyboard. For output, Wozniak’s computer would connect to an ordinary television, not an expensive printer or monitor.
By March 1, 1976, less than two months after getting married at the age of 25, Wozniak had completed the basic design of his computer, and he proudly showed off his work at the Homebrew Computer Club meetings. Jobs quickly saw the potential to profit from Wozniak’s computer, just as he had with Wozniak’s blue box. Rather than pass out schematics of the computer for free, Jobs tried to convince Wozniak that they should produce printed circuit boards and sell them as a product. “Steve didn’t do one circuit, design, or piece of code,” recalls Wozniak. “But it never crossed my mind to sell computers. It was Steve who said, ‘Let’s hold them up in the air and sell a few.’” Jobs admits, “I was nowhere near as good an engineer as Woz. He was always the better designer.”

Wozniak was comfortable pulling down $24,000 annually from his job in the calculator division at Hewlett-Packard, and with a new wife at home he wasn’t about to quit to sell a bare circuit board to hobbyists. He didn’t share Jobs’ vision of a huge personal computer marketplace, nor did he have the ambition to build his own company to exploit it. Ever the dutiful employee, Wozniak approached his employer and tried to convince HP to consider making microcomputers. “I pitched my boss, the calculator lab manager, and got him all excited, but it was obvious it didn’t have a place at HP,” recalls Wozniak. Although his boss didn’t think Wozniak’s computer was appropriate for his division, he instructed an HP lawyer to call each division head asking, “You interested in an $800 machine that can run BASIC and hook up to a TV?” Everyone declined, saying “HP doesn’t want to be in that kind of market.”

Turned down by Wozniak’s employer, the duo approached Jobs’ employer. “After we had the Apple I built on a board, we showed it to Al Alcorn of Atari,” recalls Wozniak. “Atari had just come out with their first Home Pong game and it was going to be so big that they had their hands full. They thought the Apple I was a great thing, but they had plenty going themselves.” Like Hewlett-Packard before it, Atari wanted no part of Wozniak’s creation.

Spurned by both of their employers, Jobs convinced Wozniak they should go it alone. To scrape together the cost of producing the original printed circuit boards for the computer, Jobs parted with his red and white Volkswagen bus for $1,500 and Wozniak sold his beloved Hewlett-Packard 65 programmable calculator for $250.

Atari went on to dominate the early home video game market, selling 150,000 Home Pongs in its first year. Atari was itself purchased by Warner Communications for $28 million in October 1976, and in 1978 entered the home computer market with the Atari 400 and Atari 800. Atari enjoyed moderate success in the home computer market, but when the video game market crashed in 1983, Atari lost $538 million, prompting Warner to split the company into two divisions. The arcade division became an independent company called Atari Games, and the home division was sold to industry legend Jack Tramiel, who had founded computing rival Commodore Business Machines. At COMDEX 1985, Atari introduced the low-end Atari 520ST, nicknamed the Jackintosh, because its graphical user interface was so similar to Apple’s Mac. Still, the company never managed to break out of its niche position and released its last computer, the Falcon030, in December 1992. On July 31, 1996, Atari merged with JTS Corporation, a hard disk drive manufacturer in San Jose, California. On March 13, 1998, JTS sold the remaining Atari assets to HIACXI—a Hasbro Interactive subsidiary—for just $5 million, and subsequently filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy protection on February 20 the following year. Hasbro almost immediately turned over the remaining Atari technology to the open source community, keeping only the Atari name, which was adopted in May 2003 by its current owner, Infogrames Entertainment (www.atari.com).
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It occurred to Wozniak that they might have trouble with Apple Corps, the Beatles’ recording company founded in 1968. He was right. Apple Corps didn’t take kindly to anyone infringing on their trademark, and in November 1981, Apple Computer and Apple Corps entered into a secret agreement that placed certain restrictions on the use and registration of their respective Apple trademarks. According to president Michael Scott, Apple Computer paid the British company $80,000 for the worldwide rights to use the Apple name on computer products, but Apple Corps retained the rights in the music field.

When Apple was founded, Steve Wozniak lived at 1618 Edmonton Avenue in Sunnyvale and Ron Wayne lived at 1900 California Street in Mountain View.

Because they were going into business, they needed a name for their company. According to Wozniak, it was Jobs who thought up the name for their new computer company one afternoon as the two drove along Highway 85 between Palo Alto and Los Altos. “Steve was still half involved with a group of friends who ran the commune-type All-One Farm in Oregon. And he would go up and work there for a few months before returning to the Bay Area. He had just come back from one of his trips and we were driving along and he said ‘I’ve got a great name: Apple Computer.’ Maybe he worked in apple trees. I didn’t even ask. Maybe it had some other meaning to him. Maybe the idea just occurred based upon Apple Records. He had been a musical person, like many technical people are. It might have sounded good partly because of that connotation. I thought instantly, ‘We’re going to have a lot of copyright problems.’ But we didn’t. Both of us tried to think of technical-sounding mixtures of words, like Executek and Matrix Electronics, but after ten minutes of trying, we both realized we weren’t going to beat Apple Computer.”

Realizing that Apple would be hopelessly deadlocked if they disagreed on any major issues, the two sought someone who could serve as a tie breaker and help get the company off the ground. Again, they looked to their places of employment, and it was at Atari that Jobs found his man: Ronald Gerald Wayne, 41, the video game maker’s chief draftsman (badge #395). Despite the 20-year difference in their ages, Jobs and Wayne had become casual friends in the workplace and would often have philosophical discussions on the ethics of making money. Jobs enticed Wayne to become a partner in Apple by offering him ten percent interest in the company, with the remainder split between Jobs and Wozniak. The three formally filed the partnership papers for Apple Computer Company on April Fools’ Day 1976.

“When I was going to be bankrupt or the richest man in the cemetery,” Wayne recalls thinking. Because Apple was far from a sure thing, Wayne retained his day job at Atari and worked nights writing documentation and designing a logo for the infant company. The logo he created was a pen-and-ink drawing of Sir Isaac Newton leaning against an apple tree with a portion of a William Wordsworth poem (Prelude, Book III, Residence at Cambridge) running around the border: “Newton…A mind forever voyaging through strange seas of thought...alone.”

Apple’s original logo was designed by Ron Wayne, but was used only briefly.
When the first batch of printed circuit boards was ready, Jobs began hustling up customers. At a Homebrew Computer Club meeting, Jobs gave a demonstration of the “Apple Computer” to Paul Jay Terrell, who operated the Byte Shop—arguably the first retail computer store chain in the country, which opened its doors on December 8, 1975 (Terrell’s birthday). Terrell was intrigued and asked Jobs to keep in touch. The very next day, a barefooted Jobs dropped in on Terrell at his store in Mountain View and exclaimed, “I’m keeping in touch.” As testament to Jobs’ salesmanship, Terrell agreed to buy 50 computers for $500 each, cash on delivery. There was only one catch to the $25,000 order: Terrell wanted fully assembled computers.

The trio had originally planned to produce bare circuit boards for $25 each and sell them for $50 to hobbyists who would populate them with the necessary chips and other parts. They didn’t have the money necessary to buy all of the parts required to build 50 complete computers, but Jobs was undaunted. On April 6, he obtained a three-month $5,000 loan from Elmer and Allen Baum, then he convinced suppliers to extend 30 days’ credit on $15,000 worth of parts.

The young, ambitious Jobs had no qualms about going into debt to fulfill the Byte Shop order, but the seasoned Wayne was anxious. He wasn’t convinced Terrell would pay for the computers, and the legal nature of a partnership agreement meant that he had unlimited personal liability for any debts incurred by Apple. Just four years prior, Wayne underwent the emotionally painful experience of folding Siand, his own Las Vegas-based engineering firm. Wayne didn’t want to risk another financial failure, so on April 12—less than two weeks after Apple’s founding—he renounced his ten percent interest for a one-time payment of $800. “I had already learned what gave me indigestion,” explained Wayne years later. “If Apple had failed, I would have had bruises on top of bruises. Steve Jobs was an absolute

Jobs set the list price of the original 4K Apple I at $666.66 by doubling the cost of manufacturing, allowing dealers a 33.3 percent markup on the wholesale price of $500. Fundamentalist Christians were quick to complain that 666 was the “mark of the beast.” Jobs blew off these people by explaining he had taken seven (a so-called mystical number), subtracted one (another mystical number), and arrived at a perfectly innocent price. Actually, Jobs wanted to charge $777, but Wozniak felt that was too much.

Over the years, Apple I computers have become highly collectible relics. Rumor has it one sold for as much as $50,000, but confirmed sale prices are considerably lower. On June 29, 1999, La Salle Gallery in San Francisco sold an Apple I (plus user manual, keyboard, homemade cabinet, and $600 payment check dated 7/27/76) at auction to an anonymous phone bidder for $18,000. On April 21, 2002, the Vintage Computer Festival sold a working Apple I at auction for $14,000 to Roger Wagner of HyperStudio fame.

“The Byte Shop order was the biggest single episode in the company’s history. Nothing in subsequent years was so great and so unexpected. It was not what we had intended to do.”

Steve Wozniak
(The Little Kingdom, p. 142)
whirlwind and I had lost the energy you need to ride whirlwinds.” Also troubling was that Wozniak hadn’t obtained a legal release from HP for his computer. It wasn’t until April 28 that he requested same. Fortunately, HP promptly granted the release on May 5. Freed from the financial liabilities of the partnership agreement, Wayne spent his free time consulting on projects such as designing an enclosure for the Apple Computer that had roughly the same shape eventually used on the Apple II, but with a tambour front like on a rolltop desk.

Meanwhile, Jobs roped in sister Patti and Reed College buddy Daniel G. Kottke to help furiously build the Byte Shop’s computers by hand for a buck a board before the bill for the parts was due. Contrary to the widely held belief that Apple was started in a garage, the operation actually began in a bedroom at 11161 Crist Drive in Los Altos (the house number changed to 2066 when the land was annexed from the county to the city in late 1983), where Jobs was living with his adoptive parents, Paul R. (a machinist at Spectra Physics) and Clara (a payroll clerk at Varian). It wasn’t until the bedroom became too crowded that the operation moved to the garage.

Terrell was a bit dismayed when Jobs showed up to deliver a batch of motherboards stuffed with components. When Terrell asked for “fully assembled” computers, he meant the whole works: a case, power supply, monitor, and keyboard. Nonetheless, Terrell kept his word and handed over the cash, allowing Apple to pay off its parts suppliers with just one day to spare. The Byte Shop “finished” the computers by putting them into handmade cases with power supplies and keyboards.

Jobs was excited. Apple had made roughly $8,000 in profit, and he was planning to expand the business by going farther into debt with parts suppliers to build even more computers. Jobs’ ambitious plans required more
money than orders were generating, so in August he approached his former boss, Nolan Bushnell, who recommended he meet with Don Valentine of the legendary venture capital firm Sequoia Capital that backed Atari. At the time, Valentine wasn't interested, but he in turn referred Jobs to Armas Clifford “Mike” Markkula Jr., 34, who had worked under him at Fairchild Semiconductor. Markkula had retired a year prior, after making a small fortune on his stock options at chip makers Fairchild and Intel.

While Jobs was securing the financing necessary to feed Apple's growth, Wozniak stuck to what he loved: improving the functionality of his computer. The original Apple Computer was a lot better than the other kit computers of the day, but it was a far cry from an easy-to-use device. Programming the thing required meticulously entering hexadecimal data by hand before you could even begin to use BASIC. At Terrell's urging, Wozniak solved the data entry problem with a simple $75 card that plugged into the computer's sole expansion slot and allowed the loading of programs stored on standard audio cassettes.

Wozniak continued to work on improving his original computer, and by late August he had a working prototype of what would become known as the Apple II. (Wozniak's first creation was called, quite simply, the “Apple Computer.” When it became clear there was a market for the device and that follow-up models were likely, the company began referring to it as the “Apple-1.”) After settling on the name “Apple II” for the redesigned model, the original design was thereafter spelled with a Roman numeral for consistency's sake.) After building the Apple II prototype, they realized they had a potentially big winner on their hands. Unfortunately, they lacked the funds to turn it into a success. The Apple I was relatively inexpensive to build, and it generated just enough income to sustain itself. In contrast, the Apple II cost several hundred dollars each to produce. “How do you build 1,000 of something that costs a lot of money?” Wozniak asks rhetorically. “We didn't have any money.”

Knowing that calculator maker Commodore Business Machines was anxious to get into the nascent microcomputer market, Jobs invited a couple of representatives to come to his parents' garage and see the Apple II breadboard putting high-resolution color spirals on the screen, an impressive feat at the time. Commodore was interested, and Jobs offered to sell the company for $100,000 in cash, some stock, and salaries of $36,000 a year for himself and Wozniak.

“I thought it was atrocious. I had put a man-year of work into it, and I thought it was grossly outrageous to ask for so much,” Wozniak naively recalls. Nonetheless, he would have gladly taken the deal because his passion was building computers, not companies. His father was also appalled by Jobs' demands, but not for the same reasons. He felt that Jobs was taking advantage of his son. “You didn't do shit,” Jerry Wozniak told Jobs.

To his credit, Jobs did investigate their suitor. “The more I looked into Commodore, the sleazier they were. I couldn't find one person who had made a deal with them and was happy. Everyone felt they had been

“Why did you send me this renegade from the human race?”

Venture capitalist Don Valentine, complaining to Bushnell about Jobs, then just a 21-year-old kid with ripped jeans and bare feet (West of Eden, p. 34)

In November 1977, Paul Terrell received $4 million when he sold the Byte Shop chain consisting of 74 stores in 15 states plus Japan. Terrell went on to found Romox, Software Emporium, and Sorcerer Computer.

“We were real small-time operators, kind of like somebody who sold arts and crafts on the side.”

Steve Wozniak, on Apple's early days
“It’s not like we were all smart enough to see a revolution coming. Back then, I thought there might be a revolution in opening your garage door, balancing your checkbook, keeping your recipes, that sort of thing. There are a million people who study markets and analyze economic trends, people who are more brilliant than I am, people who worked for companies like Digital Equipment and IBM and Hewlett-Packard. None of them foresaw what was going to happen either.”

Steve Wozniak
(So Far, p. 140)

Markkula wrote several early software programs for the Apple II and freely distributed them under the alias Johnny Appleseed.

cheated,” said Jobs. Fortunately for Apple, Commodore founder Jack Tramiel thought it was ridiculous to acquire two guys working out of a garage. Instead, in October 1976, Commodore bought MOS Technology, the firm that developed the inexpensive 6502 microprocessor that was the heart of the Apple II. That same month, at Jobs’ insistence, Wozniak left Hewlett-Packard to devote all his energies to Apple.

Impressed with Jobs’ ambition and Wozniak’s engineering abilities, Markkula came out of retirement in November 1976 to help the two devise a business plan. With the Apple I boards being sold through just ten retail stores in the United States, Markkula boldly set a goal for sales to grow to $500 million in ten years. Recognizing a chance to hitch a ride on a rocket that was about to take off, Markkula invested $92,000 of his own money and secured a $250,000 line of credit at Bank of America. Now properly funded, the three of them filed for incorporation of Apple Computer on January 3, 1977. To avoid any possible legal complications, in March the corporation purchased the partnership for $5,308.96 and sent Ron Wayne a check for a third of that amount to make certain he would have no future claim against the company. Wayne, who had walked away voluntarily for $800 less than a year earlier, was thrilled to receive this unexpected windfall.

Reflecting on the situation, Wozniak understood Wayne’s decision to bail out early. “Steve had no money. I had no money, and the creditors were going to wind up coming to him for the money that was going to be owed. So he decided it was better to get out of it. At the time it was the right decision.” To someone who was there to witness the events firsthand, it may have made sense, but in retrospect it’s hard for an outsider to see Wayne’s decision as anything but a mistake of colossal proportions.

Jobs’ initial 45 percent stake in Apple translated into 7.5 million shares when the company went public in 1980, so it’s reasonable to assume that Wayne’s 10 percent would have equaled more than 1.6 million shares. Such a holding was worth at least $18.3 million when the stock sank to its all-time low in 1982, and over $501.3 million when it reached its record high in 2000, not counting $12.6 million in dividends. Does Wayne regret relinquishing his supporting role in one of the greatest American business success stories ever told? Amazingly enough, 20 years later Wayne
convincingly stated, “I have never had the slightest pangs of regret, because I made the best decision with the information available to me at the time. My contribution was not so great that I felt I had been diddled with in any way.” A person of lesser character might be paralyzed with bitterness and self-doubt after walking away from such fame and fortune, but not Ron Wayne. He put it behind him and got on with his life.

Markkula realized that Apple needed experienced leadership if it was going to grow as rapidly as called for in his business plan. Markkula turned to Michael M. Scott, a coworker from his days at Fairchild, and tempted him to join Apple by boasting, “I can sell more computers than you can build.” In February 1977, Scott accepted the challenge and was hired as Apple’s first president at an annual salary of $26,000, a third what he had been earning at National Semiconductor. To reduce confusion with two Mikes and two Steves running around Apple, Scott was called “Scotty” and Wozniak became forever known as “Woz.”

Scott was instrumental in establishing Apple’s infrastructure in its early years. One of his first attempts at imposing a little organization was to issue numbered identification badges, based roughly on each employee’s date of hire. Scott gave himself number seven because that’s his lucky number, and he issued badge number one to Wozniak because without his brilliant design of the Apple I there would be no company. This didn’t sit too well with Jobs, who rushed to Scott asking him to reconsider. Scott held his ground. “Jobs would be unbearable if he was number one,” felt Scott. Realizing Scott wasn’t about to name him employee number one, Jobs suggested a compromise: He’d accept number zero instead. That seemed only fair, so to keep the peace, Jobs got badge number zero, but Apple’s official personnel records list him as employee number two because the Bank of America check-processing software wouldn’t allow zero. To this day, a low employee number is a badge of honor in the corridors of Apple.

While nobody could hold a candle to Woz’s engineering skills, Jobs understood that form was as important as functionality. He hated the crude metal cases of the hobbyist computers of the time and insisted that the Apple II have a professionally designed plastic enclosure that would appeal to consumers. Furthermore, he felt that Wayne’s logo was too cerebral and not easily reproduced at small sizes. In early 1977, Jobs hired Regis McKenna...
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Advertising, which defined a new logo and logotype (Motter Tektura) and created Apple’s first professionally produced ads. Working under account executive Bill Kelley, art director Rob Janoff started with a black and white silhouette of an apple, but felt something was missing. “I wanted to simplify the shape of an apple, and by taking a bite—a byte, right?—out of the side, it prevented the apple from looking like a cherry tomato,” explains Janoff. Furthermore, the lowercase company name could snuggle into the bite. At Jobs’ insistence, Janoff added six colorful, horizontal stripes that paid tribute to the Apple II’s impressive color capabilities. Although separating the green, yellow, orange, red, purple, and blue bars with thin black lines would have reduced registration problems during reproduction, Jobs nixed the proposal, resulting in the world famous Apple logo, which Scott called “the most expensive bloody logo ever designed.”

The revolutionary $1,298 Apple II was introduced under the badge of the new logo during the first West Coast Computer Faire held at San Francisco’s Civic Auditorium on April 17, 1977, and it took the fledgling computer industry by storm. It was the first personal computer designed for the mass market thanks to its attractive low-slung case that was complete with standard keyboard, power supply, and color graphics capability. Contrast that with Commodore’s entry into the market at the same time. Chuck Peddle, the
engineer who designed the 6502, took only four months to slap together the $795 Commodore PET. Peddle admits the frivolous name was inspired by the Pet Rock craze of the era, although the acronym officially stood for Personal Electronic Transactor. The boxy PET was an all-in-one computer with a built-in monochrome video display, cassette deck, and keyboard, but it was the stuff it didn’t include that caused many industry insiders to deride the kludgy machine as Peddle’s Ego Trip. “They left out expandability, color, good memory, high-resolution graphics, a nice keyboard, the ability to use your TV...all sorts of things,” recalls Woz.

In August 1977, Apple achieved positive cash flow and Scott negotiated to pay $21,000 for an eight-year license to Microsoft’s version of the BASIC programming language. After some fiddling by a high schooler named Randy Wigginton (who went on to create MacWrite), Microsoft’s modified code was released as Applesoft (floating-point BASIC). Over the years, tens of thousands of useful programs were written in Applesoft for the Apple II series, contributing in a large part to the computer’s popularity.

The Apple II was a successful product, but it wasn’t until two new products aligned that the small California company was propelled into the big leagues. The first piece fell into place in July 1978 in the form of the $495 Apple Disk

The first time Apple exhibited at the Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago in the late 1970s, the small band of employees working the booth groused about how sore their feet were from standing all day long. Even though he spent most of his time in bare feet or sandals, Jobs wasn’t complaining. He proudly shared his solution for refreshing himself: He would periodically go to the rest room, sit on top of a toilet tank, plop his feet into the toilet bowl, then flush repeatedly to create a poor man’s whirlpool.

Instead of buying Apple, Commodore bought MOS Technology, which designed the PET.

Considering the relative life spans of the PET versus the Apple II, it’s doubtful Jack Tramiel could ever forget his mistake in passing up Apple. After enjoying limited success with its Mac-like Amiga computer, a moribund Commodore announced that it was going out of business on April 29, 1994.
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Despite a price drop to $475 for the 4K model, Apple I sales all but disappeared in the face of the far superior $1,298 Apple II. After selling approximately 200 units, the Apple I was dropped from the company’s price list altogether in October 1977. To reduce support costs, Apple encouraged Apple I owners to trade up to Apple II systems.

Bricklin tested VisiCalc by analyzing the ad campaign of a then-obsure Pepsi marketing executive named John Sculley, who would become CEO of Apple in 1983.

A patent attorney advised Personal Software that programs were not eligible for patent protection, so it never got rich from inventing the spreadsheet.

After developing VisiCalc, Bricklin (www.bricklin.com) wrote software prototyping programs as president of Software Garden, then cofounded Slate to develop programs for pen computers. In late 1995, Bricklin founded Trellix, a leading provider of private-label web site publishing technology. In early 2003, Trellix was acquired by Interland, where Bricklin currently serves as chief technology officer.

From 1986 to 1990, Frankston (www.frankston.com) was with Lotus Development, where he created Lotus Express. At Microsoft from 1993 to 1998, he championed the concept of “IP Everywhere,” with phone wire networking being one result. Frankston is now on his own pursuing a number of independent projects.

II drive. Just as he had created a unique cassette interface to solve the data storage problem of the Apple I, Woz came up with a completely novel design for a 110K 5.25-inch floppy drive with a controller card that fit in one of the Apple II’s eight expansion slots. The drive was half as expensive as competitive products and gave the Apple II the lead in storage capabilities at a time when most computers were still using temperamental cassette drives.

The second key to the success of the Apple II didn’t come from Woz or anyone else in Cupertino. Rather, it was invented on the other side of the country independently of Apple. In January 1979, Daniel Fylstra, from Boston-based Personal Software, showed Markkula and Jobs a prototype of an Applesoft program called Calculegder. Written in an attic by 26-year-old Daniel Bricklin, a first-year Harvard Business School MBA student, and his MIT friend Robert Frankston, Calculegder was a cross between a calculator and a ledger sheet that solved complex “what if” financial problems by establishing mathematical relationships between numbers. Fylstra offered to sell the program for $1 million, but Apple turned him down.

The wizards in Cupertino were not alone in failing to grasp the importance of the program. Bill Gates also declined to purchase the program because Microsoft was too busy selling BASIC directly to computer manufacturers to get involved in publishing applications, stating, “We do not talk to any end users.” By the time it was unveiled publicly at the West Coast Computer Faire in San Francisco that May, Calculegder had been renamed VisiCalc (a contraction of “visible calculator”), and the world got its first look at an electronic spreadsheet.

While Personal Software was completing VisiCalc for its eventual release in October, in June Apple introduced the $1,195 Apple II Plus

The first version of VisiCalc wasn’t much to look at, but the world quickly embraced the new concept of an electronic spreadsheet.
featuring 48K of memory, additional color capabilities, and Applesoft in ROM, which eliminated the need to load it from tape or floppy. It was a modest upgrade, but when combined with the Apple Disk II and VisiCalc, the Apple II Plus transcended the home market and became an essential business tool. VisiCalc sold 200,000 copies in two years, becoming the world’s first “killer application,” a program so compelling that people bought hardware just to run it. Because VisiCalc didn’t run on any other computers, Apple II sales took off.

While Apple was enjoying great success in the marketplace, internally there was great anxiety that the good times would be short lived. After all, how much longer could they hope to milk variations on Woz’s basic design of the Apple II? Six months? A year at the most? Compounding the concern over technical obsolescence was the fear that the Federal Communications Commission would discover that the Apple II generated excessive amounts of radio frequency interference. Responding to these issues, Apple created three different projects in 1979: the Apple III (see “The Apple III Fiasco”), the Lisa (see “From Xerox, With Love”), and the Macintosh (see “The Making of Macintosh”). Over the next three years, almost all of Apple’s research and development efforts would be focused on some combination of these new initiatives, and almost all Apple II projects were curtailed, even though it remained the company’s cash cow. As far as Apple’s management was concerned, the Apple II would be relegated to the home and education markets, while the Apple III—building upon its compatibility with the Apple II—would become the company’s business solution. The Lisa, with its completely new architecture, would eventually supplant the Apple III as the high-end business solution (at the time, the Macintosh was essentially just a neat research experiment). Of course, things didn’t turn out as planned.

After Apple’s initial public offering on December 12, 1980 (see “Millionaire Mania”), the company hit a rough patch. Wozniak was involved in a near-fatal plane crash and decided to take a leave of absence from Apple in March; it would be two years before he returned (see “Woz’s Wanderings”). Meanwhile, the extent of the Apple III problems became clear. Apple had too many engineers content to impress one another with special projects that had little commercial viability. Scott laid off 40 of Apple’s 1,500 employees and killed several unproductive hardware projects on February 25, 1981. To the rank and file, the “Black Wednesday” firings seemed arbitrary and proved very unpopular. Markkula told Scott that his direct, blunt management style clashed with how he thought the company

Combined with VisiCalc and the Apple Disk II, the Apple II Plus sold like hotcakes.

Personal Software was ultimately renamed VisiCorp in recognition of its reliance on its flagship product. VisiCorp would again impress the world at the 1982 Fall COMDEX in Las Vegas, Nevada, by demonstrating VisiOn (code-named Quasar), a graphical interface for souped-up IBM PCs. Keep in mind, Apple hadn’t even announced Lisa yet, so this was most people’s first look at a WIMP (windows, icons, mice, and pointers) system. Unfortunately for VisiCorp, its window of opportunity had already shut when VisiOn shipped a year later. Since VisiOn couldn’t run DOS applications, to make it useful you had to shell out a total of $1,765 for a package that included a spreadsheet, graphing program, word processor, and mouse. In addition to being late and overpriced, VisiOn was slow, buggy, and had onerous hardware requirements. In August 1983, Control Data bought VisiOn, which disappeared from sight thereafter. However, Lotus Development (www.lotus.com) bought the rights to VisiCalc in 1985, and the world’s first spreadsheet technology continues to live on in the form of Lotus 1-2-3.

“We decided to go after small business owners who could use a spreadsheet, and designed a computer especially for them, the Apple III. With IBM nipping at our heels, every project and ad for three years was for the Apple III and not for the largest-selling computer worldwide, the Apple II.”

Steve Wozniak
(Newsweek, February 19, 1996)
Q. What's the difference between PCS (Personal Computer Systems; the Apple II division) and the Titanic?
A. The Titanic had a dance band.
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should be run. Having lost favor with Markkula and Jobs, and flush with valuable stock, Scott realized, The problem with Apple is there’s only 24 hours in a day, and if the job’s not fun, it’s time to leave.” In March, Markkula took over as president, and Jobs replaced Markkula as chairman. Scott remained at Apple because the company was in the middle of a secondary offering of 2.6 million shares of common stock, but after that was completed in May, he fired off the following memo to the executive staff on July 17:

When I joined Apple four and a half years ago, I did so to learn and to have fun. The most important thing I’ve learned has been that the things most important to me, no amount of money can buy:

1. Good health
2. Time - we all get exactly twenty four hours to spend each day. It's one's most important investment.
3. Good friends - as opposed to just "friends", acquaintances, or associates. I count my wealth by the number of my good friends.
4. Good memories - Sometimes they can be given like a single white rose, a birthday wreath, or a premier movie.
5. Loyalty - This experience has been the most important thing to me.

I believe that a company is a business, not a social institution. It must demand competence and contribution from its employees in exchange for fair compensation. A company is an interactive system and must have proper controls and teamwork. Hypocrisy, Yes-men, foolhardy plans, a "cover your ass" attitude and empire builders can kill it. I don’t believe in an "executive social club". It might consider going to a Raiders matinee movie. To me there is excessive emphasis on titles and high salaries and not enough frugality, like small company cars and business (vs. first class) travel.

A company’s quality of life is not and cannot be set by a committee (committees design camels, not horses.) - it is set by the personal care of each manager for each and every employee. Priority must be first here and the time later spent on campus-monuments.

I thought I could stay for awhile, handle the Communications and Info Systems assignment and do an outstanding job at it. I thought I could keep my opinions to myself unless asked, but I know too many people. They keep asking how a decision gets made. I am no longer proud or having fun.
So I am having a new learning experience, something I’ve never done before. I quit, not resign to join a new company or retire for personal reasons (including as an elected member of the Board of Directors). This is not done for those who fear my opinions and style, but for the loyal ones who may be given false hope.

For the next week, I will be out of town attending the Wagner Opera - something I’ve always wanted to do. When I return, I’ll call and take care of any loose ends. If you wish, I will consult on a limited basis on the MIS system - it needs support and at least four major application system changes made.

I have always loved and cared for those at Apple. That responsibility will never end.

Yours, Michael, Private Citizen

Through all the turmoil, the venerable Apple II line continued selling strongly, confounding management’s best efforts to kill it off. The Apple II had the support of an ingenious third-party market that made the machine ever more useful by publishing a wide assortment of programs and designing hardware to fill the expansion slots that Woz had wisely included. Eventually management realized that the Apple II simply refused to die, and it might be prudent to invest in a new model. Released along with the Lisa in January 1983, the Apple IIE featured an 80-column text display and full upper- and lowercase keyboard. More importantly to management, it was extremely inexpensive to produce (logic board designer Walt Broedner is largely credited with lowering the chip count from 110 in the original Apple II to 31 in the Apple IIE), which made it enormously profitable when sales took off. At the end of 1983, the Apple III installed base was just 75,000 after almost three years on the market. The Apple IIE was selling almost that many units a month!

The success of the Apple IIE proved there was still life left in the Apple II line, and the result was a concerted effort to cram the functionality of the expandable Apple IIE into a compact, portable, book-sized enclosure called the Apple IIc. This “closed” design resonated strongly with Jobs, who had come to believe in the concept of the computer as appliance

From 1983 to 1988, Scott led Starstruck, a private firm that attempted to create a viable sea-based satellite launching rocket. He also began supporting nonprofit organizations such as the Seattle Opera and the California Institute of Technology in their efforts to apply personal computers to their needs. Scott has since become a world-class expert on colored gemstones, having written a book on the subject and assembled an impressive collection that has been exhibited at the Bowers Museum in Santa Ana.
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The Apple IIc, shown here with an optional monochrome monitor, packed all the power of the Apple IIe into a very compact case.

during his involvement in the Macintosh project. On April 24, 1984—the very same day the Apple III was quietly discontinued—the new Apple IIc was introduced in San Francisco’s Moscone Center during a boisterous celebration called “Apple II Forever” that was interrupted briefly by an earthquake measuring 6.2 on the Richter scale. During the introduction, Jobs proudly announced the fact that Apple had sold 50,000 Macintoshes for $2,495 each since its introduction three months earlier. That day alone Apple took orders for more than 52,000 Apple IIc systems costing $1,295 each! Despite the disdain in which it was held inside the company, the boring old Apple II line once again upstaged Apple’s sexy new offering.

Apple’s lack of internal support for the Apple II has been attributed to many factors. Pragmatists say that Apple was simply trying to broaden its product line with innovative new computers. On the other hand, many suspect that envy was a contributing factor. The Apple II was designed principally by Woz, but Jobs was anxious to make his mark with the Mac, and since Jobs was chairman of the board, he focused the company’s priorities on his product to the exclusion of the Apple II. Letting an aging product line die a slow death is understandable, but killing it prematurely through neglect is unconscionable. It was simply too much to bear for Wozniak, and as a result, he again left Apple on February 6, 1985.

After Woz left, a dedicated group of Apple II engineers figured they might be able to keep his dream alive if they could make a more powerful Apple II. They based their design on the new 16-bit Western Design Center 65816 processor, which could emulate the old 8-bit MOS 6502. This gave their computer brawn for greater performance while maintaining compatibility with the huge library of Apple II programs on the market. Its

In honor of Steve Wozniak and to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the Apple II, the first 10,000 units had a reproduction of his signature on the case. Buyers received a certificate of authenticity and a form letter from Woz upon registering a so-called Woz Limited Edition Apple IIGS.

The Apple IIGS was the last major improvement to the Apple II line. Despite its many impressive features, it fared poorly because Apple discouraged developer support in favor of the Mac.
seven slots provided the expandability of the Apple Il,e, and the built-in ports provided the ease of use and functionality of the Apple IIc. The new model also had several features that bridged the gap between the old character-based Apple II line and the new graphics-oriented Mac line. QuickDraw II was included in ROM so that it could share the Mac’s screen-drawing routines. The new Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) port allowed it to use the same input devices then under development for the Mac II and Mac SE. Its Apple 3.5 Drive meant it could use the 3.5-inch 800K disks popularized by the Macintosh. Finally, its operating system borrowed heavily from the graphical user interface (GUI) of the Mac. On top of all this, the engineers added new chips for vastly improved graphics and sound capabilities, which gave the new machine its name: the Apple II GS.

The $999 Apple II GS was released in September 1986, six months before the first color-capable Mac II, which cost almost four times as much. Despite all of its promising features, the Apple II GS never caught on in a big way. Part of the problem was that developers didn’t want to invest the effort necessary to write GS-specific code when the mainstream Apple II market was substantially larger.

But the major problem was that Apple actively discouraged third-party development of new Apple II products, and instead tried to steer all efforts to the Macintosh. Apple executives believed that the continued success of the Apple II harmed the Macintosh. The Apple II GS proved to be the last major new model released in the Apple II line (the Platinum Apple IIe and the Apple IIc Plus shipped later, but they were relatively minor revisions to previous models), and the year it was introduced was coincidentally when revenue from Mac products first surpassed Apple II revenue. Management got its wish through malicious neglect, and Apple II sales continued to decline. Still, it wasn’t until November 15, 1993—more than 16 years after the original Apple II was introduced and with over five million units shipped—that Apple quietly dropped the last of the line, the Apple Il,e, from its product list. As a token gesture to the faithful, for a while Apple continued to offer Apple II technology through an expansion card for some early Mac LC and Performa models, but clearly the torch had been passed from the Apple II to the Macintosh long before.

In February 1989, Apple Corps filed suit against Apple Computer in London seeking unspecified damages, charging that Apple violated the terms of their 1981 trademark coexistence agreement by marketing products with music-synthesizing capabilities. Specifically cited in the suit were the Mac Plus, SE, and II; the Apple II GS and II GS upgrade kit for the Apple IIe; the AppleCD SC drive; and Apple’s MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) device. The Beatles’ law firm suggested that Apple change its name to Banana or Peach if it wanted to continue making music products. Although Apple maintained that it had not broken the 1981 agreement, on October 9, 1991, it settled by paying Apple Corps $26.5 million. Apple’s attempt to make its insurance carriers foot the bill, plus $8.5 million in legal fees, was squashed April 16, 1999, by a 3-0 California appeals court ruling.
“Our first computers were born not out of greed or ego but in the revolutionary spirit of helping common people rise above the most powerful institutions.”

*Steve Wozniak*

(Newsweek, February 19, 1996)
Steve Wozniak (left) and Steve Jobs, showing off the Apple I motherboard that started it all.
In 1979, Apple produced a special version of the Apple II Plus for Bell & Howell, which featured a black case and some external audio/video features. Approximately 10,000 so-called “Darth Vader” Apples were created for sale to the kindergarten through 12th grade educational market.

Apple’s name recognition was so low in Japan during the early 1980s that workers there used refrigerated trucks to deliver shipments of Apple computers under the mistaken assumption that the boxes contained perishable fruit.
The one millionth Apple II was awarded to Ellis Elementary School in Sunnyvale, California, on July 18, 1983, as part of the “Kids Can’t Wait” program.

Before becoming Federal Reserve Board chairman, Alan Greenspan gushed about the merits of using an Apple IIc to achieve financial success in an early Apple ad.

“I saw a video tape that we weren’t supposed to see. It was prepared for the Joint Chiefs of Staff. By watching the tape, we discovered that, at least as of a few years ago, every tactical nuclear weapon in Europe manned by U.S. personnel was targeted by an Apple II computer. Now, we didn’t sell computers to the military; they went out and bought them at a dealer’s, I guess. But it didn’t make us feel good to know that our computers were being used to target nuclear weapons in Europe. The only bright side of it was that at least they weren’t [Radio Shack] TRS-80s! Thank God for that.”

Steve Jobs
(Playboy, February 1985)
Apple I-II Timeline (continued)

1987
- Platinum Apple IIe introduced ($829); ProDOS 8 v1.3 released
- ProDOS 8 v1.4 released
- GS/OS 2.0 released
- GS/OS 3.1 released

1988
- ProDOS 8 v1.6 released
- GS/OS 3.2 released
- Apple IIgs Workstation Software ($99) and ProDOS 8 v1.7 released; Apple II Workstation Card ships ($249)
- Apple IIc Plus ($1,099) and GS/OS 4.0 ($39) introduced

1989
- Apple Corps sues Apple over music capabilities
- Apple II Video Overlay Card ships
- ProDOS 8 v1.8 released
- GS/OS 5.0 released

1990
- GS/OS 5.0.2 released
- ProDOS 8 v1.9 released
- GS/OS 5.0.3 released

The Platinum Apple IIe, shown here with an optional mouse, featured a built-in numeric keypad and came standard with an extended 80-column card.
### Apple I-II Timeline (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>GS/OS 5.0.4 released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apple IIe Card introduced ($199)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>GS/OS 6.0 released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS/OS 6.0.1 released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Apple IIGS discontinued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spindler replaces Sculley as Apple CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculley resigns as Apple chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Apple IIe discontinued</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Many people have said that the home computer will be the death of camaraderie at the office... Following that argument to its logical conclusion, you might just as well say that masturbation should take the market away from sex."

*Former president of Apple Products*

*Jean-Louis Gassée*
Woz’s Wanderings

Following the career of Steve “Woz” Wozniak, one can be forgiven if the general impression is of an amiable—perhaps even naive—fellow following his muse over the years, wandering in and out of colleges, marriages, Apple stints, and business ventures. Clearly Woz lacks the single-mindedness and ambition that has driven Steve Jobs to become a billionaire, but Woz has done well enough for himself by trying to do good by others. And in Woz’s worldview, that’s all that counts.

Woz met his first wife through a popular Dial-a-Joke operation he was running from a bank of phones in his Sunnyvale apartment when he worked at Hewlett-Packard. Normally his answering machine played a Polish joke that he had recorded earlier, but Woz happened to be home when Alice Louise Robertson called, so he picked up the phone, identified himself as Stanley Zeber Zenskanitsky, then blurted out, “I bet I can hang up quicker than you,” before slamming down the receiver. Woz won that bet, but Alice called right back and the two hit it off. They were married on January 11, 1976, not long after their playful start. But Wozniak didn’t pay as much attention to his wife as he did the electronics that were his life, and on March 1, 1977, she filed for divorce.

After creating the Apple I and II, Wozniak was regarded as the resident genius at Apple, and he was free to tinker on whatever projects interested him. However, by many accounts, it was hard for him to stay focused on the Apple II. After all, it was never his intention to build a company. He originally created the Apple I so that he could satisfy his long-held desire to have a computer of his own. Once he had accomplished that feat, he wasn’t particularly challenged by churning out revisions and modifications to his original designs. Woz hated having to attend countless meetings, preferring instead to play practical jokes, fiddle with electronics, drive fast cars, and gamble in Nevada’s casinos.

Ever since it became clear to Woz that his ownership in Apple was worth more than he could ever spend, the soft-hearted Woz began giving away 1,000-share blocks of stock to friends, family, and fellow Apple employees whose contributions Woz felt had been overlooked. Woz’s generosity was well intentioned, but it inadvertently forced Apple to go public sooner than had been planned. As president Mike Scott explains, “There are some magic numbers in a company’s history, and one of them is 500 shareholders. Once you have that many shareholders, you must file all sorts of paperwork with the SEC.” Because Woz had been distributing so much stock unbeknownst to Apple’s executives, the firm was on the verge of being a de facto public company, so Scott decided to pull the trigger with an IPO on December 12, 1980 (see “Millionaire Mania”). The spectacularly successful IPO minted 40 new millionaires at Apple, from secretaries (or “area associates” as they are known in AppleSpeak) to executives. Woz’s ex-wife Robertson certainly couldn’t complain. The stock she got in their divorce settlement

Steve Wozniak, shown here with a framed Apple I, was free to follow his muse at Apple, but it was hard for him to stay focused with all the non-engineering demands upon his time.
was reportedly worth $42.4 million when Apple went public. For his part, Woz’s remaining shares were valued at $116 million, providing him the funds to fuel his fantasies.

After the IPO, it was even more difficult for Woz to focus on producing at Apple. He was rich beyond his wildest dreams, and he was in love again. In August 1980, Woz had begun dating an Apple employee named Candice Carson Clark, a former member of the U.S. Olympic kayak team that competed in Montreal in 1976. The two were engaged on Christmas, just after the IPO, and although the future must have looked bright at the time, everything was about to change drastically.

Scott was exasperated at Woz’s perceived goldbricking. He felt the founder was setting an awful example with his lackadaisical work ethic. Scott asked Randy Wigginton to write an Apple II spreadsheet to compete with Personal Software’s VisiCalc, reasoning that Wigginton would in turn solicit the help of his mentor, Woz, which he did. Scott pushed Woz hard in January 1981 to complete the necessary math routines, and Jobs even managed to convince Wozniak to participate with his fledgling Macintosh project.

Taking a break from the pressure at Apple, Woz decided to log a few more hours at the controls of his Beechcraft Bonanza A36TC (he bought the turbocharged, single-engine, six-seat plane for $250,000 the previous November). On the afternoon of February 7, Woz and Clark were joined by Clark’s brother and his girlfriend for a flight to San Diego to design wedding rings. While taking off from the Sky Park Airport in Scotts Valley (the airport closed in January 1983), the plane climbed abruptly, stalled, then bounced down the runway, went through two fences, and crashed into an embankment (the NTSB investigation cited premature liftoff and inexperience—Woz had flown only 50 hours—as the probable cause of the accident). Clark’s brother and his girlfriend escaped with relatively minor injuries, but Woz and his fiancée were both seriously hurt. Clark recovered quickly after plastic surgery, but Woz had severe facial injuries, a missing tooth, and a concussion that prevented him from forming new memories. Suffering from anterograde amnesia, Woz had no recollection of the accident and would forget who had visited him during his hospital stay.

Just as Apple employees were recovering from the shock of almost losing one of the company’s founders, Scott’s “Black Wednesday” firings on February 25 decisively woke the company from its IPO-induced dream state. In the aftermath of the layoffs, there was an executive shake-up at Apple that resulted in Scott’s removal from power.

Having cheated death, Woz had little interest in the corporate politics at Apple. “The company had become big business, and I missed tinkering. I just wanted to be an engineer,” Wozniak told People. Upon recovering from his accident after five weeks, Woz took a leave of absence from Apple, though he remained on the payroll with a stipend salary. Wozniak married Clark in Lafayette, California, on June 13 (country singer Emmylou Harris performed). A week after his wedding, Woz enrolled in the University

“I feel shitty.”

Steve Wozniak, on his condition after crashing his plane
of California at Berkeley’s summer program to complete his B.S. degree in computer science. Woz had bounced around from the University of Colorado at Boulder and De Anza College in Cupertino, and then attended Berkeley in 1971, but took a year off to earn money for his tuition. That year off turned into a decade, during which he founded Apple and became extraordinarily wealthy. Now seeking anonymity, Woz enrolled under the name Rocky Raccoon Clark (a combination of his dog’s name and his wife’s maiden name).

Woz’s part-time pursuit of his degree left him plenty of time to dabble in other interests. Hoping to recreate some Woodstock magic and share his good fortune with a “few thousand of my closest friends,” Woz formed a corporation called UNUSON (short for “Unite Us In Song”), which sponsored the US Festival, a three-day “celebration of contemporary music and technology.” The first US Festival was held Labor Day weekend (September 3–5) in 1982 at the 500-acre Glen Helen Regional Park in Devore, California, just north of San Bernardino. Working with legendary promoter Bill Graham, Woz shelled out over $8 million on entertainment alone, with 18 different bands performing (The Gang of Four, Ramones, The English Beat, Oingo Boingo, The B-52’s, Talking Heads, and The Police on day one; Dave Edmunds, Eddie Money, The Cars, The Kinks, Pat Benatar, and Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers on day two; The Grateful Dead, Jerry Jeff Walker, Jimmy Buffett and The Coral Reefer Band, Jackson Browne, and Fleetwood Mac on the third day). There were also exhibits, demonstrations, and seminars focusing on the impact of technological developments, the personal computer (Apple was among the exhibitors, of course), and educational and ecological problems. The air-conditioned exhibit tents were popular places to escape the dust and triple-digit temperatures, if not to stimulate the brain between rocking musical sets. UNUSON hoped to sell all 300,000 tickets in advance at $37.50 for the weekend or $17.50 for a day. Unfortunately the event was marred by low paid attendance (gate-crashers and ticket counterfeiters were common), 340 arrests, and about a dozen drug overdoses.

Undeterred, Woz tried again over Memorial Day (May 28–30) weekend 1983, with 25 different bands on the schedule (The Clash, Men At Work, Stray Cats, Flock of Seagulls, The English Beat, Oingo Boingo, Wall of Voodoo, INXS, Divinyls on day one; Van Halen, Scorpions, Triumph, Judas Priest, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue, and Quiet Riot on day two; David Bowie, Stevie Nicks, Joe Walsh, Pretenders, Missing Persons, U2, Quarterflash, Berlin, and Little Steven and the Disciples of Soul on the third day). The second US Festival was held Labor Day weekend (September 2–4) in 1984 at the 250-acre Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View, California, just north of San Francisco. Working with legendary promoter Bill Graham, Woz shelled out over $10 million on entertainment alone, with 15 different bands performing (Van Halen, Scorpions, Triumph, Judas Priest, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue, and Quiet Riot on day one; Van Halen, Scorpions, Triumph, Judas Priest, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue, and Quiet Riot on day two; David Bowie, Stevie Nicks, Joe Walsh, Pretenders, Missing Persons, U2, Quarterflash, Berlin, and Little Steven and the Disciples of Soul on the third day). There were also exhibits, demonstrations, and seminars focusing on the impact of technological developments, the personal computer (Apple was among the exhibitors, of course), and educational and ecological problems. The air-conditioned exhibit tents were popular places to escape the dust and triple-digit temperatures, if not to stimulate the brain between rocking musical sets. UNUSON hoped to sell all 300,000 tickets in advance at $32.50 for the weekend or $17.50 for a day. Unfortunately the event was marred by low paid attendance (gate-crashers and ticket counterfeiters were common), 340 arrests, and about a dozen drug overdoses.

Undeterred, Woz tried again over Memorial Day (May 28–30) weekend 1983, with 25 different bands on the schedule (The Clash, Men At Work, Stray Cats, Flock of Seagulls, The English Beat, Oingo Boingo, Wall of Voodoo, INXS, Divinyls on day one; Van Halen, Scorpions, Triumph, Judas Priest, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue, and Quiet Riot on day two; David Bowie, Stevie Nicks, Joe Walsh, Pretenders, Missing Persons, U2, Quarterflash, Berlin, and Little Steven and the Disciples of Soul on the third day). The second US Festival was held Labor Day weekend (September 2–4) in 1984 at the 250-acre Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View, California, just north of San Francisco. Working with legendary promoter Bill Graham, Woz shelled out over $10 million on entertainment alone, with 15 different bands performing (Van Halen, Scorpions, Triumph, Judas Priest, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue, and Quiet Riot on day one; Van Halen, Scorpions, Triumph, Judas Priest, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue, and Quiet Riot on day two; David Bowie, Stevie Nicks, Joe Walsh, Pretenders, Missing Persons, U2, Quarterflash, Berlin, and Little Steven and the Disciples of Soul on the third day). There were also exhibits, demonstrations, and seminars focusing on the impact of technological developments, the personal computer (Apple was among the exhibitors, of course), and educational and ecological problems. The air-conditioned exhibit tents were popular places to escape the dust and triple-digit temperatures, if not to stimulate the brain between rocking musical sets. UNUSON hoped to sell all 300,000 tickets in advance at $32.50 for the weekend or $17.50 for a day. Unfortunately the event was marred by low paid attendance (gate-crashers and ticket counterfeiters were common), 340 arrests, and about a dozen drug overdoses.

Undeterred, Woz tried again over Memorial Day (May 28–30) weekend 1983, with 25 different bands on the schedule (The Clash, Men At Work, Stray Cats, Flock of Seagulls, The English Beat, Oingo Boingo, Wall of Voodoo, INXS, Divinyls on day one; Van Halen, Scorpions, Triumph, Judas Priest, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue, and Quiet Riot on day two; David Bowie, Stevie Nicks, Joe Walsh, Pretenders, Missing Persons, U2, Quarterflash, Berlin, and Little Steven and the Disciples of Soul on the third day). The second US Festival was held Labor Day weekend (September 2–4) in 1984 at the 250-acre Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View, California, just north of San Francisco. Working with legendary promoter Bill Graham, Woz shelled out over $10 million on entertainment alone, with 15 different bands performing (Van Halen, Scorpions, Triumph, Judas Priest, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue, and Quiet Riot on day one; Van Halen, Scorpions, Triumph, Judas Priest, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue, and Quiet Riot on day two; David Bowie, Stevie Nicks, Joe Walsh, Pretenders, Missing Persons, U2, Quarterflash, Berlin, and Little Steven and the Disciples of Soul on the third day). There were also exhibits, demonstrations, and seminars focusing on the impact of technological developments, the personal computer (Apple was among the exhibitors, of course), and educational and ecological problems. The air-conditioned exhibit tents were popular places to escape the dust and triple-digit temperatures, if not to stimulate the brain between rocking musical sets. UNUSON hoped to sell all 300,000 tickets in advance at $32.50 for the weekend or $17.50 for a day. Unfortunately the event was marred by low paid attendance (gate-crashers and ticket counterfeiters were common), 340 arrests, and about a dozen drug overdoses.
“Steve Wozniak looks like a Steiff Teddy bear on a maintenance dose of marshmallows.”

Reporter **Jay Cocks**
(***Time***, January 3, 1983)

“Woz’s Wanderings

“It’s amazing that we were able to pull those festivals off and great fun was had by virtually all. I run into more people that thank me for those festivals than thank me for Apple. You had to be there to know how wonderful it turned out.”

**Steve Wozniak**, on the US Festivals

Widely reported to have lost millions of dollars, Wozniak considers the US Festivals successful, if for no other reason than they were great fun.

The engineers from the Apple IIx project went on to create the Apple IIIGS. Although he was no longer at the company when it was released in September 1986, Wozniak’s signature appears on the first 10,000 Apple IIIGS enclosures produced.

Woz lost an estimated $20 million on the two US Festivals, but he had fun and still considers them successful. “If I do this for another fifty-five years, I’m in trouble,” Woz quipped to rock promoter Barry Fey.

In June, two years since he took his leave of absence, and scant days after the second US Festival concluded, Wozniak entered the building on the Apple campus where the Apple II division was housed and humbly asked for something to do. Apple had just introduced the Lisa and Apple IIe that past January and was preparing to launch the Macintosh at the beginning of 1984. John Sculley, who had been on the job as president and CEO for just two months, realized that Woz’s return would be a great morale booster for the Apple II group. Woz was welcomed back with open arms and put to work making the Mac’s mouse work on the Apple IIc, which would be released the following April.

After completing the Apple IIc mouse, Woz led an ambitious project known by the code name Apple IIx. It was based upon the new 65816 processor from Western Design Center, which was backward compatible with the 6502 in the Apple II. The IIx would also feature a second processor slot, enabling it to run IBM PC and Macintosh software. However, the project was killed in March 1984 because Western Design Center had difficulty producing working chips on time, and Jobs was adamantly opposed to allowing the Apple II line to encroach on the turf he had staked out for the Macintosh. Woz was once again set adrift in Apple with little real work to perform. His legendary status brought endless distractions in the form of phone calls, fan mail, speaking engagements, and “meeting after meeting, after meeting,” he complained. Apple’s bureaucracy frustrated him, but even more upsetting was that his baby, the Apple II line, had been “ignored in the hope that it will die and go away.”
The simmering situation finally boiled over during a heated telephone call to Sculley following the 1985 shareholders’ meeting. The normally subdued Woz lit into the CEO, “As the third-largest shareholder, I want you to know I’m upset and so are a lot of people in the Apple II group. These people work on Apple IIs and all they hear is ‘Mac, Mac, Mac.’ It hurts me to see people so demoralized. When I came to work this morning, the engineers, managers, and secretaries were just ready to send in their resignations, they were so angry about it. The shareholders were given the impression that the company’s total revenues were coming from Macintosh.” Sculley attempted to mollify Woz, but he could not be placated. On February 6, Apple announced Woz’s intention to pursue other interests yet again. Apple’s PR staff tried to put a positive spin on his departure, insisting that Woz would remain on the payroll as an engineering consultant paid $20,000 annually, but he harshly and publicly criticized management for favoring the Macintosh when the Apple II line accounted for 70 percent of Apple’s revenues.

At the time of his departure, Woz owned four percent of Apple, worth an estimated $70 million. He promptly sold the bulk of his holdings at around $30 per share and used $500,000 of the proceeds to finance a new venture cofounded with fellow Apple engineer Joe Ennis. Their firm was initially called MBF Incorporated. The initials stood for “My Best Friend,” because Woz envisioned that his new product would become a fun, easy-to-use home appliance. MBF was quickly renamed CL9 (short for “cloud nine”) as work began on creating a device to control audio and video consumer electronics. Woz didn’t have to wait long for Jobs to strike back in retaliation for his very acrimonious split from Apple.

On March 17, during a visit to frog design (www.frogdesign.com) in Campbell, California, Jobs saw a drawing of Woz’s new product and told industrial designer Herbert Pfeifer that he had to stop working for CL9. Because Apple was frog’s largest client (in 1982 the firm created the “Snow White” design language used on the successful Apple IIc), owner Hartmut Esslinger had no choice but to accept Jobs’ demand. Jobs denied any personal motivation, stating, “We don’t want to see our design language used on other products.” But Woz saw things differently. “Steve Jobs has a hate for me, probably because of the things I said about Apple,” Woz opined.

Just seven months after Woz walked out of Apple, Jobs himself resigned after losing a boardroom battle with Sculley. For the first time in its history, Apple was without either of its founders, and it looked to be foundering in the wake of faltering Macintosh sales. Jobs began unloading his massive holdings in Apple stock at what would prove to be fire sale prices. Meanwhile, Woz bought back $5 million worth of Apple stock in December and announced plans to buy as much as $15 million more. “It’s not an investment. It’s just because it’s right,” Wozniak said at the time. “I’m very excited about Apple. The morale is up, and the company’s products are moving in the right direction.” After the purchase, Woz had approximately 750,000 shares of Apple when the stock was trading at $20.

In what must have been an awkward moment, considering their high-profile breakup just two weeks before, the two Steves were jointly awarded the National Medal of Technology by President Ronald Reagan on February 19, 1985. They received the highest honor bestowed upon America’s leading innovators for their achievements at Apple Computer.
Woz’s Wanderings

“Since the sixth grade, I have wanted to be one, an engineer, and two, an elementary school teacher. There are so many things going on in my life that I’m not going to be able to do that, not immediately. But now I can enroll to get the credential.”

*Steve Wozniak*
(The Los Angeles Times, May 14, 1986)

Woz finally received his bachelor’s degree in electrical and engineering sciences from UC Berkeley during a ceremony held on May 17, 1986 (he had left several credits shy of graduation, but was awarded equivalency credits for work done at Apple). When he gave the valedictory address, Woz told his fellow students, “Happiness is the only thing life’s about. You don’t buy a computer unless you think it’s a road to greater happiness. You don’t do anything in life unless it’s for happiness. That’s the only way you can measure life, by the number of smiles per day. It’s food, fun, and friends.”

Unfortunately for Woz, marital happiness eluded him once again. On April 30, 1987, Wozniak filed for divorce from Clark, citing irreconcilable differences. He sought and was granted joint custody of their children, Jesse John and Sara Nadine (their third child, Stephen Gary Jr., was born seven months after the initial divorce petition was filed).

As his second marriage was being dissolved, Woz’s business was finally bearing fruit. CL9’s first product was Tyrone, a low-cost remote control signal booster that was abandoned after disappointing sales. CL9 tried again with CORE (Controller of Remote Equipment), a $199 sophisticated multipurpose remote controller released in September 1987. Not only could CORE “learn” the codes necessary to control many different devices, it could also be programmed to perform multiple commands at specific times. For instance, with a touch of a button, it could turn on a VCR, television, and cable box simultaneously, then set the channel and begin recording. Unfortunately, CORE’s reception was mixed. Those who could figure out how to program the controller loved it, but it proved too complex for most users. Woz had sunk a total of $2 million into CL9, and all he had to show for it was a meager profit eked out in the first quarter of 1988. “It’s not doing too well,” Woz admitted. “It’s profitable, but keeping it going, putting more money into it to sell the product—after this number of years—well, I’d like to sell it.” After CL9’s president, Martin Spergel, failed to find a buyer for the company or licensee for its technology, in 1990 the assets were assumed by Robert Retzlaff, a CL9 employee. Retzlaff’s Celadon (www.celadon.com) continued marketing CORE under the new name PIC 100 (programmable infrared controller) for several years, and Celadon sells descendents of the device to this day.

Following his divorce from his second wife and disappointment with CL9, in July 1988, Woz set out to fulfill a lifetime goal: teaching elementary school. According to Woz, “I’ve been planning this since sixth grade. It’s

“I want to get as far away from this as possible. I’ve got to cut all this business and technology out of my life.”

*Steve Wozniak*, on CL9
(USA Today, July 5, 1988)
just taken me a long time to get there.” Though he had no teaching credentials, he offered to help out wherever he could be useful at Lexington Elementary, where his son Jesse attended school with 150 other students. “I’ve always been computers, computers, computers,” explained Woz. “But as far as big dreams that make any sense to me, now it’s education.” Woz eventually “adopted” the Los Gatos Unified School District, advising teachers and administrators on technology and equipping computer labs with considerable numbers of Macs for the students.

With his focus now on his family, in 1989 Woz decided to indulge his playful side and hired architect Robert do Amaral to remodel his $1 million, four-bedroom, 6,000-square-foot ranch-style house perched atop a steep hill in Los Gatos. After spending in the neighborhood of $4 million, construction was completed in September, and Woz could boast of having the only home in the country with a scientifically replicated 800-square-foot limestone cave. The cave was complete with dinosaur footprints, sea life fossils, prehistoric human skulls, petroglyphs, and glittering amethyst and quartz formations. Wozniak’s huge home was designed to accommodate the large parties he liked to throw, but it also came in handy when he remarried on November 17, 1990, to Suzanne Mulkern, someone he had known in seventh grade and became reacquainted with in 1988. Mulkern, a lawyer, had three children from her first marriage (Adam, Daniel, and Marci), and when they moved in with Woz’s three kids, the home resembled the set of The Brady Bunch.

In the summer of 1992, Woz created an informal after-school computer classroom for his son Jesse and four of his fifth grade classmates, each of whom received a $4,600 PowerBook 170. The following year, Woz expanded Jesse’s class to 12 students and began a new class with 20 fifth graders. Woz continues teaching several days a week, and all interested students in fifth through eighth grades are provided computers, Internet access, and lessons on how to program. By all accounts, teaching children has given Woz as much joy and meaning in his life as creating the first personal computer, but that’s not to say he had put Apple behind him for good.

During Apple’s darkest hours, when the company appeared to be in a death spiral, Wozniak once again returned to the Cupertino campus to offer his assistance. At the conclusion of CEO Gil Amelio’s keynote address at the Macworld Expo on January 7, 1997, Wozniak received a standing ovation when it was revealed he was returning in an advisory role. As an unpaid member of Apple’s executive committee, Wozniak was reunited with Jobs, who had also been acting as an advisor since Apple bought NeXT less than a month prior. It had been almost two years since the last vestige of the Apple II—an emulation card for the Mac LC—had been discontinued, but Wozniak was glad to lend his goodwill and best ideas to resurrect Apple. He tried to get management to refocus on producing quality, easy-to-use computers, and to actively court the education market that had once been its mainstay. However, after Amelio lost his job in July, Jobs had CFO Fred Anderson tell Wozniak his services were no longer

“I have never left the company. I keep a tiny residual salary to this day because that’s where my loyalty should be forever. I want to be an ‘employee’ on the company database. I won’t engineer, I’d rather be basically retired, due to my family.”

Steve Wozniak
needed. Once again, Wozniak walked away from Apple and the spotlight to return to his semi-private life.

Wozniak's personal fortune had been diminished through two divorces, indulgent music festivals, an unprofitable business venture, and his education efforts, but he remained a soft touch for various charities over the years. Woz put up $2 million as the lead benefactor for The Tech Museum of Innovation's (www.thetech.org) new facility, which opened in San Jose on October 31, 1998. He also sponsored the Electronic Frontier Foundation (www.eff.org), Ballet San Jose Silicon Valley (www.balletsanjose.org), and Children's Discovery Museum (www.cdm.org). As an expression of gratitude for his $1.8 million donation to the museum, the city of San Jose honored Wozniak by naming a street after him. If you know the way to San Jose, you can find the museum at 180 Woz Way.

Although he was enjoying his life as a family man, amateur educator, and community benefactor, Wozniak couldn't suppress his technical creativity when he began searching for a solution to the problem of lost dogs in his neighborhood. Woz envisioned a simple wireless network using 900MHz radio signals and global positioning system (GPS) satellite data to track inexpensive tags.

Jumping back into startup mode again, Wozniak founded Wheels of Zeus (www.woz.com), which goes by the nickname of wOz. When announced publicly on January 23, 2002, all Wozniak would reveal was that the company had secured $6 million in first-round funding from Draper Fisher Jurvetson, Mobius Venture Capital, and Palo Alto Investors. It wasn't until July 2003 that the world learned what Woz had wrought at wOz. The wOzNet, as it is called, consists of a base station that can track the location of hundreds of small, wireless tags that are attached to people, pets, or property. With a one-mile radius, the system can alert the user by phone or email when a child leaves school, a cat leaves the house, or a carton leaves a warehouse, for example. wOz doesn't intend to manufacture or market its invention, preferring instead to license its technology to larger, established firms. The first wOzNet products are expected to be commercially available in 2004. Others have tried to tackle the radio-ID tag market in the past, but Wozniak may have once again figured out how to combine various technologies in a unique way to create a viable new product.
Wozniak Timeline

1968
- Wozniak attends University of Colorado

1969
- Wozniak leaves University of Colorado
- Wozniak attends De Anza College

1970
- Wozniak leaves De Anza College

1971
- Wozniak attends De Anza College
- Wozniak withdraws from De Anza College; Wozniak and Fernandez create Cream Soda Computer
- Wozniak attends UC Berkeley
- Wozniak and Jobs sell blue boxes

1972
- Wozniak hired at Hewlett-Packard

1973
- Wozniak attends De Anza College

1974
- Wozniak leaves De Anza College
Wozniak Timeline (continued)

1975
- First Homebrew Computer Club meeting

1976
- Wozniak marries Robertson
- Jobs, Wozniak, and Wayne found Apple
- Apple I schematic completed
- Apple I introduced
- Apple II prototype completed
- Wozniak leaves Hewlett-Packard
- Jobs, Wozniak, and Markkula incorporate Apple
- Scott becomes Apple’s first president; Wozniak leaves Hewlett-Packard
- Robertson files for divorce from Wozniak
- Apple II introduced

1978
- Apple I discontinued

1979
- Disk II introduced

1980
- Apple II Plus introduced
- Apple III announced
- Wozniak and Clark begin dating

1981
- Apple initial public offering; Wozniak and Clark engaged
- Wozniak takes leave of absence
- Wozniak marries Clark, returns to Berkeley
- Apple III ships
- Wozniak’s plane crashes; Apple lays off 40 employees on “Black Wednesday”
- Apple secondary stock offering
- Scott resigns from Apple
Wozniak Timeline (continued)

1982
- Jesse John Wozniak born; Wozniak throws first US Festival

1983
- Lisa and Apple Ile introduced
- Wozniak throws second US Festival
- Sculley joins Apple as president, CEO
- Wozniak returns to Apple II division

1984
- Lisa 2 and Macintosh introduced
- Apple IIx project killed
- Apple III development discontinued
- Sara Nadine Wozniak born

1985
- Wozniak leaves Apple, founds CL9, awarded National Medal of Technology
- Apple IIe (enhanced) introduced; Jobs forbids frog design to work for CL9
- Jobs resigns from Apple, founds NeXT

1986
- Wozniak buys $5 million in Apple stock
- Jobs buys Pixar
- Shoreline Amphitheatre opens; Wozniak major investor
- Wozniak earns electrical engineering degree at UC Berkeley
- Enhanced Apple IIc and Apple IIIGS introduced

1987
- Platinum Apple IIe introduced
- Wozniak files for divorce from Clark
- CL9 ships CORE
- Stephen Gary Wozniak Jr. born

1988
- Wozniak offers his services to Lexington Elementary
- Apple IIc Plus introduced
Wozniak Timeline (continued)

1989
- Wozniak’s Los Gatos home renovation completed

1990
- Wozniak receives honorary degree from University of Colorado
- Children’s Discovery Museum opens
- Wozniak marries Mulkern

1991
- Apple IIe Card introduced

1992
- Wozniak begins teaching fifth graders

1993
- Apple IIGS discontinued
- Sculley replaced by Spindler as Apple CEO
- Apple IIe discontinued
- Sculley resigns as Apple chairman

1994

1995
- Apple IIe Card discontinued
“Having children of my own. Closely followed by the US Festivals, the Apple II, the floppy drive for the Apple II, Dial-a-Joke, and my CORE remote control.”

*Steve Wozniak*, listing his greatest accomplishments

(Computer Reseller News, November 15, 1998)
The Apple III Fiasco

After two years of development, the Apple III was announced on May 19, 1980, during the National Computer Conference (NCC) in Anaheim, California. With Apple’s typical flair for spectacle, the company rented Disneyland for five hours the following night at a cost of $42,000 and transported an estimated 7,000 NCC attendees to the site in British double-decker buses.

Apple was proud of the Apple III because it represented many firsts for the company. Foremost, it was the company’s first attempt at building a powerful business computer. It was also the company’s first major departure from the tried-and-true Apple II architecture. It would prove the company’s first bona fide failure. Unfortunately, instead of learning from the experience, Apple repeated many of the same mistakes with the Lisa and the Mac.

The Apple III was sold in two different configurations ranging in price from $4,340 to $7,800. At the heart of each was a Synertek 8-bit 6502A microprocessor running at 2MHz (twice the speed of the Apple II), a maximum of 128K of random access memory (RAM), a built-in keyboard with numeric keypad, and one internal 143K, 5.25-inch disk drive manufactured by Shugart. In effect, the Apple III came standard with everything most people eventually added to the Apple II. If that wasn’t enough, there were four internal slots that accepted Apple II peripheral cards, plus you could add additional devices via the two serial ports on the back.

Although it had an Apple II emulation mode, the Apple III worked best with software written specifically to take advantage of its proprietary Sophisticated Operating System and new features, such as a built-in real-time clock and video capable of generating 24 lines of 80-column text and up to 560 by 192 pixels in the monochrome graphics mode. On paper, all the specifications were quite impressive, but implementing them proved a humbling experience for Apple.

Apple originally promised to ship the Apple III in July, but production problems plagued the product throughout the summer and into the fall. Unlike the Apple I and II, which were essentially the work of one man,
The Apple III Fiasco

“The Apple III was kind of like a baby conceived during a group orgy, and [later] everybody had this bad headache and there’s this bastard child, and everyone says, ‘It’s not mine.’”

Apple employee #6
Randy Wigginton
(Insanely Great, pp. 123–124)

Steve Wozniak, the Apple III was designed by a committee headed by Steve Jobs, who would demand one thing one day, then the opposite the next. The shipping delays threatened to mar Apple’s initial public offering in December (see “Millionaire Mania”), so managers ignored the dire warnings of engineers who knew what would happen if they pushed the Apple III out the door before its time. As soon as units began trickling into distribution in late November, the worst fears of the engineers were realized.

On February 10, 1981, Apple announced that the Apple III would no longer contain the built-in clock and calendar features because National Semiconductor’s clock chip didn’t meet Apple’s specifications. How the flaky parts got into a shipping product nobody was willing to say. Apple dropped the price of the Apple III to $4,190 and gave a $50 rebate to everybody who had purchased an Apple III up to that date.

When the first volume shipments began in March 1981, it became apparent that dropping the clock chip was just a finger in the dike. Approximately 20 percent of all Apple IIIIs were dead on arrival primarily because chips fell out of loose sockets during shipping. Those that did work initially often failed after minimal use thanks to Jobs’ insistence that the Apple III not have a fan (a design demand he would make again on the Mac). He reasoned that in addition to reducing radio-frequency interference emissions (a severe problem with the Apple II), the internal aluminum chassis would conduct heat and keep the delicate components cool. He was wrong.

Compounding the problem was that Jobs dictated the size and shape of the case without concern for the demands of the electrical engineers, who were then forced to cram boards into small spaces with little or no ventilation. As the computer was used, its chips got hot, expanded slightly, and slowly worked their way out of their sockets, at which point the computer simply died. Apple’s solution was to recommend lifting the front of the computer six inches off the desktop, then letting it drop with the hope that the chips would reseat themselves!

The problems with loose chips were exacerbated by short cables between internal components, non-gold connectors, and the circuit board manufacturer’s change in the flux washing process that led to latent corrosion. To its credit, Apple didn’t bury the problem; on April 15, 1981, Mike Markkula, president and CEO, admitted to The Wall Street Journal, “It would be dishonest for me to sit here and say it’s perfect.” Apple instituted a liberal repair policy, swapping brand-new Apple IIIIs for bad ones on the spot, no questions asked. To everyone’s dismay, the replacements often failed, too.

On November 9, Apple announced a revised Apple III with a base price of $3,495. The company steadfastly claimed that the original problems were linked to shortcomings in manufacturing and quality-control procedures rather than the underlying design of the computer. Nonetheless, the new Apple III featured different sockets, updated software, memory expansion up to 256K, and an optional 5MB hard disk drive. Based upon the Seagate
The Apple III Fiasco

ST506 mechanism, the $3,495 ProFile was an important addition to the system since IBM didn’t yet offer a hard drive for its PC, which had been introduced that August. Of the 7,200 original Apple IIIs that had been sold, 2,000 were replaced for free when the new version became available in mid-December.

Even after the Apple III had been revised, sales remained disappointing. Analysts estimate that Apple sold 3,000 to 3,500 units a month, just one-tenth the sales rate of the venerable Apple II. According to InfoCorp, a Santa Clara research firm, the Apple III had an installed base of only 75,000 units by December 1983, compared to 1.3 million Apple IIs. Potential buyers had been turned off by the bad publicity as well as by a lack of useful software that took advantage of the Apple III’s unique Sophisticated Operating System. Industry experts openly referred to the operating system by its distress-signal initials, SOS, although Apple preferred the phonetic nickname “applesauce.”

In a last-ditch effort to revive the product, Apple replaced the Apple III with the $2,995 Apple III Plus in December 1983. In addition to a lower price, the new model came standard with 256K of RAM, a built-in clock that actually worked, a new logic board, SOS version 1.3, improved peripheral ports with standard DB-25 connectors, and a modified slot housing for easier card installation. It was a classic case of too little, too late.

Although the Apple III Plus had helped boost the installed base to an estimated 120,000 units, Apple abruptly dropped the line on April 24, 1984. “While the Apple III is an excellent business computer,” wrote David Fradin, Apple III business unit manager, in a memo to his staff, “it is a generally accepted view by Apple’s product managers that Apple can best serve the future needs of our business customers by expanding the Apple II and Apple 32 [Lisa and Mac] product families, and by concentrating future development, marketing and sales efforts on these products. Therefore, we have decided that no further product development efforts shall be initiated and undertaken for the Apple III product line, effective immediately.” After losing over $60 million on the Apple III product line, Apple quietly removed it from the product list in September 1985.

“We had to replace fourteen thousand of them. I must say that, as far as enhancing our reputation, this operation was a success. We received thank-you letters telling us that General Motors would never have done the same.”

General manager of Apple France

Jean-Louis Gassée
(The Third Apple, p. 102)

“It just wasn’t a good enough machine and it had so many flaws from the start that when we reintroduced it we should have called it the Apple IV.”

Steve Wozniak

“Infinite, incalculable amounts.”

Steve Jobs,
on how much was lost on the Apple III
(Playboy, February 1985)
“The Apple III is designed to have a 10-year lifespan.”
Apple CEO Mike Markkula
(The Wall Street Journal, April 15, 1981)

“Apple is firmly and totally committed to supporting the Apple III and is maintaining and increasing our commitment to the Apple III as a major product for the next five to seven years.”
Mike Markkula

“The Apple III will be a serious contender in the business computer marketplace for a long time to come.”
Apple III manager David Fradin
(The Peninsula Times Tribune, November 21, 1983)

“No further product development efforts shall be initiated and undertaken for the Apple III product line, effective immediately.”
David Fradin
(internal memo, April 24, 1984)
Apple's research and development facilities, located on Infinite Loop in Cupertino, are some of the most secure buildings on the Apple campus. Confidential papers are discarded into locked wastebaskets lest they fall into the hands of Dumpster-diving competitors or reporters; guards are posted at all entrances; and employees must pass their electronic identification badges in front of wall plates that verify access privileges and monitor personnel movement. Apple has come a long way from the days when Jobs and Woz eagerly showed off what they were doing in the Los Altos garage, but it hasn’t gotten paranoid. Like most high-tech companies, Apple is simply trying to maintain the security of the many new proprietary technologies and products it is constantly designing.

An essential part of security is the use of code names. Before Apple publicly announces a product by its official name, that product is internally referred to by a code name. Usually lead engineers or managers get to name their own projects whatever they want, but a few recurring trends are evident. Early in its incarnation, Apple favored female names for projects. More often than not, the projects were named after the children, girlfriends, or wives of the team members (for example, the Lisa was named after Jobs’ first daughter). Jef Raskin rebelled against the sexist notion of female code names and looked instead to apple varieties as the inspiration for his Macintosh project, purposely misspelling McIntosh. For a while, the names of different types of apples (Pippin, Jonathan) were often whispered in the R&D labs. Having exhausted the various types of apples, project managers now tend to choose whimsical code names that either reflect pop culture or contain awful puns. Perusing the list of code names is like walking down memory lane, checking out the fads and trends that swept through Apple cubicles and lab benches over the years.

Apple takes the code-naming business seriously, often assigning the same project different code names—one to be used internally and another for
external use. Also, a single project may have separate code names associated with hardware, software, documentation, industrial design, and marketing. Furthermore, outsiders—such as developers and the press—may be told about the same project, but each will be told a different code name. Just to keep everybody guessing, Apple sometimes changes code names in the middle of a project, or reuses old code names for new projects. Not only does all this create confusion in Apple watchers, it also serves as an audit trail to trace leaks to their sources.

Despite Apple's best efforts to keep this sort of thing from becoming public, I've compiled an extensive list of code names that have escaped from Cupertino and other Mac-related firms over the years. In some cases, I've even been able to uncover why a particular code name was chosen.

### Apple II

Apple IIc: Elf, E.T., Moby, Pippin, Teddy (short for Testing Every Day), IIb (for book-sized), IIp (for portable), VLC (Very Low Cost), Yoda, plus Annie, Bert, Chels, Jason, Lollie, Sherry, and Zelda (children of team members)

Apple IIc Plus: Adam Ant (because the team was adamant about keeping the project alive), Pizza (because of its pizza-box shape), Propeller (because a team member had a propeller beanie in his office), Raisin (after the testers won second place for their California Raisins costumes at a Halloween party)

Apple IIe: Diana, LCA (Low Cost Apple), Super II

Apple II File Management Utility: Fishhead, Fishhead in Disguise (after executives objected to original name)

Apple IIGS: Cortland, Gumby (from an Apple Halloween parade impersonation), Mark Twain (abandoned ROM04 prototype), Phoenix (the project was revived after being canceled), Rambo (the design team had to fight for approval)

Apple IIGS Video Overlay Card: Gumby, Pokey

Apple II High Speed SCSI Card: Cocoon

Apple IIx (aborted): Brooklyn, Dove, Golden Gate (referring to the ability to make it a bridge between the Apple II and Mac)

Apple III: Sara (after the daughter of chief engineer Wendell Sander)

### CPUs

Apple's first RISC project (based on the Motorola 88000 RISC): Jaguar, Tesseract

PowerPC 602: Galahad

PowerPC 603: Wart (King Arthur's trusty aide)

PowerPC 603e/603+/603ev: Stretch, Valiant

PowerPC 603t: Goldeneye

PowerPC 604: Zephyr

PowerPC 604e: Helm Wind, Sirocco, Twister

PowerPC 604eq: Mach 5
PowerPC 620: Red October, Trident
PowerPC 630: Boxer, Dino
PowerPC 740: Arthur
PowerPC 750: Conan, Glacier, Gobi, Goldfinger, G3, LoneStar
PowerPC 760: Typhoon
PowerPC 770: Jalapeno (a hot pepper)
PowerPC 780: Habenero (a very hot pepper)
PowerPC 970: Neo
PowerPC 7460: Apollo
PowerPC G3: 613, Arthur (as in King Arthur)
PowerPC G4: Desktop98, Max, MaxMax, MinMax, NextGen
PowerPC G5: 2000, Eleven, Goldfish, Steamroller
PowerPC Video and Multimedia Extensions: AltiVec, VMX

**Drives**

Apple 871: Twiggy
AppleCD 600: Hollywood
AppleCD 800: Stingray
Apple Hard Disk 400SC: A Ts’ah (Japanese for “eagle”), Eagle
Apple PC Drive Card: Emerald City
Apple PowerCD: Tulip
CD Setup: Monarch
Drive Setup: Dragonfly

**Input Devices**

ADB Mouse II: Topolino (Italy’s equivalent to Mickey Mouse)
Adjustable Keyboard: Norsi
Extended Keyboard: Dörfer (Ed Colby’s nickname), Saratoga (it’s so large it’s named after an aircraft carrier; prototypes were adorned with small model aircraft)
Extended Keyboard II: Gatsby, Nimitz (another aircraft carrier)
OneScanner: Half-Dome, Ping-Pong
OneScanner for Windows: WinDome
OneScanner 600/27: Rio
OneScanner 1200/30: New Orleans
QuickTake 100: Venus
Standard Keyboard: Eastwood
Standard Keyboard II: Elmer
Wireless Keyboard: Q6
Wireless Mouse: P91a

Motorola’s speedy PowerPC 604e CPU was code-named Mach 5 and Sirocco.

The PowerCD drive released in March 1993, one of Apple’s first attempts at a consumer electronics product, was code-named Tulip.

The ergonomic Adjustable Keyboard released in January 1993 was code-named Norsi.
Macs: Centris
Centris 610: Econoline, QFC (quick, fast, cheap), WLCD
Centris 650: Lego (case), Wombat 25
Centris 660AV: Tempest

Macs: Classic Macs
Mac 128K: Macintosh
Mac 512K: Fat Mac (four times the memory of the original Mac)
Mac Classic: XO (military abbreviation for “executive officer”)
Mac Classic II: Apollo (a class of sailboat), Montana
Mac Color Classic: Slice
Mac Plus: Mr. T (perhaps of *The A-Team*, but Apple’s former chief scientist Larry Tesler shares this nickname), Turbo Mac
Mac SE: Aladdin, Chablis, Freeport, Mac ±, Maui, Midnight Run, Plus Plus
Mac SE/30: Double Stuffed (4MB version), Fafnir, Green Jade, Oreo (basic unit), Roadrunner, Single Stuffed (2MB version)

Macs: iMacs
iMac Revision A: C1, Columbus, Elroy
iMac Revision C (five different colors): C1.5, Life Savers
iMac Revision E (digital video): Kihei
iMac I/O controller: Paddington

Macs: Mac II Series
Mac II: Becks (the engineers’ favorite beer), Cabernet, Ikki (Japanese for “bottoms up” and Turkish for “two”), Little Big Mac, Milwaukee (engineer Mike Dhuey’s hometown), Paris (homage to Jean-Louis Gassée), Reno (in honor of the expansion slots), Uzi
Mac II 32-bit ROMs: Squeaky (as in “squeaky clean,” since earlier “dirty” ROMs didn’t properly use all 32 bits)
Mac Iici: Aurora II, Cobra II, Pacific, Stingray
Mac Iici Cache Card: American Express, Optima (both are “cash cards,” get it?)
Mac Iicx: Atlantic (aborted 16MHz configuration), Aurora, Avanti, Cobra
Mac IIfs: Blackbird, F-16, F-19, Four Square, Stealth, IiXi, Weed-Whacker, Zone 5 (military term for pushing an aircraft to its design limits)
Mac IIsi: Erickson (a class of sailboat), Oceanic, Raffica, Raffika, Ray Ban (as in “the future’s so bright, you gotta wear shades;” it shipped to developers with a pair of sunglasses), Spin
Mac Iiix: Brazil 16
Mac Iiiv: Brazil 32c
Mac Iivx: Sony floppy drive without auto-insert: Wolfpack
Mac Iix: Spock, Stratos
Macs: Mac LC Series
Mac LC: Elsie (as in the Borden cow…try pronouncing the letters L and C), Pinball (low-slung case design looks like a pinball machine to some), Prism
Mac LC Apple IIe Card: Double Exposure
Mac LC II: Foster Farms
Mac LC III: Vail, Elsie III
Mac LC 475: Primus
Mac LC 520: Hook 25 (for its 25MHz CPU)
Mac LC 550: Hook 33 (for its 33MHz CPU)
Mac LC 575: Optimus
Mac LC 630: Crusader, Show & Tell (for its multimedia capabilities)

Macs: Miscellaneous Models
CHRP project: Bloom County, Moccasin, Opus
Mac TV: Peter Pan, LD50 (Lethal Dose 50 percent)
Macintosh Coprocessor Platform: Roman, Zorro
Twentieth Anniversary Mac: Pomona, Smoke & Mirrors, Spartacus

Macs: Performas
Performa 200: Lady Kenmore
Performa 400: Lady Kenmore, Vail
Performa 460, 466, and 467: Route 66
Performa 475 and 476: Aladdin, Primus
Performa 550: Hook 33 (for its 33MHz CPU)
Performa 600: Brazil 32, Ilvm (consumer testing showed that users thought the suffix was an abbreviation for “virtual memory,” so the model became the Performa 600)
Performa 630: Show, Show & Tell
Performa 5200: Bongo, Rebound, Transformer, Trailblazer
Performa 6300: Crusader, Elixir
Performa 6400: Hacksaw, Instatower (first Performa to use mini-tower case)
Performa 6400 logicboard design: Alchemy
Performa 6400 logicboard design, enhanced: Gazelle

Macs: Power Macs
Power Mac project: Cognac (in honor of a RISC pioneer, John L. Hennessy)
Power Mac AV Card: Planaria
Power Mac 4400/7220: Tanzania
Power Mac 5200: Bongo, Rebound, Trailblazer, Transformer
Power Mac 5400: Excalibur
Power Mac 5400 logic-board: Alchemy, Gazelle (enhanced model)
Power Mac 5400/120: Chimera
Power Mac 5420: Phoenix

When MacWEEK reported that the Power Macintosh 6100/60, 7100/66, and 8100/80 went by the code names PDM, Carl Sagan, and Cold Fusion, the astronomer fired off an angry letter stating, “My endorsement is not for sale. For this reason, I was profoundly distressed to see… Apple’s announcement of a new Mac bearing my name.” In response, the project engineers changed the code name to BHA, which stood for Butt-Head Astronomer. Apple’s lawyers insisted they come up with a new name, so they settled on LAW, which stood for Lawyers Are Wimps. Nonetheless, in April 1994, Sagan sued Apple in U.S. District Court in Los Angeles, charging it with defamation of character.

continued on next page…
Judge Lourdes G. Baird found that the statement was mere opinion, thereby eliminating the libel claim. She also ruled that Sagan could not recover for infliction of emotional distress, noting that Sagan, as a public figure, could only recover for infliction of emotional distress by showing that a false statement of fact was made with actual malice. Baird’s finding stated, “There can be no question that the use of the figurative term ‘Butt-Head’ negates the impression that Defendant was seriously implying an assertion of fact. It strains reason to conclude that Defendant was attempting to criticize Plaintiff’s reputation of competency as an astronomer. One does not seriously attack the expertise of a scientist using the undefined phrase ‘Butt-Head.’”

Sagan appealed the decision to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, and on November 15, 1995, the two parties reached “an amicable settlement,” although the terms remain confidential to this day. Paul D. Carmichael, Apple’s director of patents and trademarks, publicly stated, “Dr. Sagan has made great contributions in many areas of higher learning and in particular has made complex subject matter interesting and understandable to a wide audience. Apple has always had great respect for Dr. Sagan, and it was never Apple’s intention to cause Dr. Sagan or his family any embarrassment or concern.”

**Macs: Portables**

- iBook/300: C1
- iBook/500: iceBook
- Mac Portable: Esprit, Guinness, Laguna, Malibu, Riviera
- Mac Portable (with backlit display): Aruba, Love Shack, Mulligan
- PowerBook 100 series hard drives from Conner Peripherals: Elwood (40MB), Jake (20MB)
- PowerBook 100 series internal modems: O’Shanter & Bess
- PowerBook 100: Asahi, Classic, Derringer (a sailboat), Rosebud
- PowerBook 140: Leary, Replacements, Tim LC (a class of sailboat), Tim Lite
- PowerBook 145: Colt 45
- PowerBook 145B: Pikes Peak
PowerBook 150: JeDI (Just Did It)
PowerBook 160: Brooks
PowerBook 165: Dart LC
PowerBook 165c: Monet
PowerBook 170: Road Warrior, Tim (a class of sailboat)
PowerBook 180: Converse, Dartanian
PowerBook 180c: Hokusai (after the Japanese woodblock carver)
PowerBook 190: Omega
PowerBook 520 and 520c: Blackbird LC (low cost)
PowerBook 540: Blackbird, Spruce Goose (really heavy), SR-71 (black skin)
PowerBook 540c: Blackbird LC (low cost)
PowerBook 5xx PowerPC upgrade: Malcom
PowerBook 1400: Epic
PowerBook 2400c: Comet, Nautilus, Mighty Cat (souped-up configuration), Minihooer
PowerBook 3400c: Hooper
PowerBook 3400c PCI bus technology: PowerStar
PowerBook 5300 series: Anvil, M2 (a Specialized Bicycles’ mountain bike)
PowerBook Duo 210 and Duo 230: BOB W (“Best Of Both Worlds,” because it’s a portable computer that’s also a desktop machine when inserted into its dock), Cinnamon, Companion, DB-Lite (the lightweight machine was named one night over a few brewskies in a club called Das Boot)
PowerBook Duo 250: Ansel (after photographer Ansel Adams)
PowerBook Duo 270c: Escher (after artist M.C. Escher)
PowerBook Duo 280 and Duo 280c: Yeager (after test pilot Chuck Yeager; first PowerBook to use fast 68040 CPU)
PowerBook Duo 2300: AJ
PowerBook Duo Dock II: Atlantis
PowerBook Duo Floppy Adapter: Blackwatch
PowerBook Duo MiniDock: Spaniard
PowerBook G3/250: Kanga
PowerBook G3 (second release): WallStreet, PDQ
PowerBook G3/350: Main Street
PowerBook G3/400 FireWire: Pismo
PowerBook Trackpad: Midas (after the king with the golden touch)

**Macs: Quadras**

Quadra 605: Aladdin, ELB (extremely low budget), Primus
Quadra 610: Speedbump 610 (when the Centris 610 was renamed the Quadra 610, its speed was increased from 20 to 25MHz)
Quadra 610 DOS PDS card: Houdini, Royal Scam

Because both feature dark colors, curves, and speed, Apple’s 68040-based PowerBook 540 project was code-named Blackbird, after the high-flying SR-71 reconnaissance plane. However, it was known informally inside Apple as the Spruce Goose because some people felt that introducing a 7-pound laptop in 1994 was as ill-fated an idea as Howard Hughes’ huge aircraft, which flew only once. On a related note, the Blackbird’s innovative new Trackpad was code-named Midas, after the Phrygian king who turned whatever he touched into gold.
Quadra 630: Crusader, Show Biz, Show & Tell (for its multimedia capabilities)
Quadra 630 removable motherboard: Tell
Quadra 650: Speedbump 650 (when the Centris 650 was renamed the Quadra 650, its speed was increased from 25 to 33MHz)
Quadra 660AV: Tempest
Quadra 700: Evo 200, Shadow (shadow of Quadra 900), Spike (a class of sailboat, and “Gonna spike NeXT”), IIce
Quadra 800: Fridge, Wombat 33
Quadra 840AV: Cyclone, Quadra 1000
Quadra 840AV floppy disk controller chip set from NEC: New Age
Quadra 900: Darwin, Eclipse (a class of sailboat, and “Going to eclipse NeXT”), Premise 500, IHex
Quadra 950: Amazon, Zydeco

**Macs: Servers**
Network Server 500: Shiner LE
Network Server 700: Shiner HE
Workgroup Server 60 and 80: Blugu
Workgroup Server 95: Chinook
Workgroup Server 95 A/UX: Barracuda
Workgroup Server 95 AppleShare: Fugu
Workgroup Server 95 project: Menagine
Workgroup Server 6150/60, 8150/80, and 9150/80: Starbucks
Workgroup Server 7250/120 and 8550/132: Summit
Xserve: Moses

**Miscellaneous**
1MB Apple Inline Cache: Sam-I-Am
AISS: Making Waves
Apple MPEG Card: Cannes (after the French film festival)
AppleDesign Powered Speakers: Badger
AppleDesign Powered Speakers II: Baby Badger
iSight: Q8
PC Compatibility Card (586): Gaucho
PC Compatibility Card (Pentium): Grand Illusion

**Monitors**
Apple AudioVision 14 Display: Telecaster
AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor Video Card: Toby
Apple Color Plus 14-Inch Display: Dragon
Apple High-Res. Monochrome Monitor Video Card: Bob the Card
Apple Studio Display: Manta
AppleVision 1710 Display: Hammerhead
AppleVision 1710AV Display: Sousa
Macintosh 12-Inch RGB Display: Mai Tai

Seated next to a two-page monitor, it’s easy to understand why the squat Quadra 800 mini-tower was code-named Fridge.

Designed for low-cost multimedia, the second iteration of the AppleDesign Powered Speakers was known as Baby Badger.
Macintosh 16-Inch Color Display: Goldfish
Macintosh 21-Inch Color Display: Vesuvio
Two-Page Monochrome Display: Fred, Kong (its colossal size is reminiscent of the great ape)
Two-Page Monochrome Video Card: Barney

**Networking**
Apple Freedom Network: Frogger
Apple Token Ring: Frodo (from J.R.R. Tolkien’s *Lord of the Rings*)
AppleShare 1.0: 007
AppleShare 3.0: Killer Rabbit
AppleTalk Internet Router (1989): North (after Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North, who routed Iranian arms sale proceeds to the Nicaraguan Contras)
AppleTalk Internet Router (1992 update): Betelgeuse (the star Alpha Orionis)
AppleTalk Network Card for Apple II: Bullwinkle (companion to Rocky, the canceled Apple II–based server using a 5MB ProFile)
AppleTalk Remote Access: 976 (a prefix for many phone-sex hotlines)
LocalTalk: AppleBus, AppleTalk
LocalTalk serial card: Livonia
Network Software Installer 1.0: Lumahai
Network Software Installer 2.0: Balihai
Network Software Installer 3.0: Why-o-wai
PowerTalk APIs: Ventoux (a French resort known for bicycle races)
SNA•ps 5250: B52

**Newton**
eMate 300: Project K, Schoolbook, Shay
Newton Keyboard: Bazooka
Newton MessagePad 100: Junior, Wedge
Newton MessagePad 110: Lindy (the brand name of a pen)
Newton MessagePad 110 Charging Station: Crib
Newton MessagePad 120: Gelato (came in 1MB or 2MB flavors)
Newton MessagePad 130: Dante
Newton MessagePad 2000: Q
Newton OS 2.0 print-only handwriting recognizer: Rosetta (after the stone that helped decipher hieroglyphics)

**Printers**
Color LaserWriter 12/600 PS: Cobra
Color StyleWriter 2200: Calamari
Color StyleWriter 2400: Aurora
Color StyleWriter Pro: Fantasia, Logo
ImageWriter II: Express
LaserWriter: LightWriter

The Macintosh 16-Inch Color Display was code-named Goldfish.

The Newton MessagePad 130 was code-named Dante, after the author of *Inferno*, because creating it was a project from hell.
The code name for the StyleWriter II, Speedracer, was a reference to the improved performance of this printer released in January 1993.

AppleShare 3.0 was code-named Killer Rabbit, after the blood-sucking character in the movie Monty Python and the Holy Grail. Although it was renamed before release, vestiges of its former incarnation can be found in the shipping version. If you have ever activated File Sharing under System 7, look inside the File Sharing folder in the Preferences folder in the System folder.

Normally, the Mac writes an invisible PDS (Parallel Data Structure) file to each volume that is mounted while File Sharing is on. However, in the cases of write-protected or read-only volumes (such as CD-ROMs), the Mac writes visible PDS files to the startup disk. These files are used to help manage File Sharing, and they have an icon of a Killer Rabbit. Incidentally, the Killer Rabbit is stored as ICN# resource 20002 in the File Sharing extension (this file's creator code is hhgg, which some say stands for Douglas Adams' book The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, but more likely refers to the Holy Hand Grenade, which killed the Killer Rabbit).

Software
A/UX 1.0: Pigs in Space
A/UX 1.1.1: Circle K
A/UX 2.0: Perestroika, Space Cadet
A/UX 3.0: Hulk Hogan
AirPort Utility 5.0.5: Shamrock
Apple File Exchange: Renault
Apple Font Pack: Big Sur
Apple Guide: Reno
AppleScript 1.0: Cheeze Whiz, Gustav (engineer Donn Denman's rottweiler, the team mascot), Toy Surprise
AppleScript 1.1: Guava Surprise, Pure Guava
Apple Search: Bogart
At Ease: Tiny Toon
Claris CAD: Blackjack
ClarisDraw: Expressway
Claris FileMaker: Pro: Banza, Ninja, Samurai
Claris Impact: Wall Street (due to its appeal to business users)
Claris MacProject: Road Runner
Claris OfficeMail: RotoRouter
ClarisWorks: Terminator (designed to terminate Microsoft Works)
Cocoa: Kidsim
Cyberdog search engine/info-access tool kit: V-Twin
Data Access Manager: SnarfMan
Dylan: Denali, Ralph
Edition Manager: Diet Coke
Graphing Calculator: NuCalc
HyperCard: WildCard (hence the creator code WILD)
HyperCard 2.0: Hot Water, Snow
HyperCard IIGS: Bulfinch (after author Thomas Bulfinch), Iduna
iChat AV: Viceroy
iDVD 3.0.1: Flame
iLife: Tropicana
Layer Manager: Glass Plus
MacDraw: Mackelangelo
MacDraw Pro 1.0: Chameleon, Maui
Macintosh Application Environment (MAE): Cat-in-the-Hat
MacsBug: Motorola Advanced Computer Systems debugger
MacWrite: Macauthor
MacWrite Pro 1.0: Old Pro
MacWrite Pro 1.5: Cue Ball
MacWrite Pro 1.5v3: Shakespeare
MacX: DeXter (saxophonist  Long Tail Dexter  Gordon), Malcom
MultiFinder: Juggler, Oggler, Twitcher
PlainTalk SR (speech recognition): Casper
QuickTime 1.0: Warhol (an early beta had a Campbell’s soup can icon)
QuickTime for Java: Biscotti
QuickTime for Windows: Ethel
QuickTime 1.5: Dali
QuickTime 6.3: Sidecar
QuickTime Conferencing: Alexander, MovieTalk
QuickDraw (32-bit): Jackson Pollock (after the colorful painter)
QuickDraw 3D: Escher
QuickDraw 3D Accelerator Card: White Magic
QuickDraw GX: El Kabong, Serrano, Skia
Sound Manager: DJ, Party Line

**System Software**

System 6.0.4: Antares
System 6.0.5: Big Deal
System 6.0.6 (never released outside of Apple): SixPack
System 6.0.8: Terminator
System 7: Big Bang, Blue, M80 (a powerful firecracker), Pleiades
System 7 Finder: Furnishings 2000 (a defunct furniture store in the San Francisco Bay Area)
System 7 Tune-Up: 7-Up
System 7.0.1: Beta Cheese, Regatta (this release ran on Macs with nautical code names), Road Warrior (used in first PowerBooks)
System 7.1: Cube-E, I Tripoli (both because the project was to conform to IEEE standards)

The original 1987 document describing the Mac’s Sound Manager was titled “Software Architecture for a Device-Independent Sound Manager,” which can be abbreviated SADISM.

System 7 was code-named Blue after the color of the index cards used to hold its feature-set wish list during a March 1987 brainstorming session. That same meeting also gave rise to Pink, the object-oriented operating system that would form the basis for the Taligent venture with IBM.
System 7.1 Pro: Jirocho
System 7.5: Capone (like the gangster, it was to strike fear in the heart of Chicago, the code name for Windows 95), Mozart
System 7.5 Update 1.0: Danook (from Gary Larson’s *Far Side*)
System 7.5 Update 2.0: Thag (from Gary Larson’s *Far Side*), Zhag (a corruption of Thag and Zeus)
System 7.5.2: Marconi (named after Guglielmo Marconi, 19th-century Italian engineer and inventor)
System 7.5.3: Unity (contains all patches and special software)
System 7.5.3 Revision 2: Buster (Gil Amelio’s high-school nickname)
System 7.5.5: Son of Buster (engineers liked the SOB abbreviation)
System 7.6: Harmony
System 7.6.1: Ides of Buster
Mac OS 8.0: Copland, Maxwell, Tempo
Mac OS 8.0 for CHRP: Orient Express
Mac OS 8.1: Bride of Buster
Mac OS 8.5: Allegro, Scimitar
Mac OS 8.6: Veronica (after aunt of Brian Bechtel, technical lead)
Mac OS 9: Gershwin, Sonata
Mac OS 9.1: Fortissimo
Mac OS 9.2: Moonlight
Mac OS 9.2.1: Limelight
Mac OS 9.2.2: LU1 (Limelight update 1)
Mac OS Extended Format (HFS+): Sequoia (for its use of b-trees)
Mac OS Server: Rhapsody
Mac OS Server CR1: Enterprise (Apple’s NeXT division)
Mac OS Server DR2: Titan
Mac OS X: Cyan, Siam (joining Mac OS and Rhapsody like Siamese twins)
Mac OS X 10.0: Cheetah
Mac OS X 10.1: Puma
Mac OS X 10.2: Jaguar
Mac OS X 10.2 Server: Tigger
Mac OS X 10.2.1: Red
Mac OS X 10.2.2: Blue
Mac OS X 10.2.3: Green
Mac OS X 10.2.4: Pink
Mac OS X 10.2.7: Blackrider, Smeagol
Mac OS X 10.3: Panther, Pinot
Mac OS X 10.4: Merlot
Mac OS X APIs: Carbon (the basis for all subsequent Mac life)
Taligent OS: Defiant, Pink

What eventually shipped as Mac OS 8 was code-named Tempo, but the ill-fated Copland was expected to use that number until the project was canceled.
Telecommunications
Apple Internet Connection Kit: Cyberpup (scaled-down Cyberdog)
Data Modem 2400: Funnelweb (a poisonous Australian spider)
eWorld 1.0: Aladdin
eWorld 1.1: Golden Gate
ISDN NuBus card: CarCraft
MacTCP: Verduras (Spanish for “vegetables”)
MacTerminal 2.0: SuperPrawn
MacTerminal II: Killer Bees
PPP 1.0: Paris
Millionaire Mania

Getting a company off the ground always requires sacrifices, and in that regard Apple was no different than any other. To scrape together the cost of producing the original Apple I printed circuit board in 1976, Steve Jobs parted with his red and white Volkswagen bus for $1,500 and Steve Wozniak sold his beloved Hewlett-Packard 65 programmable calculator for $250. The company was hobbling along at the beginning of 1977 when retired businessman Mike Markkula poured $92,000 into Apple's coffers and secured a $250,000 line of credit at Bank of America.

The time and money each of the three sacrificed to make Apple a success were amply rewarded on December 12, 1980, when underwriters Morgan Stanley and Hambrecht & Quist took the company public. Originally filed to sell at $14 a share, the stock opened at $22 and all 4.6 million shares sold out in minutes. The stock rose almost 32 percent that day to close at $29, giving the company a market valuation of $1.778 billion. Jobs, the single largest stockholder with 7.5 million shares, suddenly had a net worth exceeding $217 million. Not too shabby for a college dropout. Woz's 4 million shares were worth a respectable $116 million. Pretty good for a wire-head who never wanted to build a company. Even Markkula couldn't complain. His 7 million shares were valued at $203 million, for an unbelievable 55,943 percent annualized return on his original 1977 stake!

The three founders of Apple Computer Inc. weren't the only ones who did well that fateful day in December. Of Apple's 1,000 employees, more than 40 became instant millionaires thanks to their stock options. (An option is a form of compensation that grants an employee the right to purchase stock at a specified exercise price.) Stock options are a way of life in Silicon Valley, and in the late 1970s Apple routinely enticed candidates for employment with options on a few thousand shares of stock with exercise prices of roughly $4.

Each share of stock issued prior to April 1979 was known as a “founder's share.” Thanks to the five stock splits prior to the initial public offering (IPO), each founder's share multiplied into 32 shares. So anyone who owned a little over 1,000 founder's shares went to bed a millionaire on December 12, 1980.

But not everyone who helped build Apple was richly rewarded. Stock options were reserved for salaried employees such as engineers, not hourly employees such as technicians. Many of Apple's earliest employees were either too inexperienced or too naive to demand stock options. Let's face it, many of them were just teenagers and college kids. A telling example is Daniel G. Kottke, who had been Jobs' best friend at Reed College and who traveled to India with him in 1974 seeking spiritual enlightenment.

Originally called in to help stuff Apple I circuit boards in 1976, Kottke became employee #12 in June 1977 and was paid minimum wage to assemble and test Apple II motherboards. By 1980, Kottke was doing

Apple’s initial public offering was the largest IPO since the Ford Motor Company went public in 1956. Nonetheless, it sold out in minutes. Unfortunately, not everyone was allowed to get in on the ground floor. For fiscal year 1980, Apple showed a profit of $11.7 million, or 24 cents a share, on revenue of $118 million. That priced the IPO at 92 times earnings. Because Massachusetts’ securities law didn’t allow offerings with prices of more than 20 times earnings, the state banned individual residents from participating in the IPO, deeming it “too risky.” After the IPO, the state determined that residents had been made aware of the risks and decided to allow trading. On May 27, 1981, a second offering of 2.6 million shares of stock was completed.
“When I was 23, I had a net worth of over a million dollars. At 24 it was over $10 million, and at 25 it was over $100 million.”

**Steve Jobs**

Jobs first appeared on the *Forbes* Four Hundred list of richest Americans in 1982. After he sold NeXT to Apple and took Pixar public, *Forbes* estimated his net worth at $710 million in 1997. In the fall of 2002, the 47-year-old Jobs was worth $1.6 billion, according to *Forbes*.

“I’m the only person I know that’s lost a quarter of a billion dollars in one year...it’s very character building.”

**Steve Jobs,** discussing what it’s like having so much of your net worth tied to a volatile stock such as Apple

much more demanding work, building and troubleshooting the Apple III prototype, but he remained an hourly technician. “I kept my head down and was working in the lab,” recalls Kottke. “I was very naive. I just thought I would do good work and eventually get rewarded. What an idiot.”

Kottke wanted the title of engineer more than the options that went with the position, but he wasn’t a complete idiot. “I wanted to invest in the company. I had been working there since it started and I wasn’t intending to leave. I deserved to invest,” believed Kottke, who at the time was sharing a house in Cupertino with Jobs and Jobs’ former girlfriend (who would later bear Jobs’ child, Lisa Nicole).

Rod Holt, engineering VP and employee #5, was so uncomfortable with the inequity of the situation that he personally approached Jobs and suggested they both give Kottke some stock by matching each other’s contribution. Jobs reportedly exclaimed, “Great! I’ll give him zero.”

Even though his “best friend” was unwilling to grant him any options, Kottke eventually managed to get some shares. Holt unilaterally gave Kottke 100 shares out of his own pocket, and just before Apple went public, Kottke went to chairman Markkula and president Mike Scott and told them how unhappy he was because he hadn’t gotten any shares. “I told them that I was going to leave the company,” recalls Kottke. “They gave me options on 1,000 shares at around $8, but it was too late” for the splits that made others fabulously wealthy.

Kottke’s allotment was augmented through the generosity of Wozniak, who felt that it was unfair that many of the earliest Apple
employees—including Chris Espinosa (employee #8) and Bill Fernandez (employee #4)—failed to get stock options.

Prior to the IPO in 1980, Woz wanted to sell $2 million worth of stock to buy a house and get a car. He had an outside buyer lined up to buy the stock, and the two had agreed upon what they considered to be a fair price, even though it was pretty obvious that the stock was going to be worth a lot more when Apple went public. “I had an offer from a qualified buyer, so I just thought I’d sell it at that price to Apple employees,” says Woz. So he set up a program called the WozPlan that allowed certain employees to buy up to 2,000 shares each.

Initially Apple’s lawyers had a problem with Woz selling to “unqualified buyers,” because they didn’t want to upset the Securities and Exchange Commission, but when the details were made clear, chief counsel Albert A. Eisenstat gave the OK. In the end, about 80 people participated in the WozPlan, with some buying shares at a very advantageous price, and a select few receiving outright gifts.

“I had much more money than I could ever dream of, and I felt that everyone who had participated in engineering and marketing should be part owners of the company,” recalls Woz. “A few of us were going to be making a huge amount of money, yet the others weren’t really valued. Mike Markkula’s opinion was that these people weren’t worthy and weren’t entitled to stock. Only the managers with the right college backgrounds who were hired above them got the stock options and were going to make a lot of money. I just wanted to help the others because they were important, too.”

Even though Jobs remarked that “Woz ended up giving stock to all the wrong people,” Wozniak takes great pleasure from his good deed. “Over the years, a lot of people have called to thank me for making it possible for them to do things—buy houses, send kids to college, etc.—that they otherwise would never have been able to afford. That makes it all worthwhile.”

“I kept asking Steve about stock options and he would always put me off, saying that I had to talk to my supervisors. I found out a couple of years later that Jobs was the head of the Compensation Committee in charge of distributing options.”

Apple employee #12 Dan Kottke

“People think I’m an asshole, don’t they?”

Steve Jobs

(The Big Score, p. 366)

“A person like him shouldn’t have that much money.”

Jerry Wozniak, after finding $250,000 worth of uncashed checks strewn about his son’s Porsche, which bore the license plate “APPLE II”

(The Little Kingdom, p. 282)
Apple Computer stock trades in the over the counter (OTC) market and is listed on NASDAQ under the symbol AAPL, on the Tokyo Stock Exchange under the symbol APPLE, and on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange under the symbol APCD.

**Taking Stock of Apple**

Detailed financial information about Apple Computer is available on the Internet from all of the standard stock and personal finance sites, and Apple maintains its own site at www.apple.com/investor. Furthermore, you can request printed copies of Apple’s annual reports, SEC filings, and quarterly financial results by contacting Apple:

Apple Investor Relations  
1 Infinite Loop MS 301-4IR  
Cupertino, CA 95014  
(877) 438-2775  
(408) 974-2113 fax  
investor_relations@apple.com
"It takes a long time to kill a $11-billion-a-year company. Apple’s already down to around $8 billion a year. I give it another three years, until the millennium, to fall the rest of the way to the ground."
Venture capitalist Stewart Alsop

On June 14, 1982, Apple Computer was included in the Fortune Double 500 for the first time at number 598. In May 1983, Apple entered the Fortune 500 in under five years at number 411, the fastest ascent in business history.

In December 1982, Apple became the first personal computer company to reach a $1 billion annual sales rate. To celebrate, it threw a “Billion Dollar Party” for employees.

Apple’s first formal business plan, drawn up by Mike Markkula in November 1976, set a goal for sales to grow from virtually nothing to $500 million in ten years. As it turns out, the company passed that mark in half the time between fiscal 1981 and 1982.

“IT was almost like a World War I plane going at Mach 2.”
Employee #68 Trip Hawkins, on Apple’s early sales growth
In April 1987, Apple announced its first stock split. Shares split two-for-one effective May 15, 1987. At the time, Apple also declared its first quarterly cash dividend of $0.06 per share (post-split). Apple continued paying dividends until the second quarter of 1996, at which time it suspended paying dividends on its common stock in an effort to conserve cash. Apple anticipates that, for the foreseeable future, it will retain any earnings for use in the operation of its business. The stock split two-for-one for a second time on June 21, 2000.
### Chairman
- **01/77**: Mike Markkula
- **03/81**: Steve Jobs
- **09/85**: vacant
- **01/86**: John Sculley
- **10/93**: Mike Markkula
- **02/96**: Gil Amelio
- **07/97**: vacant

### President
- **05/77**: Mike Scott
- **03/81**: Mike Markkula
- **04/83**: John Sculley
- **06/93**: Michael Spindler
- **02/96**: vacant

### CEO
- **05/77**: Mike Scott
- **03/81**: Mike Markkula
- **04/83**: John Sculley
- **06/93**: Michael Spindler
- **02/96**: Gil Amelio
- **07/97**: Steve Jobs (interim)
- **01/01**: Steve Jobs

---

**Total Employees (in thousands)**
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- 16
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In the late 1970s, Apple was the standout in the crowded personal computer field. The Apple II sold briskly into the home and education markets and had even made headway into business offices, thanks to the popularity of VisiCalc. The entire personal computer industry was enjoying phenomenal growth, and Apple was leading the pack. But Apple knew it was only a matter of time before it faced the most formidable competitor of all, International Business Machines (www.ibm.com) of Armonk, New York. The day of reckoning arrived on August 12, 1981, when IBM introduced its $1,565 personal computer with a single 5.25-inch floppy disk drive and 16K of memory.

“IT’S CURIOUS TO ME THAT THE LARGE COMPUTER COMPANY IN THE WORLD [IBM] COULDN’T EVEN MATCH THE APPLE II, WHICH WAS DESIGNED IN A GARAGE SIX YEARS AGO.”

Steve Jobs
(InfoWorld, March 8, 1982)

“I WAS AT APPLE THE DAY IBM ANNOUNCED [ITS PC]. THEY DIDN’T SEEM TO CARE. IT TOOK THEM A YEAR TO REALIZE WHAT HAD HAPPENED.”

Microsoft CEO Bill Gates

(InfoWorld, June 11, 1984)

At first Apple was confident it could hold its own against IBM. “We’re going to out-market IBM,” said chairman Steve Jobs. “We’ve got our shit together.” President Mike Markkula was equally upbeat, stating, “We’ve been planning and waiting for IBM to get into the marketplace for four years. We’re the guys in the driver’s seat. We’re the guys with one-third of a million installed base. We’re the guys with a software library. We’re the guys with distribution. It’s IBM who is reacting and responding to Apple. They’ll have to do a lot more reacting and responding. IBM hasn’t the foggiest notion of how to sell to individuals. It took us four years to learn about it. They must learn about distribution structure and independent dealers. You cannot reduce time by throwing money at it. Short of World War III nothing is going to knock us out of the box.”

“The IBM PC is beneath comment. It’s been known for 12 years how to do a good-looking display and IBM didn’t put one on its machine. You can’t have any favorable comment beyond that. That is the ultimate in know-nothingness.”

Apple Fellow Alan Kay
(InfoWorld, June 11, 1984)
On August 24, Apple responded to IBM’s PC introduction in an amazing display of bravado by placing a now-famous, full-page advertisement in *The Wall Street Journal* welcoming the pin-striped corporate behemoth into the market that Apple practically saw as its birthright.

While Apple clearly viewed the IBM PC as second-rate technology, the buying public didn’t look much farther than those magic initials, which represented stability, service, and reliability. To them, it didn’t much matter what was inside the box; the IBM PC was a serious business machine from a serious company, and it didn’t take long for Apple to realize it was in serious trouble. By the end of the year, IBM had sold 50,000 computers, and after two years it passed Apple in dollar sales of the machines. In 1983, Apple’s market share of personal computers edged up from 20 to 21 percent, while IBM’s rose dramatically from 18 to 26 percent, according to *Future Computing*, a Texas-based consulting firm.

Apple tried to stem the tide with the January 1983 introduction of the Lisa. By all accounts, the Lisa was a revolutionary computer, but as far as the business community was concerned, it had two major flaws. First, its $9,995 price tag was too expensive. Second, and perhaps most importantly, it wasn’t compatible with anything else on the market. The IBM PC and Microsoft’s MS-DOS had established a standard to which clone manufacturers flocked, but Apple resisted the temptation to go with the flow. Right or wrong, Apple has always felt that its technology was better, if not the best, and if it just waited long enough, the world would recognize this fact and be willing to pay a premium to buy a computer from Cupertino.

By 1984, it was clear that the Lisa was a sales disappointment, and industry pundits were decrying the Apple II as dated technology destined to die any day now (a flawed assessment “experts” would repeat many times over the decade; the Apple II remained on the price list until November 15, 1993). Apple desperately needed a hit to combat IBM, and Jobs had made up his mind to bet everything on the Macintosh. Part of his strategy was to get the public thinking of Apple versus IBM in terms of a two-horse race like Coke and Pepsi, Avis and Hertz, *Newsweek* and *Time*. Never was this strategy executed as effectively as in the landmark 1984 commercial, which heralded the introduction of the Macintosh on January 24, 1984 (see “The Greatest Commercial That Almost Never Aired”). As Jobs put it in a 1985 *Playboy* interview, “It really is coming down to just Apple and IBM. If, for some reason, we make some giant mistake and IBM wins, my personal feeling is that we are going to enter sort of a computer Dark Ages for about 20 years.”

Throughout the 1980s, Apple tenaciously fought to maintain its modest market share against encroachment from IBM and the many clone makers, but after enjoying years of gross margins as high as 53 percent, price wars...
late in the decade began slashing margins to the bone. Still, Apple steadfastly resisted calls for it to license the Mac or go head-to-head against IBM with its own PC clones (see “The Clone Quandary”). While mulling over Apple’s predicament, John Sculley had an epiphany when he finally came to accept what many people had been saying all along: Apple’s real strength isn’t hardware, it’s software—specifically, the Mac’s easy-to-use operating system. Therefore, Apple’s real enemy isn’t IBM, but Microsoft. In an about-face that shocked the industry, Apple decided to join forces with its old adversary in Armonk to take on its new nemesis to the north.

On April 12, 1991, Sculley gave a secret demo to a group of IBM’s top engineers. They saw Apple’s secret object-oriented operating system (code-named Pink, after the color of the index cards on which the feature set was written during a March 1987 brainstorming session) running on an IBM PS/2 Model 70, making it look and feel a lot like a Mac running System 7, Apple’s latest OS that was to be released the following month. Impressed, IBM signed a letter of intent with Apple on July 3, pledging to help finish Pink and give Apple a license to its RISC (reduced instruction set computing) processor, the PowerPC.

On October 2, the historic alliance became official when Apple and IBM signed the papers during a press conference at the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco. “We want to be a major player in the computer industry, not a niche player,” explained Sculley. “The only way to do that is to work with another major player.” The two former enemies agreed to work

“It would be easy for us to come out with an IBM look-alike product, and put the Apple logo on it, and sell a lot of Apples. Our earnings per share would go up and our stockholders would be happy, but we think that would be the wrong thing to do.”

John Sculley
(Fortune, February 20, 1984)

“We’re not going to sell five million [Macs] a year by being IBM-compatible. We’re going to do it by making a second industry standard.”

Steve Jobs
(Fortune, February 20, 1984)

The most Macs Apple ever sold in a single year was 4.5 million in 1995.

“[PowerPC supporters] are smoking dope. There’s no way it’s going to work.”

Compaq VP of corporate development
Robert W. Stearns

Q. What do you get when you cross Apple and IBM?
A. IBM.
on computers based upon the PowerPC chip manufactured by Motorola and established two spin-off companies called Taligent and Kaleida Labs. Taligent would complete Pink while Kaleida worked on ScriptX, a brand-new multimedia engine.

Some speculated that IBM was simply hedging its bets against the possibility of Apple winning its 1988 “look and feel” lawsuit against Microsoft and then coming after IBM for Presentation Manager, which was similar to Windows. As it happened, Apple’s suit started heading south at just about the same time the company got into bed with IBM and was eventually dismissed in 1993 (see “Windows: What Went Wrong”).

For all the great expectations, only one item of substance came out of the famous Apple-IBM pact of 1991. Apple’s Power Macs, based upon the first-generation PowerPC 601 from Motorola, were introduced as scheduled on March 14, 1994, and garnered favorable reviews for their speed and excellent compatibility with existing Mac software and hardware. The Mac faithful snapped them up in record numbers, but Apple failed to capitalize on its newfound price/performance lead to expand its market share. While the PowerPC chips have continued to this day to outpace offerings from rival Intel, they haven’t become an industry standard, even after Apple, IBM, and Motorola increased their level of cooperation by developing the PowerPC Reference Platform. In June 1998, IBM’s Microelectronics Division ended its participation in the PowerPC alliance. Motorola’s RISC Microprocessor Division took sole ownership of the Somerset Design Center in Austin, Texas, where the companies developed the PowerPC at a cost of more than $1 billion.

If the PowerPC was a disappointment, Kaleida and Taligent were disasters. Both fell behind schedule almost immediately because of squabbling between Apple and IBM camps over conflicting ideas about what should go into the software products they were developing. A series of cost-cutting moves at Apple forced Kaleida Labs to lay off 20 percent of its employees on May 9, 1994. Seeking to lessen its financial obligations to Taligent, Apple brought in Hewlett-Packard as an investor in 1994.

Both of the joint ventures eventually managed to ship products. On December 19, 1994, Kaleida Labs released its Media Player and ScriptX language, both of which were considered technologically sound, but rival firm Macromedia (www.macromedia.com) had beaten them to market with Shockwave for Director and built up a commanding lead. Taligent’s first product, CommonPoint for AIX, shipped in July 1995. CommonPoint comprised more than 100 object-oriented frameworks, providing developers with a powerful platform-independent model that supported interactive collaboration. IBM also released CommonPoint for OS/2, and Apple planned to deliver it for the Mac, but never did.
By late 1995, Kaleida Labs had consumed $150 to $200 million in funding from Apple and IBM. Taligent had burned through an additional $400 million. Apple was in turmoil and couldn't afford to continue playing the role of sugar daddy. On November 17, the plug was pulled on Kaleida Labs, with Apple picking up its technologies and key employees. The other shoe fell on December 19, with Taligent becoming a wholly owned subsidiary of IBM. Each partner retained a license to the technologies held by the other, and each pledged to continue development of what they picked up in the restructurings.

Some of the ideas formulated at Kaleida Labs were used as the basis for Apple's QuickTime classes for Java. Apple also managed to salvage Taligent's Unicode text classes for use in Mac OS 8's Text Encoding Converter as well as in Java. Other than these small contributions to the advancement of the Mac computing experience, little more was ever heard from either group once they were brought inside the firms that had spawned them with such hope just four years before.
From Xerox, with Love

Putting the Mac into proper historical perspective is impossible without considering its forerunner, Apple’s ill-fated Lisa computer. The Lisa began life in the fall of 1978 when Steve Jobs and William “Trip” Hawkins III, manager of marketing planning, began brainstorming about a next-generation project that would break from the Apple II mold. But it wasn't until July 30, 1979, that the Lisa project really got under way when Ken Rothmuller was hired as project manager. As conceived, the Lisa was nothing like the Mac. For that matter, Lisa, the project, bore little resemblance to Lisa, the product.

In 1979, Lisa existed only as a set of specifications calling for a $2,000 business computer to ship in March 1981 with a built-in green phosphor display, keyboard, and rather traditional user interface. The basic idea of designing the computer around a bit-slice microprocessor was discarded when it became apparent that it would be far too expensive. As it turned out, hardly anything from the original plan made it into the shipping product besides the name. What caused Apple to radically change the Lisa? In a word: Xerox.

In 1970, eager to be on the cutting edge of information technology, the Xerox Corporation (www.xerox.com) gathered many of the best minds in the computer industry and ensconced them in the Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) at 3333 Coyote Hill Road in Palo Alto, California. Its mission was to create the future without worrying about the practicality of actually marketing their creations as commercial products.

By 1973, it had succeeded in giving birth to the Xerox Alto, the embodiment of many computing firsts. It was the first personal computer

“The primary objective of LISA is to provide the cornerstone around which we can build Apple Computer into a $500 million dollar [sic] per year company. In order to do this, the product must allow us to make a unique contribution to a large segment of the small computer marketplace.”
(Lisa marketing requirements document, April 18, 1980)
The Alto was a revolutionary creation, but it wasn’t a product. If it had been sold commercially with the industry’s customary gross margins, it might have cost as much as $40,000.

“It doesn’t matter how great the computer is if nobody buys it. Xerox proved that.”
Mac documentation leader
Chris Espinosa

Engelbart (www.bootstrap.org) maintains an office at the operational headquarters of Logitech (www.logitech.com), the largest supplier of computer mice in the world.

“The original Lisa was a character-generator machine. I spent days with the Lisa team trying to explain that it could be done all in graphics, like the Alto. In that regard, I had a very strong influence on the Lisa; I was trying to make it more like the Mac. I thought they were headed in the wrong direction.”
Father of the Mac project Jef Raskin

Many Lisa features were borrowed from the groundbreaking Xerox Alto.

in the sense that it was designed to be used by a single person. Rather than putting fully formed characters on screen one at a time, the Alto created both text and graphics out of individually controlled pixels using a process called bit mapping. Using Ethernet, another PARC creation, the Alto could network with other Alto computers and laser printers, yet another PARC invention. It had an object-oriented programming language—Smalltalk—with reusable, self-contained modules of code. It also featured a funny pointing device, a three-button mouse, invented in the 1960s by Douglas Carl Engelbart, a researcher at the Stanford Research Institute (www.sri.com) think tank.

Even though the Alto was never sold to the public, it was well known in Silicon Valley. The PARC researchers were proud of their creations and willingly showed them off to many curious visitors who dropped by the campus during the early years. One person in particular who had been impressed with their work was Jef Raskin, an Apple employee who was heading up a small, obscure research project code-named Macintosh. As a visiting scholar at the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory in the early 1970s, Raskin spent a lot of time at PARC and thought what the researchers and engineers were doing there was wonderful.

Raskin tried convincing Jobs to go see the wonderful stuff at Xerox PARC, but in his binary way of viewing the world, Jobs considered Raskin a “shithead who could do no good,” so he ignored Raskin’s recommendation. However, Raskin had an ally in software engineer Bill Atkinson, who had been his student at the University of California at San Diego and now worked on LisaGraf primitives, the basic graphics routines of the Lisa (ultimately these would be named QuickDraw, a term Raskin coined in his 1967 Penn State thesis). In Jobs’ eyes, Atkinson was a hero who could do no wrong, so when Atkinson pushed Jobs to visit Xerox PARC, Jobs agreed. By then the Smalltalk group had tired of holding open houses, and Xerox had tightened security at the facility. Fortunately, Jobs had just what it took to open the doors.

Jobs approached the Xerox Development Corporation, the copier giant’s venture capital branch, and proposed, “I will let you invest a million dollars in Apple if you will sort of open the kimono at Xerox PARC.”
At the time, Apple was enjoying meteoric growth and was in the midst of its second private investment placement. Xerox was anxious to get a piece of the action and was more than willing to allow an Apple contingent to take a peek at PARC. After all, an investment in Apple was likely to turn a handsome profit when the company eventually went public, whereas the stuff in the PARC labs was an intangible asset that would probably never make it to market—it had already languished for six years. Xerox signed an agreement never to purchase more than five percent of Apple’s shares and invested $1 million by buying 100,000 shares at $10 each (within a year these split into 800,000 shares worth $17.6 million when Apple went public).

In return, Apple was allowed two visits to the PARC labs. When Jobs first visited (with Atkinson) in November 1979, he saw with his own eyes what all the fuss was about. He was so excited that he returned in December with Hawkins, Rothmuller, Richard Page (hardware engineer), John Dennis Couch (VP of software), Michael Scott (president), Dr. Thomas M. Whitney (executive VP of engineering), and Bruce Daniels (software engineer). Xerox researchers Adele Goldberg, Diana Merry, and Lawrence Tesler planned to give the same dog-and-pony Smalltalk show (running on a Dorado, a very fast “big brother” of the Alto) that Xerox had put on many times before, but it didn’t take long to realize that the guys from Apple were different.

They “got it” immediately, in large part because they had been extensively briefed by Raskin. They understood the importance of what they were shown, recognizing the subtle details that made it better than everything else. They asked all the right questions. Jobs began jumping around, shouting, “Why aren’t you doing anything with this? This is the greatest thing! This is revolutionary!”

If Xerox didn’t recognize the value of its own employees’ work, Jobs certainly did. When he saw the Smalltalk development environment running with its movable overlapping windows and pop-up menus, he knew that’s what he wanted, and he instructed the Lisa crew to begin working in that direction.

It’s often been reported that Apple stole the Alto from Xerox and marketed it as the Lisa, but that shortchanges the brilliance and hard work of the Lisa team. Apple didn’t get blueprints from Xerox, but rather inspiration. “Just like the Russians and the A-bomb,” observed PARC’s director, George Pake, “they developed it very quickly once they knew it was doable.”

Actually, development of the Lisa didn’t go so quickly or smoothly, even after the PARC visit. Jobs was trying to distance himself from the Apple III, which he had helped botch, so he began meddling with the Lisa project, arguing over almost every design decision. Nonetheless, by March 1980, Hawkins had completed a marketing requirements document that specified a graphical user interface, a mouse, a local area network, file servers, and innovative software applications. After complaining that there was no way they could incorporate all these features and stick to the original schedule and $2,000 target, Rothmuller was fired for being uncooperative (of course, “You could argue about the number of years it would take, you could argue about who the winners and losers in terms of companies in the industry might be, but I don’t think rational people could argue that every computer wouldn’t work this way someday.”

Steve Jobs, on the graphical user interface he saw at Xerox (Rolling Stone, June 16, 1994)

After leaving Apple, Hawkins went on to found the entertainment software publisher Electronic Arts (www.ea.com) and, later, video game manufacturer The 3DO Company (www.3do.com).
“We had very few visitors who were multiple-hundred-dollar millionaires, in their twenties, and heads of companies, so most of the people who visited were not able to simply go back and, by fiat, say this is what we want.”

Xerox researcher Alan Kay, explaining why Jobs’ PARC visits were different from the many others (A History of Personal Workstations, pp. 343–344)

After a stint as chief scientist at Atari Computer, Alan Kay became an Apple Fellow on May 1, 1984. Twelve years later, Kay left for Walt Disney Imagineering of Burbank, California, to become a Disney Fellow and VP of R&D, where he remained for five years. Kay then founded and became president of the nonprofit Viewpoints Research Institute (www.viewpointsresearch.org). On November 26, 2002, he joined HP Labs as a senior researcher.

Alan Kay was one of many PARC researchers who eventually joined Apple.

“Apple is an Ellis Island company. Apple is built on refugees from other companies. These are the extremely bright individual contributors who were troublemakers at other companies.”

Steve Jobs
(Playboy, February 1985)

he would be proven correct in due time). In July, Tesler left Xerox and joined Apple to work with Atkinson on defining the ground rules of the Lisa’s user interface. Eventually more than 15 Xerox employees would defect to Apple, including Bob Belleville, Steve Capps, Owen Densmore, Bruce Horn, Alan Kay, Barbara Koalkin, and Tom Malloy.

Just as the Lisa project was coming into focus, Scott reorganized Apple along product lines in the fall of 1980. Jobs desperately wanted control of the high-visibility Lisa project, which was now part of the Personal Office Systems (POS) division, but Scott was no fool. He knew firsthand that Jobs was an extremely combative manager who lacked technical expertise, a fact that was becoming painfully apparent as the Apple III floundered because of some of Jobs’ design mandates. There was no way Scott was going to put Jobs in charge of a project as vitally important as Lisa. Instead, Scott named John Couch VP and general manager of POS and tried to soften the blow to Jobs by asking him to act as the corporate spokesman as Apple prepared for its initial public offering, which would take place that December. Jobs, the media darling and consummate showman, was born for the role, but he would never forgive Scott for denying him the opportunity to bring Lisa to market. “After setting up the framework for the concepts and finding the key people and sort of setting the technical directions, Scotty decided I didn’t have the experience to run the thing,” recalls Jobs. “It hurt a lot. There’s no getting around it.”

Even with Jobs out of the way, the Lisa was slow to market because the Lisa team refused to simply churn out an Apple-ized Alto. Sure, it borrowed pop-up menus, overlapping windows, and scroll bars from Smalltalk, but it improved them and also invented the concepts of the menu bar, pull-down menus, the one-button mouse, cutting and pasting with the Clipboard, and the Trash can.

After seeing the $16,595 Xerox Star (a variation on the Alto) at the June 1981 National Computer Conference in Houston, as well as the work Bruce Horn was doing on the Mac’s Finder, a small band of Lisa software engineers led by Atkinson felt confident they were on the right track with some fundamental changes they had made to the operating system’s user interface, resulting in icons that you could drag and double-click to open.
Everything fell into place nicely after that. On July 30, 1982, the Lisa team managed to get its entire collection of applications to function together for the first time. By September 1, the Lisa was officially declared ready for market, so the following months were devoted to squashing the long list of known bugs.

The Lisa made its sales force debut on October 10, 1982, at Apple’s annual sales meeting, held that year in Acapulco. According to long time Apple employee Chris Espinosa, “The story is that...there was instability in the Mexican government at that time. We had a plan that if a coup occurred and martial law was imposed, we would rent a boat and take all the preproduction Lisas out into the ocean and dump them, so they wouldn't be seized by the military. Come to think of it, that wouldn't have been a bad thing to do anyway.”

After more than 200 person-years of hard work (compared to only 2 person-years for the Apple II) and $50 million in development costs, the Lisa was formally introduced on January 19, 1983, during Apple’s annual shareholder meeting at De Anza College’s Flint Center in Cupertino (the $1,395 Apple IIe was introduced simultaneously under the theme “Evolution and Revolution”).

The Lisa weighed 48 pounds and featured a Motorola 68000 microprocessor running at 5MHz, 1MB of RAM, two 5.25-inch 860K floppy disk drives, a 5MB hard disk (the same ProFile originally designed for the Apple III), a detachable keyboard, a one-button mouse, and a built-in 12-inch, 720-by-364 pixel, bitmapped monochrome display.

Since it was incompatible with everything else on the market, the Lisa was bundled with seven applications: a spreadsheet, drawing program, graphing program, file manager, project manager, terminal emulator, and word processor. The Lisa came with everything and a list price to match:

“Steve had an incredible ability to rally people towards some common cause by painting an incredibly glorious cosmic objective. One of his favorite statements about the Lisa was, ‘Let’s make a dent in the universe. We’ll make it so important that it will make a dent in the universe.’”

Manager of marketing planning for Lisa Trip Hawkins
(The Journey Is the Reward, p. 187)

Lisa clearly owes much to the work done at Xerox, but it introduced its fair share of new user interface concepts, including pull-down menus.

“Lisa is going to be incredibly great. It will sell twelve thousand units in the first six months and fifty thousand in the first year.”

Steve Jobs
(The Little Kingdom, p. 16)

According to a confidential internal document, Apple planned to sell at least 10,000 units in the first half of fiscal year 1983 and 42,000 units in fiscal 1984. InfoCorp estimates the Lisa sold only 60,000 units over its two-year life span.

“We want to drive this industry. We could have introduced Lisa a year ago, but we wanted to make it perfect. We’re prepared to live with Lisa for the next ten years.”

Steve Jobs
(Time, January 31, 1983)

As it turned out, the Lisa’s life span would be less than two years.
"We’re really banking everything on Lisa’s technology. If Lisa fails, we’ll be just another half-billion or billion-dollar computer company.”

Steve Jobs, carefully specifying Lisa technology, not the Lisa itself (BusinessWeek, January 31, 1983)

Despite Lisa’s failure, Apple’s sales peaked at $11 billion in fiscal 1995.

The 1983 Lisa television commercial entitled Breakfast starred a then-unknown actor named Kevin Costner.

"We’re going to blow IBM away. There’s nothing they can do when this computer comes out. This is so revolutionary, it’s incredible.”

Steve Jobs, describing the Lisa to John Sculley (Odyssey, p. 69)

"The Lisa failed because it was very under-powered, and so while it did beautiful things, it did them very slowly.”

Alan Kay

While innovative, the Lisa (shown here with dual Twiggy drives) was expensive and sold poorly.

$9,995. As Rothmuller had warned three years earlier, feature creep boosted the price of the computer to the point where only well-heeled businesses could afford it. Instead of its traditional personal computer competitors Atari, Commodore, and Radio Shack (Tandy), Apple found itself going up against the big guns of Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC), IBM, Wang, and Xerox.

Formidable competition wasn’t the only factor inhibiting Lisa’s market acceptance. In large measure, Apple contributed to its own undoing. First there was that list price just shy of $10,000. Apple simply had no experience selling computers at such a high price point, so it had to build an elitist, 100-person sales staff from the ground up. Then there was all that bundled software. Giving the customer everything they could possibly need must have seemed like a good idea at the time, but it stifled third-party development efforts. Also, the Lisa was so slow that it inspired a popular “knock knock” joke, wherein the response to “Who’s there?” was a 15-second pause followed by the word “Lisa.”

If all that wasn’t bad enough, Apple was also bedeviled by the Lisa’s floppy disk drives, which Jobs had stubbornly insisted on developing in-house, despite the fact that nobody at Apple had any experience designing a drive from scratch. The Apple 871 disk drive—code-named Twiggy after the 1960s “mod” British fashion model because both were thin—provided an impressive 860K of storage, but was notoriously unreliable. Richard Jordan, an engineer who worked on the project, unsuccessfully begged Jobs to “take out your .45 and shoot the friggin’ horse in the head,” but Jobs resisted the pleas to license a drive from an outside source.
Finally, and perhaps most damaging, even before the Lisa began shipping in June, the press was full of intentionally leaked rumors about a fall release of a “baby Lisa” that would work in much the same way, only faster and cheaper. Its name: Macintosh.

Apple recognized some of its mistakes, and on September 12, 1983, it unbundled the suite of software and began selling the Lisa hardware at the reduced price of $6,995. Then on January 24, 1984, when Apple introduced the Macintosh, it also announced the revamped Lisa 2 series. The base model now cost $3,495, had half the memory of the original and twice the speed. The high-end model, the Lisa 2/10, had more memory and a 10MB hard disk drive. Instead of the troublesome Twiggy, both used a new robust 3.5-inch 400K Sony disk drive borrowed from the Mac.

Lisa sales began picking up as the Mac pulled people into dealer showrooms and many realized they needed more power than the Mac offered. Still, Apple shipped three times as many Macs in its first 100 days than Lisas in its first year. In an attempt to consolidate the product line in January 1985, Apple changed the name of the Lisa 2/10 to Macintosh XL, dropped the other Lisa models, and introduced MacWorks, an emulation program that could run Mac software. The renamed Lisa began holding its own, but ironically it would soon be killed by the very man who had brought it to life: Steve Jobs.

A lot had happened since Mike Scott denied Jobs the chance to head the Lisa project in 1980. In March 1981, following the “Black Wednesday” layoffs the previous month, Markkula took over the presidency from Scott, and Jobs succeeded Markkula as chairman. In April 1983, Jobs convinced

“Whatever Apple’s plans are, we think it extremely unlikely that it would introduce a similar product that would undercut their Lisa system so soon after its costly development and introduction. Indeed, we cannot see the benefit that would be gained by such action. So, whatever MacIntosh [sic] may turn out to be and whenever it finally appears, we think it is more likely that it will be clearly differentiated from the Lisa offering.”

“You guys really fucked up. I’m going to have to lay a lot of you off.”

**Steve Jobs**, to the Lisa troops, after consolidating the Lisa and Mac divisions

“We had to abandon [the Lisa] without honor or glory since we failed to raise sales to an adequate profit margin at a time when market growth was slowing down. All of which proves that it is difficult to revive a product that has made a poor start.”

*President of Apple Products Jean-Louis Gassée* (The Journey Is the Reward, pp. 339–340)

Sun Remarketing sells and services Apple equipment and still fulfills special orders for Lisas: P.O. Box 4059, Logan, UT 84323-4059.


“Xerox is incapable of turning a vision into a product. Xerox can’t even sue you on time.”

*Apple evangelist Guy Kawasaki*, speaking at the Demo ’92 trade show

John Sculley to leave Pepsi-Cola to become president and CEO of Apple. Impressed by his young suitor, Sculley gave Jobs free rein over the Mac division, and in November the Lisa and Mac divisions were combined into the Apple 32 SuperMicro division with Jobs at the helm. His power thus consolidated, Jobs decided to put the newly renamed Lisa out of its misery.

By Sculley’s own account, “Steve and several members of the Macintosh team believed the original design of the Lisa wasn’t good enough and that it never would have the quality of a Macintosh. They felt it wasn’t a priority product and wanted it phased out. We obviously couldn’t phase a product out that had just been introduced. So someone in the Macintosh division simply neglected, perhaps deliberately, to order parts and components to allow us to continue the manufacture of the Macintosh XL.”

Apple officially discontinued the Macintosh XL, née Lisa, on April 29, 1985, and the last Lisa rolled off the assembly line at the Carrollton, Texas, factory on May 15. Sun Remarketing of Logan, Utah, purchased the 5,000 unsold Lisas in inventory and took several thousand more used and broken units on consignment.

Sun Remarketing was doing pretty well selling the leftover Lisas after upgrading them with the latest Mac technology, but in mid-September 1989, Apple decided to literally bury the Lisa once and for all. Under the watchful eyes of armed security guards, 2,700 Lisas that Sun had on consignment were interred at the landfill in Logan, Utah (requiring 880 cubic yards at $1.95 a yard), so Apple could receive a tax write-off that year.

Ironically, even literally burying the Lisa didn’t stop it from continuing to vex the executives at Apple. On December 14, 1989, almost seven years after the Lisa’s introduction, Xerox filed a suit in U.S. District Court for Northern California challenging the validity of Apple’s copyrights covering the Lisa and Mac graphical user interfaces. On March 23, 1990, the court dismissed all but one of Xerox’s counts, and Apple was finally able to put the Lisa legacy behind it once and for all.
Code Name Confusion

Like the Macintosh, the ill-fated Lisa made it to market with its code name intact. There are many conflicting rumors about the origin of the name. The most widely circulated story is that the Lisa was named after Steve Jobs’ first daughter, who was born out of wedlock.

This much is fact: On June 17, 1978, in Oregon, Jobs’ high-school sweetheart and former live-in girlfriend Chris-Ann gave birth to a girl, whom the 23-year-old Jobs helped name Lisa Nicole. In 1979, Lisa’s mother filed a paternity suit against Jobs. Even after a blood test performed by the University of California concluded that the probability of Jobs being Lisa’s father was 94.4 percent, Jobs dismissed the results. Nonetheless, he didn’t want the suit dragging on—Apple would soon go public, making him exceedingly rich—so he agreed to pay child support of $385 a month, provide health insurance for Lisa, and reimburse public assistance for the baby in the amount of $5,856. Though they got off to a rough start, Jobs eventually came to accept Lisa as his daughter. In recent years the two have often been spotted together in Palo Alto, where Jobs lives on Waverly Street with his wife and other kids.

Still, the question remains, was the Lisa named for Jobs’ daughter? The project began several months after the birth of Lisa Nicole, so the timing is right. Also, during this period at Apple, it was customary to name projects after daughters of project leaders. Several ex-Apple engineers have related stories of being told by Jobs himself that the project was named after his daughter, and Ken Rothmuller has gone on record stating, “Jobs is such an egomaniac, do you really think he would have allowed such an important project to be named after anybody but his own child?”

Apple figured it needed a more professional-sounding name to appeal to the business market, so it hired an outside consulting firm to recommend a new name. Among others, they suggested Applause, Apple One, Apple IV, Apple 400, The Coach, Esprit, Teacher, and The World. Quite an effort went into thinking up a different name, but the forthcoming computer had already received so much press coverage under its code name that Apple reverse-engineered the explanation that Lisa stood for “Local Integrated Software Architecture.” This was so obviously contrived that industry wags suggested a more accurate explanation was that Lisa stood for “Let’s Invent Some Acronym.”

Jobs, 36, married Laurene Powell, 27, a Stanford University MBA student, at the Ahwahnee Hotel in Yosemite National Park on March 18, 1991. The private ceremony was conducted by Kobin Chino, a Zen Buddhist monk. Their first child, Reed Paul (named after the Oregon college Jobs attended, as well as Steve’s father), was born that September. Their second child, Erin Sienna, was born in August 1995, followed by Eve in 1998.
On September 23, 1981, an employee task force issued a memo codifying the company’s culture in a list of Apple Values that were defined as “the qualities, customs, standards, and principles that the company as a whole regards as desirable. They are the basis for what we do and how we do it. Taken together, they identify Apple as a unique company. [We] recognize that these values are goals. We don’t always live up to them... Identifying our values is important, but fostering them in practice is even more important.” As you examine the following Apple Values written in the early 1980s, take a moment to consider if they’re still evident in the Apple of today:

- One person, one computer.
- We are going for it and we will set aggressive goals.
- We are all on the adventure together.
- We build products we believe in.
- We are here to make a positive difference in society, as well as make a profit.
- Each person is important; each has the opportunity and the obligation to make a difference.
- We are all in it together, win or lose.
- We are enthusiastic!
- We are creative; we set the pace.
- We want everyone to enjoy the adventure we are on together.
- We care about what we do.
- We want to create an environment in which Apple values flourish.

Lisa Timeline

1978
- Lisa Nicole born in Oregon

1979
- Jobs proposes next-generation business machine
- Apple III project starts under Sander
- Apple II Plus introduced ($1,195)
- Lisa project starts under Rothmuller
- Mac project starts under Raskin
- First of two Xerox PARC visits

1980
- Lisa specifications call for Xerox-like features
- Tesler and other Xerox alumni join Apple
- Couch takes over Lisa project
- Apple initial public offering
- Apple III ships ($4,340); Apple reorganization
- Apple's secondary stock offering
- Xerox introduces Star ($16,595)
- IBM PC introduced ($1,565)

1981
- "Black Wednesday"
- Jobs muscles into Mac project
- Original Lisa ship date (missed);
  Markkula replaces Scott as president;
  Jobs replaces Markkula as chairman
- Apple's secondary stock offering
- Lisa deemed ready for market
- Lisa shown to Apple sales force
- Xerox introduces Star ($16,595)

1982
- Lisa software works together
- Lisa volume shipments begin
- Lisa ($9,995) and Apple IIe ($1,395) introduced

1983
- Sculley joins Apple as president, CEO
- Software unbundled;
  Lisa price dropped to $6,995
- Lisa and Mac divisions combined;
  Microsoft announces Windows
- Lisa 2 ($3,495) and Macintosh ($2,495) introduced

1984
- Jobs muscles into Mac project
- "Black Wednesday"
- Lisa shown to Apple sales force
- Software unbundled;
  Lisa price dropped to $6,995
- Lisa and Mac divisions combined;
  Microsoft announces Windows
- Lisa 2 ($3,495) and Macintosh ($2,495) introduced
Lisa Timeline (continued)

1985
- Lisa discontinued; installed base = 60,000
- Jobs resigns from Apple

1986
- Last Lisa produced

1987

1988

1989

1990
- Remaining 2,700 Lisas buried in Logan, Utah, landfill
- Xerox sues Apple over Lisa and Mac user interfaces
- Xerox suit against Apple dismissed

1991

1992

“[The Lisa] was a great machine. We just couldn’t sell any.”
Apple human interface guru
Bruce Tognazzini
(Accidental Millionaire, p. 174)
The Making of Macintosh

Steve Jobs and the Macintosh are inextricably linked in the minds of most people. So it may come as somewhat of a surprise to learn that the Mac wasn’t his idea at all. In fact, he actually wanted to kill the project in its infancy. Lucky for Apple and millions of dedicated Mac users everywhere, he wasn’t successful. The story of how the Mac came to be is a fascinating tale of one man’s inspiration, another man’s ego, and the dedication of a small band of “pirates” that forever changed the way the world computes.

In 2004, when Apple and all the world’s Macintosh enthusiasts will be celebrating the Mac’s 20th anniversary, one man will be quietly celebrating its 25th. That man is Jeffrey Frank “Jef” Raskin, the true father of the Macintosh.

Raskin, a professor turned computer consultant, wrote the Integer BASIC manual for the Apple II in 1976. When he joined Apple on January 3, 1978 (exactly one year after its incorporation), as employee #31, the 34-year-old Raskin was manager of the publications department. Over time he started a new product review division and an application software division.

In the spring of 1979, chairman Mike Markkula asked Raskin if he would work on a project code-named Annie, the goal of which was to produce a $500 game machine (shades of the ill-fated Bandai Pippin). At the time, Jobs and cohorts were working on the business-oriented Lisa, and the company felt it needed a lower-cost product than the Apple II,
which was selling for well over $1,000 in a basic configuration without a
disk drive or monitor.

“I told him it was a fine project, but I wasn’t terribly interested in a
game machine,” remembers Raskin. “However, there was this thing that I’d
been dreaming of for some time which I called Macintosh. The biggest thing
about it was that it would be designed from a human factors perspective,
which at that time was totally incomprehensible.” Markkula was intrigued
and asked Raskin to elaborate on his ideas and investigate the feasibility of
putting them into practice.

By late May, Raskin had sketched out the basic ideas behind a computer
for the “Person in the Street,” known as the PITS, for short. Raskin had
grown increasingly frustrated at the complexity of the Apple II. Its open
architecture was good in the sense that you could fill its slots with anything
you wanted, but that flexibility forced the user to be a pseudo-technician
and made it extremely difficult for developers to create products that worked
with all configurations.

“Considerations such as these led me to conceive the basic architecture
and guiding principles of the Macintosh project,” explains Raskin. “There
were to be no peripheral slots so that customers never had to see the inside
of the machine (although external ports would be provided); there was a
fixed memory size so that all applications would run on all Macintoshes; the
screen, keyboard, and mass storage device (and, we hoped, a printer) were
to be built in so that the customer got a truly complete system, and so that
we could control the appearance of characters and graphics.”

Physically, the computer would be contained in an all-in-one case
without cables. Raskin expected people to grow so attached to their Macs
that they would never want to leave home without them, so portability was
a key concern. He envisioned a weight just under 20 pounds and an internal
battery providing up to two hours of operation. His wish list also included
an 8-bit microprocessor with 64K of RAM, one serial port, a modem, real-
time clock, printer, 4- or 5-inch diagonal screen with bitmapped graphics,
and a 200K, 5.25-inch floppy disk drive all built in.

BASIC and FORTH programming languages were to be contained in
read-only memory (ROM), as were “self-instructional” programs that were so
easy to use, manuals would be unnecessary. Raskin described a user interface
in which everything—writing, calculating, drafting, painting, etc.—was
accomplished in a graphical word processor-type environment with a few
consistent and easily learned concepts. “For example, the calculator abilities
will apply to numbers that are entered the same way any text is entered.
The traditional concept of an operating system is replaced by an extension
of the idea of an on-line editor.” While that may not sound much like the
Mac as we know it today, his reasoning was that there should be no modes
or levels, a concept that has endured.

Raskin even proposed an official name for his Macintosh computer: the
Apple V. He figured that it could go into production by September 1981,
for sale that Christmas with an initial end-user price of $500. As volume
Cold Cash for a Code Name

In naming his Macintosh project, Raskin bucked the trend of using female code names. He thought the practice was sexist, and it was. The Annie project, for which Markkula originally tried to recruit Raskin, was a thinly veiled reference to Little Annie Fanny, the well-endowed cartoon character (created by Harvey Kurtzman and Willy Elder) that regularly appeared in Playboy back then.

It’s often reported that Raskin misspelled the name of his favorite variety of apples, but that’s unlikely given that he was manager of publications. “I intentionally changed the spelling,” insists Raskin. “I’m a pretty good speller. Writing is one of the things I do well. The name of the apple is McIntosh. I thought that would lead us to a conflict with McIntosh Laboratory, the hi-fi manufacturer. So I used the spelling Macintosh, figuring that if it conflicted with the overcoat, who cares?” Unfortunately, the slight spelling change wasn’t enough to keep Apple in the clear.

When Apple attempted to trademark the name Macintosh in 1982, the request was denied because it phonetically infringed on the trademark already owned by an American manufacturer of audio equipment. McIntosh Laboratory (www.mcintoshlabs.com) of Binghamton, New York, operates at the very high end of the high-fidelity food chain. On November 16, 1982, Steve Jobs wrote a letter to the president of McIntosh Labs, Gordon Gow, requesting a worldwide release for the name Macintosh for use in the computer industry. “We have become very attached to the name Macintosh. Much like one’s own child, our product has developed a very definite personality,” wrote Jobs.

Gow visited Cupertino shortly thereafter to take a look at what Apple was developing, but on the advice of his legal counsel, he rejected Jobs’ request. Apple considered shortening Macintosh to MAC, which would stand for “Mouse-Activated Computer” outside the company, and “Meaningless Acronym Computer” internally. However, in late March 1983, Apple managed to license the rights to the name and in 1986 purchased the trademark outright.

Although the terms of these agreements remain confidential to this day, it has been reported that Apple paid $100,000 in cash for the Macintosh name. According to McIntosh’s legal counsel, that’s “substantially off the mark” and the real payoff was “significantly higher.”

“Throw thirty million dollars of advertising at it and it will sound great.”
Venture capitalist Ben Rosen, when Jobs asked his opinion of the name Macintosh
(The Little Kingdom, p. 18)
increased, he expected the price to drop to $300 after 18 months. “Jobs hated the idea,” Raskin recalls. “He ran around saying 'No! No! It’ll never work.’ He was one of the Macintosh's hardest critics and he was always putting it down at board meetings. When he became convinced that it would work, and that it would be an exciting new product, he started to take over… He was dead set against the Macintosh for the first two years. He said it was the dumbest thing on earth and that it would never sell. When he decided to take it over, he told everybody that he had invented it.” Although Jobs strongly opposed the Macintosh when it was first proposed, Raskin nonetheless won the board’s approval to begin a formal research project in September 1979. 

As he brainstormed, Raskin kept coming up with more wonderful things to add to his computer. It didn’t take him long to realize that he couldn’t include everything he wanted and still produce a computer with a $500 price tag, so he settled on a new goal of $1,000. “There is no doubt that we want more—more mass storage, a built-in printer, color graphics—but we feel that low price and portability are the most important attributes, and we have kept strenuously to these goals,” Raskin wrote in one of his memos.

Raskin needed someone to turn his ideas into prototypes. His former UC San Diego student, Bill Atkinson, was a respected member of the Lisa team, and Atkinson was impressed with the outstanding work Burrell Carver Smith was doing as a repairman in the Apple II maintenance department. Atkinson introduced Smith to Raskin as “the man who's going to design your Macintosh,” to which Raskin replied, “We'll see about that.” Smith whipped together a makeshift prototype using a Motorola 6809E microprocessor, a television monitor, and the guts of an Apple II. Duly impressed, Raskin made him the second member of the Mac team.

In time, Raskin took on an assistant, and Steve Wozniak began part-time work on the Mac, but Smith continued doing most of the detailed electronic design and breadboarding. This skeleton crew toiled in what had been Apple's first office and the birthplace of the Apple II and Lisa: Suite B3 at 20833 Stevens Creek Boulevard, near the Good Earth restaurant in Cupertino. The Macintosh research project was not destined to become an actual product any time soon. Still, Raskin remained obsessed with designing a computer that could be sold at a low price and manufactured in large quantities. Raskin did everything he could to “keep the project from burgeoning into a huge, expensive, and time-consuming effort.”

Every feature required a trade-off between price and performance. They wanted a color monitor, but monochrome would have to do. The Lisa's 68000 microprocessor was desired, but the 6809E was much cheaper. A floppy disk drive would be great, but a digital cassette drive kept the cost down. More memory would be nice, but 64K was considered adequate.

While Raskin's small team was quietly toiling in the Mac "skunkworks," turmoil was brewing elsewhere at Apple. Following the fateful visits to Xerox PARC, Jobs was making waves and enemies as he steered the Lisa project

“The standard way [Jobs] operated was picking your brain. He would immediately poo-poo the idea, then a week later, he'd come back and say, ‘Hey, I've got a great idea!’ The idea that he gave back to you was your own. We called him the Reality Distortion Field.”

_Jef Raskin_  
(Accidental Millionaire, p. 138)

“With Steve [Jobs] you never know exactly where an idea comes from.”

_Steve Wozniak_  
(Odyssey, pp. 140–141)

The first graphical image ever displayed on Burrell Smith’s Mac prototype was a picture of Scrooge McDuck playing the fiddle while sitting on some money bags.
Careful What You Ask For

By September 27, 1979, a preliminary cost investigation revealed that with Apple’s customary 400 percent cost of goods markup, there was no way Raskin’s proposed Macintosh could sell for the initial target price of $500, even without a disk drive and printer. A more realistic figure was $1,500 for a fully loaded Mac. On October 2, Jobs told Raskin, “Don’t worry about price, just specify the computer’s abilities.” Raskin replied with a sarcastic memo specifying:

A small, lightweight computer with an excellent, typewriter style keyboard. It is accompanied by a 96 character by 66 line display that has almost no depth, and a letter-quality printer that also doesn’t weigh much, and takes ordinary paper and produces text at one page per second (not so fast so that you can’t catch them as they come out). The printer can also produce any graphics the screen can show (with at least 1000 by 1200 points of resolution). In color.

The printer should weigh only a fraction of a pound, and never need a ribbon or mechanical adjustment. It should print in any font. There is about 200K bytes of main storage besides screen memory and a miniature, pocketable, storage element that holds a megabyte and costs $.50, in unit quantity.

When you buy the computer, you get a free unlimited access to the ARPAnet, the various timesharing services, and other informational, computer accessible data bases. Besides an unexcelled collection of application programs, the software includes BASIC, Pascal, LISP, FORTRAN, APL, PL\1, COBOL, and an emulator for every processor since the IBM 650.

Let’s include speech synthesis and recognition, with a vocabulary of 34,000 words. It can also synthesize music, even simulate Caruso singing with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, with variable reverberation.

Conclusion: starting with the abilities is nonsense. We must start both with a price goal, and a set of abilities, and keep an eye on today’s and the immediate future’s technology. These factors must be all juggled simultaneously.

It’s easy to see why Raskin’s defiant manner rankled Jobs, but he unwittingly described many of the technologies that the Mac would eventually come to include.

Steve Jobs took singer Joan Baez to the Macintosh Christmas party held at the St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco in February 1983.

“I was in an executive staff meeting with all the officers in the company, and Steve turns to me and says, ‘Can I talk to you for a minute?’ So we go sit in his office. At the time, I was going out with a woman six years older than me who had children. Steve started to ask me all these questions about what it’s like. And then he starts telling me he’s going out with a woman who’s older and has some kids. We talk about it for 45 minutes. It was a delightful conversation; it wasn’t until about four months later that I figured out he was talking about Joan Baez.”

Apple manager of marketing planning

Trip Hawkins
## The Evolution of the Macintosh

Here are the Macintosh project’s specifications at various times during its development, based upon official Apple documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price</strong></td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>8-bit CPU</td>
<td>6809E</td>
<td>6809E</td>
<td>6809E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>64K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>32K</td>
<td>32K</td>
<td>32K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass storage</td>
<td>200K 5.25” floppy</td>
<td>200K 5.25” floppy</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial port</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modem</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time clock</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VIDEO</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>use TV</td>
<td>use TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagonal</td>
<td>4” or 5”</td>
<td>4” or 5”</td>
<td>4” or 5”</td>
<td>4” or 5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>64 per line</td>
<td>64 per line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixels</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INPUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input device</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech recognition</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUTPUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>built-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech synthesis</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHYSICAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>20 pounds</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>10 pounds</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H x W x D</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>13” x 13” x 5”</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOFTWARE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIC</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculator</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>built-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORTH</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word processor</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>built-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>1/12/80</td>
<td>7/1/80</td>
<td>2/16/81</td>
<td>1/24/84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$1,300</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$2,495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>6809E</td>
<td>6809E</td>
<td>68000</td>
<td>68000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>128K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>32K</td>
<td>32K</td>
<td>32K</td>
<td>64K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass storage</td>
<td>200K 5.25&quot; floppy</td>
<td>200K cassette</td>
<td>200K 5.25&quot; floppy</td>
<td>400K 3.5&quot; floppy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial port</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modem</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time clock</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VIDEO</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagonal</td>
<td>7&quot;</td>
<td>7&quot;</td>
<td>9&quot;</td>
<td>9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>70 chars x 25 lines</td>
<td>70 chars x 25 lines</td>
<td>96 chars x 25 lines</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixels</td>
<td>256 x 256</td>
<td>256 x 256</td>
<td>384 x 256</td>
<td>512 x 342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INPUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>detached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input device</td>
<td>lightpen</td>
<td>joystick</td>
<td>joystick</td>
<td>mouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech recognition</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUTPUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech synthesis</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHYSICAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>22 pounds</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>16.7 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H x W x D</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>13.5&quot; x 9.7&quot; x 10.9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOFTWARE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIC</td>
<td>disk resident</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>third-party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculator</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>desk accessory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORTH</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word processor</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>MacWrite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“[Jobs] would try to push himself into everything. No matter what you were doing, he had to have something to do with it. Nobody at Apple wanted him involved with their projects. I had started the Macintosh team and we didn’t want him either.”

*Jef Raskin*  
(Accidental Millionaire, p. 119)

Steve Jobs began rubbing Jef Raskin the wrong way not long after muscling his way into the Mac project in January 1981. On February 19, 1981, a year before he resigned from Apple, Raskin sent a confidential, four-page memo to president Mike Scott detailing the specific problems he had working with Jobs:

1. Jobs regularly misses appointments.  
2. He acts without thinking and with bad judgement.  
3. He does not give credit where due.  
4. Jobs often reacts ad hominem.  
5. He makes absurd and wasteful decisions by trying to be paternal.  
6. He interrupts and doesn’t listen.  
7. He does not keep promises or meet commitments.  
8. He makes decisions ex cathedra.  
10. Jobs is often irresponsible and inconsiderate.  
11. He is a bad manager of software projects.

Although Jobs’ attempt to rename the Mac “Bicycle” failed, the concept survived as the logo for the Apple University Consortium’s “Wheels for the Mind” promotion.

“I just decided that I was going to go off and do that myself with a small group, sort of go back to the garage, to design the Macintosh,” recalls Jobs. “They didn’t take us very seriously. I think Scotty was just sort of humoring me.” The board was only too happy to let Jobs go off and spin his wheels on the Mac, which they viewed as a relatively unimportant research project.
The board may have seen it that way, but Jobs viewed it as his opportunity to prove his worth as a technological innovator. At first, Jobs was content to manage only the hardware side of the project, leaving Raskin in charge of software and documentation. “I was more interested in the interface than the chips inside,” says Raskin, so the move didn’t trouble him too much. Besides, with Jobs on board, perhaps the project would get the funding and support needed to actually create a product. Would it ever!

Soon after Jobs got involved, the Mac team took over the second floor in a small two-story building known as Texaco Towers due to its proximity to a gas station on the corner of De Anza and Stevens Creek Boulevards. (The gas station is vacant now, Texaco Towers is occupied by a different company, and Apple’s former City Center office complex across the street dominates the intersection.) There was no sign on 20431 Stevens Creek Boulevard, and the office wasn’t even listed in the company’s telephone directory. They were out in the boonies, which was perfect for the maverick project Jobs had in mind.

The Mac quickly went from being a research project to a full-blown product development effort with several dozen employees. Jobs seriously underestimated the amount of work yet to be done and the time it would take. He figured his team would ship the Macintosh in early 1982, just a year away. So confident was he in this prediction that he bet Lisa project manager John Couch $5,000 that the Mac would beat Lisa to market, even though the Lisa had been under serious development for more than two years and the Mac project was just starting in earnest.

When the Mac missed the 1982 ship date, chairman Markkula presented Jobs with a woman’s black slip and told him to make sure the garment was “the Mac’s last slip.” The Lisa appeared on January 19, 1983, more than a year before the Mac, and Jobs made good on his $5,000 bet with Couch.

One of the most significant advances in the Macintosh project had come when Smith figured out an ingenious way to replace the 6809E microprocessor with the more powerful 68000 used by the Lisa. Although Raskin resisted at first because it would drive up the cost of the computer, Jobs was all for the change. With Mac and Lisa sharing the same microprocessor, it was easier for the Mac team to use some of the Lisa technologies and software, including Atkinson’s amazing QuickDraw routines. However, Jobs steadfastly refused to make the Mac compatible with the Lisa or vice versa.

Symbolizing Jobs’ defiant attitude and Apple’s internecine rivalry was the Jolly Roger that flew over the Mac team’s newest building, Bandley III (10460 Bandley Drive). Jobs referred to his group as pirates, and in keeping with that spirit, he began systematically raiding the Lisa project for key technologies and people (such as Atkinson and Steve Capps) without regard for the overall well-being of Apple. As Hertzfeld explained, “We looked for any place where we could beg, borrow, or steal code.”

“The most important thing Steve [Jobs] did was erect a giant shit-deflecting umbrella that protected the project from the evil suits across the street.”
Mac software wizard Andy Hertzfeld
(Rolling Stone, April 4, 1996)

“Other than having a pirate flag fluttering over it, the Mac headquarters was an ordinary one-story, boring Silicon Valley office building that affected a quasi-Spanish style. We could tell that Steve [Jobs] was in, because his blue Mercedes was parked in the handicap zone in front. As I was to learn, Steve always parked there. He parked there because when he parked to the side, or to the back of the building, disgruntled Apple employees from the Lisa or Apple II division would come by and scratch his Mercedes with their keys.”
Macworld publisher David Bunnell

“It’s better to be a pirate than to join the Navy.”
Steve Jobs, explaining the appeal of being part of the original Mac team
(Odyssey, p. 147)
“A lot of people think we ripped off Xerox. But really, we ripped off Lisa.”
Finder coauthor Steve Capps,
(San Jose Mercury News, January 17, 1994)

Jobs wanted to avoid licensing copyrighted typefaces—such as Times, Century, Helvetica, and Gothic—for the Mac, so he instructed artist Susan Kare (www.kare.com) to design knockoffs. Kare, who had grown up in the suburbs of Philadelphia, wanted to name her fonts after the railroad stations of the Paoli Local train: Ardmore, Merion, Rosemont, etc. Jobs liked the idea of using city names, but insisted on world-class cities that corresponded to the original typefaces: New York (Times), Geneva (Helvetica), London (Old English), etc. The frivolous font known as San Francisco was originally named Ransom, because documents created with it looked like kidnappers’ notes. By the way, Kare designed all the original Mac fonts except Venice, which was the creation of Bill Atkinson.

“When we started this project, IBM didn’t have a machine. But we looked very carefully at their PC when they released it. At first it was embarrassing how bad their machine was. Then we were horrified [at its success]. We hope the Macintosh will show people what the IBM PC was—a half-assed, hackneyed attempt at the old technology.”
Mac documentation leader Chris Espinosa
(Rolling Stone, March 1, 1984)

Needless to say, the Mac began looking a lot like a little Lisa. QuickDraw and other Lisa routines increased the size of the Mac’s ROM. It soon became apparent that the Mac would share so much of the Lisa’s interface that a mouse was a necessity, much to Raskin’s dismay; he was leaning toward a lightpen or joystick as a graphic input device. “I couldn’t stand the mouse,” says Raskin. “Jobs gets 100 percent credit for insisting that a mouse be on the Mac.” However, Raskin did prevail in convincing the team not to use a three-button mouse like the Alto, but rather a one-button version that would be much easier for novices.

Working with industrial designer Jerrold C. Manock, Jobs also pushed for the Mac’s distinctive Cuisinart-inspired upright case, and that necessitated a detached keyboard. With a rough idea of what the computer would look like physically, the design of the Mac’s completely automated factory in Fremont, California, got under way in the fall of 1981, even though Smith was still furiously working on yet another Mac prototype and many of the technical details had yet to be finalized. By February 1982, the case design was fixed and the signatures of the team members were collected and transferred to the mold for the inside of the case (see "Macintosh Insiders").

Things were really picking up steam that February when Jobs approached Raskin and cavalierly announced, “Well, I’m going to take over software and you can run documentation.” That was more than Raskin could bear, and he replied, “No, you can have documentation too. I resign.” The showdown was inevitable, according to Dan Kottke, one of the Mac engineers. “Jef Raskin and Steve Jobs both have large egos. Jef could have stayed on if he hadn’t gone against Steve. But he feels very strongly about certain things and won’t shut up.”

Jobs and Markkula asked Raskin to reconsider, so he took a one-month leave of absence. Upon his return, Raskin was offered the leadership of a new research division. “Been there, done that,” was the essence of his reply, so on March 1, 1982, he officially tendered his resignation.

Jobs was hell-bent on proving that he could produce a better computer than the Lisa, but it was becoming painfully apparent that the real competition was not with the Lisa division, but rather with International Business Machines. IBM had introduced its Personal Computer on August 12, 1981, and the market had responded favorably, to say the least. Much to its dismay, Apple began losing market share (sliding from 29 to 24 percent in 1982) to what it considered a clearly inferior product.

Although the Mac team members derided the IBM PC in public, privately they realized Big Blue was a formidable competitor and that they had better get their own product out the door. The window of opportunity was slowly closing, and if Apple didn’t finish the Mac soon, it might lose out altogether. “We had been saying, ‘We’re going to finish in six months’ for two years,” recalls Hertzfeld, but Jobs laid down the law and pushed to ship Macintosh on May 16, 1983, at the National Computer Conference in Anaheim, California.
Facing a hard deadline forced the team to make several major decisions that resulted in a sort of domino effect. High-resolution graphics had always been a primary goal for the Mac, but even as late as 1982 the nine-inch diagonal monitor could display only 384 by 256 pixels. That was certainly acceptable for graphics, but not exactly at the leading edge of technology. George Crow, analog manager, increased the resolution to the final dimensions of 512 by 342 pixels, allowing the Mac to display 80 columns of fixed-pitch (monospaced) text.

With the increased resolution of the bitmapped display, more memory was needed. Like Raskin before him, Jobs thought that 64K of memory was acceptable, but the team convinced him that 128K was needed (actually, they wanted more, so they secretly designed a way to easily increase memory by swapping chips).

More memory meant larger programs, and the 200K, 5.25-inch floppy disk drive no longer seemed like an adequate mass-storage device. Unbeknownst to Jobs, his engineers had anticipated this problem and were already working on a solution based upon a new 400K, 3.5-inch drive from Sony.

The May 1983 ship date came and went, and still the Mac wasn’t complete. Each of the hardware changes took longer than expected, but nothing took as much time as completing the software. Even though Jobs had assembled many of Apple’s brightest minds in the Mac division, doing the impossible takes time, especially when you have a perfectionist like Jobs as a boss. “Tact is a word you don’t use to describe him,” says Espinosa. “Steve will just walk up to your desk, look at what you’re doing and say, ‘That’s shit.’”

Despite the unbelievable pressure they were under, Mac team members were spotted around the Apple campus wearing T-shirts that read “90 HRS/WK AND LOVING IT.” This dedicated band of pirates had bought into Jobs’ dream of changing the world, and they worked themselves to exhaustion to make the Macintosh the best damn computer they could.

Finally, after spending $78 million in development costs, Apple introduced the Macintosh to a packed house at the annual shareholder meeting held in the Flint Center at De Anza College on January 24, 1984. As master of ceremonies, Jobs strode on stage and recited a few verses from Bob Dylan’s *The Times They Are A-Changin’* before introducing Apple’s directors to dispense with the boring corporate and financial news. When Jobs retook the stage, he pumped up the crowd with the following speech:

> It is 1958. IBM passes up the chance to buy a young, fledgling company that has just invented a new technology called xerography. Two years later, Xerox is born, and IBM has been kicking itself ever since.

> It is ten years later, the late ’60s. Digital Equipment Corporation and others invent the minicomputer. IBM dismisses the minicomputer as too small to do serious computing and, therefore, unimportant to its business.

Since Jobs was dead-set against including any expansion slots in the Mac, the engineers tried to sneak one into the design by calling it a diagnostic port. Jobs caught on and demanded its removal.

> “We decided to go with the Sony disks because they were able to almost double our capacity. They’re also much easier to handle than the fragile 5.25-inch floppies.”

*Macintosh product marketing manager Barbara Koalkin* (Computers & Electronics, March 1984)

> “He’s a very motivational kind of guy, like a Roman legion commander. He really knows how to motivate small groups of people to produce.”

*Mac team member Joanna Hoffman, describing Jobs’ managerial style* (Computers & Electronics, March 1984)

> “He would have made an excellent King of France.”

*Jef Raskin* (Time, January 3, 1983)
DEC grows to become a multi-hundred-million dollar corporation before IBM finally enters the minicomputer market.

It is now ten years later, the late ‘70s. In 1977, Apple, a young fledgling company on the West Coast, invents the Apple II, the first personal computer as we know it today. IBM dismisses the personal computer as too small to do serious computing and, therefore, unimportant to its business.

The early ‘80s—1981. Apple II has become the world’s most popular computer, and Apple has grown to a $300 million corporation, becoming the fastest-growing company in American business history. With over 50 companies vying for a share, IBM enters the personal computer market in November of 1981 with the IBM PC.

1983. Apple and IBM emerge as the industry’s strongest competitors, each selling approximately $1 billion worth of personal computers in 1983.

The shakeout is in full swing. The first major firm goes bankrupt, with others teetering on the brink. Total industry losses for 1983 overshadow even the combined profits of Apple and IBM for personal computers.

It is now 1984. It appears IBM wants it all. Apple is perceived to be the only hope to offer IBM a run for its money. Dealers, initially welcoming IBM with open arms, now fear an IBM-dominated and controlled future. They are increasingly turning back to Apple as the only force that can ensure their future freedom.

IBM wants it all and is aiming its guns on its last obstacle to industry control: Apple. Will Big Blue dominate the entire computer industry, the entire information age? Was George Orwell right?

As the crowd screamed, “No! No! No!,” the screen behind Jobs flickered to life with the groundbreaking 1984 commercial (see “The Greatest Commercial That Almost Never Aired”). When 1984 had finished playing to the wildly appreciative audience, Jobs solemnly intoned, “There have only been two milestone products so far in our industry. The Apple II in 1977, and the IBM PC in 1981. Today, one year after Lisa, we are introducing the third industry milestone, Macintosh.” At that moment, the crowd went wild when a photograph of the Mac appeared on screen.

“Many of us have been working on Macintosh for over two years now, and it has turned out insanely great,” boasted Jobs. “Until now, you’ve just seen some pictures of Macintosh. Now I’d like to show you Macintosh in person.” Jobs walked over to a canvas bag sitting on a table and—like a magician pulling a rabbit from a hat—he extracted a Macintosh that began playing Vangelis’ score from Chariots of Fire.
After the Mac ran through an automatic demonstration of its graphics capabilities, Jobs said, “Today, for the first time ever, I’d like to let the Macintosh speak for itself.” With the press of a key, a synthesized voice emerged from the beige box. “Hello. I am Macintosh. It sure is great to get out of that bag. Unaccustomed as I am to public speaking, I’d like to share with you a thought that occurred to me the first time I met an IBM mainframe: Never trust a computer you can’t lift. But right now I’d like to sit back and listen. So it is with considerable pride that I introduce a man who has been like a father to me, Steve Jobs.”

Not only did the Mac impress the crowd with its voice synthesis, it was considerably smaller, faster, and cheaper than the groundbreaking Lisa introduced the previous year. It had a 68000 microprocessor running at 7.83MHz, 128K of RAM, one 400K, 3.5-inch floppy disk drive, and a nine-inch monochrome display. The Mac came bundled with MacPaint (written by Bill Atkinson), MacWrite (written by Randy Wigginton), and the Finder (written by Bruce Horn and Steve Capps).

Instead of letting the Mac team members wallow in obscurity, Apple broke with industry tradition and heavily promoted them as avant-garde artists. Shown here are (left to right) Bill Atkinson, Andy Hertzfeld, Chris Espinosa, George Crow, Joanna Hoffman, Burrell Smith, and Jerry Manock.

Until the last moment before introduction, Apple executives argued over the Mac’s price. Jobs had hoped that the Mac could sell for $1,495. As it turned out, the Mac cost $500 to build (83 percent materials, 16 percent overhead, 1 percent labor), and with Apple’s standard markup, the price should have been $1,995. But president John Sculley had ordered an aggressive $15-million, 100-day advertising blitz, which kicked off with the 1984 commercial during Super Bowl XVIII. To pay for this campaign, Sculley tacked on a hefty premium, and the list price for the original Mac was set at $2,495. So much for Raskin’s $500 computer that would appeal to

Q. How many Macintosh Division employees do you need to change a lightbulb?
A. One. He holds the bulb up and lets the universe revolve around him.

In an effort to curry favor with celebrities and generate some favorable press upon the introduction of the Macintosh, Apple gave 50 machines to a select group of luminaries and key decision makers. Among them:

Bob Ciano, Life magazine art director
Dianne Feinstein, San Francisco mayor
Milton Glaser, designer
Jim Henson, Muppet creator
Lee Iacocca, Chrysler chairman
Sean Lennon, son of late Beatle
Maya Lin, Vietnam Vet Mem. designer
Peter Martins, ballet master
David Rockefeller, really rich guy
Stephen Sondheim, composer/lyricist
Ted Turner, entrepreneur
Kurt Vonnegut, novelist
Andy Warhol, pop artist
The Macintosh was now “the computer for the rest of us,” defined as those with several grand burning holes in their pockets.

Even at its artificially inflated price, Jobs predicted Apple would sell 50,000 Macs in the 100 days following introduction, and half a million units by the end of 1984; Sculley’s figure was a more realistic quarter million units. Although they were both way off base with their annual forecasts, Apple reached the 100-day goal on Day 73 (April 6), and on Day 100 (May 3); after having sold 72,000 Macs, product marketing manager Barbara Koalkin boasted to USA Today, “We could have sold 200,000 Macintoshes if we could have built them.”

Confident that sales would pick up during the Christmas season, Apple began building inventory at a rate of 110,000 units a month. Unfortunately, after the initial burst of sales to early adopters (plus computer dealers, developers, and college students who paid far less than list price thanks to special promotions), Mac sales tapered off dramatically to roughly 20,000 Macs a month. In fact, it took until September 1985 to sell 500,000 Macs, and Apple didn’t reach the one million mark until March 1987.

On March 17, 1987, Apple Computer pulled six Mac Plus computers off the assembly line and designated each the one millionth Mac. In recognition of his being the true father of the Macintosh, Jef Raskin was presented with one of these Macs. Ironically, this Mac Plus was the first Macintosh Raskin ever owned. Raskin used his Mac Plus for years, then on June 29, 1999, he placed it up for auction along with an early Apple I and Apple II serial number 0002. The lot failed to attract the minimum bid of $90,000 at La Salle Gallery in San Francisco. Raskin continues using both Macs and PCs at his home in Pacifica, California.

“Good software is like pornography: very difficult to describe but you know it when you see it. Good software is art: you can see the ‘soul’ of a programmer or programmers. Good software is fun: it should bring a smile to your face when you use it. Good software causes an erection in the mind of a software evangelist.”

Mac evangelist Guy Kawasaki
(The Macintosh Reader, pp. 183–184)
Folon’s Forgotten Logo

When you turn on any of the early Mac models, the first thing you see (unless you have a customized StartupScreen in your System Folder) is the familiar and reassuring “Welcome to Macintosh” greeting beside a Picasso-inspired line drawing of the original Mac. That little drawing is so universally known as the artistic representation of the soul of the Macintosh that it’s difficult to imagine any other image evoking the same response. Therefore it may surprise you to learn that it was not what Apple had originally planned.

Long before the Mac was complete, Steve Jobs had become quite taken with the work of Belgian-born poster artist Jean-Michel Folon and paid him an advance of $30,000 to design a logo to represent the new computer. Folon came up with a character he called Mac Man and depicted him in a color pastel drawing called “The Macintosh Spirit.”

In addition to his hefty advance, Folon was to be paid an unprecedented royalty of $1 for every Mac sold. With almost 30 million Macs sold as of 1998, the Macintosh commission would have easily been Folon’s most lucrative undertaking. But after Folon submitted “The Macintosh Spirit,” the mercurial Jobs changed his mind. In June 1983, he turned instead to the Mac art director, Tom Hughes, asking him to come up with something a little more practical. Working with John Casado, Hughes created the colorful, simple drawing of the Mac that we’ve come to know and love.

Jobs passed on Folon’s “The Macintosh Spirit” depicted here.

For more information on Jean-Michel Folon, visit www.folon-art.com.

Mac OS

Beginning with System 7.5.1, the “Welcome to Macintosh” startup message changed to “Welcome to Mac OS,” and it featured a new Mac icon with two smiling faces. The so-called “Happy Mac” icon was retired with the release of Mac OS X 10.2.
Jef Raskin got another chance to realize some of his original Macintosh design goals with a “work processor” he designed at his 14-person firm, Information Appliance, founded in 1983. On July 7, 1987, after four years of development, Canon introduced Raskin’s Cat, part personal computer, part electronic typewriter. Although based upon a 5MHz 68000—the same type of processor at the heart of the classic Macs—the Cat did not have a mouse or icons. Instead it used “Leap” keys below the spacebar to gracefully move between tasks and portions of the screen; hence the name “Cat.” It came with word processor, spreadsheet, and telecommunications features in ROM. Text was displayed on a 9-inch monochrome screen, and the entire contents of memory was automatically saved on 3.5-inch 256K disks using the built-in drive. Documents could also be output on the optional $400 daisywheel printer. The Cat was technically capable of using a mouse and displaying bitmapped graphics, but these features were never enabled. Over the years, Raskin received two anonymous telephone calls from people claiming to be Canon employees. They offered conflicting motives for Canon’s actions. One explained that the electronic typewriter division and

“...which is a significantly more important product than even the Macintosh. It puts the phrase ‘ease of use’ in a whole new league.”

Dave Jorgensen, vice chairman of Dataquest Inc., a market research firm (USA Today, July 8, 1987)
The Making of Macintosh

the computer division were fighting for control of the Cat. The new president of Canon USA wanted to exert his power and told the two divisions to settle the matter quickly or he would do it for them. They continued to fight over the Cat, so he killed the project outright to teach them a lesson.

The second caller painted a more sinister scenario involving Raskin’s old nemesis, Steve Jobs. Shortly after the Cat was introduced, Canon was exploring the possibility of investing in Jobs’ new venture, NeXT (see “What Jobs Did NeXT”). Unwilling to share the corporate attention of Canon with Raskin, Jobs allegedly told Canon that unless it dropped the Cat, he wouldn’t allow them to invest in NeXT. Although Raskin has never been able to verify either story, Canon did pay $100 million for a 16.67 percent share of NeXT in June 1989. Since almost a year and a half passed between the killing of the Cat and Canon’s investment in NeXT, this scenario is a little suspect. Perhaps the real reason Canon dropped the Cat is that it was simply too different to be appreciated and marketed properly.

Since closing Information Appliance in 1989, Raskin has remained an interface and systems designer, as well as a consultant concentrating primarily on making computers more usable and their interfaces efficient as well as pleasant. In 2000, Addison-Wesley published Raskin’s *The Humane Interface: New Directions for Designing Interactive Systems*. Among other things, the book explains the thinking behind the Cat’s design and proposes a new user interface model for the future. If you want to see *The Humane Interface* (THE) in action for yourself, download a free version from Raskin’s web site (www.jefraskin.com).
Macintosh Insiders

If you've ever cracked open the case of an early Macintosh, you may have noticed a bunch of signatures in raised plastic on the inside back panel. Steve Jobs felt that the Macintosh was a piece of art, and since real artists sign their masterpieces, he and the other employees of the Macintosh division in 1982 affixed their signatures to a large sheet of paper. When everyone had signed, a film negative was made from the paper, and the signatures were chemically etched into the core of the tooling for the inside of the original Macintosh.

Since not everyone has access to an early Mac, the following pages reproduce the internal signatures as they appear on the original master. Mac fanatics will no doubt notice the absence of some prestigious members of the Mac division, such as programmer Steve Capps and graphic designer Susan Kare. They weren't left out on purpose. It's just that they weren't on the team when the signatures were collected in early 1982, a time when Steve Jobs felt that shipping was imminent. Of course, it was almost two years too soon, further proof that almost everything about the Mac was ahead of its time. Please note that some signatures were added (such as Steve Balog) over time and others were dropped (ostensibly to accommodate changes in the case design for the Mac SE).

It's been said that in addition to popularizing the graphical user interface, Apple Computer's greatest contribution to the industry has been as a training ground for high-technology employees who have carried Apple's idealism to other firms. Here's a brief look at the people who created the Mac and an update on what they were doing at the beginning of the 20th century. Silicon Valley is infamous for its “burn and turn” approach to human resources, so don't be surprised if people are no longer at the companies listed.

Special thanks to Guy Kawasaki for the initial research upon which this chapter is based.

Apple continued using case molds with signatures until sometime during the production of the Mac SE, at which time signature-free molds were substituted for the classic-style, all-in-one Mac. However, the practice was revived with the Mac Ilci and Iicx, both of which contain signatures of the Product Design Team inscribed along the left side of the case, below the motherboard: Gavin Ivester, Pat Jackson, Jimmy Melton, Grant Ross, Terry Smith, Tom Toedtman, Lada Zajicek, and Laszlo Zsidek.

“Going out of the eighties, you know there won’t be a Mac group. Burrell [Smith] will be off in Oregon playing his guitar. Andy [Hertzfeld] will be writing the next great American novel. Who knows what. But we’ll be scattered all over the globe doing other amazing stuff.”

Steve Jobs, prior to the Mac’s intro
Peggy Alexio  
Then: Area associate  
Now: Left Apple; whereabouts unknown

Collette Askeland  
Then: Designed the printed circuit board for the main logic board  
Now: Left Apple in 1998

Bill Atkinson  
Then: Wrote QuickDraw and MacPaint  
Now: Left Apple in 1990; cofounded General Magic; now a nature photographer (www.billatkinson.com)

Robert L. Belleville  
Then: Engineering manager  
Now: Left Apple in 1986; retired, built world’s most accurate electronic pendulum clock

Mike Boich  
Then: Software evangelist  
Now: Left Apple in 1985; founded Radius, Rendition, and Eazel; now a venture capitalist at Alta Partners (www.altapartners.com)

Bill Bull  
Then: Worked on “no fan” solution, cables, keyboard, and mouse  
Now: Manager of product design for Input Device Group

Matt Carter  
Then: Mac manufacturing manager  
Now: Left Apple in 1983; starting a new company

Berry Cash  
Then: Marketing and sales consultant  
Now: Left Apple; venture capitalist at HO2 (www.ho2.com) and InterWest Partners (www.interwest.com)

Debi Coleman  
Then: Controller of the Macintosh division  
Now: Left Apple in 1992; was CEO of Merix (www.merix.com), now a venture capitalist and board member

George Crow  
Then: Designed the analog board, video, and power supply  
Now: Left Apple in 1985; returned in 1998 as dir. prod. engineering
Donn Denman
Then: Wrote Alarm Clock, NotePad desk accessory, and MacBASIC
Now: Left Apple in 1994; senior software engineer at PowerTV

Christopher Espinosa
Then: Supervised the manuals and technical documentation
Now: Head of Apple’s Components & Scripting Group

Bill Fernandez
Then: Engineering jack-of-all-trades
Now: Left Apple in 1993; freelance user-interface architect in Albuquerque, New Mexico (www.billfernandez.com)

Martin P. Haeberli
Then: Worked on Memory Manager and coauthored MacTerminal
Now: Left Apple in 1996; CEO of Oversea Systems; founded venture fund Marconi Partners; on board of Bootstrap Alliance

Andy Hertzfeld
Then: Software wizard; wrote most of the Macintosh Toolbox
Now: Left Apple in 1984; VP and programmer at General Magic until 1997, now an Internet hobbyist and open source enthusiast

Joanna K. Hoffman
Then: Wrote the first marketing plan for the division
Now: Left Apple in 1985; retired and raising her two boys

Rod Holt
Then: Worked on the power supply
Now: Left Apple in 1987; retired and sailing boats

Bruce Horn
Then: Designed the Finder and completed it with Steve Capps
Now: Left Apple in 1982; wrote Finder companion, iFile, for Ingenuity Software (www.ingenuitysoftware.com); founder and CTO of Marketocracy (www.marketocracy.com)

Harrison S. Horn
Then: Linear circuit designer
Now: Left Apple in 1983; retired, living in Los Altos, California

Brian R. Howard
Then: Ensured digital designs would work and be manufacturable
Now: Distinguished engineer, scientist, technologist working on hardware architecture of chip sets
**Steven Jobs**  
Then: General manager of the division  
Now: Left Apple in 1985; CEO of Pixar and Apple

**Larry Kenyon**  
Then: Worked on the file system, drivers, and boot code  
Now: Left Apple in 1997; WebTV (www.webtv.com) senior manager of system software

**Patti King**  
Then: Managed the engineering department’s software library  
Now: Left Apple in 1985; full-time mom, married to Larry Kenyon

**Daniel Kottke**  
Then: Built prototypes and troubleshooting board-level problems  
Now: Left Apple in 1985; firmware engineer at Vertical Networks

**Angeline Lo**  
Then: Programmer  
Now: Left Apple in 1982; whereabouts unknown

**Ivan Mach**  
Then: Optimized main logic and power sweep boards for factory automation  
Now: Left Apple in 1982; director of manufacturing technology at Tessera working on micro ball grid array package

**Jerrold C. Manock**  
Then: Managed the industrial design engineers  
Now: Left Apple in 1985; president of MCD (www.manockdesign.com), a product-design engineering consulting firm

**Mary Ellen McCammon**  
Then: Area associate for the marketing group  
Now: Left Apple in 1986; completed a master’s degree in psychology; active arts community volunteer in San Jose, California

**Vicki Milledge**  
Then: Human resources liaison  
Now: Left Apple 1988; professor of organizational behavior at University of Massachusetts, Boston

**Michael R. Murray**  
Then: Director of marketing  
Now: Left Apple in 1985; VP of HR and administration at Microsoft; chair of nonprofit microfinancer Unitus (www.unitus.com)
Ronald H. Nicholson Jr.
Then: Digital hardware engineer
Now: Left Apple in 1983; engineer at Silicon Graphics (wwwsgi.com)

Terry A. Oyama
Then: Worked on the product design of housing
Now: Left Apple in 1985; whereabouts unknown

Benjamin Pang
Then: Worked on the industrial design of Macintosh
Now: Left Apple in 1998; whereabouts unknown

Jef Raskin
Then: Father of the original Macintosh project in 1979
Now: Left Apple in 1982; human interface design consultant and
technology writer (www.jefraskin.com)

Ed Riddle
Then: Worked on the design of the keyboard
Now: Left Apple in 1981; technical, marketing, and spiritual writer

Brian Robertson
Then: Managed purchasing and supplier sourcing
Now: Left Apple in 1997; whereabouts unknown

David H. Roots
Then: Worked on the product design of keyboard, external disk drive
Now: Left Apple in 1989; whereabouts unknown

Patricia Sharp
Then: Steve Jobs’ administrative assistant
Now: Left Apple in 1997; whereabouts unknown

Burrell Carver Smith
Then: Hardware wizard; designed the digital board
Now: Left Apple in 1985; doing research in Palo Alto, California

Bryan Stearns
Then: Worked on the user interface for MacBASIC
Now: Left Apple in 1995; sr. engineer at Excite (www.excite.com)

Lynn Takahashi
Then: Steve Jobs’ area associate
Now: Left Apple in 1985; whereabouts unknown
**Guy L. Tribble III**  
Then: Manager of software engineering  
Now: Left Apple in 1985; founded NeXT, CTO of Sun-Netscape Alliance, engineering VP at Eazel, returned to Apple in 2002

**Randy Wigginton**  
Then: Wrote MacWrite on contract  
Now: Left Apple in 1981; founder and CTO at WellInvested (www.wellinvested.com)

**Linda Wilkin**  
Then: Managed engineering documentation  
Now: Left Apple in 1986; studying Exercise Physiology at Ohio State

**Steve Wozniak**  
Then: Quit team after crashing his plane in 1981  
Now: Teaching fifth graders to use computers at UNUSON; founder of Wheels of Zeus (www.woz.com), a wireless startup

**Pamela G. Wyman**  
Then: User manual designer/production editor  
Now: Left Apple in 1985; whereabouts unknown

**Laszlo Zsidek**  
Then: Tooling and manufacturing engineer  
Now: Works in the portable computing division of Apple
The Greatest Commercial That Almost Never Aired

Every true Macintosh fanatic has seen, or at least heard about, the famous 1984 television commercial that heralded the introduction of the Macintosh. The spot, with its distinctive Orwellian vision, is indelibly imprinted in the minds of Mac users the world over. What you don’t know about the commercial will surprise you; what you think you know is probably wrong.

First of all, the commercial was not inspired by the Macintosh. In late 1982, Apple’s advertising agency, Chiat/Day (www.chiatday.com), had devised a corporate print campaign featuring the Apple II for The Wall Street Journal that was designed to play off George Orwell’s totalitarian vision of the future. “Six months before we knew about Mac, we had this new ad that read, ‘Why 1984 won’t be like 1984,’” reveals Lee Clow, creative director at Chiat/Day. “It explained Apple’s philosophy and purpose—that people, not just government and big corporations, should run technology. If computers aren’t to take over our lives, they have to be accessible.”

The ad never ran and was filed away, only to be dusted off in the spring of 1983 by Steve Hayden, the agency’s copywriter, and Brent Thomas, the art director, who were looking for some hook to make a bold statement about the incredible new Macintosh. With considerable reworking, the Chiat/Day team put together a storyboard of the 1984 commercial they proposed to shoot.

The mini-movie would show an athletic young woman, chased by helmeted storm troopers, bursting into a dank auditorium in which rows

“Am I getting anything I should give a shit about?”

Steve Jobs, upon first meeting Lee Clow, creative director for Chiat/Day (West of Eden, p. 87)

“The beautiful, athletic heroine of 1984 embodied Apple’s youthful image.

“Luck is a force of nature. Everything seemed to conspire to make 1984 a hit: the timing, the product, the industry. Using the 1984 theme was such an obvious idea that I was worried someone else would beat us to it, but nobody did.”

Steve Hayden, explaining the commercial’s success
The Greatest Commercial That Almost Never Aired

“We wanted people to say, ‘What the hell is this product?’ The idea was to use the commercial as a tease, not a product introduction; to make sure the world knew a new product was here and that it was a significant event.”

Mary Terese Rainey
Director of Planning
Chiat/Day

This famous tag line was originally intended for the Apple II, not the Macintosh.

On January 24th, Apple Computer will introduce Macintosh. And you’ll see why 1984 won’t be like 1984.

Upon rows of slack-jawed, dronelike workers watched an image of Big Brother spouting an ideological diatribe on a huge screen. The heroine, wearing bright-red jogging shorts and a white Mac T-shirt, would smash the screen with a baseball bat (later changed to a sledgehammer for dramatic effect) and a refreshing burst of fresh air would pass over the masses as they literally “saw the light.”

In the closing shot, a solemn voice would intone, “On January 24th, Apple Computer will introduce Macintosh. And you’ll see why 1984 won’t be like 1984.” The computer itself would never be shown.

After Chiat/Day presented the storyboard to Apple, John Sculley was apprehensive, but Steve Jobs insisted that the Mac deserved such a radical spot. Sculley and Jobs gave Chiat/Day the authorization to shoot the commercial and purchase time to air it during the upcoming Super Bowl.

On the strength of his successful science-fiction films Alien and Blade Runner, Chiat/Day gave Ridley Scott a budget of $900,000 to direct the 1984 spot as well as a Lisa commercial called Alone Again, in which, believe it or not, Apple actually emphasized the fact that the Lisa was incompatible with all established standards.

In September, Scott assembled a cast of 200 for a week of filming at London’s Shepperton Studios. To play the part of the despondent, bald-headed workers, Scott recruited authentic British skinheads and paid amateurs $125 a day to shave off their hair. Casting the heroine proved trickier. Many of the professional fashion models and actresses had difficulty spinning in place and then accurately throwing the six-pound sledgehammer as called for in the script. In fact, one errant sledgehammer toss almost killed an old lady walking down a path in Hyde Park, where the casting call was being held. As luck would have it, one model, Anya Major, was also an experienced discus thrower. She was hired to play the female lead because she looked the part and didn’t get dizzy when spinning around preparing to hurl the hammer.

As 1984 was originally conceived, Big Brother did not have a speaking role, but director Scott wanted to give him some lines. Copywriter Hayden objected at first, but agreed to put something together when Scott threatened to write the lines himself. Apple vehemently denied that the propaganda-spouting Big Brother character in the 1984 commercial represented its $40-billion competitor, IBM. Decide for yourself as you read Big Brother’s harangue from the full-length, 60-second commercial:

Drones were played by British skinheads and amateurs paid $125 a day to shave off their hair.
The Greatest Commercial That Almost Never Aired

My friends, each of you is a single cell in the great body of the State. And today, that great body has purged itself of parasites. We have triumphed over the unprincipled dissemination of facts. The thugs and wreckers have been cast out. And the poisonous weeds of disinformation have been consigned to the dustbin of history. Let each and every cell rejoice! For today we celebrate the first, glorious anniversary of the Information Purification Directive! We have created, for the first time in all history, a garden of pure ideology, where each worker may bloom secure from the pests of contradictory and confusing truths. Our Unification of Thought is a more powerful weapon than any fleet or army on Earth! We are one people. With one will. One resolve. One cause. Our enemies shall talk themselves to death. And we will bury them with their own confusion!

When the rough cut was assembled, Chiat/Day proudly presented it to Jobs and Sculley. Jobs loved the commercial, and Sculley thought it was crazy enough that it just might work. On October 23, the commercial was aired publicly for the first time at Apple’s annual sales conference in Honolulu’s civic auditorium. The 750 sales reps went wild when they saw the 1984 commercial.

Jobs and Sculley clearly thought they had a winner on their hands, so in late December, they asked marketing manager Mike Murray to screen the commercial for Apple’s board of directors: Mike Markkula (Apple founder), Dr. Henry E. Singleton (Teledyne founder), Arthur Rock (venture capitalist), Peter O. Crisp (managing partner in Rockefeller’s Venrock Associates), and Philip S. Schlein (CEO of Macy’s California).

When the lights came back up after the spot played, the room on De Anza Boulevard was silent. Schlein was sitting with his head on the table.
“Some of them liked it, some of them didn’t.”

Spin doctor Steve Jobs, describing the board’s reaction to 1984

(San Jose Mercury News, January 24, 1984)

Markkula stared in amazement. Murray thought Markkula was overcome by the wonderful commercial until he broke the silence to ask, “Who wants to move to find a new agency?” In his memoirs, Sculley recalled, “The others just looked at each other, dazed expressions on their faces… Most of them felt it was the worst commercial they had ever seen. Not a single outside board member liked it.”

The board didn’t demand the commercial be killed; nonetheless Sculley asked Chiat/Day to sell back the one and a half minutes of Super Bowl television time that they had purchased. The original plan was to play the full-length, 60-second 1984 spot to catch everyone’s attention, then hammer home the message during a subsequent commercial break with an additional airing of an edited 30-second version.

Defying Sculley’s request, Jay Chiat told his media director, Camille Johnson, “Just sell off the 30.” Johnson laughed, thinking it would be impossible to sell any of the time at so late a date, but miraculously, she managed to find a buyer for the 30-second slot. That still left Apple with a 60-second slot for which it had paid $800,000.

Perhaps seeking to cover himself in the event the commercial flopped, Sculley left the decision of whether to run 1984 up to William V. Campbell (VP of marketing) and E. Floyd Kvamme (executive VP of marketing and sales). If they couldn’t sell the remaining Super Bowl minute and decided against airing 1984, the backup plan was to run Manuals, a rather straightforward product-benefit spot that challenged viewers to decide which was the more sophisticated computer: the IBM PC, with its huge pile of documentation that came crashing down beside the computer, or the Macintosh, with its light-as-a-feather user’s guide floating to rest next to the mouse.

Still pushing for 1984, Jobs sought the support of Steve Wozniak, who normally didn't like to get involved in such political issues. Recalls Wozniak, “One evening I was over at the Macintosh group, which I was about to join, and Steve grabbed me and said ‘Hey, come over here and look at this.’ He pulled up a 3/4-inch VCR and played the ad. I was astounded. I thought it was the most incredible thing. Then he told me that the board decided not to show it. He didn’t say why. I was so shocked. Steve said we were going to run it during the Super Bowl. I asked how much it was going to cost, and he told me $800,000. I said, ‘Well, I’ll pay half of it if you will.’ I figured it was a problem with the company justifying the expenditure. I thought an ad that was so great a piece of science fiction should have its chance to be seen.” Fortunately for Wozniak, Jobs didn’t take him up on his offer.
to pony up half the cost because Campbell and Kvamme threw caution to
the wind and decided to run the 1984 commercial after all, kicking off a
$15-million, 100-day advertising blitz for the Mac. On January 22, 1984,
the controversial commercial aired to an audience of 96 million early in
the third quarter of Super Bowl XVIII, in which the Los Angeles Raiders
defeated the Washington Redskins 38 to 9 in Tampa Stadium.

Any apprehension Apple may have harbored regarding 1984
disappeared seconds after the spot ran. Switchboards immediately lit up
at CBS, Chiat/Day, and Apple with calls demanding to know, “What was
that?!” Love it or hate it, the commercial demanded attention and sparked
widespread controversy. It would ultimately garner an estimated $5 million
in free publicity; all three television networks and nearly 50 local stations
aired news stories about the spot, most replaying it in its entirety, and
hundreds of newspapers and magazines wrote about the phenomenon.

A.C. Nielsen estimated the commercial reached 46.4 percent of the
households in America, a full 50 percent of the nation’s men and 36 percent
of the women. The commercial garnered astronomical recall scores and went
on to win the Grand Prize of Cannes as well as over 30 other advertising
industry awards.

The 1984 commercial was the first example of what Sculley called
“event marketing,” the goal of which is to create a promotion so ground-
breaking that it deserves as much coverage as the product itself. Apple fed
the media frenzy surrounding 1984 by announcing that the commercial
would never be aired again.

To this day, if you ask most Apple employees about the commercial,
they will claim that the only time Apple ever paid to run the commercial was
during the Super Bowl. It’s been repeated convincingly so many times by
so many sincere people that it’s now accepted as gospel. The only problem
is it isn’t true.

In keeping with industry tradition, Chiat/Day paid $10 to run 1984
in the 1:00 AM sign-off slot on December 15, 1983, at a small television
station (KMVT, Channel 11) in Twin Falls, Idaho, thereby ensuring that
the commercial would qualify for that year’s advertising awards. Then
beginning on January 17, the 30-second version of the commercial aired
for weeks in ScreenVision, an advertising medium played in movie theaters
before previews and feature presentations (some theater owners loved the
commercial so much that they continued running it for months without
pay).

At the same time, a five-day teaser campaign began running a full
schedule during prime time in America’s ten largest television markets
(encompassing 30 percent of the nation’s viewers), plus the relatively
unimportant television market of West Palm Beach, Florida, right next
door to IBM’s PC headquarters. “I would love to know what they’re saying
in Boca Raton,” Jobs smugly mused the Monday after the Super Bowl.

Ironically, it was during the same game that IBM launched the ad
campaign for its ill-fated, low-cost PCjr computer, which had just begun

“We were so convinced we
had a major product statement
that we weren’t worried about
the product living up to the
commercial.”
Apple executive VP of marketing and
sales E. Floyd Kvamme

“It broke all the rules; and the
reaction has been, in a word,
unprecedented.”
Chiat/Day copywriter Steve Hayden
(San Francisco Chronicle,
February 17, 1984)

“It was all this horseshit from
people who didn’t have the
balls to produce something like
1984.”
Chiat/Day creative director Lee Clow,
dismissing his competitors’ negative
reactions to the commercial
shipping to dealers. The lighthearted commercial depicted Charlie Chaplin wheeling the PCjr into a room in a baby carriage as the announcer introduced “the bright little addition to the family.” Jobs would later remark, “I expected the computer to wet all over the television set.” Reflecting on IBM’s use of Charlie Chaplin’s Modern Times character, Jean-Louis Gassée found it “surprising that the Little Tramp, symbolizing the worst aspects of the assembly line, was chosen to advertise a company that is a humanistic one in every other way.”
The Mac Meets the Press

When the Macintosh was introduced in 1984, Apple’s public relations and marketing departments performed miracles, securing more coverage for its newborn than for any other computer in history. Looking back with the aid of 20/20 hindsight, read the following excerpts from several of the major computer publications of the time and decide for yourself which journalists were on the mark when it came to assessing the original Macintosh.

Byte

“The Lisa computer was important because it was the first commercial product to use the mouse-window-desktop environment. The Macintosh is equally important because it makes that same environment very affordable.

“The Macintosh will have three important effects. First, like the Lisa, it will be imitated but not copied… Those companies that try to imitate the Mac on other machines will have trouble matching its price/performance combination.

“Second, the Macintosh will secure the place of the Sony 3.5-inch disk as the magnetic medium of choice for the next generation of personal computers.

“Third, the Macintosh will increase Apple’s reputation in the market… Many business users will stay with the ‘safer’ IBM PC. However, people new to computing and those who are maverick enough to see the value and promise of the Mac will favor it. The Mac will delay IBM’s domination of the personal computer market.

“Overall, the Macintosh is a very important machine that, in my opinion, replaces the Lisa as the most important development in computers in the last five years. The Macintosh brings us one step closer to the ideal of computer as appliance. We’re not there yet—at least, not until the next set of improvements (which, in this industry, we may see fairly soon). Who knows who the next innovator will be?”

Gregg Williams
(Byte, February 1984)

“The Mac is the first computer good enough to be criticized.”
Apple Fellow Alan Kay
(InfoWorld, June 11, 1984)

“Macintosh is going to be Apple’s next milestone product in the industry—the Apple II being the first one in 1977, the IBM Personal Computer being the second industry milestone in 1981, and Macintosh being the third industry milestone in 1984.”
Steve Jobs
(Personal Computing, April 1984)
"The next generation of interesting software will be done on Macintosh, not the IBM PC."

*Microsoft chairman Bill Gates*  
(On*Business Week*, November 26, 1984)

"Anybody who could write a good application on the 128K Mac deserves a medal."

*Bill Gates*

---

**Computer & Electronics**

"Despite [the omissions of color and a parallel port], Macintosh is an impressive product and worthy of taking the ‘less-traveled’ road. Apparently, much of Apple’s future depends on Macintosh, so its success or failure will truly make ‘all the difference.’"

*Vanessa Schnatmeier*  
(On*Computer & Electronics*, March 1984)

---

**Creative Computing**

"In its current form, the Macintosh is the distilled embodiment of a promise: that software can be intuitively easy to use, while remaining just as powerful as anything else around… It should be obvious to you now that the Mac does represent a significant breakthrough, both in hardware and in software. It should also be clear that the true concern is whether the machine will live up to its undeniable promise. Fine. It is now time to lay out the ‘bads.’"

- The Macintosh does not have enough RAM.
- Single microphone storage is slow and inadequate.
- There are no internal expansion slots or external expansion busses.
- MacWrite has some severe limitations.
- The system is monochrome only.
- MS-DOS compatibility is ruled out.
- The Macintosh will not multitask.
- You can’t use a Mac away from a desk.
- MacPaint has an easel size limitation.
- Forget about external video.
- Macintosh software development is an involved process.

“I simply wonder if this standard can be upheld. The thought first occurred to me as I played around with Microsoft BASIC. A BASIC program running on the Mac looks very much like a BASIC program running on any other machine, except for its windows. Without the icon/window/menu shells, the Mac is reduced to a rather average machine.

“IT is up to talented programmers to make the most of Macintosh ROM in every program they develop. With it they can meet the ambitious promise that is the Apple Macintosh. Otherwise the Mac may never develop the staying power it needs.

“We are still quite some distance from the ideal machine Alan Kay envisioned back in 1971 and christened the ‘Dynabook.’ This is a computer the size of a [Tandy] Model 100 with the power of a hundred Macs. In a recent interview, he rather cynically predicted that it would be the Japanese who would make the Dynabook a reality. He told Allen Muro of *St. Mac* magazine that the Macintosh was in point of fact ‘no big deal.’"
“That’s the problem with people who are vastly ahead of their time. The times never seem to catch up. The Mac clocks in at 8 MHz, but Kay is already imagining what he could do with 12 MHz. In my last vestiges of prideful nationalism, I only hope it is Apple, not NEC, that introduces a 1000K 12 MHz machine two years from now. Perhaps I will write about it using a truly professional word processor running on a 512K hard disk Macintosh. Of course Kay will still be cranky with it, even when it does happen. If only he had 20 MHz and 5000K in a case the size of a box of Milk Duds. Then he could really make things happen. Well if anybody can pull off that kind of miracle, it is probably Apple. Those folks show a lot of promise.”

John J. Anderson
(Creative Computing, July 1984)

inCider
“The Macintosh is the best hardware value in the history (short though it may be) of the personal computer industry. It is a machine which will appeal to the masses of people who have neither the time nor the inclination to embark upon the long learning process required to master the intricacies of the present generation of personal computers. Barring unforeseen technical glitches and assuming that a reasonable software library is in place by the end of the year, the Macintosh should establish itself as the next standard in personal computers.”

Bob Ryan
(inCider, March 1984)

InfoWorld
“Considering all of the hoopla that has preceded the Mac’s introduction, we are still greatly impressed with Apple’s new product. The Macintosh is a well-designed personal computer that, dollar for dollar, represents the most advanced personal computer to date. The MC68000 processor, the 3.5-inch variable-speed disk drive, the high-resolution display, the advanced operating system and user interface as well as the rich use of graphics make this machine superior to the rest of the pack. In our opinion, the success of the Macintosh will be determined by Apple’s ability to provide or to encourage others to supply hardware expansions and exciting and usable software. We think Apple has at least one thing right—the Macintosh is the one machine with the potential to challenge IBM’s hold on the market.”

Thomas Neudecker
(InfoWorld, March 26, 1984)

Two years later, the 1MB Mac Plus was introduced, but it would take until March 1987 to break the 8MHz barrier with the 16MHz Mac II.

On October 17, 1989, John Anderson and another MacUser editor, Derek Van Alstyne, died in the San Francisco earthquake. They are sorely missed.
“Borland founder Philippe Kahn was half right in January 1985, when he called the early Macintosh ‘a piece of shit.’ It was underpowered, had very little software, no hard drive, no compelling application like desktop publishing, and it was marketed by a company that seemed to be near death. I can’t help but be amused by all the pumped-up bravado I hear and read about the people who created the Macintosh. To hold up the Macintosh experience as an example of how to create a great product, launch an industry, or spark a revolution, is a cruel joke. Anyone who models their business startup on the Macintosh startup is doomed to failure. Miracles, like the Macintosh, can only happen once.”

*Macworld publisher David Bunnell*
(The Macintosh Reader, p. 43)

**Microcomputing**

“Macintosh is a machine that is fun. As an Apple II owner, I felt uncomfortable and even suspicious about a computer that is so easy to operate. Missing was the familiar Applesoft prompt—a PR#6 before reading a disk. What I found was a machine that was so easy to operate that my eight-year-old would constantly pester me to use the Macintosh while I was writing this review. Within an hour she was well-versed in the terminology and in how to use the machine. This type of ease of use may create some resentment in the hacker in you—the machine consciously places distance between you and the operating system. In the Macintosh case, the term user transparent would be more accurate [than] user friendly. Macintosh represents state-of-the-art windowing technology at a price you might pay for just window software for the IBM PC. Its speed and sophistication place it above any window products I’ve seen for the PC. Its size [makes] it a welcome appliance on a desk. Plans for integrating Macintosh into a networked office system containing a Lisa at its heart and Macintoshes on most desks will appeal to almost anyone who, in Apple terminology, is a ‘knowledge worker.’ Whether or not you’re in the market for a computer, experience a Macintosh. I bet that you will want one.”

*Keith Thompson*  
(Microcomputing, March 1984)

**San Francisco Examiner**

“A lot of ink has been spilled over the new Apple Computer—the Macintosh. The machine is praised and acclaimed by the press.

“While I personally like this new computer, I don’t see it as a general hit. I hope I’m wrong. Normally, I don’t like to pontificate about these things, but there are some goood reasons that the computer may not become the raving success hoped for by Apple:

1. The trend toward color
2. The trend toward two disk drives
3. The trend toward IBM PC compatibility
4. The machine’s main memory is limited to 128,000 characters
5. The Macintosh has no slots for expansion and is therefore restricted in versatility
6. There is no bundled software except for a word processor and a program that allows the user to ‘paint’
7. The machine uses an experimental pointing device called a ‘mouse’
8. The smallish keyboard has no cursor arrows and no numeric keypad
9. Who out there in the general marketplace even knows what a ‘font’ is?
10. What businessman knows about point size or typefaces or the value of variable point size?
11. The computer only drives a dot-matrix printer
12. The high-speed serial port is too slow for a hard disk
13. Apple’s inability to sell anything but the Apple II
14. It’s too expensive for a single board computer with one disk drive and a mouse.
15. The Macintosh uses icons to represent functions as though there was some intuitive knowledge on the part of the user as to what these icons mean.

“The nature of the personal computer revolution is simply not fully understood by companies like Apple (or anyone else, for that matter). Apple makes the arrogant assumption of thinking that it knows what you want and need. It, unfortunately, leaves the ‘why’ out of the equation—as in ‘why would I want this?’”

John C. Dvorak
(San Francisco Examiner, February 19, 1984)

The Seybold Report on Professional Computing

“It’s entirely reasonable to expect Mac itself to grow over time. The first logical step would be to give Mac an external Winchester [hard disk drive] like that used on Lisa… Other future steps will almost certainly include higher-capacity drives… We would certainly expect that Apple will eventually be able to offer 800K double-sided drives. Along with progress in disks, we can expect progress in computer memories… Replacing the current 64K memory chips with the new 256K chips expected onto the market this year could increase the RAM memory from 128K to 512K without requiring a larger circuit board. The machine we would dearly love to have when it becomes available would be a Macintosh with 512K of RAM, an external Winchester disk, and an 800K internal disk.

“On the positive side, everyone in our organization who has used the Mac, and every family member we have pressed into service to help us with this evaluation, has been enthusiastic about the design of the machine and the user interface. The longer you use it, the more you realize how good it is… Apple got a lot of things right with Macintosh. In many ways Mac represents the direction that desktop computers are (or at least should be) going:

- The computer as an appliance. No electronic skills required.
- A system which is truly easy to use. It is a pleasure for everyone from the computerphobe to the computer-jock.
- A compact, transportable package.
The Mac Meets the Press

“Remember, Lisa was the first time. I guess I encourage the Mac group to understand they’re the best in the world, so they tend to criticize other things, as I do, too, and that’s okay. But it’s also good to understand that most people [in the Mac team] have been able to stand on the Lisa people’s shoulders, maybe avoid some mistakes. The Lisa people wanted to do something great. And the Mac people want to do something insanely great. The difference shows.”

Steve Jobs

• A beautiful screen display and very quick graphics.
• An inexpensive communications bus for use as a work-area network and as a means of tying additional peripherals to the machine.
• Attractive pricing.
• A great deal of personality and user appeal.

“Apple also got some important things wrong. Our biggest worry is that Mac may be under-configured… But the dumbest thing Apple did with the whole development effort was to allow two different operating environments for Mac and Lisa.”

Jonathan and Andrew M. Seybold
In the infancy of the Mac market, consumers, competitors, and commentators waited eagerly for each new product announcement from Apple. The waits often seemed insufferably long. Creating the original 128K Mac was such an ordeal that after it shipped in January 1984, it was hard to keep the engineers focused on designing upgrades. They weren't resting on their laurels, they were simply exhausted.

The 512K Mac didn't ship until eight months after the original introduction, and the Mac Plus wouldn't make it to market until 1986. Power users desiring an “open” model had to wait until 1987 for the Mac II to break out of the “classic” Mac mold. Apple was giving birth to new members of the Macintosh family so slowly that it was easy to become intimately familiar with each one.

All that changed in 1992 with the introduction of the incomprehensibly numbered Performa line. In an attempt to gain market share, Apple decided to attack every market niche with its own Mac model. As you can see on the following pages, which show every Macintosh model ever made (more than 400 at last count), the result of Apple's accelerated introduction schedule was a product line that proliferated into a bewildering assortment of minutely differentiated models. Potential consumers found it impossible to determine which computer model was right for them, and Apple had a terrible time supporting so many variations on the Macintosh design.

Sanity returned to Cupertino when Steve Jobs took over in 1997. He focused Apple's product line into four quadrants consisting of consumer and professional models of desktop and portable computers, with each new generation of Macs becoming ever faster and more capable.

“We were too tired, too arrogant, too stupid, I don’t know what.”
Apple evangelist Guy Kawasaki, explaining why Apple took so long to fix some of the early Mac’s speed and memory problems

“We thought: It’s there, it’s beautiful, it can’t be improved, we did it. Everyone was burnt out and we wanted to get the hell out of there. Had we stayed and kept the energy up and not mistakenly thought we were done, we could have changed Apple’s future. I firmly believe that Gates would only be worth a billion instead of $4 billion today had we all kept our act together and stuck to the Mac.”
Apple Fellow Steve P. Capps
(MacWEEK, September 19, 1994)
The original Macintosh had only 128K of memory, a 400K 3.5-inch disk drive, and a WYSIWYG monochrome monitor.

The Mac 512K (shown here with an optional external 3.5-inch disk drive) was nicknamed “Fat Mac” because it came standard with four times the memory of the original.
Mac Models Timeline 1985

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>Mac XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Mac XL was really just a renamed Lisa 2 with Mac emulation software.

“I think we’ll break the cumulative two million total in 1985. Sure.”

*Steve Jobs*, predicting Mac sales prior to its introduction

Apple sold only 500,000 Macs by the end of 1985 and didn’t break the two million mark until 1988.

“(Jobs) originally believed that the company could sell five million Macintoshes in the first two years. That’s such a crazy number that it’s ridiculous. No one has ever done that with any machine.”

Former Apple manager of marketing planning *Trip Hawkins*

(Accidental Millionaire, p. 144)

It took seven years for the installed base of Macs to reach five million.
The Mac Plus (shown here atop an optional external SCSI hard disk drive) enjoyed the longest life span of any model: 1,719 days.
The Mac II (shown here with an optional external SCSI CD-ROM drive) was the first Macintosh designed to be easily opened and expanded by end users.

The Mac SE was the first model with an optional internal hard drive and PDS (processor direct slot); hence the name, which stands for “system expansion.”
The Mac IIx used the same “Open Mac” case as the original Mac II, but came standard with dual 1.44MB 3.5-inch disk drives and was easier to upgrade.
If Apple had followed the naming convention established when the Mac IIx replaced the Mac II, the Mac SE/30 would have been called the Mac SEx.

"We don’t want to castrate our computers to make them inexpensive. We make Hondas, we don’t make Yugos."
President of Apple Products Jean-Louis Gassée, defending the Mac SE/30’s $4,369 price tag

In the movie Courage Under Fire, Denzel Washington’s character uses a PowerBook 5300 several times. The only problem is that the movie takes place right after the Gulf War in 1991, but the PowerBook 5300 wasn’t released until August 1995. The only Mac “laptop” available in 1991 was the Mac Portable, a 15.8-pound behemoth that would have qualified Denzel for a Purple Heart if he had carried it around all the time.
At $9,870, the “wicked fast” Mac IIfx was the most expensive Mac ever sold.

As it prepared to make a serious push into the low end of the market with its October 1990 introduction of three new computers—the Macintosh Classic, LC, and IIsi—Apple got some unwelcome news. Someone else already owned the computer industry trademark rights to the Classic name: Modular Computer Systems Inc. (www.modcomp.com). The company had been manufacturing the ModComp Classic, a series of real-time computer systems for the control and automation markets, since 1978. Apparently Apple was very much enamored of the Classic name because it entered into a five-year, renewable $1 million contract to acquire the rights to the name for use in the personal computer market. According to MODCOMP (the company changed its name in August 1997), Apple did not renew the contract when it expired. Apple last used the name on the Color Classic II, introduced on October 21, 1993.
The Quadra 700 was the first in Apple’s new line of Macs marketed specifically to businesses and graphics professionals. Similar Macs in the LC line were for the education market, and the Performa models were intended to appeal to consumers.

The Mac Classic II came in a consumer version called the Performa 200.

The original PowerBook line was extremely successful for Apple.
The Mac LC II (shown here with a StyleWriter) came in the same “pizza box” as the LC, but used a 16MHz 68030 instead of a 68020.

The Mac IIvx (shown here with an Apple Color Printer) was the last of the Mac II series, but its case design lived on for years.

The PowerBook Duo Dock allowed users to enjoy the benefits of both a portable and a desktop computer.
In February 1993, Apple shipped its tenth millionth Macintosh, a Color Classic.

The Centris 660AV (shown here with an Apple Adjustable Keyboard) got its name from its audio/video card with RCA and S-video ports.

The PowerBook Duo 270c featured a 265-color, 640-by-480 pixel, active-matrix LCD.
The Mac LC 550 featured a 14-inch color display (and the same motherboard as the Color Classic II) in a compact all-in-one case.

The startup chime of the original Power Mac line was recorded by jazz musician Stanley Jordan.

Due to legal concerns, the code name for the Power Macintosh 7100/66 first changed from Carl Sagan to BHA and finally to LAW.

Apple shipped over one million Power Macs and PowerPC upgrades by the end of 1994, three months before the company’s one-year goal.
Apple’s first new Macs of 1995 (such as the Power Mac 6100 shown here) were marginally faster versions of the Power Macs introduced less than a year before.

The Performa 5200CD was the second PowerPC-based Mac with a built-in monitor.

The PowerBook 5300 series marked the debut of PowerPC-based portables, but flaming batteries and cracked cases required several recalls to fix.
The Power Mac 9500 was the first PowerPC-based tower with a replaceable CPU daughter card.

“We must always give our user pure sex. It’s like a rendezvous in the back seat of an automobile with a beautiful girl. One’s experience with the personal computer should be better than the greatest orgasm you could have.”
Former president of Apple Products
Jean-Louis Gassée
(Rolling Stone, April 18, 1996)

The PowerBook 1400 series included an internal CD-ROM drive, a “swappable” drive bay, and removable “BookCovers” to customize the case.
Mac Models Timeline 1997

**Jan**
- Power Mac 4400/200
- Power Mac 2400/200
- Power Mac 5500/225
- Power Mac 5500/250
- Power Mac 6500/225
- Power Mac 6500/250
- Power Mac 6500/200
- Power Mac 7300/166
- Power Mac 7300/180
- Power Mac 7300/200
- Power Mac 7600/200
- Power Mac 8600/200
- Power Mac 9600/200
- Power Mac 9600/200MP
- Power Mac 9600/233
- PowerBook 3400c/180
- PowerBook 3400c/200
- PowerBook 3400c/240

**Feb**
- Power Mac 4400/200 PC Compatible
- Power Mac 6500/275
- Power Mac 6500/300
- Power Mac 7220/200
- Power Mac 7300/166
- Power Mac 7300/180
- Power Mac 7300/200
- Power Mac 7600/200
- Power Mac 8600/200
- Power Mac 9600/200
- Power Mac 9600/200MP
- Power Mac 9600/233
- PowerBook 3400c/180
- PowerBook 3400c/200
- PowerBook 3400c/240

**Mar**
- Power Mac 4400/200 PC Compatible
- Power Mac 6500/275
- Power Mac 6500/300
- Power Mac 7220/200
- Power Mac 7300/166
- Power Mac 7300/180
- Power Mac 7300/200
- Power Mac 7600/200
- Power Mac 8600/200
- Power Mac 9600/200
- Power Mac 9600/200MP
- Power Mac 9600/233
- PowerBook 3400c/180
- PowerBook 3400c/200
- PowerBook 3400c/240

**Apr**
- Power Mac 4400/200 PC Compatible
- Power Mac 6500/275
- Power Mac 6500/300
- Power Mac 7220/200
- Power Mac 7300/166
- Power Mac 7300/180
- Power Mac 7300/200
- Power Mac 7600/200
- Power Mac 8600/200
- Power Mac 9600/200
- Power Mac 9600/200MP
- Power Mac 9600/233
- PowerBook 3400c/180
- PowerBook 3400c/200
- PowerBook 3400c/240

**May**
- PowerBook 1400cs/133
- PowerBook 2400c/180

**Jun**
- Twenty-Third Anniversary Mac

**Jul**
- PowerBook 1400c/166

**Aug**
- Power Mac 8600/300
- Power Mac 9600/300
- Workgroup Server 9650/330

**Sep**
- Power Mac 6500/275 Home Edition
- Power Mac 6500/275 Small Business Edition
- Power Mac 6500/300 Home Edition
- Power Mac 8600/250

**Oct**
- PowerBook 1400cs/166

**Nov**
- Power Mac G3/233 desktop
- Power Mac G3/233 minitower
- Power Mac G3/266 desktop
- Power Mac G3/266 minitower
- PowerBook 3400/250
- PowerBook G3/250

**Dec**

The Power Mac 7600 was based upon the TNT architecture.

Apple unleashed the superfast PowerPC G3-based Macs on November 10, 1997.
The revised PowerBook G3 series released in May 1998 was code-named WallStreet.

Apple designed the $1,299 iMac as the Internet-age “computer for the rest of us.” Like the original NeXT Computer, the iMac featured a radical industrial design and lacked a built-in floppy disk drive. Unlike the NeXT, the iMac was wildly successful.
Mac Models Timeline 1999

January
- iMac 266 (rev. C): Blueberry, Grape, Lime, Strawberry, Tangerine
- Mac Server G3/350
- Mac Server G3/400
- Power Mac G3/300 minitower Blue & White
- Power Mac G3/350
- Power Mac G3/400

February

March

April

May
- PowerBook G3/333
- PowerBook G3/400

June
- Mac Server G3/450
- Power Mac G3/450

July
- iBook/300: Blueberry, Tangerine

August
- Mac Server G4/350
- Mac Server G4/400
- Mac Server G4/450
- Mac Server G4/500
- Power Mac G4/400

September

October
- iMac DV Special Edition/400: Graphite
- iMac DV/400: Blueberry, Grape, Lime, Strawberry, Tangerine
- iMac/350: Blueberry
- Power Mac G4/350

November
- Power Mac G4/450

December

Apple extended the see-through design language of the iMac with the revised Power Mac G3 “Blue & White” minitower.

Depending on your outlook, the original iBook resembles a toilet seat, Hello Kitty handbag, or clamshell.
The Power Mac G4 Cube was an example of stunning design, but sales were disappointing.
The iBook line received a radical redesign in 2001 with rectangular lines replacing the curves of the original.

The PowerBook G4 was notable for its ultrathin titanium case.
Although originally available to the education market only, the eMac was eventually sold to whoever wanted one.

The Power Mac G4 with mirrored doors was very easy to expand thanks to its foldout side.
The Power Mac G5 is the first computer to feature the 64-bit PowerPC 970. Its aluminum case opens to reveal an interior with plenty of upgrade options.
Why 1985 Wasn’t like 1984

In late 1984, Apple didn’t have a stunning new product up its sleeve like it had the year before with Macintosh, so it tried to manufacture some excitement over The Macintosh Office, which was essentially the concept of connecting a group of Macs to a LaserWriter and sharing information using a device called a file server. There was only one small problem: the file server, a key component, was nowhere near ready to ship. To his credit, Jean-Louis Gassée, then general manager of Apple France, refused to foist this charade upon his country, not-so-secretly referring to it as “The Macintosh Orifice.” Although Apple would not ship a file server until 1987, that didn’t stop it from promoting The Macintosh Office in the United States in 1985.

Trying to woo the business market, Apple concocted the concept of “The Macintosh Office,” which connected Macs with LaserWriters and a nonexistent file server.

In an attempt to recreate the magic of the phenomenal 1984 commercial (see “The Greatest Commercial That Almost Never Aired”), Apple again turned to the creative team at its advertising agency to whip up something great for the upcoming Super Bowl XIX. Chiat/Day wanted to hire Ridley Scott, who directed 1984, but he wasn’t available, so his brother Tony was given the job instead.

The result was a dark, 60-second commercial called Lemmings, in which long lines of blindfolded businesspeople, each with one hand upon the shoulder of the person ahead and briefcase in the other hand, trudge off the edge of a cliff like lemmings into the sea. As they drearily whistle the tune Hi Ho, Hi Ho, It’s Off to Work We Go, a voice intones, “On January 23rd, Apple Computer will announce The Macintosh Office.” At that cue, the last man in the line, presumably a Mac convert, lifts his blindfold and...
Why 1985 Wasn’t like 1984

Director Tony Scott reportedly found fault with the sky over England and flew to Sweden to find just the right clouds to include in the commercial’s background.

Lemmings likened DOS users to mindless rodents committing mass suicide.

stops at the brink instead of plunging silently to his death like the others. The narrator continues, “You can look into it, or you can go on with business as usual.”

Needless to say, Lemmings wasn’t your typical commercial. It was thought-provoking, but it lacked the liberating appeal of 1984. In fact, John Sculley hated it, and in a repeat of the prior year, ordered Chiat/Day to sell back the $1 million Super Bowl slot to ABC, which it managed to do. The creative team at Chiat/Day mounted an intense lobbying effort to get Sculley to reverse his decision, reminding him that Apple disliked 1984, and that turned out to be a triumph.

Even though he was convinced he had done good work, copywriter Steve Hayden cautioned Apple, “You’re going to bite the karmic weenie if you run Lemmings and can’t deliver The [Macintosh] Office.” Sculley left the decision up to marketing manager Mike Murray, who crossed his fingers and went for broke.

Chiat/Day was able to repurchase one minute of airtime at a reduced price of $900,000 (what a bargain!), and the commercial ran in the fourth quarter of Super Bowl XIX on January 20, 1985. Although the San Francisco 49ers were well on their way to crushing the Miami Dolphins 38 to 16, much of the country remained glued to the television because Apple had placed teaser newspaper advertisements warning, “If you go to the bathroom during the fourth quarter, you’ll be sorry.” In retrospect, it was Apple that was sorry.

Steve Jobs and John Sculley had front-row seats for the disaster as they were both watching the Super Bowl in person at Stanford Stadium. For this event, Apple had filled the notoriously uncomfortable wooden stands.
with soft, logo-emblazoned cushions and set up a huge stadium screen. To prime the audience of 90,000, Apple ran 1984 on the screen to an enthusiastic response before the game started. But when Lemmings ran at halftime, the crowd sat in stunned silence. Not a good sign.

The commercial was supposed to convince the television audience of 43 million that The Macintosh Office offered liberation from the traditional, accepted ways of doing business (i.e., buying IBM PCs), but it managed instead to insult the very people it was trying to win over. By most accounts, Lemmings failed. Miserably.

Responding to all of the negative fallout, Murray suggested running a public apology in The Wall Street Journal. Creative director Jay Chiat threatened that if Murray placed such an ad, Chiat/Day would buy the opposite page and apologize for the apology. Murray dropped the idea.

It’s easy to look back and blame the Lemmings commercial for Apple’s subsequent market troubles, but “you can’t write a check with advertising that the product can’t cash,” emphasizes Hayden. “The fact that the file server was an empty plastic box might have something to do with the failure of The Macintosh Office.” True enough. Imagine for a moment that Lemmings, not 1984, was used to introduce Macintosh. The commercial might have been redeemed because Apple could back it up with an extraordinary breakthrough product. Unfortunately, that was not the case with The Macintosh Office, and Lemmings was a sign that Apple was out of touch, if not out of control.

The Macintosh Office wasn’t a complete failure. It introduced AppleTalk networking, and by May 1985, Apple had sold over 2,500 LaserWriter printers at $6,995 each. Sales really started to take off when Aldus released PageMaker in July 1985, and the concept of “desktop publishing” (DTP) was born.
Telecom Troubles

In many ways, the history of Apple consists of a long string of events in which the company failed to capitalize on emerging markets that it correctly identified years before its competitors. An excellent example is the trouble Apple has had with telecommunications.

Apple's entry into the online world began in 1984 during John Sculley's tenure as an effort to reduce the expense of supporting the company's worldwide network of dealers. An Apple II demo of an online system called Apple Shared Knowledge was developed, but John Ebbs, Apple's head of support and formerly a senior executive at General Electric, convinced management to showcase the Mac's value to corporations by using it to deploy the pricing and product database. His idea was to marry the corporate timeshare capability of General Electric Information Services Co. (which ran a consumer service called GEnie) with the ease of use of a Mac.

In July 1985, AppleLink debuted. It was the first online service to feature easy-to-use graphics, windows, and icons instead of a command-line text interface. Its extension of the desktop metaphor into the online world was as revolutionary as the Macintosh itself. While originally intended as a bulletproof dealer reference and support system, within weeks of its launch it became the de facto email system for Apple and its dealers. Although it bore Apple's name, it was actually maintained and operated as a joint effort of Apple and GE. As it was released to external customers over the years, users were charged from $10 to $100 per hour, depending on the service they received and their country of residence. Before long, Apple was paying

On August 28, 1991, the first true email message from space was sent by the crew of the space shuttle STS-43 Atlantis using a Mac Portable and specially configured AppleLink software. The shuttle crew's message: “Hello Earth! Greetings from the STS-43 Crew. This is the first AppleLink from space. Having a GREAT time, wish you were here,...send cyro and RCS! Hasta la vista, baby,...we'll be back!”

AppleLink was Apple's internal online service, but it was actually run by GE. AppleLink successfully used the Mac's desktop metaphor to make telecommunications simple.
over $30 million a year to GE, although a study demonstrated that use of the
service saved Apple at least $100 million annually in reduced costs (paper,
personnel, productivity, telephone, travel, etc.).

AppleLink was considered a resounding success, and it occurred to
Apple that perhaps it should offer a similar version aimed at reducing
consumer support expenses. At the time, a small firm called Quantum
Computer Services was running QuantumLink, an online service for
Commodore computer users. Apple dallied with the idea of buying
Quantum outright for several million dollars, but instead decided to work
with it to build a graphical service in the mold of the internal AppleLink,
aimed initially at Apple II users but designed with the Macintosh in mind.
Code-named Project Samuel, it was a joint venture with Apple providing
its interface expertise, marketing muscle, funding, and logo. For its part,
Quantum would build and operate the system.

At the AppleFest held in Boston on May 20, 1988, AppleLink—
Personal Edition was introduced. For $6 per hour non-prime time, and
$15 per hour prime time, subscribers could access Apple-specific resources
such as a reference library, software center, and company store. Plus, there
were general services such as entertainment, business services, online
shopping, and education. Before the Macintosh version was released, Apple
and Quantum began quarrelling over the future direction of the service,
and Apple underwent another in a long series of reorganizations. Under
pressure to eliminate what the new leadership felt were extraneous business
commitments, Apple pulled its support for AppleLink—Personal Edition,
but compensated Quantum by providing funding to complete the Mac beta
and bring it to market without the Apple logo. In October 1991, Quantum
renamed itself America Online and opened up its service to everyone, not
just those using Apple computers.

---

AppleLink—Personal Edition came out first on the Apple II and was abandoned
before the Mac version shipped.
Meanwhile, the GE-operated AppleLink remained in heavy use by approximately 14,000 Apple employees and contractors, as well as 20,000 dealers and developers around the world. Despite receiving $8 million per year from outside users, Apple was still losing money providing them access to the system. Apple put Peter Friedman in charge of managing the division in an attempt to reduce its costs and to formulate a plan for getting into the online services business. By 1992, the cost of employee use of AppleLink had been reduced by several million dollars a year, and the outside business turned a small profit on $25 million in revenue from 50,000 external users. However, it still remained closed to the general public, and Apple continued to write enormous checks to GE. Apple decided to kill two birds with one stone by building a new service that would be open to consumers and ultimately replace the costly AppleLink.

After talking to dozens of vendors, Apple turned to its old partner, America Online (formerly Quantum). In December 1992, Apple essentially agreed to pay a royalty based on usage for the Macintosh code that it had funded and codeveloped for the aborted AppleLink—Personal Edition. Apple guaranteed America Online a minimum of $15 million in royalties over five years and agreed to pay $2.5 million to bring the system up to Apple’s specifications. Since replacing AppleLink would save Apple $30 million a year in expenses, it seemed like a good investment. Nonetheless, Apple’s chief counsel, Albert A. Eisenstat, shrewdly concluded that the deal would give AOL the funding and visibility it needed to be successful with a competitive service while Apple would probably botch the execution of its own system. So Eisenstat insisted that Apple acquire warrants that allowed it to buy a substantial stake in AOL at an attractive price. That way Apple could at least profit from AOL’s success.

The Apple Online Services group and AOL spent 1993 working on the new service. AOL adapted its technology to Apple’s specifications, and the software was installed in Apple’s new data center in Napa, California. Apple further modified the software, changed the graphical design, and assembled content from hundreds of third parties. All of this took longer than expected because Apple was then attempting to sell itself to AT&T (see “From Diesel to Doctor”). The merger talks were distracting to the Apple Online Services group and disconcerting to AOL, since it was negotiating with many players, including AT&T, in an attempt to build its own company. The merger fell through at the end of April and Sculley was replaced by Michael Spindler in June, but the two companies continued discussing a joint online venture until November, when Spindler pulled out, fearing AT&T’s dominance.

On November 9, 1995, Apple exercised its right to buy two million shares of restricted AOL stock at a cost of $12.5 million, representing 5.1 percent of the company. At the time, the stock was trading at $80.75, so the fair market value was $161.5 million. To protect itself from market volatility, Apple entered into a derivative transaction that locked in a minimum price of $40 per share and allowed it to participate in an upside gain of up to $120 per share (prices unadjusted for subsequent splits). According to a former Apple executive, the company sold its shares in the third quarter of 1996 at a profit of about $39 million. If only Apple had held off until AOL’s stock peaked in December 1999, those shares would have been worth a staggering $24.5 billion, approximately ten times all the net income Apple had generated in its history of operations.

Apple’s January 2000 investment in EarthLink didn’t fare nearly as well. Apple paid $200 million for 7.1 million shares of EarthLink as the dot-com bubble was bursting. Concurrent with the investment, EarthLink became the default ISP for new Mac buyers. Three years later, the stock traded at a fifth of Apple’s purchase price.
The Apple-AOL deal didn’t bear fruit until January 5, 1994, when Apple announced that its new online service, named eWorld, would be operational by that spring. On June 20, eWorld officially opened its electronic gates to Mac users only, with the NewtonMail messaging service to follow. Apple promised Windows support in 1995, but that fell victim to budget cuts when 80 percent completed. eWorld had a strong sense of community and a friendly, colorful, graphical user interface that used the metaphor of a town square, with activities centered around familiar buildings.

Unfortunately, eWorld was slow to catch on for a variety of reasons. By mid-1994, the Internet was beginning its meteoric rise, and there were already several other proprietary online services, such as America Online, CompuServe, Delphi, and Prodigy. Due to a lack of a cohesive strategy, it wasn’t until late 1995 that the eWorld client software was included with every computer sold. In the meantime, AppleLink came installed on PowerBooks, and client software for some of Apple’s online competitors was bundled on desktop Macs, while eWorld was left out. Another problem was the pricing. A monthly subscription set you back $8.95, which included just
two free hours of evening or weekend use, with subsequent hours priced at $4.95 on the evenings or weekends, or $7.90 per hour from 6 AM to 6 PM weekdays. Apple intentionally kept the price high to moderate demand, but failed to adjust it downward when the demand never materialized.

By its first birthday, eWorld had signed up only 90,000 subscribers. Christopher Escher, director of marketing for eWorld, announced, “Our memberships have been doubling approximately every six months. We feel that’s a pretty successful growth rate.” To beef up the service, in June 1995, Apple added limited Internet support to eWorld 1.1 (code-named Golden Gate) and began forcing its employees to use eWorld instead of AppleLink. By September, eWorld had 115,000 members, compared to AOL’s 3.5 million. With the rise of the Internet, it became clear that eWorld wouldn’t make it as a proprietary online service, so in October 1995, Apple announced its intention to transition eWorld into an Internet-based system, and employees would move directly to an access-secured corporate intranet under a plan code-named DeLink.

When Gil Amelio took over Apple in February 1996, he rhetorically asked The Wall Street Journal, “Does the world really need another computer [online] service?” If eWorld was any indication, apparently not. After one and a half years of operation, eWorld boasted only 147,500 subscribers. On March 1, 1996, Apple announced that the sun would set permanently on eWorld at the end of the month. “The best way to structure [Apple’s Internet] presence is with a portfolio of Web sites and services for particular customer groups, not a general online service like eWorld,” explained Diane Keith, Apple’s director of Internet productions. All eWorld subscribers were offered $15 off the Apple Internet Connection Kit and 20 free hours of connect time on AOL. Exactly one year after shutting down eWorld, operation DeLink concluded on March 31, 1997, with the termination of GE’s AppleLink.

“If it’s necessary to shoot one of the lead buffaloes in order to send a message to the rest of the herd, you’d better be prepared to do it.”

Apple CEO Gil Amelio, explaining his decision to kill eWorld

At midnight on March 31, 1996, the sun set permanently on eWorld.
The Remarkable Rise and Fabulous Fall of John Sculley

If you're a Macintosh true believer, you probably remember John Sculley (born April 6, 1939) as the man who ripped the heart out of Apple when he dethroned its folk-hero founder, Steve Jobs, in 1985. If you're an investor, you probably remember him as the shrewd businessman who guided and grew Apple through many difficult years only to suffer the same fate he had visited upon Jobs. Neither depiction is entirely fair, nor entirely false. Sculley's ten-year reign at Apple was filled with promise and enthusiasm, intrigue and betrayal, recovery and triumph, anguish and irony.

When Mike Markkula came out of his comfortable early retirement to join Apple in January 1977, he had hoped to bow out gracefully after a few years of helping the young company grow with his seed money, managerial experience, and industry contacts. However, in a corporate power shift in March 1981, Markkula reluctantly assumed the role of president from the first man to hold that position, Mike Scott, and Jobs took Markkula's place as chairman of the board of directors. Markkula was back in the thick of it, but only temporarily.

The search for a new chief executive officer began not long after Markkula was thrust into the presidency at Apple. Jobs wanted someone, unlike Scott, whom he could manipulate, and the board hoped to find an experienced executive who could manage Apple's phenomenal growth. Apple tried unsuccessfully to recruit Don Estridge, the leader of the team that released the IBM PC on August 12, 1981. As IBM's VP of worldwide manufacturing, Estridge was making $250,000 a year in salary and bonuses. To entice Estridge to switch teams, Apple offered him considerably more money and a generous bundle of stock options. Estridge, however, remained "true blue" to IBM and turned down Apple's lucrative offer, but another candidate found the goodies too tempting to pass up. Apple finally found its man in John Sculley, the highly regarded president of Pepsi-Cola USA, the beverage subsidiary of PepsiCo.

Among the people approached to become Apple's CEO was Admiral Bobby Ray Inman, deputy director of the CIA until June 1982. But Inman rightly concluded, "They needed someone with a marketing background and I didn't have it."

“Think of Silicon Valley as Florence in the Renaissance. It’s the place where anybody who is excited about doing something to change the world wants to be.”

Heidrick & Struggles headhunter Gerry Roche, urging Sculley to accept Apple’s offer (Playboy, September 1987)

Sculley was once married to the stepdaughter of Pepsi’s chairman, Donald Kendall.
After 18 months of wooing, 44-year-old Sculley was named president and CEO of Apple on April 8, 1983. Sculley likes to tell people that what attracted him to Apple was the intellectual challenge of changing the world, but something as banal as money may have had a tiny little bit to do with his decision to hop from one coast to the other. To lure him away from his $500,000-a-year job at Pepsi, Apple offered him $1 million in annual pay (half salary, half bonus), a $1 million signing bonus, a $1 million golden parachute clause, options on 350,000 shares of Apple stock, and the difference in cost to buy a home in California equivalent to the one he owned in Connecticut.

For a while, things were going great for Sculley. He got on board just in time to ride the euphoric wave that was the Macintosh introduction, and he got along famously with Jobs, no small accomplishment. Sculley and Jobs shared a symbiotic professional relationship. Sculley viewed himself as Jobs’ marketing and management mentor, whereas Jobs was Sculley’s technology tutor. During the good times of 1983 and 1984, the two were inseparable, often referred to as “The Dynamic Duo” in the business press. But the good times didn’t last.

Sculley made a name for himself at Pepsi-Cola USA by coming up with the wildly successful “Pepsi Challenge,” in which blindfolded consumers professed their preference for Pepsi over Coca-Cola. His reputation as a master of event marketing was enhanced with the critical acclaim lavished on Apple’s 1984 commercial, which aired during Super Bowl XVIII (see “The Greatest Commercial That Almost Never Aired”). After the media frenzy surrounding the Mac’s introduction began to fade, reality set in at Apple. After spending $15 million on a 100-day advertising blitz, Mac sales tapered off dramatically to roughly 20,000 units a month.

When he moved to California in 1983, Sculley purchased a $1.9 million, 63-year-old, five-bedroom English Tudor house at 1224 Cañada Road in the tony community of Woodside. Sculley renamed it the Blackburn Valley Morgan compound, Blackburn being a Sculley family name and Morgan the type of horse his third wife Leezy (Lee Adams) liked to raise.

“Some naysayers claim the partnership will never last—that intense, mercurial Jobs, who owns nearly 12 percent of Apple stock (worth almost $200 million at current prices), will drive intense, focused Sculley back East.”

(Fortune, February 20, 1984)

“Apple has one leader, Steve and me.”

John Sculley, at a private dinner celebrating his first year at Apple

“The Dynamic Duo,” Steve Jobs and John Sculley, at the Mac’s introduction in 1984. Their smiles would soon turn to frowns as Mac sales dropped off.
For the Mac’s next big promotional push, Sculley fell back on his “Pepsi Challenge” ploy and conceived the “Test Drive a Macintosh” campaign. Sculley was so convinced of the superiority of the Mac that he figured all Apple had to do was get the computer into the hands of consumers, and they, too, would fall in love with it. So Apple spent more than $2.5 million to buy all 40 pages of advertising in a special November 1984 election issue of Newsweek magazine. On November 8, 1984, Sculley remarked to the San Francisco Chronicle, “It’s unclear whether Apple has an advertising insert in Newsweek or whether Newsweek has an insert in an Apple brochure.” The issue’s final, foldout ad launched the innovative “Test Drive a Macintosh” promotion.

The way the program worked was that anyone with a credit card could walk into an Apple dealer, fill out some forms, and take home a Mac for a 24-hour trial. At first it appeared Sculley had worked his marketing magic yet again. About 200,000 people participated in the program, eagerly lugging brand-new Macs home for a day. Even Advertising Age magazine was impressed, naming “Test Drive a Macintosh” one of the ten best promotions of 1984.

Apple may have been able to fool the outside world, but in Cupertino it discovered the “Test Drive” program was more like a car wreck. Apple’s dealers hated the program. They didn’t have enough Macs to sell to earnest buyers, let alone lend out overnight to tire kickers, and they resented the burdensome paperwork during their peak end-of-year sales season. Apple had wagered that program participants would become so enamored of their new toys that they’d decide to buy them outright instead of return them after 24 hours. Apple lost that bet as the vast majority of the loaner Macs were returned slightly worse for wear. The “Test Drive a Macintosh” program

Most who participated in Apple’s “Test Drive” promotion turned out to be tire kickers, not buyers.

“I’ve made a lot of decisions in my life, but never one that changed my life more, never one that I felt better about, than coming to Apple. It isn’t working for a company; it’s a chance to work with people who were part of shaping history.”
John Sculley, upon his one-year anniversary at Apple
(Odyssey, p. 198)

“One thing that impressed me about Apple was that while the popular image was of two young boys starting a company, it was actually backed by one of the most sophisticated, experienced boards of directors you could find.”
John Sculley
(Playboy, September 1987)

“Steve was nothing short of exciting. He was arrogant, outrageous, intense, demanding—a perfectionist. He was also immature, fragile, sensitive, vulnerable. He was dynamic, visionary, charismatic, yet often stubborn, uncompromising, and downright impossible.”
John Sculley, demonstrating his mastery of adjectives
(Odyssey, p. 157)
was followed shortly thereafter by the disastrous *Lemmings* commercial (see “Why 1985 Wasn't Like 1984”).

Tensions ran high at Apple because the company was facing serious trouble for the first time in its history. In the past, whatever mistakes Apple made (such as the Apple III and Lisa) were more than offset by the success of the Apple II, which had an installed base of 2.3 million. Things were different now, because the entire industry had suffered a slump and the Apple II wasn’t strong enough to carry the company by itself. Apple would soon announce its first quarterly loss ever and be forced to lay off one-fifth of its employees.

When times get tough, the tough get going, and it became apparent to the tough-minded executives at Apple that Jobs was more of a liability than an asset. Not content to restrict himself to the role of product visionary of the Macintosh division, Jobs was playing manager, meddling in areas of the company over which he had no jurisdiction. Step on enough toes, and they’ll soon be kicking your ass, which is exactly what happened to Jobs. During a marathon board meeting that started on April 10, 1985, and continued for several hours the next day, Sculley threatened to resign if the board didn’t back him on his decision to remove Jobs as executive VP and general manager of the Macintosh division. The board agreed to strip Jobs of any operating role in the company, but allowed him to remain chairman. Sculley, who genuinely liked Jobs, didn’t act right away, hoping to make a smooth transition. Mistake. Big mistake.

Less than a month later, on the eve of a trip to China where he would speak to the vice premier about using computers in education, Sculley was tipped off by Jean-Louis Gassée, VP of product development, that Jobs planned to overthrow him during his absence. “I was the one who told Sculley what the [other executive committee members] should have told him, because I was the last one approached [by Jobs]. Let the record be clear on that. You destroy the company if you have [a coup], and this company is more important than any of us,” opined Gassée in 1989. Sculley immediately canceled the trip and convened an emergency meeting of the company’s executive staff the very next day, May 24. When Sculley confronted Jobs with the coup rumor, Jobs lashed back, “I think you’re bad for Apple and I think you’re the wrong person to run this company.”

Stung by Jobs’ vicious attack, Sculley asked each executive to choose sides. One by one they fell in line behind Sculley, and Jobs stalked out of the room close to tears. Even with this clear show of support, Sculley contemplated resigning, but changed his mind after a good night’s rest.
Two days after the meeting, Jobs had the temerity to suggest that Sculley become chairman and that he be appointed president and chief executive officer. Sorry, Charlie, but Sculley didn’t play that game. On May 31, a week after the explosive executive meeting, Sculley signed the paperwork that stripped Jobs of all operational responsibilities. He retained the figurehead title of chairman and was put in charge of “global thinking” in a remote office dubbed Siberia. Jobs, the founder, had been hoist on his own petard, Sculley the outsider.

Just as he vowed to exact his revenge after Scott had taken the Lisa away from him, Jobs began thinking of ways to get back at Sculley and Apple. On September 12, Jobs told the board of directors that he and a few “low level” employees planned to start an unnamed company that would address the needs of higher education, and he asked if Apple would be interested in licensing Macintosh software to him. He assured the board that his new venture would complement Apple, not compete with it, but offered to resign as chairman nonetheless. The board refused to accept the resignation, asking him to defer the move for a week as it contemplated the possibility of buying as much as 10 percent of the new venture. At a 7:25 AM meeting the next day, Friday the 13th, Jobs presented Sculley with a list of the five employees he was taking with him: Susan Barnes (senior controller for U.S. sales and marketing), George Crow (engineering manager), Dan’l Lewin (higher education marketing manager), Rich Page (Apple Fellow), and Bud Tribble (manager of software engineering).

Sculley was incensed. These employees were privy to sensitive data on the Big Mac project Apple had under way (also known as 3M because it would have a 17-inch, million-pixel display, a million bytes of memory, and run a million instructions per second with a 68020 processor and UNIX software). Feeling that Jobs had crossed over the line, the executive staff discussed the possibility of removing Jobs as chairman, but Jobs beat them to the punch. On September 17, Jobs officially resigned, but instead of quietly tendering his resignation to Apple vice chairman Markkula, he also sent copies to the press in an obvious attempt to provoke a sympathetic reaction from the public. The public responded all right, but not the way he imagined; the news of Jobs’ departure sent Apple stock up a full point that day.

This is a verbatim copy of chairman Jobs’ resignation letter:

Dear Mike:

This morning’s papers carried suggestions that Apple is considering removing me as Chairman. I don’t know the source of these reports but they are both misleading to the public and unfair to me.

You will recall that at last Thursday’s Board meeting I stated I had decided to start a new venture and I tendered my resignation as Chairman.

“I feel like somebody just punched me in the stomach and knocked all my wind out. I’m only 30 years old and I want to have a chance to continue creating things. I know I’ve got at least one more great computer in me. And Apple is not going to give me a chance to do that.”

_Steve Jobs, on being stripped of an operating role at Apple_ (Playboy, September 1987)
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The Board declined to accept my resignation and asked me to defer it for a week. I agreed to do so in light of the encouragement the Board offered with regard to the proposed new venture and the indications that Apple would invest in it. On Friday, after I told John Sculley who would be joining me, he confirmed Apple's willingness to discuss areas of possible collaboration between Apple and my new venture.

Subsequently the Company appears to be adopting a hostile posture toward me and the new venture. Accordingly, I must insist upon the immediate acceptance of my resignation. I would hope that in any public statement it feels it must issue, the company will make it clear that the decision to resign as Chairman was mine.

I find myself both saddened and perplexed by the management's conduct in this matter which seems to me contrary to Apple's best interest. Those interests remain a matter of deep concern to me, both because of my past association with Apple and the substantial investment I retain in it.

I continue to hope that calmer voices within the Company may yet be heard. Some Company representatives have said they fear I will use proprietary Apple technology in my new venture. There is no basis for any such concern. If that concern is the real source of Apple's hostility to the venture, I can allay it.

As you know, the company's recent reorganization left me with no work to do and no access even to regular management reports. I am but 30 and want still to contribute and achieve.

After what we have accomplished together, I would wish our parting to be both amicable and dignified.

Yours sincerely, Steven P. Jobs.

Jobs' resignation didn't appease Apple. On September 23, the company filed a suit against Jobs and Page, enjoining them from using any proprietary information and charging Jobs with dereliction of his duties as chairman. The suit was ludicrous. Before his resignation, Jobs was considered an incompetent manager with little technical skill, but once he departed he suddenly became a major threat to the well-being of Apple? Realizing the suit only gave Jobs credibility, Apple quietly settled out of court in January 1986.

With Jobs out of the way, Sculley led Apple through its most prosperous times, helping grow the business from $600 million in net sales when he joined in 1983 to almost $8 billion a decade later. During his tenure, the Mac's installed base reached over 12 million units. Just as Apple II sales took off when revolutionary new hardware (the Apple Disk II drive) and

At the time he left Apple, Jobs owned roughly 6.5 million shares of stock, or about 11.3 percent of the company.

"Our minds are sort of like electrochemical computers. Your thoughts construct patterns like scaffolding in your mind. You are really etching chemical patterns. In most cases, people get stuck in those patterns, just like grooves in a record, and they never get out of them. It's a rare person who etches grooves that are other than a specific way of looking at things, a specific way of questioning things. It's rare that you see an artist in his 30s or 40s able to really contribute something amazing."

29-year-old Steve Jobs
(Playboy, February 1985)
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software (VisiCalc) combined for the first time, so too did Mac sales explode when Apple's LaserWriter met Aldus PageMaker in July 1985 to create the desktop publishing phenomenon. Applying another lesson learned from the success of the expandable Apple II, Sculley kept the Mac momentum rolling by opening up the Mac architecture (something Jobs had opposed) with the 1987 introduction of the Mac II. After a slow start with the Mac, it seemed Apple could finally do no wrong. The Mac Portable would prove otherwise.

Back in the early days of the personal computer industry, Jobs was fond of deriding mainframes by saying, “Never trust a computer you can’t lift.” Jef Raskin took this idea to heart and originally specified that the Macintosh be an all-in-one portable computer. When Jobs took over the project, the industrial design focus shifted from portability to a reduced footprint, but he reminded the team to think of the desktop Mac as an interim step along the way to creating a “Mac in a book” by 1986. The only concession to portability in the first Mac was a recessed handle on top that allowed users to carry the 16.7-pound computer around with one hand.

“Our ultimate goal is to put Macintosh in a book, to make it the size of the notebook that’s on your lap,” product marketing manager Barbara Koalkin told USA Today just four months after the Mac’s introduction. “We’d like to do that without sacrificing any of the features because we believe you need a nice display, you need a mouse, you need a certain amount of memory, you need a disk. What we’re trying to figure out is how you get that into a very small package. That’s not going to happen any time soon because the technology just isn’t there.” In fact, it took more than five years before Apple released its first “laptop” computer. Perhaps it should have waited a little longer.

In April 1985, Jobs failed to convince Apple’s board of directors to build a battery-operated BookMac, as he called it, around a newly introduced flat-panel display. By September, Jobs was gone, and the idea languished in the labs until the fall of 1986, when Gassée initiated the Laguna project.

“Our goal was to recreate the Mac SE in a portable measuring 8.5 by 11 by 1.5 inches, weighing about six pounds,” says Terry Christensen, who had just managed product design on the Mac SE. “But having no experience with portables, we didn’t know where to begin.” That didn’t stop Apple.

September 20, 1989, marked the unveiling of the $5,799 Macintosh Portable. At the time, Apple’s 1989 annual report proudly noted that “in the fourth quarter...we introduced a product the world had been waiting for: the innovative, In 1985, electrical engineer Lloyd Douglas Clark founded a company to develop scientific instrumentation and specialized academia software for the Apple II and IBM PC. The firm was christened Clerus Laboratories because clerus is Latin for clark. The phone in his tiny San Francisco office rang off the hook on July 9, 1987, the day Apple announced the name of its new software subsidiary: Claris Corporation. “We chose the name Claris for its inherent marketing appeal, reflecting clarity and distinctiveness, and to remind us that shaping the future requires a clear vision,” said William V. Campbell, then president of Claris and formerly Apple’s executive VP for U.S. sales and marketing.

Clark asked the federal Patent and Trademark Office to block Apple’s registration of Claris, arguing that several years of active use of the Clerus name in the software field gave it trademark status. “Apple attorneys came out of the woodwork,” recalls Clark. “There was a lot of shouting and yelling, but in the end we shook hands and they apologized.” Apple acquired the rights to the Claris name, and Clark was given 90 days to stop using Clerus. Terms of the agreement remain confidential to this day.

Claris went on to great success in the Macintosh and Windows markets, until Apple bewildered the software industry on January 27, 1998, by announcing that the subsidiary would be restructured to focus exclusively on its database product, FileMaker Pro (www.filemaker.com) and that the remaining best-selling Claris titles would be absorbed into Apple.
no-compromise Macintosh Portable.” The key phrase here is “no compromise.” Jobs had inculcated the Mac team with a reverence for perfectionism, and Gassée continued the tradition by indulging his engineers’ egos, giving them free rein to design everything from scratch rather than buy industry-standard parts. The result was a product with many innovative features that was virtually unsuitable for its intended purpose.

The Mac Portable came with a 68000 running at 16MHz, 1MB of static RAM expandable to 4MB, and a 1.4MB floppy drive. Performance-wise, it was roughly equivalent to the Mac SE, which had been released more than two years earlier at less than half the price. Why did it cost so much? The Mac Portable was loaded with features unheard of in PC notebooks of that era. It had a full-sized keyboard, a trackball that could be mounted on either side to accommodate both right- and left-handed users, sound output, and an optional internal 40MB Conner hard disk.

Another novel feature was the screen. Gassée insisted on an expensive active-matrix screen, where each pixel is controlled by its own transistor, resulting in a crisp monochrome display with no ghost images or submarine effect common on cheaper passive-matrix displays. To compound matters, he originally specified a liquid crystal display (LCD) with 640 by 480 pixels, despite the fact that nobody was then manufacturing LCDs that large. The screen was ultimately reduced to 640 by 400 pixels, and Sharp built a factory dedicated to its manufacture. The Mac Portable ended up with the largest and clearest screen of any portable on the market, but it wasn’t perfect. Sharp had trouble manufacturing a defect-free large active-matrix display, so Apple simply declared that a Mac Portable was within specifications if it had six or fewer dead pixels.

But the biggest problem with the Mac Portable was its weight. Marketing insisted on a predictable, long-life battery, so instead of using the same nickel-cadmium cells common in the PC market, Apple went with lead-acid batteries, the same type used in automobiles. These batteries ran up to 12 hours on a charge, but were bulky and heavy. Really heavy. The Mac Portable weighed 15.8 pounds, almost the same weight as the original Mac—at a time when competing laptops weighed less than 10 pounds—leading industry pundits to deride it as the Mac Luggable. It was so massive that it didn’t fit on airline tray tables, and even when balanced on one’s knees, the Portable was hard to use in flight because its screen was almost unreadable in anything less than direct overhead light. It wasn’t until February 11, 1991, that Apple introduced a revised Portable with backlighting. Given all its problems, the Mac Portable sold reasonably well, thanks to the pent-up demand of Mac users.

Gassée had been Sculley’s heir apparent, but the Mac Portable tarnished his star and he resigned in September 1990. Sculley anointed himself Apple’s chief technology officer, despite his lack of a formal technological background. Many Apple engineers scoffed at the notion, considering this the supreme act of hubris. “He was a total poseur,” opined Andy Hertzfeld, software wizard. Just as Jobs commandeered the Mac project after being
ousted from the Lisa project, Sculley wanted to prove himself. “He had this absolute passionate need to put his name on things,” said Gassée. Ultimately, Sculley saw the Newton project in Apple’s labs and decided it would be his baby. Sculley championed “personal digital assistants” at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas in January 1992 and released the Newton MessagePad (see “The Fallen Apple”) at the Macworld Expo in Boston on August 3, 1993.

Step back a moment to the end of 1992. Apple had sold more computers than any other vendor worldwide, it was the most profitable personal computer company, and it had a cash reserve of over $2 billion. Nonetheless, Sculley feared that Apple couldn’t survive without merging with a larger company. He was tired of fighting an uphill battle and wanted to resign, but Apple’s board asked him to stick around long enough to help sell the company (see “From Diesel to Doctor”). Apple’s earnings per share peaked at $4.33 in fiscal year 1992, only to collapse to 73¢ per share the following year on deteriorating gross margins inflicted by fierce price competition. Many critics felt that Sculley had been too busy dabbling in politics and promoting his pet product—the much-maligned Newton MessagePad—to focus effectively on the Mac. The board of directors lost faith in Sculley, whose heart obviously was no longer in the job. On June 18, 1993, Sculley stepped down as CEO and was replaced by Michael H. Spindler (then president, COO, and board member). Like Jobs in 1985, Sculley retained the title of chairman and was supposed to focus on emerging new business opportunities for Apple and was instructed not to talk about anything except the Newton. Like Jobs, he found the figurehead role odious and began planning his exit during a two-month sabbatical and vacation.

“[Sculley] took a bunch of computer hackers who run around in sandals and jeans and married them to Wall Street. It takes a smart human being to marry cultures like that.”
Outlook on Mobile Computing editor Andrew Seybold (Worth, May, 1994)

Sculley stumped for Bill Clinton, who was rumored to have eliminated Sculley as his running mate only because he was twice divorced. After the 1992 election, Sculley was asked to join Clinton’s new cabinet as deputy commerce secretary, but he declined. He also turned down top jobs at American Express and IBM, both of which were facing hard times.

“During the board discussion yesterday, I made it clear I was prepared to be full-time chairman of Apple. I am not walking away from Apple. I have no plans to go anywhere else.”
John Sculley
(San Jose Mercury News, June 19, 1993)

“John Sculley did a great job the first five years. Then for some reason he took his eye off the ball. I’m still not sure why.”
Mike Markkula
(The New York Times, September 1, 1997)
Sculley longed to move back to the East Coast to rejoin his wife. On October 1, 1993, at his four-acre estate in Greenwich, Connecticut, Sculley held a five-hour meeting with Peter Caserta, president of Spectrum Information Technologies of Manhasset, New York. Caserta demonstrated his company’s AXCELL cellular modem working with the Newton. Sculley was so impressed with the technology and the portfolio of patents held by Spectrum that he failed to adequately investigate Caserta’s shady past when offered the reins of the $100-million, 38-person company.

On October 15, the day after Apple posted a 97 percent drop in earnings for its fourth quarter, Sculley gladly played the sacrificial lamb, resigning his position as Apple’s chairman and taking with him $1 million in severance pay, a one-year consulting fee of $750,000, a commitment from Apple to buy his $4 million Woodside mansion and $2 million Lear 55 jet, and $2.4 million of unearned stock options. Total take: just over $10 million. Just three days later, Sculley shocked the business world with his announcement that he was joining Spectrum as chairman and CEO at a salary of $1 million with options to purchase 18 million shares (20 percent of the firm’s outstanding common stock). It wasn’t his compensation that raised eyebrows; it was the company he was joining.

Spectrum was embroiled in a class-action lawsuit by shareholders pertaining to inflated revenue projections made by Caserta in May, and the Securities and Exchange Commission was investigating charges of stock manipulation. Furthermore, Spectrum engaged in aggressive accounting practices that made it look much more profitable than it really was. Sculley claims he didn’t know the full story when he accepted his position at Spectrum, but he was smart enough to realize that he had stepped in it but good. He began looking for an escape hatch, and on February 7, 1994, he resigned from Spectrum and filed a $10 million suit against Caserta, claiming he failed to reveal the SEC probe and Spectrum’s accounting practices in an attempt to dupe Sculley into joining the firm so that Caserta could dump his stock at inflated prices. Spectrum promptly turned around and sued Sculley for $300 million, charging him with breach of contract, mismanagement, and theft of trade secrets. In March, both parties withdrew their lawsuits.

Although one might assume that Sculley’s reputation in the business community had been irreparably soiled, on June 24, 1994, Eastman Kodak’s newly hired chairman George Fisher announced that the firm had retained Sculley with a quarter-time contract as a “marketing advisor to assist Kodak in building its digital imaging and brand marketing strategies.” Ironically, Sculley had been widely rumored as a candidate for chairman and CEO of Eastman Kodak, but he chose Spectrum instead.

In 1995, Sculley founded a New York–based private investment and strategic advisory firm with his brothers Arthur and David. Sculley Brothers LLC views itself as a “venture catalyst” firm focused on the financial services, communications, and media/entertainment industries. One of its early investments was Live Picture, a privately held publisher of
Internet imaging software based in Soquel, California. Not content to make a passive investment, in February 1995, Sculley was named acting CEO of Live Picture. He eventually relinquished the role of CEO, but remained the chairman of the board until a month before Live Picture’s May 1999 bankruptcy filing. Two months later, its assets were sold for $8.6 million to a longtime competitor, MGI Software of Toronto, Canada.

John Sculley Predicts...
When interviewed in the September 1987 issue of Playboy by noted computer journalist Danny Goodman, John Sculley was riding high in the world of corporate executives and didn’t mind offering his views on the future:

In the next 20 years…the Soviets will land a manned mission on Mars.

And that is the same time that it’s been estimated that the value of the Japanese stock exchange will exceed the value of all the American stock exchanges.

Optical-disk media are going to revolutionize the way personal computers are used.

We won’t recognize computers in two or three years, I believe, because they will allow us to access information, whether it’s pictorial, graphic, sound, or text, that we couldn’t have even imagined a few years ago. No longer will it be crude stick figures, but we’ll see rich, full-color animations.

[Artificial intelligence] will change the personal computer from an information machine to a knowledge system where most of the hard work will be done invisibly by software agents that wander through databases and extract information that’s relevant to the individual user.

The appearance of the computer will change. It won’t even resemble the form we have become accustomed to. We’ll either wear it on our wrist or carry it in our pockets. It’ll use radio signals to access information or to send information back to a network.

It will be difficult to tell where the telephone ends and the computer begins.


The AppleCD SC ($1,199) shipped in March 1988, and today CD and DVD drives are commonplace.

Apple released QuickTime as part of System 7 in May 1991 and has firmly established itself as the leader in multimedia.


The MessagePad could exchange information using infrared technology, and the latest PowerBooks are equipped with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth.

Today you can’t pick up a newspaper or turn on the television without hearing about the Internet, but back in 1987 few outside the scientific and educational communities had ever heard of it, much less foreseen its tremendous potential.
The Remarkable Rise and Fabulous Fall of John Sculley

Sculley Timeline

1983
- Lisa and Apple IIe introduced
- Sculley joins Apple as president, CEO

1984
- Lisa and Mac divisions combined; Microsoft announces Windows
- Apple III Plus introduced
- Mac 512K introduced
- "Test Drive a Mac" promotion launched
- Apple IIc introduced; Apple III development discontinued

1985
- Wozniak resigns
- Sculley authorized to strip Jobs of operating role; Lisa discontinued
- Gates urges Apple to license Mac OS
- Mac XL introduced
- Mac 512Ke introduced
- Sculley thwarts Jobs' coup; Jobs stripped of operational duties
- Sculley倦s Jobs of operating role; Lisa discontinued
- Jobs resigns, founds NeXT; Apple sues; Apple III discontinued
- Microsoft releases Windows 1.01, licenses Mac technology

1986
- Apple drops suit against NeXT; Mac Plus introduced
- Enhanced Apple IIc and Apple IIGS introduced
- Spindler promoted to senior VP, international sales and marketing
- Apple IIe (enhanced) introduced

1986
- Apple III Plus introduced
- Lisa 2 and Macintosh introduced
- Apple IIc introduced; Apple III development discontinued
- Mac XL introduced
- "Test Drive a Mac" promotion launched
- Mac 512K introduced
- "Test Drive a Mac" promotion launched
- Lisa and Apple IIe introduced
The Remarkable Rise and Fabulous Fall of John Sculley

Sculley Timeline (continued)

1987
- Platinum Apple IIe introduced
- Mac II and Mac SE introduced
- Newton project starts under Sakoman; Apple announces Claris

1988
- Microsoft ships Windows 2.03
- AppleLink—Personah Edition introduced
- Sun merger discussions rebuffed by Apple
- Apple IIc Plus and Mac IIx introduced
- NeXT Computer introduced

1989
- Mac SE/30 introduced
- Apple Corps sues Apple over music capabilities
- Mac IIcx introduced
- Judge throws out all but 10 claims in Apple-Microsoft suit
- Mac SE FDHD introduced
- Mac IIci and Mac Portable introduced; remaining Lisas buried in landfill
- Xerox sues Apple over Lisa and Mac UI

1990
- Spindler named COO and executive VP of Apple, moves to Cupertino
- Mac IIfs introduced; Xerox suit against Apple dismissed
- Microsoft releases Windows 3.0
- Apple spins off General Magic
- Eilers recommends licensing Mac OS
- Gassée resigns from Apple
- Mac Classic, IIsi, LC introduced
- Spindler elected president
### Sculley Timeline (continued)

**1991**
- Spindler elected to Apple board of directors
- Sculley demos Pink for IBM
- IBM licenses PowerPC to Apple, agrees to help develop Pink
- Court reconsiders originality of Apple’s GUI
- First PowerBooks and Quadras introduced; PowerPC, Taligent, Kaleida projects begin; Apple settles with Apple Corps
- Sculley $3 trillion prediction at CES
- Novell proposes porting Mac OS to Intel; Star Trek project begins
- Microsoft releases Windows 3.1; court holds most Windows elements covered by ’85 agreement
- Sculley demonstrates Newton prototype at CES
- Sculley and Spindler visit Japan, find no interest in Drama licensing scheme
- First Performas introduced
- Apple IIGS discontinued; Apple pays AOL for eWorld code; Star Trek project approved
- Apple demonstrates alpha Newton at CES
- First Centris introduced; NeXT discontinues hardware
- Apple-AT&T merger discussions break down
- Spindler replaces Sculley as Apple CEO; Star Trek project abandoned
- Newton MessagePad ships; Apple’s suit against Microsoft over Windows dismissed
- Sculley resigns as Apple chairman, joins Spectrum
- Apple IIe discontinued
- Apple petitions Supreme Court

**1992**
- Apple demonstrates alpha Newton at CES
- First Centris introduced; NeXT discontinues hardware
- Apple-AT&T merger discussions break down
- Spindler replaces Sculley as Apple CEO; Star Trek project abandoned
- Newton MessagePad ships; Apple’s suit against Microsoft over Windows dismissed
- Sculley resigns as Apple chairman, joins Spectrum
- Apple IIe discontinued
- Apple petitions Supreme Court

**1993**
- Apple demonstrates alpha Newton at CES
- First Centris introduced; NeXT discontinues hardware
- Apple-AT&T merger discussions break down
- Spindler replaces Sculley as Apple CEO; Star Trek project abandoned
- Newton MessagePad ships; Apple’s suit against Microsoft over Windows dismissed
- Sculley resigns as Apple chairman, joins Spectrum
- Apple IIe discontinued
- Apple petitions Supreme Court

**1994**
- Spindler announces plans to license Power Macs
- Sculley-Spectrum suits withdrawn; first Power Macs ship; Apple announces Copland
- Sculley resigns from Spectrum, each files suit against other
- eWorld introduced; Sculley retained as consultant for Eastman Kodak
- Apple appeals Windows ruling
- Apple-IBM hold merger talks
- Amelio joins Apple’s board of directors
- Apple grants first clone license to Power Computing, petitions Supreme Court over Windows ruling; Kaleida ships Media Player and ScriptX
“Apple has been a somewhat dysfunctional world, arrogant when it was most successful and wonderfully innovative when its back was up against the wall.”

Former Apple CEO John Sculley
(Red Herring, June 1996)
Windows: What Went Wrong?

Microsoft and its boyish, multibillionaire chairman, William Henry Gates III, are much maligned in the Macintosh community. Many Mac fanatics view Gates as the Antichrist, stuffing inferior products down the throats of the world’s computer users in an all-out effort to rule the industry and crush the Mac. Sure, Gates wants it all (he already has a darn big chunk of it), but he is absolutely not a Mac hater. In fact, he’s probably the biggest fan of the Macintosh way of computing. Gates’ transformation from benevolent co-conspirator to reviled competitor, and how Apple itself is really to blame for the success of Windows, is a fascinating tale.

Early in the life of the Macintosh project, Steve Jobs realized that the Mac would need a full complement of useful programs to be successful. The most important third-party developer then—as now—was Microsoft, which produced not only applications, but also the BASIC programming language that had proved instrumental to the success of the Apple II. Jobs wanted Microsoft’s support, but suspected that Microsoft would take what it learned writing Mac software to write similar applications that would run on IBM PCs. Jobs’ fear of Microsoft was well founded but misdirected. On January 22, 1982, Jobs forced Gates to agree that Microsoft would not “undertake in any way to sell, lease, license, publish or otherwise distribute...any financial modeling, business graphics or data base program which utilizes a mouse or tracking ball for any computer not manufactured by Apple.” Unbelievably, nothing in the agreement precluded Microsoft from writing an operating system that would compete with the Mac. That would prove to be a disastrous oversight.

Bill Gates dictated that Apple kill MacBASIC, which he later called “one of the stupidest deals...ever.” Negotiating a Windows license brought redemption.
At Microsoft, Jeff Harbors gave the Macintosh the code name Sand, in reference to Steve Jobs’ grandiose vision of Apple’s Mac factory consuming raw sand at one end of the highly automated line, turning it into silicon, and eventually churning out finished computers at the other end. Serendipitously, the code name also stood for Steve’s Amazing New Device.

“I don’t know what is going to happen to Windows, or to VisiOn, but IBM’s windowing package will be the standard. We hear it is not that great, but it will be the standard.”

**Steve Jobs,**
betting on the wrong horse
(Personal Computing, April 1984)

In return for Gates’ promise to develop mouse-based applications exclusively for the Mac until 12 months after its introduction (or January 1, 1983, whichever came first), Jobs provided Microsoft with precious Mac prototypes. True to its word, Microsoft began the most extensive Mac software development effort outside of Apple, but it also began work on Windows for the IBM PC and its clones. Gates was simply hedging his bets. Although he had amassed a fortune with the command-line interface of MS-DOS, he, like Jobs, realized that the future of the industry was in graphical user interfaces. Since Apple was writing its own Mac operating system, Gates wanted to make sure Microsoft got a piece of the action on the PC. For his part, Jobs double-crossed Gates by instructing programmer Donn Denman to begin work on Apple’s own programming language called MacBASIC, which was originally scheduled to ship in the second quarter of 1984 for $99.

Eager to steal Jobs’ thunder, Gates announced Windows at the Helmsley Palace Hotel in New York on November 10, 1983, and predicted that by the end of 1984, Windows would be used on more than 90 percent of all IBM PC-compatible computers. Just a few months later, when Apple introduced the Mac, Gates stood proudly as a staunch supporter of the Cupertino upstarts and announced the immediate availability of Multiplan and Microsoft BASIC. Microsoft had invested heavily in its Mac software division and was eager to reap the rewards of being the first to market with many of the major applications that would follow in the months ahead. Unfortunately, Gates rushed Microsoft BASIC to completion, and by most accounts it was a dog that didn’t even take advantage of many of the Mac’s unique features, such as the powerful Toolbox routines. According to Denman, it was “a really crappy, slow implementation,” so he felt confident that he had time to perfect MacBASIC, which was widely available in a beta version and receiving very favorable responses.

When Apple’s license from Microsoft for Applesoft BASIC came up for renewal in August 1985, the Apple II line was still the company’s cash cow and BASIC was absolutely crucial to the venerable Apple II. Failing to grasp the fact that he had the boys from Cupertino over a barrel and was in a position to extract damn near anything he wanted at the negotiating table, Gates simply demanded that Apple halt development of MacBASIC. After a fair amount of huffing and puffing, Apple caved in, correctly reasoning that the Mac was designed as an information appliance for which a hobbyist programming language was hardly a necessity. So Apple got off easy by agreeing to kill MacBASIC. In exchange, it got a new lease on life for the Apple II and the company. Microsoft BASIC never set the world on fire (in fact, it was eventually withdrawn in disgrace), but the Apple II continued to contribute significantly to Apple’s bottom line for years to come. Gates would later realize the error of his ways and refer to the whole episode as “one of the stupidest deals I have ever done.” Gates would soon redeem himself by obtaining concessions from Apple that would ensure Microsoft’s domination of the industry for decades.
Although Gates publicly expressed high hopes for the Macintosh, privately Microsoft’s Windows project steamed ahead at full speed. The difficult task of slapping a graphical user interface on top of the text-based MS-DOS was compounded by fear of being sued if the end result looked too much like the Mac. A few weeks before releasing Windows 1.01 in 1985, Microsoft was genuinely concerned that Apple was going to sue over interface similarities between Windows and the Mac, so Gates bluff ed Apple CEO John Sculley with an ultimatum: Call off the lawyers, or Microsoft will stop development on Word and Excel for Macintosh.

This was a crucial period for Apple. The Mac was selling only 20,000 units a month, far below the initial forecasts of 100,000 units a month. Despite revenues that were ten times that of Microsoft, Apple desperately needed its continued support, and Gates knew it. However, Apple’s top brass was convinced there was no way Microsoft would walk away from the Mac applications market, which it was already dominating. They urged Sculley to stand tough, but instead, he blinked. On October 24, 1985, four days before Gates was to turn 30 years old, Sculley handed him the best birthday present ever: Apple would allow Microsoft to use some Mac technology in Windows, and in turn Microsoft would hold off shipping a Windows version of Excel for a while, giving the Mac a chance to secure a foothold in the business market.

Microsoft shipped Windows on November 20, and two days later during Fall COMDEX (a huge industry trade show) in Las Vegas, Gates and Sculley signed a confidential, three-page agreement that granted Microsoft a “non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual, nontransferable license.

“If Macintosh isn’t a success, then the market is left to the PC. But we’re super-enthusiastic. If Apple can meet its production goals, we expect half of Microsoft’s retail sales in 1984 to be Macintosh-related.”

Bill Gates
(Popular Science, March 1984)

“Hey, Steve, just because you broke into Xerox’s house before I did and took the TV doesn’t mean I can’t go in later and take the stereo.”

Bill Gates, in response to Jobs complaining about how much Windows looks like the Mac
(MacWEEK, March 14, 1989)

With its tiled documents and clunky fonts, Windows 1.0 wasn’t much to look at, but it was far better than MS-DOS and close enough to the Mac to make Apple nervous.
Windows: What Went Wrong?

“We didn’t realize we’d signed an agreement that would jeopardize our rights in the future. Our lawyers weren’t good enough. We never had any intention of giving Microsoft the rights on anything more than version 1.0.”

John Sculley, commenting on the Microsoft agreement in 1996

Ironically, after Apple successfully sued Franklin Computer Corporation in 1983 for copying its read-only memory code in order to sell Apple II clones, Gates himself lauded the outcome in an opinion piece for The New York Times business section: “Imagine the disincentive to software development if after months of work another company could come along and copy your work and market it under its own name...Without legal restraints on such copying, companies like Apple could not afford to advance the state of the art.”

Separated at birth? Apple’s John Sculley (left) and Britain’s Neville Chamberlain.

to use these derivative works in present and future software programs, and to license them to and through third parties for use in their software programs.” In exchange, Apple got Microsoft’s commitment to upgrade Word for Macintosh, delay Excel for Windows until October 1, 1986, plus an acknowledgment that “the visual displays in [Excel, Windows, Word, and Multiplan] are derivative works of the visual displays generated by Apple’s Lisa and Macintosh graphic user interface programs.” In other words, Microsoft got Apple’s crown jewels, and Apple got shafted. Not since British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain appeased Adolf Hitler with the Munich Pact of 1938 had the world seen such a fine demonstration of negotiation skills.

As any computer industry executive will tell you, the software business is an annuities game where you sell a product once and continue to reap revenue from periodic upgrades. Upgrading the buggy Word was inevitable because it was in Microsoft’s financial interest to do so. Furthermore, Gates knew that Microsoft wouldn’t be able to ship Excel for Windows before the postponement date, so the stipulation was moot. In fact, it didn’t ship until October 1987. Finally, what’s the harm of acknowledging the Mac’s influence on Windows in a confidential document?

The first version of Windows didn’t really catch on, but Microsoft is nothing if not persistent. Once it sets its sights on something, it keeps cranking away at it, doggedly making minor revisions and alterations. Gates loved the Mac and was slowly but surely fashioning Windows in its image. In January 1988, Microsoft released Windows 2.03, which incorporated Mac-like icons and threw aside the old tiled windows in favor of overlapping windows. The result was too close for comfort as far as Apple was concerned, and on March 17 (Saint Patrick’s Day), 1988, Apple responded by filing an 11-page suit in federal court in San Jose, accusing Microsoft of infringing Apple’s copyrights by producing computer programs that imitate the Lisa/Mac audiovisual works. Also named as a defendant in the suit was Hewlett-
Packard, whose NewWave ran on top of Windows. Apple would eventually seek $5.5 billion in damages. Microsoft countersued, claiming that its 1985 agreement with Apple gave it the right to use the contested features in Windows, but Apple maintained that the agreement applied to only the first version of Windows. The suit had the desired effect of instilling fear, uncertainty, and doubt in the Windows development community. As Borland’s Philippe Kahn stated, it was like “waking up and finding out that your partner might have AIDS.” On July 25, 1989, U.S. District Judge William W. Schwarzer ruled that all but 10 of the 189 contested visual displays in Windows 2.03 were covered by the 1985 licensing agreement. A confident Microsoft steadfastly continued updating Windows, releasing version 3.0 on May 22, 1990, at the City Center Theater in New York.

Over time, the court ruled that the 1985 agreement wasn’t a complete defense for Microsoft, acknowledged the originality of Apple’s copyrighted works, added Windows 3.0 to the complaint, and dismissed many of the counterclaims. But on August 14, 1991, the tide turned when the court reconsidered the originality of Apple’s audiovisual display. On April 14, 1992, U.S. District Judge Vaughn R. Walker issued a four-minute oral ruling that substantially narrowed the scope of the issues when it held that most of the Windows and NewWave interface elements were either covered by the 1985 license or could not be protected under copyright law. Finally the whole enchilada was decided in Microsoft’s favor on August 24, 1993, when the court dismissed Apple’s action. In September 1994, Apple filed an appeal with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, but that court

“Windows.”

Jean-Louis Gassée, in response to the question, “What contest, held via Usenet, is dedicated to examples of weird, obscure, bizarre, and really bad programming?” posed by Bill Gates during the Spring 1993 Computer Bowl

“That’s not what a Mac does. I want Mac on the PC, I want Mac on the PC.”

Bill Gates, arguing in favor of overlapping, not tiled, windows for Microsoft Windows (Gates, p. 256)

With its overlapping documents, Windows 2.03 was more Mac-like than before. Apple didn’t find the imitation flattering and initiated a “look-and-feel” lawsuit seeking $5.5 billion in damages from Microsoft and partner HP.

The buttons, icons, and other screen images for Windows 3.0 were designed by Susan Kare (www.kare.com), the former Apple employee who designed fonts and icons for the original Macintosh.
Apple maintained that the 1985 agreement applied to Windows 1.0 only, but Microsoft interpreted it as covering subsequent upgrades. Emboldened by favorable court decisions, Microsoft made Windows increasingly Mac-like with every release.

“One of the reasons I think Microsoft took ten years to copy the Mac is ‘cause they didn’t really get it at its core.”

Steve Jobs

“Windows 95 is the best thing to happen to Apple in a long time because it hit us like a 2-by-4 right between the eyes.”

Apple evangelist Guy Kawasaki

Just seven months after the U.S. Supreme Court refused to consider Apple’s appeal, Microsoft released Windows 95, which to the casual observer has a user interface that is indistinguishable from that of the Mac operating system.
the time Microsoft introduced Windows 95 (code-named Chicago) on August 24, 1995.

The $200-million launch of Windows 95 was a media event like no other for a computer product. It was front-page news, led the evening newscasts on every network, and had people lining up at midnight to buy the shrink-wrapped package from retailers who hosted late-night launch parties. Apple responded by placing a two-page spread in *The Wall Street Journal* that spelled out in huge block letters: “C:\ONGRTLNS.W95” with a little Apple logo below. The ad, created by MWW/Savitt, was in the same smug vein as the “Welcome, IBM, seriously” ad that Apple ran years before when IBM released its PC (see “The Strangest Bedfellow of All”), and it was about as effective in stopping the Wintel onslaught as the previous ad was in deterring buyers of the IBM PC. Retailers sold more than three million copies of Windows 95 in its first five weeks on the market alone, whereas Apple sold only 4.5 million Macs during the entire year, the company’s high-water mark as far as unit sales are concerned.

The full damage of the 1985 agreement remains difficult to assess. Had Apple held its ground, Microsoft may not have grown as powerful as it has. Now, almost two decades after Sculley caved in to Gates’ demands, Apple must compete with dozens of vendors selling Intel-based PC clones running variations of Microsoft’s Windows, each more Mac-like than ever.

“Apple says, ‘Hey, Win 3.1 is crummy and it always was crummy.’ And we say, ‘No, it just turned crummy. It was really great til Thursday.’”

*Bill Gates*, after shipping Windows 95

Microsoft reportedly paid the Rolling Stones $12 million for the use of their song *Start Me Up* in the Windows 95 introductory advertising campaign.

“Win 95 is the most overhyped product in the history of the PC industry; even more than the Newton.”

*Apple’s director of Mac platform marketing Michael Mac*
“The day I left Apple we had a 10-year lead over Microsoft. In the technology business a 10-year lead is really hard to come by... Apple had that with the graphical user interface. The problem at Apple was that they stopped innovating. If you look at the Mac that ships today, it’s 25 percent different than the day I left. And that’s not enough for 10 years and billions of dollars in R&D. It wasn’t that Microsoft was so brilliant or clever in copying the Mac, it’s that the Mac was a sitting duck for ten years. That’s Apple’s problem: their differentiation evaporated.”

Steve Jobs
“The trouble with Apple is it succeeded beyond its wildest dreams. We succeeded so well, we got everyone else to dream the same dream. The rest of the world became just like it. The trouble is, the dream didn’t evolve. Apple stopped creating.”

*Steve Jobs*
“DOS computers manufactured by companies such as IBM, Compaq, Tandy, and millions of others are by far the most popular, with about 70 million machines in use worldwide. Macintosh fans, on the other hand, may note that cockroaches are far more numerous than humans, and that numbers alone do not denote a higher life form.”

“Windows [3.1] is like a Mac in the same way that a transvestite is like a real woman. It’s 95 percent the same, and actually what some people would prefer, but not really the same for those who care about small differences.”

PC Magazine columnist **John Dvorak**

“We bet the company on Windows and we deserve to benefit. It was a risk that’s paid off immensely. In retrospect, committing to the graphics interface seems so obvious that now it’s hard to keep a straight face.”

Microsoft CEO **Bill Gates**
(Playboy, July 1994)
"We are being flim-flammed by Bill Gates and his partners. Look at Windows 95. That’s a lot of flimflam, you know… The Windows thing isn’t bought by women. I bet if you look at the sales figures, it’s 80 percent men. Crazy young men or crazy older men who love toys."

*Science fiction author Ray Bradbury*

"The Mac has been dead in the water since 1985 in terms of its user interface. And Windows is still a sort of caricature of the Mac. Windows 95 doesn’t really get it. The user interface is not very good."

*Steve Jobs*

"Fifty years from now, history books are going to say Bill Gates built the computer. Apple will be forgotten."

*Mac Finder coauthor Steve Capps, speaking as a Microsoft employee in 1996*
Windows Timeline (continued)

1998
- Microsoft releases Windows 98
- Apple releases Mac OS 8.5

1999
- Apple releases Mac OS X Server
- Apple releases Mac OS 8.6
- Mac OS 9 announced
- Microsoft releases Windows NT Embedded 4.0
- Apple releases Mac OS 9

2000
- Jobs becomes Apple CEO; Mac OS X unveiled
- Microsoft releases Windows 2000
- Apple releases Mac OS X Developer Preview 4
- Apple releases Mac OS X Public Beta; Microsoft releases Windows Me
Windows Timeline (continued)

2001
- Apple releases Mac OS 9.1
- Apple releases Mac OS X 10.0.0
- Microsoft releases Windows XP

2002
- Apple releases Mac OS X 10.1
- Apple releases Mac OS 9.2.2
- Apple releases Mac OS X 10.2

2003
- Microsoft releases Windows Server 2003
- Apple releases Mac OS X 10.3
The Fallen Apple

In many ways, the story of Newton is very similar to that of Macintosh. Like the Mac before it, the Newton was created largely to satisfy the desire of its designers to own a revolutionary device that only they could conceive. As with the Mac, Newton development began as a small, ill-defined project and grew into a division that some hoped—and many feared—would change the face of Apple forever. The Newton relied heavily on unproven technology and was targeted at new markets, in much the same way that the Mac popularized many computing innovations in an effort to become “the computer for the rest of us.” And just as declining Mac sales played a part in Steve Jobs’ ouster, so did disappointing market reaction to the Newton help seal John Sculley’s fate. Proving that it failed to learn from the Mac experience, Apple was slow to address Newton’s initial shortcomings, allowing competitors’ derivative devices to dominate the personal digital assistant (PDA) market it had created and ultimately forcing a weakened Apple to discontinue Newton in disgrace.

Just as the Macintosh started with one man, Jef Raskin, the Newton was the brainchild of hardware engineer Steve Sakoman. After helping create and launch the Mac Plus, Mac SE, and Mac II, by March 1987 Sakoman was feeling a bit burned out and was entertaining the idea of leaving Apple to start his own company. He wanted to do something new and exciting, not churn out endless variations of the Macintosh. When he discussed his plans with senior VP of R&D Jean-Louis Gassée, Sakoman was enticed to stay at Apple with the promise that he could start a small special projects group researching wireless networking and cursive handwriting recognition. Sakoman was intrigued, but insisted that he would do so only if Gassée promised that his “skunk works” would retain a startup mentality free from corporate interference and marketing’s meddling. Gassée agreed, and Sakoman set out to investigate what it would take to create a new breed of pen-based, mobile, personal information devices.

Every project at Apple needs a code name, so Sakoman choose Newton for his new undertaking, in part because the original Apple logo depicted the 17th-century English scientist sitting beneath an apple tree, but mainly because he believed that “Newton shook up people’s ideas about the way things are.” Sakoman’s plan was to come up with something so radically different from personal computers that it would have a revolutionary effect on the industry, in much the same way that the Macintosh redefined computing three years prior.

By late 1987, Sakoman had staked out his turf in an old chip company’s building on Bubb Road in Cupertino and had begun assembling a small team of engineers. He snared his first superstar engineer when he convinced Steve Capps to return to Apple and join the nascent Newton team that November. The flamboyant Capps, who favors shorts and checkerboard-patterned Vans tennis shoes, had left Apple in 1985 to build his own music software

“In five years or less, computers will probably be capable of recognizing handwriting. We will have taken one step forward in understanding the mystery of shapes recognition. No one knows today what intellectual operation or algorithm allows us to reliably recognize a face, a voice, someone’s handwriting. There are complex shapes that we can describe fairly completely but without being able to recognize them definitely.”

Senior VP of R&D Jean-Louis Gassée, writing in 1985

“I suspect Newton is used as a name because the device can easily be dropped (and probably as easily broken) thus confirming certain precepts of gravitation developed by Isaac Newton.”

Industry columnist John C. Dvorak
As an Apple Fellow working in the Newton group, Steve Capps tooled around Cupertino in a red Honda Civic SI bearing the vanity plate “NOOTOON.”

Steve Capps, a veteran of the original Mac team, was instrumental in the early development of the Newton project.

company and had just invented the Jaminator, the ultimate air guitar/synthesizer. He had cowritten the Mac’s Finder with Bruce Horn and knew what it was like to be involved in the startup phase of a promising project. Capps was concerned that the Newton would end up just another expensive yuppie toy, but Sakoman assured him that wouldn’t happen.

Sakoman originally envisioned a small, lightweight computer and communicator that organized ideas and information at a cost of $2,495, the same as the original Mac. Unencumbered by management oversight, the engineers kept upping the ante, and as Capps feared, the resulting feature creep turned the product into “a monster in a box.” The Newton group was an engineer’s dream: you could research whatever you wanted without pressure to produce an actual product that might some day turn a profit. If a new technology seemed like it was cool, it found its way into the specification. The device grew to a slate code-named Figaro, which measured 8.5 by 11 inches, had a touch-sensitive, active-matrix screen, a pen for handwriting recognition data input, a hard disk, plus an infrared port for beaming data across vast distances. Estimated cost: $6,000 to $8,000.

By 1989, the Newton group was generating ferment on the Apple campus. Just as the Apple II division resented the coddling of the Macintosh development team back when the Apple II was carrying the company, now it was the Mac team that felt slighted. The Mac was Apple’s bread and butter, yet resources were being poured into the Newton team, and they had little to show for it. The Newton’s secrecy contributed to the paranoia, since few outside the group really understood what they were working on. Critics feared that the Newton would compete with the Macintosh Portable, which was to be released on September 20, 1989. As far as many people at Apple were concerned, the Figaro mock-up created by outside industrial designer Giorgetto Giugiaro was just a portable computer with a pen for an input device. Despite Gassée’s initial promises, Sakoman found himself increasingly having to defend Newton at the corporate level, probably because Gassée’s star had begun to fade.

Gassée had been named president of Apple Products in August 1988, placing him just below Sculley in the corporate hierarchy. With their
relationship growing increasingly combative over issues such as licensing (Gassée hated the idea), Sculley essentially demoted Gassée when Michael H. Spindler was named COO on January 29, 1990. The worldwide manufacturing and marketing units that previously reported to Gassée were placed under Spindler. Whatever power to protect the Newton group Gassée once had was fading fast, and Sakoman eventually tired of fighting for its existence. In protest over how Gassée had been treated, Sakoman resigned from Apple on March 2, 1990, the same day Gassée announced he too would leave by September 30.

With its leader suddenly gone, the Newton group’s continued existence was called into question. On the night of March 11, HyperCard creator Bill Atkinson invited Capps, Sculley, Marc Porat, Andy Hertzfeld, and Susan Kare to a meeting at his home to discuss forming a new company. Porat had spent the last year in Apple’s Advanced Technology Group (ATG) trying to determine the company’s future direction. He favored weaning Apple from its sole reliance on the Mac by developing a new smart agent network service with telecommunication companies that could be accessed using a small handheld device. These ideas were embodied in projects code-named Paradigm and Pocket Crystal. Capps asked Sculley what it would mean to Newton if these projects were chosen as Apple’s new direction. Sculley admitted he didn’t quite understand what Newton was and told Capps to put together a Newton prototype that he could show at the next board of directors meeting in April.

Intrigued by what Capps had told him, Sculley dispatched Larry Tesler, who came from Xerox PARC to help design the Lisa interface and was then VP of ATG, to assess the skills of the Newton team and assist them in preparing for the board presentation. At Sculley’s urging, the Newton team had quickly created a hardware mock-up with a display driven by a Mac. Through HyperCard stacks that simulated what the Newton eventually would be capable of doing, it was possible for outsiders to see the potential that the Newton team had intuitively understood all along. When a new manager could not be found for the Newton project, Sculley asked Tesler to take Sakoman’s place as the new project leader and Tesler agreed.

When Capps showed Sculley the prototype, he was enthusiastic. Just as Jobs saw the nascent Mac project as his ticket to prove something to the Lisa team that had kicked him out, Sculley saw in the Newton prototype a chance to prove his technical merit since it could be the stepping stone toward the Knowledge Navigator, which he had described in his 1987 autobiography, Odyssey. “Individuals could use it to drive through libraries, museums, databases, or institutional archives,” wrote Sculley. A concept video created later demonstrated how the portable Knowledge Navigator could use voice recognition, wireless communications, and active assistants to effortlessly gather and organize information. The industry press derided the Knowledge Navigator as blue-sky dreaming since the enabling technologies didn’t yet exist, but Sculley remained convinced of its merits, and the Newton prototype reaffirmed his belief.

“The Fallen Apple

”[Apple] has no room for prima donnas any more.”

Michael Spindler, in his first public speech as Apple COO. Gassée, the flamboyant Frenchman, would tender his resignation within a month.

”[Sculley] did me a great favor: He hired me, promoted me, and let me go with enough money to start my own company.”

Jean-Louis Gassée, who got a severance package worth $1.7 million

After leaving Apple, Sakoman and Gassée cofounded Be, Inc. (see “The Copland Crisis”). After Be’s assets were acquired by Palm in August 2001, Sakoman became chief product officer for PalmSource. He left the company in February 2003 and returned to Apple within two weeks as a VP in the software division.
Most importantly, Sculley realized Apple needed a new breakthrough product to make up for the Mac’s declining margins and the increased competition Apple would face when Microsoft released Windows 3.0 in May 1990. Sculley envisioned a day when various digital media would converge and figured the Newton provided an opportunity to make money on hardware, software licenses, and related telecommunication services. With the board’s approval, Sculley gave the Newton his full support, a price point, and a deadline. The product should be ready for sale at $1,500 on April 2, 1992. The Newton team now had just two years to go from prototype to product.

Sculley put Tesler in charge of the Newton team in May 1990. Now armed with a mandate, the engineers drew up plans for three different Newtons: a small handheld device, a midsized unit, and a large tablet. The old guard favored staying the course with the product plan called Newton Plus, which was similar to the Figaro design: a large (9-by-12 inch) tablet with pen-based handwriting recognition and a brand-new high-level programming language. The midsized (6-by-9 inch) Newton had few supporters, but many of the younger engineers, including Capps, thought the handheld (4.5-by-7 inch) Pocket Newt, as it was called, was the way to go. The Pocket Newt’s strongest advocate was Michael Tchao, the product marketing manager who had just been assigned to the Newton group. He had helped launch the ill-fated Mac Portable the previous September and was anxious to avoid repeating the mistakes that culminated in that “no compromise” behemoth. Tchao desperately tried convincing Tesler that the group should focus its efforts on the much smaller, less-expensive device that would appeal to the mass market of computer-phobic consumers. Tesler opposed the Pocket Newt idea, reasoning that it was foolish to start from scratch with an underpowered handheld device when the Newton
The Fallen Apple

The Newton Plus was backed by four years of work and Figaro concepts had already been created. Sure, the Newton Plus would initially cost $5,000, but only after proving the concept could Apple follow up with a scaled-down model, reasoned Tesler. Tchao, Capps, and Michael Culbert continued fiddling with Pocket Newt as an underground project while the rest of the team focused on Newton Plus.

While work on the Newton hardware and software progressed in Cupertino, a small ATG team in Cambridge, Massachusetts—in cooperation with researchers from Harlequin Group Plc, Carnegie Mellon University, and elsewhere—toiled in secrecy on a revolutionary programming language for Newton. The language would combine the efficiency of C++ with the simplicity of Smalltalk. According to Sculley, it had “a very small kernel, efficient garbage collection, and [was] ideally suited for communications services and products such as [personal digital assistants], set-top boxes, digital telephones, even next-generation PCs. It was intended to be a completely open and licensable object-oriented OS,” much like Sun Microsystems’ Java (code-named Oak).

The project was led by Isaac R. “Ike” Nassi, director of eastern U.S. research for Apple Products, and was considered so top secret that the division wasn’t even listed in the company directory. Hence the language was code-named Ralph, after Ralph Ellison, author of Invisible Man.

The coming months were not easy ones for the Newton group. In July 1990, Apple announced that it was spinning off Porat’s Paradigm and Pocket Crystal projects as General Magic, led by Mac superstars Atkinson and Hertzfeld, who both tried unsuccessfully to recruit Capps. The Newton team couldn’t understand why Apple was suddenly supporting what it viewed as a competitor. Things looked even bleaker when their supporter, Gassée, made good on his promise to resign on September 30.

Larry Tesler took over the Newton project after Steve Sakoman left Apple. He favored developing the larger Newton Plus.

On September 17, 2002, General Magic announced it was ceasing operations, just two months after announcing a deal to provide voice recognition services to General Motors’ OnStar dashboard computing service.
Engineering was also in for a major shake-up. The Newton team had been designing its product around a little-known chip from AT&T that was optimized for running code written in C, not Apple’s new Ralph language. Apple had already paid several million to finance the design of the chip when AT&T asked for several million more to help finish the chip’s development. After conducting an assessment of low-cost RISC (reduced instruction set computing) processors, Tesler concluded that AT&T’s buggy chip carried inherent price/performance disadvantages. As a result, on September 8, Tesler dumped the AT&T chip for the ARM 610 from Advanced Reduced Instruction Set Chip Machines (also known as ARM Ltd.) of Cambridge, England. A few months later, Apple acquired 43 percent of ARM for $2.5 million and placed Tesler on its board of directors as Apple’s representative.

Increasingly distressed at the direction the Newton project was taking under Tesler, Tchao decided to risk his job by going over his boss’s head. On February 10, 1991, aboard Mike Markkula’s private Falcon 900 jet headed to Tokyo’s Macworld Expo, Tchao made an impassioned pitch to Sculley. He protested that the ambitious Newton Plus was too large, too expensive, and too complicated to be completed on time. Instead, he advocated focusing on Pocket Newt, which was smaller, cheaper, and more feasible. The ballsy gambit worked. Sculley gave Tchao’s plan his blessing and directed Tesler to concentrate on Pocket Newt, which came to be known as Junior. The Newton Plus (renamed Senior) project continued in diminished form with the understanding that it would resume in earnest after Junior was released. Likewise, since the Pocket Newt device lacked the power and memory required by Nassi’s programming language, Ralph would eventually shift into a Mac project.

Sculley’s original deadline was little more than a year away, and much work remained. Apple was attempting to create an entirely new class of consumer products using an untested RISC chip, groundbreaking handwriting recognition software, and a completely new programming language. On top of all these obstacles, the Newton represented a new business model for Apple. Traditionally Apple had been a maverick, going it alone with proprietary software and hardware. The mounting success of Microsoft’s broadly licensed Windows had painfully demonstrated the inadequacies of Apple’s approach. Apple had to learn how to negotiate...
licensing agreements if it was going to turn Newton into a new profit center. In September, Apple began formal negotiations with Sharp. By the end of 1991, a team of Apple engineers spearheaded by Paul Mercer had developed a working $400 handheld device, code-named Swatch, based upon the Mac OS. Tesler was furious, but Sculley was intrigued. Mercer’s mistake was lining up Sony as the manufacturer at a time when Apple was negotiating with Sony’s competitor Sharp to produce the Newton. As a result, Swatch was shelved.

On January 7, 1992, during his keynote speech at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas, Sculley rhapsodized about the “digital convergence” of the computer, communication, and content industries and the need for a new type of device, which he dubbed the personal digital assistant. Based upon research performed by Harvard University and Doug Solomon at Apple, he projected that this would comprise a $3 trillion market by the beginning of the 21st century. Although Sculley would later insist he meant he was talking about the size of the entire digital convergence market, many in the audience that day interpreted his remarks as meaning that PDAs would be generating $3 trillion in sales within ten years. Apple’s wildly successful October introduction of the PowerBook line lent Sculley’s prediction considerable credibility and made Apple’s competitors nervous. If Sculley was right, the market would be huge, and nobody wanted to be left out.

Sculley didn’t reveal the Newton at the Winter CES, but planned to do so just four months later at the Summer CES in Chicago, the traditional venue for demonstrating products for the coming Christmas season. The only problem was that Newton wasn’t close to being a finished product. Therefore, the Newton project suddenly kicked into high gear. Marketing needed to create point-of-purchase displays, packaging, sales sheets…the works. They didn’t even have a name yet. Among the product names proposed for the Newton by outside consultants were BrainAmplifier, KnowPad, PowerEnabler, and ZippyPad. As marketing wrestled with these issues, the Industrial Design Group (IDG) worked feverishly to finalize the form factor and physical features of the handheld device. Sculley insisted it

In 1991, Alfred J. Mandel founded a Palo Alto–based marketing consulting firm called the Big Idea Group and produced a calligraphic logo of a lightbulb (above right), the universal cartoon symbol for an idea. After Apple began promoting its Newton technology in 1992, Mandel received calls from friends asking if he had had anything to do with the personal digital assistant because the Newton logo (above left) used in Apple brochures and ads looked suspiciously like the BIG logo.

Mandel initially offered Apple a nonexclusive license to use his firm’s logo on the Newton. After all, he had worked at Apple from 1982 to 1986—first on printer products for the Lisa and then as the event marketing manager for the Macintosh—and he bore no ill will toward his former employer. Uncomfortable with such an arrangement, Apple’s legal department tried to establish that the BIG logo was based upon prior art. Anxious to avoid a protracted lawsuit, Mandel sold Apple the logo on July 29, 1993, with the provision that he could continue using it for one year. BIG switched to using a photorealistic representation of a lightbulb for its logo. Terms of the settlement remain confidential.
The Evolution of the Newton

Here are the specifications for all of the Newton devices shipped by Apple.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>MessagePad</th>
<th>MessagePad 100</th>
<th>MessagePad 110</th>
<th>MessagePad 120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code name</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>Wedge</td>
<td>Lindy</td>
<td>Gelato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>8/2/93</td>
<td>3/4/94</td>
<td>3/4/94</td>
<td>1/30/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$699</td>
<td>$499</td>
<td>$599</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| INTERNAL       |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| CPU            | ARM 610          | ARM 610          | ARM 610          | ARM 610          |
| Speed          | 20MHz            | 20MHz            | 20MHz            | 20MHz            |
| ROM            | 4MB              | 4MB              | 4MB              | 4MB              |
| RAM            | 640K             | 640K             | 1MB              | 1MB (max 2MB)    |

| VIDEO          |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| Pixels         | 240 x 336        | 240 x 336        | 240 x 320        | 240 x 320        |
| Backlighting   | no               | no               | no               | no               |
| Gray-scale     | b&w              | b&w              | b&w              | b&w              |
| Rotation       | no               | no               | no               | no               |

| INPUT/OUTPUT   |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| Serial         | one              | one              | one              | one              |
| InterConnect   | no               | no               | no               | no               |
| Infrared       | 9,600 baud       | 38.4kbps         | 38.4kbps         | 38.4kbps         |
| PCMCIA slots   | one Type II      | one Type II      | one Type II      | one Type II      |
| Keyboard       | no               | no               | no               | no               |
| Microphone     | no               | no               | no               | no               |

| PHYSICAL       |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| Lid            | no               | no               | yes              | yes              |
| Length (inches)| 7.25             | 7.25             | 8.00             | 8.00             |
| Width (inches) | 4.50             | 4.50             | 4.00             | 4.00             |
| Height (inches)| 0.75             | 0.75             | 1.20             | 1.20             |
| Weight (pounds)| 0.90             | 0.90             | 1.28             | 1.28             |

| BATTERIES      |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| Type           | 4 AAA            | 4 AAA            | 4 AA             | 4 AA             |
| Life           | 14 hours         | 14 hours         | 28 hours         | 28 hours         |

| SOFTWARE       |                  |                  |                  |                  |
| Newton OS      | 1.0              | 1.2              | 1.3              | 1.3              |
| Word list      | n/a              | 13,000           | 13,000           | 13,000           |
| Additional words| n/a              | 1,000            | 1,000            | 1,000            |
| Deferred       | no               | yes              | yes              | yes              |

Deferred recognition
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>MessagePad 130</th>
<th>MessagePad 2000</th>
<th>eMate 300</th>
<th>MessagePad 2100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code name</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Project K, Shay</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>3/14/96</td>
<td>3/24/97</td>
<td>2/17/97</td>
<td>10/20/97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$799</td>
<td>$949</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNAL</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>ARM 610</td>
<td>StrongARM SA-110</td>
<td>ARM 710a</td>
<td>StrongARM SA-110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>20MHz</td>
<td>162MHz</td>
<td>25MHz</td>
<td>162MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>8MB</td>
<td>8MB</td>
<td>8MB</td>
<td>8MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>2.5MB</td>
<td>5MB</td>
<td>3MB (max 5MB)</td>
<td>8MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIDEO</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pixels</td>
<td>240 x 320</td>
<td>320 x 480</td>
<td>320 x 480</td>
<td>320 x 480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backlighting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray-scale</td>
<td>b&amp;w</td>
<td>16 grays</td>
<td>16 grays</td>
<td>16 grays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT/OUTPUT</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterConnect</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>one (IrDA)</td>
<td>one Type III</td>
<td>one Type II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared</td>
<td>38.4kbps</td>
<td>115kbps (IrDA)</td>
<td>optional ($100)</td>
<td>two Type II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCMCIA slots</td>
<td>one Type II</td>
<td>two Type II</td>
<td>built-in</td>
<td>optional ($100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>optional ($100)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHYSICAL</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lid</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (inches)</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width (inches)</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (inches)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (pounds)</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BATTERIES</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>4 AA</td>
<td>4 AA</td>
<td>NiMH</td>
<td>4 AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>28 hours</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td>28 hours</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOFTWARE</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newton OS</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word list</td>
<td>93,000</td>
<td>93,000</td>
<td>93,000</td>
<td>93,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional words</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deferred recognition</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“In retrospect, Sculley’s decision to preannounce Newton was a mistake, because it raised expectations higher than necessary and forced us to commit to a design several months before the product actually shipped.”

*Apple industrial designer Tim Parsey*

be small enough to fit into his jacket pocket. When it looked as if there was no way they could shave another millimeter off the case, “we considered sneaking into Sculley’s office and resewing his jacket pockets to make them a tiny bit larger,” admitted IDG’s Bob Brunner. Instead they barely succeeded in passing Sculley’s “pocket test” by flattening some curves and reducing the wall thickness.

The excitement generated by the CES keynote helped Apple nail down the deal with Sharp, and in March the two companies announced a joint licensing and development agreement for the Newton. As the Newton’s first licensee, Sharp would engineer and manufacture the device for Apple and create a slightly modified version that Sharp would market as the Sharp ExpertPad. By April, the Newton team was finally able to get the software to run on a prototype of the hardware, but crashes were common. It was clear the original ship date was a pipe dream at this point. Sculley pushed the team to relentlessly squash the thousands of remaining bugs so that the Newton would at least be stable enough to demonstrate at the upcoming Summer CES. Capps and his crew spent many long days and sleepless nights trying to get Newton ready for its unveiling.

At 10 o’clock on the morning of May 29, the Park West nightclub in Chicago was packed with more than 600 journalists and computer industry insiders anxious for the first glimpse of the Newton. There was tremendous excitement in the room as Sculley took the stage and gushed that Newton “is not just about a product or even a technology. It is about nothing less than a revolution.” Coming from the company that revolutionized the industry with the Macintosh, the skeptical press was prepared to believe that this wasn’t an idle boast. The Newton was Apple’s first major new product line since the Mac debuted eight years prior, and everyone was wondering if Apple could work its particular brand of magic again.

When Tchao took the stage to proudly demonstrate a handheld Newton, it refused to turn on. Momentarily stunned by his baby’s refusal to cooperate, Tchao deftly launched into a speech that explained how Newton allowed users to “capture, organize, and communicate.” Not willing to risk another public failure, Capps followed with a demonstration using a Newton prototype on a card inside a Mac. The crowd seemed impressed, and when Tchao returned to the stage with a working prototype sporting fresh batteries, they were willing to forgive the earlier slip. The Newton looked hot, and soon the buzz was that Apple had another potential winner on its hands. As it turns out, the favorable press was the worst thing that could have happened to Newton. It raised the public’s expectations and competitors’ eyebrows.

Apple had successfully demonstrated the Newton prototype, but there was still much work to be done before it could ship. Frightened competitors scrambled to begin developing PDAs of their own, lest they be left out of a lucrative new market. AT&T gave its Hobbit chip to GO for use in its slate-sized computer, and Casio announced plans to improve its popular B.O.S.S. pocket organizer with Tandy under the name Zoomer. Microsoft,
never missing a chance to hedge its bets, announced its own WinPad device (it never shipped). Even General Magic, Apple's own spin-off, was providing its Magic Cap operating system for use on Motorola’s wireless Envoy and Sony’s MagicLink. The race to get a finished product to market was on.

There was yet another reorganization at Apple in the summer of 1992. The Newton group became part of the newly formed Personal Interactive Electronics (PIE) division led by VP and general manager Gaston Bastiaens. The Belgian-born Bastiaens had come to Apple on July 15 from Philips Electronics in Eindhoven, Netherlands, where he had been director of the Consumer Electronics Division and general manager of the Interactive Media Systems Group, helping launch the Philips CD-Interactive player.

By the fall, it was painfully obvious that major problems remained in Calligrapher, Newton’s pivotal handwriting recognition software developed by Stephan Pachikov of ParaGraph (www.phatware.com) in Moscow. His royalty agreement required 95 percent accuracy, but the code was nowhere near that good. As a result, Apple began backpedaling, subtly shifting the product’s focus to communications instead of data capture. At the same time, development stopped cold on the Senior project. Since Junior didn’t have the processing power or memory required by a sophisticated programming language such as Ralph, a replacement was needed. Yet again, much of the software would have to be scrapped and rewritten, this time for the new C language used in Junior. The demanding workload was never greater and finally became too much to bear for one Newton team member.

Programmer Ko Isono worked on the software that controlled the display of text and graphics on the Newton. In May, upon returning from a trip to his native Japan, he announced to surprised coworkers that he had married. Like the rest of the team, Isono worked incredibly hard, and his Japanese wife was often left to herself in a land she did not know. On December 12, marital and professional stress prompted Isono to shut himself in the bedroom of his Fremont home, take out a pistol, and shoot himself.

News of Isono’s tragic suicide shocked the Newton team and destroyed morale. To numb the pain, many buried themselves even more deeply in their work.
By the time the Winter CES opened in Las Vegas on January 8, 1993, Bastiaens was able to demonstrate an alpha version of Newton. Although it made no public announcements regarding a new ship date, internally Apple was pushing to get Newton out the door on July 29. Weary of Apple’s endless promises, the press became downright antagonistic at the CeBIT trade show held on March 25 in Hannover, Germany. It was there that a reporter badgered Bastiaens, asking, “Will it ever be available? Or is Apple just going to keep announcing that it will be available?” Bastiaens shot back, “I bet my wine cellar on this: The Newton will be available this summer [at a price] well below $1,000.” He also shocked the Newton team by publicly announcing that Apple was freezing beta immediately, meaning if they weren’t already in the code, no new features were going to make it into the product. From here on out, it was a sprint to the finish line, squashing bugs with every step.

As the Newton team tried to tie up its loose ends, things began unraveling elsewhere. Feeling that his role in the Newton group had diminished, Tesler returned to ATG as chief scientist on April 9. Then the shocking news came on June 3 that Casio and Tandy had beat the Newton to market with their Zoomer PDA. Apple responded by pushing the Newton’s launch date from July 29 to August 2. The board of directors was fed up. Despite Sculley’s claims to have spent less than two percent of his time on the Newton, the board felt they could no longer afford to indulge him as Apple was preparing to announce its largest quarterly loss ever, $188.3 million for the third quarter of 1993. On June 18, the board forced Sculley to step down as CEO and replaced him with Spindler (then president, COO, and board member). To put the best face on things, Sculley was allowed to remain as chairman. The only good news to come out of Cupertino that summer was Sculley’s June 23 announcement at Digital World ’93 that “In the last week, our first Newton PDA entered its final testing phase before manufacturing. This product is on track, on schedule, and on its way to revolutionizing the way people capture, organize, and communicate information.” On June 27, Apple managed to ship the Newton “golden master” software to Sharp allowing manufacturing to begin, a full year behind its original schedule.

In comparison to the Mac’s 1984 introduction, the Newton’s debut during Macworld Expo on August 2, 1993, was fairly low key. After six and a half years of development, Sculley and Bastiaens seemed more exhausted than excited when they took the stage at the Boston Symphony Hall and announced that the first Newton was finally shipping. Dubbed the MessagePad, the solid black plastic device measured 4.5 inches long and weighed under a pound. The pressure-sensitive monochrome LCD had a resolution of 240 by 336 pixels. Inside was a 20MHz ARM 610 processor supported by a 4MB ROM and 640K of RAM. A LocalTalk port allowed for connecting other serial devices, and the single PCMCIA Type II card slot could accept additional memory, an optional Wireless Messaging Card, or a modem. There was also an
infrared transceiver that “beamed” data to other Newtons at 9,600 baud over a distance of one meter. All this could be powered by four 6-volt AAA alkaline batteries for up to 14 hours.

Apple tried stressing the MessagePad’s communications and organizational features. With optional cards, the MessagePad could receive pages and exchange faxes as well as email, plus it came with the ability to organize names, dates, phone numbers, and so on in a fileless “data soup.” But the one feature that overshadowed all others was handwriting recognition. Apple said that you could write “Lunch with Bob tomorrow” on the screen with the provided stylus, and the MessagePad would interpret your scrawl into uniform text. Then the intelligence would kick in, scheduling a meeting on the calendar tomorrow at noon, with the contact listed as the last-accessed person named Bob. When it worked, it was wonderfully impressive. Unfortunately, handwriting recognition remained less than perfect, often resulting in peculiar interpretations of the words on screen. Apple promised that accuracy would improve over time as Newton learned its user’s handwriting idiosyncrasies, but that did little to curtail the firestorm of public ridicule, which reached its height with Garry B. Trudeau mocking the Newton in a series of biting Doonesbury cartoons that ran the week of August 23.

Despite its handwriting problems, the Newton MessagePad picked up a number of prestigious industry awards. Apple sold 50,000 Newtons in its first ten weeks on the market. Not bad when you consider it took 73 days for Apple to sell that many Macs, but it was a far cry from the blockbuster success Apple needed to decrease its reliance on the Mac. After the spurt of sales to early adopters and loyal Apple advocates, sales slowed significantly (to 7,500 units per month), just as they had for the Mac, and for many of the same reasons. Pundits applauded the Newton’s unique and innovative features but attacked its unreliable handwriting recognition and high price of $699. Also, compelling third-party programs were lacking, in large part

Despite never actually having used a MessagePad, cartoonist Garry B. Trudeau skewered a Newton look-alike in a series of Doonesbury strips that ran within a month of its release. A longtime Mac fan, Trudeau never intended the strip to be a review of the Newton, but rather saw it as a satire of “guys and their toys.”
“Newton has set the whole category of PDAs back by two years.”
Microsoft CEO Bill Gates

because Apple hadn’t seeded developers with the Newton Toolkit until the previous May at the Worldwide Developers Conference. In addition, although Apple promoted the Newton as a communications device, the modem and pager cards weren’t available immediately, and the NewtonMail service didn’t become fully operational until January 1994.

Newton’s lukewarm reception sealed the fates of both Sculley and Bastiaens at Apple. Since handing over operational control to Spindler on June 18, Sculley focused on getting Newton out the door. After that he had little to do as chairman except plan his own exit, which he formally announced on October 15. Three days later, he revealed he was joining Spectrum Information Technologies, a tiny cellular phone company based in Manhasset, New York. Apple had just posted a 97 percent drop in earnings for its fourth quarter, so few were sorry to see Sculley go. Nor were many tears shed when Bastiaens quit in April 1994.

As was the case with the Mac, Apple was slow to address Newton’s shortcomings primarily because the team was burned out from working so hard for so long. The first improvement came on March 4, 1994, with the introduction of the MessagePad 100 and 110. The MessagePad 100 was essentially the original Newton updated with the same ROM used in the 110. It was created by taking the existing MessagePads in inventory, disassembling them by hand, then unsoldering and updating the ROM. To distinguish these enhanced units from the originals, they were silk-screened with the model name MessagePad 100. The MessagePad 110 (code-named Lindy, the brand name of a pen) was a new unit altogether. It was manufactured in Taiwan by Inventec, not Sharp, and featured a revised industrial design consisting of a removable lid that protected the screen, the size of which had shrunk to 240 by 320 pixels. Battery life almost doubled with the switch to AA cells, and Apple now offered an optional Charging Station (code-named Crib). The new lid and batteries made the MessagePad 110 a little bit heavier, but nobody complained because, in addition to the extra weight, the unit featured 1MB of RAM, tripling the memory available to the user.

In parallel with the Newton hardware development, engineers were also writing a programming language under the code name Ralph. Originally intended for the Newton, it was repurposed for use on the Macintosh. As the Mac version of Ralph neared completion, Apple decided to name the product Dylan, which stood for “dynamic language.” Beta versions were distributed on CDs at the Apple Worldwide Developers Conference in May 1994. On August 24, folk singer Bob Dylan sued Apple for trademark infringement in the U.S. Central District Court of California in Los Angeles.

Seeking unspecified damages, Dylan’s lawyer, Joseph A. Yanny, requested a temporary restraining order barring Apple from using Bob Dylan’s name in conjunction with any new software product. According to the lawsuit, “Apple is intentionally using, and intentionally has used, the names of famous individuals, including (Isaac) Newton, Carl Sagan and now Dylan, in conjunction with Apple’s products in a deliberate attempt to capitalize on the goodwill associated with these famous individuals.”
It’s ironic that Bob Dylan would sue Apple over the use of the name Dylan, considering he was born in Duluth, Minnesota, on May 24, 1941, as Robert Zimmerman and legally adopted the first name of early 20th-century Welsh poet Dylan Thomas in August 1962.

Whatever problems Apple had previously with Dylan were swept aside in 1997 when Apple began using the singer’s image in its Think Different advertising campaign, presumably with Dylan’s approval.

Bob Dylan took exception to Apple’s use of his last name for a programming language.

Shortly after the suit was filed, Apple reached a confidential out-of-court settlement and obtained the rights to trademark Dylan. In a December 14 FAQ distributed to developers, Apple explained, “It is our intention to license the Dylan trademark to any implementation which passes a standard test suite. The purpose of the trademark is to ensure quality and consistency among implementations.” At that time, Apple was planning to release Dylan for 68000-based Macs in mid-1995. Apple shipped Dylan in the fall of 1995, then abandoned the effort on November 17 during an overall reduction in research and development. Once Sun Microsystems’ Java caught on in the Internet community, Apple reasoned that there really was no reason for it to continue developing Dylan. However, Harlequin Inc. of Cambridge, Massachusetts (www.globalgraphics.com), forged ahead with work on a version for Wintel clones. Harlequin’s first implementation of Dylan targeted at Windows 95 and Windows NT shipped in mid-1998.

Apple released the next member of the Newton family—the MessagePad 120 (code-named Gelato because it was available in two flavors: 1MB and 2MB)—in Germany in October 1994, but U.S. customers had to wait until January 30, 1995. By then Newton users could choose from over 100 commercial applications from third-party developers and StarCore, Apple’s Newton-software publishing and distribution arm. In addition to several applications, the MessagePad 120 came bundled with Graffiti, Palm Computing’s popular data-entry software that was more accurate than Newton’s original handwriting recognition. The 1.3 update to the Newton’s OS improved its ability to erase PCMCIA flash cards and
The clouds of criticism that hung over the Newton project since its introduction didn’t part until Apple unveiled the Newton 2.0 operating system (code-named Dante because it took its creators to the seventh level of hell, as in Dante Alighieri’s *Inferno*) in November 1995 at the Fall COMDEX, where it received *Byte*’s coveted “Best of COMDEX” award. Initially available in December as a $109 upgrade for the MessagePad 120 (support for other models followed in the first half of 1996), Newton 2.0 was the first truly substantial improvement to the beleaguered PDA. The new operating system provided better organizational and communications capabilities, as well as the ability to synchronize data with Windows and Mac OS applications. A screen rotation feature enabled users to change the view from portrait to landscape mode. By far the most welcome new feature was the revised handwriting recognizer for printed words (initially developed by ATG for use on the Mac under the code names Rosetta and Mondello) and an improved cursive recognizer from ParaGraph, both of which were highly accurate. “Newton 2.0 marks what could become the turning point for the platform,” said Kimball Brown, VP of mobile computing at Dataquest. “The new capabilities in Newton 2.0 are vastly improved over the previous version, providing new ways for developers to add functionality for customers.”

Just as things started to look up for the Newton at the end of 1995, the situation at Apple was deteriorating rapidly, with rumors of a corporate takeover running rampant throughout Silicon Valley. After an embarrassing and demoralizing appearance at the company’s shareholder meeting, Spindler was replaced as chairman and CEO by Gilbert F. Amelio on February 5, 1996. Amelio had a reputation as a no-nonsense turnaround artist, and many expected that one of his first moves would be to ax the money-losing Newton group so that the firm could focus on saving the Macintosh market. Ken Dulaney, an analyst at The Gartner Group Inc., estimated that by early 1996, Apple had spent almost half a billion dollars developing and promoting Newton with little possibility of turning a profit. So it came as a surprise, on February 16, when Amelio publicly announced, “We will almost certainly keep Newton.” Just months earlier Spindler had instructed Sandy Benett, acting VP of the Newton Systems Group, to seek outside investors. Now Amelio considered Newton “one of Apple’s crown jewels,” and was determined to make it sparkle.

Less than a month later, on March 14, in Hannover, Germany, Apple announced the MessagePad 130 at CeBIT, the largest computer trade show in the world. The $799 device was the first Newton to offer back lighting for on-demand use and a new durable, nonglare screen for viewing and entering
information in any lighting condition. It also came with 512K more system memory for better performance with new Internet solutions and improved multitasking. “As pioneers in the PDA market, we’re listening closely to the market to ensure that we deliver products that meet our customers’ needs,” said Benett. “The MessagePad 130 is the result of this feedback and proof that Apple continues to forge ahead in the evolution of its own Newton-based products.”

Apple had long ago abandoned the dream of selling millions of Newtons to the unwashed masses as a general-purpose consumer electronics “organizer plus” and was now targeting mobile professionals and specialized vertical markets. Analysts accused Apple of repeating the mistakes it made with the Mac: It had fallen in love with its own technology and decided to keep prices high as it sold to the niche market of well-heeled professionals. Apple justified its approach by explaining that the Newton was a fully functional computer with the power to replace a laptop. In contrast, Palm Computing was about to enter the market with its Pilot 1000 ($299) and Pilot 5000 ($369), two low-cost devices designed from the ground up to work with desktop computers, not replace them.

Founded in 1992 by Jeff Hawkins and bought by modem maker U.S. Robotics in September 1995, Palm Computing (www.palm.com) entered the PDA market with the Pilot 1000 and Pilot 5000 in April 1996. Instead of attempting to match the Newton feature for feature, Palm created a smaller, less-expensive “connected organizer” that acted as an accessory to a desktop computer using one-button HotSync technology, an approach that resonated strongly with consumers. In March 1997, the PalmPilot Personal and Professional editions shipped, followed by the Palm III ($399) in April 1998. By the first half of 1998, Palm had captured 41.4 percent of the PDA market, according to International Data Corp. (www.idc.com).
was a complete mobile computer for the business professional, with a full range of personal productivity and desktop connectivity applications. When it shipped on March 24, 1997, the $949 MessagePad 2000 came bundled with Dates (calendar), Notepad (to-do list), Names (contact manager), faxing, EnRoute i-NET (email client), Newton Connection Utilities, NetHopper (web browser), NewtonWorks (word processor), QuickFigure Pro (spreadsheet, $50 extra), and even built-in audio recording capability to take voice notes or record a meeting—up to an hour on one 4MB PC memory card. The new model borrowed the backlit, rotating screen of the MessagePad 130 and added 16 levels of gray for improved graphics. The biggest news wasn’t what you saw, but what you felt immediately when using the MessagePad 2000: It was amazingly fast, thanks to the 160MHz StrongARM processor. “The StrongARM processor makes a real difference,” said Benett, VP of the Newton Systems Group. “Applications of all kinds run noticeably faster and more efficiently than with a conventional device. Handwriting is translated almost instantaneously into digitized text, and you can switch between applications and share data quickly and seamlessly.”

Introduced alongside the MessagePad 2000 was the $800 eMate 300 (code-named Project K, Schoolbook, and Shay), a Newton distinguished by its translucent green, ABS-plastic enclosure in the shape of a clamshell with a handle, protecting a built-in keyboard. Apple was afraid that demand for the eMate 300 would outstrip supply, so it decided to restrict sales to the education market initially. As these new devices garnered positive press, Newton sales picked up, and it appeared Apple had finally delivered products worthy of the initial PDA promise. “The MessagePad 2000 is a hot ticket item,” said Steve Elms, president of Newton Source, a chain of specialty stores with outlets in Los Angeles, New York, and San Francisco. “We can’t keep them on our shelves.” Declining to release exact figures, Benett revealed that Newton sales were about three times what they had been the previous quarter, well above projections. Apple may have been blowing out its own internal numbers, but the marketplace was demonstrating a decisive preference for less-expensive, less-capable devices. Palm had just introduced the PalmPilot Personal ($299) and Professional ($399) and was on its way to selling one million units within 18 months.

On the product front, Apple was finally hitting on all cylinders with Newton, but behind the scenes, management had been trying to sell the division to raise cash and focus on the Macintosh. According to Amelio, “keeping the Newton alive had been costing Apple some $15 million a quarter...but now, with the MessagePad 2000, Newton was breaking even and poised to be a money-earner for the company.” At the Seybold conference held in New York that April, chief technology officer Ellen M. Hancock admitted that Apple was looking for an investment partner for the Newton Systems Group. It was rumored that Apple had approached Acorn Computer Group, Ericsson, Oracle, Samsung, Sony, Sun Microsystems, and UMAX. Amelio was secretly willing to accept as little as $50 million, but each potential buyer decided to pass for one reason or another.
Having failed to find a buyer, on May 22 Apple announced it was spinning off Newton as a wholly owned subsidiary called Newton Inc. to support, sell, and market the MessagePad 2000. The spin-off also assumed ownership of the eMate 300, although Apple reserved for itself the exclusive license. “Over the past year, we have seen the Newton Systems Group launch compelling products based on the Newton operating system,” said Amelio. “We believe that the time is right to establish the group as a focused entity. This decision allows the new subsidiary to pursue its business and create the marketing and operating strategies it needs to succeed.” Approximately 130 Apple employees were transferred to the new enterprise led by COO Benett (the CEO position was vacant and would remain so).

Apple CFO Fred Anderson said Cupertino would fund Newton Inc.’s initial operations but hoped to eventually find outside investors or take the company public within two years. In a surprising announcement, he predicted Newton Inc. would be profitable within 12 months. “We expect significant growth and profit in Newton’s first year,” said Anderson. While Apple declined to provide market figures, analysts put the installed base for Newton OS 2.0–based units at roughly 150,000. The company reportedly had sold more than 10,000 MessagePad 2000s in the first six weeks after the product’s introduction in March and expected to sell 50,000 to 75,000 units in 1997. “We don’t have to be wildly more successful than today” to become profitable, Benett affirmed.

On August 6, Benett proudly announced, “Newton Inc. is now completely autonomous from Apple. We have our own board of directors, financial model, and business plan focused on the development of products and licensable technologies to meet the computing and communications needs of today’s corporate mobile users.” Newton Inc. sported a new corporate logo and was in the process of relocating to old Apple offices in Santa Clara. It looked like Newton was finally going to get a chance to prove itself unencumbered by Cupertino politics. Then the unthinkable happened: Apple announced it was not spinning off Newton after all.

Almost immediately after Newton Inc. was spun out of Apple, complete with a new logo, Jobs pulled it back inside. The plan to form Newton Inc. was hatched under Amelio, but following Amelio’s July 9 resignation, Steve Jobs had been running the company on an informal basis, and apparently this was just one of many of Amelio’s decisions with which he didn’t agree. On September 4, Newton Inc. executives met with Jobs, who told them not to bother moving into their new digs. Five days later, Apple announced it would pull the Newton subsidiary back in and create a division for the eMate 300, calling it “a major strategic opportunity” and promising to expand its availability beyond the education channels to which it had been previously restricted. Although he seemed to focus on the eMate 300, Jobs publicly insisted, “We are not dumping the MessagePad.”
As if to demonstrate that Jobs could be taken at his word, Apple launched the $1,000 MessagePad 2100 on October 20. The 2100 was the first Newton to support an Ethernet card, providing much faster connections with networks. Electronic mail and Internet browsing were easier, thanks to AllPen Software’s NetHopper 3.2 graphical web browser and Newton Internet Enabler 2.0, Apple’s TCP/IP software that provided Internet and intranet connections plus AppleTalk and Ethernet support. The biggest improvement was the 4MB of RAM (up from 1MB in the MessagePad 2000) and a related increase in the system heap that allowed users to comfortably run multiple programs without being forced to reset. The MessagePad 2100 was ready to go when Apple pulled the Newton group back in, so instead of proving Apple’s commitment to the MessagePad, its release simply showed that Apple was prudently attempting to recoup some of its development costs.

By the end of 1997, all Newton work had ceased at Apple, and many of the division’s key employees had jumped to competitor 3Com’s Palm Computing subsidiary—maker of the popular PalmPilot—or been transferred to Apple’s portable products division, rumored to be working on PDAs based upon a scaled-down version of the Mac OS, much in the fashion that Microsoft developed its Windows CE operating system specifically for handheld computers. Responding to the rumor on December 29, an Apple spokesperson told CNET, “We are satisfied with the success of the Newton group. The eMate is doing well and the MessagePad is doing well too—units are on backorder.” But numbers compiled by Dataquest told a different story. According to the San Jose–based research firm, Apple sold 63,000 MessagePads in 1996, down from 88,000 the year before. Indications were that Apple had managed to sell only 43,000 units in the first half of 1997, with sales tapering off drastically as rumors circulated that Apple was developing a Mac OS–based eMate.

On February 27, 1998, just weeks after reorganizing Claris into a stand-alone subsidiary called FileMaker Inc., Apple announced it would discontinue further development of the Newton OS and devices and that it did not anticipate extending the current licensing program. Although some speculated it was Jobs’ way of getting back at Sculley for forcing him out of Apple in 1985, he explained, “This decision is consistent with our strategy to focus all of our software development resources on extending the
Macintosh operating system. To realize our ambitious plans we must focus all of our efforts in one direction.” Apple stressed its long-term commitment to affordable mobile computing and hoped its Newton customers and developers would make the transition to Mac OS–based products, which were promised for early 1999. Apple vowed to provide support for existing Newton users and said it would continue to market and sell its current inventory of MessagePad 2100 and eMate 300 devices, though initially it inexplicably refused to lower prices. It’s not known whether any large customers took advantage of Apple’s offer to place purchase orders for 1,000 or more MessagePad 2100 or eMate units.

When Newton Inc. was spun off six months earlier, it had 130 employees, but by the time the ax fell in February, only 30 remained in the group. Apple finally admitted what many had speculated, that it had moved most employees to a hardware R&D group focusing on a new Mac OS-based low-end portable that would ship as the iBook. Apple decided not to sell the Newton unit because it failed to find anyone willing to pay enough to offset the investment Apple had made in the technology, and it didn’t want to lose key engineers. CFO Anderson said Apple wouldn’t take a charge against earnings and in fact expected to save a “few million dollars” quarterly from shutting down the unit, which, he noted, “has not been historically profitable,” to say the least.

Almost 11 years after the Newton project was initiated, and after spending an estimated half-billion dollars on its development and marketing, Apple had managed to sell only 150,000 to 300,000 Newton devices during four and a half years on the market. The profitless product became a lightning rod for criticism, pushed one engineer to suicide, and proved the undoing of a high-profile CEO and numerous vice presidents. It will probably go down in history as yet another Apple failure in the tradition of the Lisa and Mac Portable, but it is important to remember that out of those disasters came the Macintosh and PowerBook successes. Even if Apple is unable to redeem itself with a successful product based upon its Newton experience, it deserves credit for pioneering the PDA market.

“Focus is all about saying no. To get back on a growth track we have to be focused on that mission. Newton, although it is a great technology, did not fit that mission.”  
Apple CFO Fred Anderson

“Whether or not the product succeeded, we helped set up a category. We set that whole form factor. You have to be bold to make bold jumps. When you succeed, you’re everybody’s favorite hero, and when you fail, you’re everybody’s goat.”  
Newton lead engineer Steve Capps, who moved on to Microsoft after leaving Apple in June 1996 (San Francisco Chronicle, February 28, 1998)
To invoke an Easter egg displaying a list of the developers, write About Newton, then tap Assist.
Newton Timeline (continued)

1991
- Spindler elected to Apple board of directors
- Echoo convinces Sculley to focus on Pocket Newton (Junior)
- Apple and Sharp begin formal Newton negotiations
- First PowerBooks and Quadras introduced

1992
- Sculley $3 trillion prediction at CES
- Original Newton ship date (missed)
- Sculley demonstrates Newton prototype at CES
- Bastiaens named VP and GM of PIE
- Newton Plus (Senior) development stops
- Isono commits suicide

1993
- Tesler returns to ATG
- Apple demonstrates alpha Newton at CES
- Newton Toolkit seeded at WWDC
- Casio/Tandy Zoomer PDA ships; Spindler replaces Sculley as CEO; Sharp gets Newton golden master
- Newton MessagePad ($699) ships
- NewtonMail service becomes operational
- Newton installed base = 50,000
- Apple buys Big Idea Group's lightbulb logo for Newton
- Sculley resigns as Apple chairman, joins Spectrum

1994
- MessagePad 100 and 110 ship; First Power Macs ship
- Bob Dylan sues Apple over Dylan (née Ralph)
- Apple distributes Dylan beta on CD at WWDC
- Bastiaens leaves Apple
- Capps appointed Apple Fellow
The Newton in 1998 looks remarkably unchanged from the Newton in 1993, with the exception that the handwriting now works and the screen is readable. Why wasn’t it miniaturized; cost reduced; why didn’t [Apple] learn from the great success of the PalmPilot that simple tasks like data synchronization with your desktop PC are really useful; etc.?”
Former Apple CEO John Sculley (email, March 3, 1998)
What Jobs Did NeXT

After being stripped of all operational responsibilities on May 31, 1985, Steve Jobs had little to do at Apple, so he began canvassing the country’s colleges asking them to describe their ideal university computer. In early September, Jobs had lunch with Paul Berg, Nobel laureate and Stanford University biochemist. When Berg complained of the difficulty of performing “wet-lab” research on gene splicing, Jobs suggested simulating the experiments on a computer. Berg was supposedly so enthusiastic about the idea that Jobs felt he was onto something big. Within weeks, Jobs decided to launch a startup with five other Apple employees: Susan Barnes (senior controller for U.S. sales and marketing), George Crow (engineering manager), Dan’l Lewin (higher education marketing manager), Rich Page (Apple Fellow), and Guy “Bud” Tribble (manager of software engineering).

When Jobs announced his plans to Apple’s board of directors, it initially expressed an interest in investing in the new venture, Next Inc. (later changed to NeXT Computer, Inc.), but the board went ballistic when Jobs revealed the names of the five employees who would be joining him. Jobs resigned as Apple chairman, and Apple sued him for dereliction of duties. Apple eventually dropped the suit in January 1986, when Jobs agreed to a six-month moratorium on hiring Apple employees. Curiously, Apple insisted on a non-compete clause that required any computers created by Jobs’ new company to be more powerful than any of Apple’s offerings.

Nobody has ever accused Jobs of frugality. When it came to choosing a logo for his new company, he spared no expense. He met with four noted designers, but none was deemed worthy. Ultimately, Jobs decided he wanted 71-year-old Yale professor Paul Rand to design the NeXT logo. Widely considered the grand master of American graphic arts, Rand had previously designed logos for such business institutions as ABC, IBM, UPS, and Westinghouse. In fact, it was Rand who, in the 1960s, convinced International Business Machines to drop its full name and use only initials. Rand continued to consult for IBM, so initially he declined to work for Jobs, citing a conflict of interest. Amazingly enough, Jobs convinced IBM vice chairman Paul Rizzo to release Rand of his obligation.

Perhaps Rand had heard about how mercurial Jobs could be, because before accepting the commission, he insisted on being paid $100,000 in advance to create only one design, and he would be under no obligation to revise his work if it failed to please Jobs. Jobs accepted the terms, and in June 1986, Rand produced a logo reminiscent of a child’s wooden block tilted at a precise 28° angle, bearing the letters of the company, each in a different color, perhaps inspired by artist Robert Indiana’s Love painting that was popularized by a 1973 postage stamp. The bizarre capitalization of the company’s name was Rand’s idea, who explained that the lowercase e would stand out and could represent “education, excellence, expertise, exceptional, excitement, e = mc².”

“It is hard to think that a $2 billion company with 4,300-plus people couldn’t compete with six people in blue jeans.”
Steve Jobs, on Apple’s suit following his resignation
(Newsweek, September 30, 1985)

For the first four months of its life, NeXT operated out of Jobs’ Woodside mansion at 460 Mountain Home Road (the iron-gated entrance is actually on Robles Drive). The first formal offices were in the Stanford University Industrial Park on Deer Park Road in Palo Alto, not far from Xerox PARC. The company eventually moved to an office complex in Redwood City, where it remained until Apple purchased it in 1996.
NeXT began life in late 1985 with a $7 million stake from Jobs, but was operating at a ferocious burn rate that would leave it virtually penniless by the end of 1986. Rather than dig into his own pockets again, Jobs distributed a prospectus throughout the venture capital community, which he had spurned when NeXT was founded. Now Jobs was only too willing to accept their investments. He sought $3 million for a ten percent stake in NeXT, giving the productless, revenueless NeXT a ludicrous $30 million valuation. Not surprisingly, there were no takers.

As luck would have it, H. Ross Perot was watching television one night in November 1986 when he came across John Nathan's *The Entrepreneurs*, a documentary in which NeXT was featured. Perot was so fascinated by the young startup that he called Jobs the following day and casually remarked, "If you ever need an investor, call me." Not wanting to appear too eager, Jobs waited a week before inviting Perot to come take a look at his firm and meet its employees. Instead of focusing on the hard numbers, which would never stand up to due diligence, Jobs insisted Perot consider the intangibles during his January 1987 visit to NeXT’s empty factory in Fremont. The approach appealed to Perot, who essentially opened his checkbook and asked Jobs how much he wanted.

Apparently Jobs was running a very special sale that day just for Texas billionaires. Jobs demanded $20 million for 16 percent of NeXT, giving the firm an unbelievable valuation of $125 million. In February 1987, Perot accepted without blinking and became the company's largest investor and a board member. "Do the math," said one venture capitalist, "and you have to assume that Perot is investing more out of emotion than prudence." Perot justified the price by responding, "I'm investing in quality." Stanford University and Carnegie Mellon also invested $1.3 million for a one percent combined share in NeXT.

It wasn't until October 12, 1988, that Jobs unveiled the NeXT Computer to an eager crowd of 4,500 assembled at Louise M. Davies Symphony Hall in San Francisco. Even that was premature, because the final version of the NEXTSTEP operating system (originally called NeXTstep) didn't ship until September 18, 1989. Jobs, however, didn't see the NeXT Computer as late. He insisted it was "five years ahead of its time."

The specifications certainly were impressive: 25MHz Motorola 68030 processor, 8MB of memory expandable to 16MB, 250MB Canon optical disc drive, Motorola 68882 math coprocessor, and Motorola 56001 digital signal processor to drive real-time sound, array processing, modem, fax, and encryption functions. All this was housed in a 12-inch cube, with a detached 17-inch Sony monochrome monitor, keyboard, and mouse. The NeXT Computer ran a UNIX 4.3–based Mach operating system and featured a powerful object-oriented development environment. Also included on disc were the complete works of Shakespeare, a dictionary, a thesaurus, a book of quotations, the documentation, WriteNow, Mathematica, a relational database server, an artificial intelligence language, a C compiler, a personal information manager, and email with integrated voice capabilities.

"He told me that we’re going to hit one out of the ball park.”

*Steve Jobs*, on Perot’s investment

(Accidental Millionaire, p. 214)
NeXT announced that it would sell the entire package direct to colleges and universities, which would in turn resell them to students and faculty for $6,500. At the time, Apple’s top-of-the-line computer was the Mac IIx, with a 16MHz 68030 and a suggested retail price of $7,769 for a stripped-down model.

When describing the NeXT Computer, the press never failed to make a big deal about its unique black matte finish and 12-inch magnesium cube shape, calling it a bold new look. Actually, Jobs had his hand in designing another black computer years earlier. In the summer of 1981, Apple produced a special version of the Apple II for the audiovisual equipment manufacturer, Bell & Howell. It was distinguished from the standard Apple II by extra audio and video connectors on the back panel and its all-black plastic housing. Also interesting is that the same industrial design firm—Hartmut Esslinger’s frog design (www.frogdesign.com)—responsible for the big, black NeXT Computer was also responsible for the sleek “Snow White” Apple IIc introduced in 1984. As for the computer’s shape, it was reminiscent of the Pixar Image Computer created three years prior, and Jobs would eventually return to a similar form in 2000 with Apple’s Power Mac G4 Cube.

Like the Macintosh before it, the NeXT Computer took longer than expected to develop, was more expensive than originally hoped for, used a nonstandard disk drive, and did not have a color display. Nonetheless, the initial press reaction was enormously favorable. Stewart Alsop, editor of P.C. Letter, predicted that NeXT would sell 25,000 machines in 18 months. Michael Murphy, editor of California Technology Stock Letter, went one better in predicting that NeXT would sell 50,000 machines in two years. Louise Kohl, executive editor at MacUser, trumped everyone with her prediction, “This machine will replace sex.”
When all the hoopla of the introduction faded, it became apparent that higher education just didn’t see things the same way as the fawning press. The NeXT Computer didn’t deliver what the educators had asked for. It was too expensive to be a personal computer and too underpowered to be a workstation, leading NeXT’s marketing staff to invent the term “personal workstation” so that it could claim to be a leader in a market segment that heretofore didn’t exist.

As soon as it became apparent that NeXT wasn’t going to be successful selling only to higher education, it struck a deal with Businessland, giving the nation’s largest computer retailer the rights to sell 100,000 machines in three years. At the March 1989 announcement, Businessland’s chairman, president, and CEO David Norman boldly predicted, “NeXT revenues will be as much over the next twelve months as Compaq was over the last twelve months. Compaq business was about $150 million.”

Considering that Businessland would sell the computer for $9,995 with absolutely no discounting, Norman’s boast worked out to roughly 10,000 machines, plus peripherals, in the coming year. While that may not seem like an unrealistic goal, consider that toward the end of 1988, NeXT was selling a pathetic 400 machines a month at the educator’s price of $6,500. By some accounts, Businessland sold only 360 units in all of 1989. Oblivious to the clear signals the marketplace was sending, NeXT’s head of manufacturing was ramping up the factory to produce 120,000 computers annually.

In spite of the machine’s lackluster sales, Jobs was able to entice IBM and Canon to place big bets on NeXT. In the first quarter of 1989, IBM was seeking an alternative to Microsoft Windows, and Jobs got it to part with $60 million for a nonexclusive license to NEXTSTEP 1.0. Many other top-tier Wintel clone vendors—including Compaq and Dell—were also interested in licensing NEXTSTEP, but Jobs stubbornly refused to accept their demands that NeXT stop producing hardware. In June 1989, the Japanese conglomerate Canon paid $100 million for a 16.67 percent share of NeXT, giving the company an implicit value of $600 million.

Humbled by the underwhelming response to the NeXT Computer, Jobs and company set about addressing some of the major complaints about its speed, price, lack of color, hard drives, and floppies. On September 18, 1990, NeXT introduced four new workstations based on the brand-new, 25MHz Motorola 68040 processor. The $4,995 NeXTstation, or “slab,” was shaped like a pizza box and contained a 2.88MB, 3.5-inch floppy disk drive, a 105MB hard disk, 8MB of memory expandable to 32MB, and a monochrome monitor.

The $7,995 NeXTstation Color came with a 16-inch MegaPixel Trinitron monitor capable of displaying 4,096 colors, a sound box, and memory expandable from 12MB to 32MB. The $7,995 NeXTcube, housed in a case similar to the original NeXT Computer, came standard with the same display, memory, and disk configuration as the NeXTstation, but since it was designed to be a network server, it offered more expansion.
possibilities in those areas. For an additional $3,995, users could add the 32-bit NeXTdimension video board, giving the NeXTcube 16.7 million colors in Display PostScript. In comparison, the best Apple had to offer at the time was the $8,969 Mac IIfx with a 40MHz 68030.

To outward appearances, NeXT was on a roll, but looks were deceiving. The '040–based machines didn't ship for months after their introduction due to a shortage of the new processors from Motorola. Furthermore, the NeXTdimension's compression chip was abandoned by its third-party developer, leaving an empty socket on the board and a bad taste in the mouths of true believers who had spent almost $12,000 for the high-end color system. In April 1991, another founder, CFO Barnes, called it quits (VP of marketing Lewin resigned in February the previous year). Then on May 14, NeXT was forced to terminate its March 1989 sales agreement with Businessland because the retailer closed its outlets. To make matters worse, the firm's highly respected outside investor, Perot, resigned from the

“Medicine will cure death and government will repeal taxes before Steve will fail. You can quote me.”
Former Apple evangelist
Guy Kawasaki, explaining why NeXT will eclipse Sun Microsystems as the dominant workstation manufacturer (NeXTWORLD, Fall 1991)
What Jobs Did NeXT

“I think Ross would be an excellent president. I think he’s got a real chance and I’m helping him every way I can.”

Steve Jobs, commenting on Perot’s failed 1992 bid for the U.S. presidency (NeXTWORLD, Fall 1992)

“We knew we’d either be the last hardware company that made it or the first that didn’t, and we were the first that didn’t.”

Steve Jobs, on NeXT’s aborted computer efforts

“We also need an alternative to Microsoft in the systems-software area. And the only hope we have for that, in my opinion, is NeXT.”

Steve Jobs

By 1992, NeXT was pinning its hopes on its NEXTSTEP object-oriented operating system for Intel-based computers.

board of directors in June, complaining that “I shouldn’t have let you guys have all that money. Biggest mistake I made.”

At the first NeXTWORLD Expo held in San Francisco on January 22, 1992, Jobs announced cheaper, faster, “Turbo” versions of the NeXTstation, NeXTstation Color, and NeXTcube, all built around the 33MHz Motorola 68040 processor. More significantly, he announced NEXTSTEP 3.0 and NEXTSTEP 486, a $995 version that would run on Intel 80486 processors simultaneously with UNIX, MS-DOS, and Windows. NEXTSTEP 3.0 was to ship in the second quarter of 1992, but wasn’t released until late September in the wake of VP of software Tribble’s June resignation. NEXTSTEP 486 was originally promised for September but didn’t ship until May 1993. By then the name had changed to NEXTSTEP For Intel Processors, since it could run on both 486 and Pentium machines.

With $250 million down the tubes and his VP of hardware Page out the door in January 1993, Jobs realized he could never reproduce the magic necessary to create Silicon Valley’s next Apple Computer, so he decided to shoot for becoming the next Microsoft. On February 10, 1993—“Black Tuesday”—NeXT laid off 280 of its 530 employees and announced it would sell the hardware side of its business to Canon so that it could focus on selling NEXTSTEP For Intel Processors as the premier object-oriented operating system for Intel-based computers, just as Compaq and Dell had asked it to do four years prior. With no computers to produce, VP of analog engineering Crow decided it was time to go in April 1993. Less than eight years after founding NeXT with five other Apple alums, Steve Jobs was the only original founder remaining at the company.
Like an Erector set, object-oriented programming allows corporations to build large, complex custom applications using small, off-the-shelf objects, each designed to do specific tasks. While NEXTSTEP was widely considered to be a fabulous product, the market was not without competition. Microsoft’s own object-oriented version of Windows NT (code-named Cairo) was released in 1994, and both IBM and Apple had high hopes for Pink, the operating system under development at their joint venture, Taligent. Pink never saw the light of day and dropped out of contention on December 19, 1995, when Taligent was absorbed into IBM as a wholly owned subsidiary. Windows NT, on the other hand, went on to great success in the enterprise market.

In 1994, NeXT reported its first yearly profit of $1.03 million on revenues of $49.6 million. By September 1995, Jobs claimed NeXT was consistently profitable. The following year, Goldman, Sachs & Company tried to take NeXT public, but the IPO never got off the ground.

The proprietary NEXTSTEP evolved into an open operating system called OPENSTEP, jointly developed with Sun Microsystems, but never found much acceptance outside of very small niche markets such as financial services. As a result, in the spring of 1996, NeXT began shifting its focus to an Internet development tool called WebObjects, which proved moderately successful.

Although his hardware failures had tarnished his image as Silicon Valley’s golden boy, few people were willing to write off Jobs altogether, and many secretly wished he could pull off another miracle to match the Mac. Their wishes came true as 1996 drew to a close and Jobs orchestrated the redemption of NeXT with his triumphant return to Apple Computer (see “The Copland Crisis”).

“In my 20 years in this industry, I have never seen a revolution as profound as [object-oriented programming]. You can build software literally 5 to 10 times faster, and that software is much more reliable, much easier to maintain and much more powerful…. All software will be written using this object technology someday. No question about it.”

Steve Jobs
(Rolling Stone, June 16, 1994)
“Without Jobs, Apple is just another Silicon Valley company, and without Apple, Jobs is just another Silicon Valley millionaire.”

Technology journalist Nick Arnett (Accidental Millionaire, p. 218)
After leaving NeXT, Dan’l Lewin worked at GO and KidSoft. In 1998 he became president of Aurigin Systems, a startup selling software that enabled organizations to uncover and use patent data for strategic business decisions. On January 30, 2001, he joined Microsoft as VP of .NET business development.

“there are a lot of people who do one incredible thing and then we never hear from them again. J. D. Salinger wrote catcher in the rye, but what else has he done?”

Former controller of the Mac division
Deborah Coleman, on Jobs
(Forbes, April 29, 1991)
"You can have a good product with a lot of good philosophical thinking behind it—a lot of pureness—and still not sell. You gotta have some luck, too. The NeXT is a good machine that just didn’t have the luck to make it successful."

*Steve Wozniak*

It took Apple only 73 days to sell 50,000 Macintosh computers. It took Jobs seven years to sell as many NeXT computers.
The Pixar Phenomenon

Like Apple, the story of Pixar starts in a garage in the mid 1970s with two young men sharing a passion. As a child, Edwin E. Catmull wanted to be an animator for Walt Disney, but he realized that he lacked the necessary artistic skills. He went into computer graphics instead, and eventually wound up at the impressive-sounding New York Institute of Technology (NYIT), a vocational school where he worked in the Computer Graphics Laboratory out of a renovated four-car garage on a large estate. It was in Old Westbury on Long Island in 1975 that Catmull met the man who would become his partner in Pixar a decade later, Alvy Ray Smith (www.alvyray.com).

At “New York Tech,” Catmull and Smith worked for an eccentric multimillionaire by the name of Alexander Schure. Even with a rich benefactor and the freedom to experiment with cutting-edge computer graphics routines and equipment, their dream of producing a computer-generated animated feature film was a long way from reality. Nonetheless, every year the two made a pilgrimage to Disney to gauge its interest in tackling the task, and every year they were turned down. The two knew that as chips become ever more powerful and less expensive, it was only a matter of time before an animated feature was financially feasible. In the meantime, they’d have to keep themselves happy laying the groundwork necessary to fulfill their vision.

Around the time Catmull and Smith joined forces, motion picture director George Walton Lucas Jr. established Industrial Light & Magic (ILM) in Northern California to produce special effects for *Star Wars*. Back then, the state-of-the-art in special effects required detailed scale models,
Looking to automate the tedious ILM work and revolutionize the way motion pictures were made, Lucas set up a computer division of Lucasfilm Ltd. In 1979, Lucas hired Catmull as the director of the division, who in turn hired Smith as director of computer graphics. The two thought they were going to get a chance to create special effects using computer graphics, but Lucas’ vision wasn’t that farsighted. He wanted them to design and build digital versions of the traditional tools of filmmaking: an audio synthesizer, video editor, and optical printer.

Smith took employees Loren Carpenter and Rodney Stock to a burger joint in Ignacio for a brainstorming session to name their optical printer project. Smith recalls, “I set the stage by suggesting that I would like a name like ‘laser’ that was a noun but looked like a verb, explaining that I grew up in New Mexico, surrounded by Spanish and that Spanish verbs all end in -ir, -er, or -ar. I suggested, for example, ‘pixer,’ meaning to make pictures, but to be used as a noun.” One of Smith’s companions pointed out that “radar” had a very high-tech feel to it and suggested “pixar.” Smith thought that worked just fine because -ar was also a verb ending. Their project now had a name: Pixar.

While they worked on building the machines Lucas requested, Smith and Catmull also assembled a dream team of top computer graphics researchers and scientists in their division of Lucasfilm. But a few weeks before the May 25, 1983, release of Return of the Jedi, they got a wake-up call when George and Marcia Lou Lucas (née Griffin) announced their intention to divorce after 14 years of marriage. Under California law, each was entitled to half of the combined marital assets. George wanted to retain his various movie-making interests and Marcia was willing to settle for cash, which meant that he had to come up with an estimated $35 to $50 million.

Catmull and Smith feared that Lucas would split up or close their division. The two proposed that Lucas spin them out as a separate company (the audio and editing machines were eventually spun off into a company called Droid Works). Hungry for cash and not appreciating the many revolutionary ways their work on computer graphics could be applied to filmmaking, Lucas agreed. From NYIT to Lucasfilm, Catmull and Smith had gone from one wealthy patron to another, and now they hoped they could find a third.

Two years passed, and the computer division was still on the block with Lucasfilm asking $30 million, an amount Smith thought “incredibly high.” In April 1985, the computer division—now named Pixar—unveiled the Pixar Image Computer (PIC), a prototype of the digital optical printer. Able to process graphics at a speed of 40 million instructions per second, the “computer” was really a special-purpose, pixel-based graphics machine that had to be integrated into a host system such as a DEC or Sun Microsystems workstation. The PIC’s four processors could work simultaneously on the red, green, blue, and transparency of a single pixel, creating stunningly realistic images.
At the time of PIC’s unveiling, Steve Jobs was still chairman of Apple. He had been told of the opportunity to buy Pixar by Apple Fellow Alan Kay, who had worked with Smith at Xerox PARC in the 1970s. In May 1985, Jobs tried to convince Apple’s board to purchase Pixar, but he found “no one there was interested.” For a while it looked like Lucas would get what he was asking when H. Ross Perot’s EDS (a General Motors subsidiary) and N.V. Philips made an offer for Pixar. But a rift between Perot and GM’s board of directors caused the deal to fall apart. By the time Jobs learned that Pixar was again in play, he had resigned from Apple, founded NeXT (see “What Jobs Did NeXT”), and sold a great deal of Apple stock. Jobs came back to the table with a lowball offer of $10 million (half for nonexclusive rights to the technology, and half to capitalize the new firm), and Lucas accepted.

On February 3, 1986, Jobs formally acquired a majority interest in Pixar, with the remainder divided amongst Pixar’s 43 employees. Catmull was named president, Smith was named VP, and Jobs took the title of chairman, though he did not draw a salary nor involve himself in the day-to-day affairs of the firm. According to Smith, “Jobs had nothing to do with the…company (other than the all-important capitalization) until years later when Toy Story was about to go online. He swept in and took over the presidency (from Ed) at that point, as the cameras rolled.”

When it was spun out of Lucasfilm, Pixar had built 13 prototypes of the PIC, but had not yet managed to sell any. “We were essentially an academic group disguised as a company,” admits Smith. “We wanted to set the standard for how rendering was done.” In May, Pixar began shipping the PIC at a base price of $122,000. Although Catmull admitted at the time that the demand for the computer among entertainment companies was “minuscule,” Jobs predicted “image computing will explode during the next four years, just as supercomputing has become a commercial reality during the last several years.”

Unfortunately, although the PIC was ahead of its time, it was also very hard to use and not exactly inexpensive. Even after a price reduction to $79,000 as component prices dropped, Pixar still managed to sell only an estimated 100 units by late 1987. On February 1, 1988, the Pixar II was introduced at a base price of $29,500. The entry-level Pixar II came with 12 to 108MB of image memory and had a maximum resolution of 1,280 by 1,024 pixels. In contrast, the high-end PIC now cost $49,000 and could be configured with 24 to 192MB of image memory and supported

“I don’t want to be in the R&D business. It’s just too time consuming and expensive.”

George Lucas
(Time, September 1, 1986)

“They’re babes in the woods. I think I can help turn Alvy and Ed into businessmen.”

Steve Jobs
(Time, September 1, 1986)

“We are determined to make image computing accessible to a broad range of markets.”

Pixar president Ed Catmull,
upon Pixar II introduction
(Pixar Standard Observer, March 1988)
a maximum video resolution of 1,024 x 768 pixels. Although relatively more affordable, Pixar still had a hard time finding buyers for the two compatible systems.

One of the few steady customers of the Pixar computers was Disney. While still part of Lucasfilm, Pixar began negotiating a deal with Disney to combine the computer with specialized software called CAPS (Computer Animation Production System). In a nutshell, CAPS allowed Disney animators to create their cels by hand the old-fashioned way, but once they were scanned, the computer could handle the 2D painting, compositing, etc. After successfully trying CAPS on a single scene in 1989’s *The Little Mermaid*, Disney used CAPS throughout 1990’s *The Rescuers Down Under* and every animated feature since then. (In March 1992, Pixar won a Scientific and Engineering Academy Award for CAPS.) By early 1989, Pixar had sold roughly 200 computers, mostly to Disney, academic institutions, medical imaging sites, and intelligence agencies.

Though their hardware wasn’t selling well, Pixar’s researchers continued pushing the graphics envelope with short animations. “We do them for training and to try out new technology,” explained Catmull. “Short films provide a great opportunity to take risks.” One animator in particular began to attract quite a following. John A. Lasseter had been a promising talent at Disney, but he joined Lucasfilm’s computer division in 1984 because he shared Smith and Catmull’s vision of computer animation. Lasseter’s five-person Animation Production Group created short films, such as *Luxo Jr.*, *Red’s Dream*, *Toy Story*, and *Knickknack*, that became highly anticipated favorites at the annual SIGGRAPH (Special Interest Group on Graphics) conferences. *Toy Story* even went on to win an Academy Award for Best Short Film (Animated) in 1988.

Industry recognition of the animated shorts was nice, but it wasn’t paying the bills. On December 1, 1988, Charles F. Kolstad, Pixar’s VP of manufacturing and engineering for the previous two years, was named CEO and took over as president from Catmull, who was named CTO and replaced Jobs as chairman. Jobs pushed Kolstad to aggressively cut costs and focus on developing products that could generate revenue. Pixar had 140 employees and was spending $10 million a year, going into debt against a line of credit secured by Jobs’ personal fortune in U.S. Treasury bonds. To reduce Pixar’s burn rate, the regional sales offices were closed in 1989, and reflecting the company’s shift from computing to imaging, the hardware designers were laid off.

To get some money flowing in, a year after first proposing the RenderMan Interface Standard as a graphics industry specification, Pixar began selling it as a packaged software product. RenderMan allowed computer graphic artists to apply textures and colors to the surfaces of 3D objects. RenderMan was used to create the dinosaurs for *Jurassic Park* and has subsequently been used by almost every film nominated for a visual effects Academy Award. Concurrent with the RenderMan release was Pixar’s entry into the business of generating animated television commercials for products

“We want to be the Adobe of computer imaging.”

*Steve Jobs*, pushing RenderMan as an industry standard for 3D graphics, just as Adobe’s PostScript is the standard page description language *(San Francisco Chronicle, March 29, 1991)*
such as Life Savers candies, Listerine mouthwash, and Tropicana orange juice.

By 1990, sales of the Pixar computers had dried up as the relatively small market had been saturated, the sales forces dismissed, and the hardware engineers let go. In April, Pixar announced its intention to sell what remained of the computer division for $2 million to Vicom Systems, a supplier of imaging products based in Fremont, California. The deal was consummated the following month and helped Pixar reduce its head count by an additional 18 employees.

In August, Pixar announced Showplace, a shading program that worked in conjunction with RenderMan. Jobs was reluctant to spend the additional $500,000 necessary to bring the program to market, so president Kolstad hoped to lead a spin-off to sell Showplace. When he failed to secure outside funding, Kolstad was fired in March 1991, along with 30 of Pixar’s then 72 employees. Catmull was again named president and CTO, with Smith retaining his role as executive VP. Pixar would eventually ship Showplace for Macintosh in July at a price of $995 and achieve “marginal” profitability on both its software and animation divisions later that year.

On the strength of Pixar’s groundbreaking commercials, Lasseter’s popular short films, and the two companies’ long-standing business relationship, in 1991 Pixar pitched Walt Disney Company on an hour-long computer-animated special. Disney shocked Pixar by asking for a full-length feature movie instead. The price of computation had finally fallen to the point where it appeared an animated feature could be made at a competitive cost, just as Catmull and Smith always knew would happen. On May 3, 1991, Jobs accepted a lopsided deal for three feature films, with Disney maintaining control over marketing and licensing, and Pixar creating the screenplays, for which it would receive 12.5 percent of the box office gross revenues and video sales. Disney put up only $17 million for the production costs and excluded Pixar from merchandising revenues. Jobs had been out-negotiated by Disney’s Jeffrey Katzenberg, but at least Pixar now had the money to create a movie.

Jobs reportedly pumped $50 million (25 percent of his wealth at the time) into Pixar over the years, far more than he invested in NeXT. “If I knew in 1986 how much it was going to cost to keep Pixar going, I doubt if I would have bought the company,” Jobs freely admitted. If it weren’t for the infusions of cash from Jobs, Pixar would have failed many times over. But "I’ve stuck with it this far, and the payoff looks like it should be in the next 24 months.”

Steve Jobs, anticipating that computer prices will drop and performance increase to make Pixar’s graphics software profitable (The New York Times, April 2, 1991)

As negotiations with Disney were under way, Smith resigned in response to ever more heated battles with Jobs. “I just had to get Steve out of my life,” he explained. Smith founded Altamira Software in September 1991, and it went on to introduce the important notion of image objects, or sprites. Microsoft acquired Altamira in September 1994. As a graphics fellow, Smith shipped five Microsoft products based upon Altamira technology. After his sizable stock options vested, he retired and now devotes his time to digital photography, genealogy, and writing.
“Steve has one goal: he wants to be a billionaire, and he’s pissed that people like Gates are already there.”

Ted Shelton, former president of the now-defunct Information Technology Solutions, a NeXT developer
(Red Herring, December 1996)

At 24 frames per second, a 77-minute animated feature film such as Toy Story requires approximately 110,000 individual frames.

“We believe it’s the biggest advance in animation since Walt Disney started it all with the release of Snow White 50 years ago.”

Steve Jobs, discussing Toy Story
(Fortune, September 18, 1995)

with each check from Jobs, Pixar employees had to cede what little equity they had in the company. According to Smith, “Jobs would have sold us in a heartbeat if anyone had come around with a check for $50 million.” In late 1994, after Microsoft bought Smith’s Altamira Software, Jobs tried selling Pixar to the software giant. Microsoft balked at an acquisition, but at Smith’s recommendation it paid $6.5 million for a license to the key patent covering RenderMan. Microsoft’s money allowed Pixar to turn in its first profitable quarter, but by September 30, 1995, Pixar had accumulated a net deficit of $46.9 million. Its fortunes were about to improve significantly.

Pixar’s proprietary 3D animation technology made possible the first feature-length computer-generated film, Toy Story. Pixar’s 140 employees spent four years writing, directing, staging, filming, editing, and producing Toy Story on 70 Silicon Graphics and 117 Sun Microsystems computers (total cost: $6 million in hardware), while Disney handled the financing, marketing, and distribution. During a January 1995 sneak preview held in New York City for Pocahontas and Toy Story, the audience ignored Disney’s latest offering and went nuts for Pixar’s clip. After years of dabbling in Pixar from the sidelines as chairman, Jobs jumped in with both feet when it became apparent that Toy Story was going to be box office. He took the title of president from Catmull, became CEO, and started planning for Pixar’s initial public offering, which would finally allow him to recoup his investment.

Jobs’ instincts were right on the money. Toy Story premiered on November 22, 1995, in Disney’s magnificent El Capitan Theater in Los Angeles and generated over $192 million in domestic box office revenues and $358 million worldwide, making it the third most successful animated feature film to date, surpassed by only two other Disney titles: The Lion King and Aladdin.

It’s tempting to overestimate the role that technology played in the success of Toy Story. Certainly the movie could not have been created without computers, and techno geeks probably went to the theaters in large numbers to marvel at the state-of-the-art computer animation. But Toy Story was a blockbuster because it was a good movie, not because it was the world’s first computer-animated feature. As Lasseter explained, “To say that the computer creates the animation is like saying the pen writes the novel. What’s most important are characters and story.” Catmull adds, “Pixar has a wealth of technical wizardry at its disposal. But I think we’re also distinguished by our movie scripts. You have to tell a good story. That’s the foundation of our business.”

According to Pixar CFO Lawrence Levy, “[Jobs] knew that for Pixar to have negotiating power with Disney, we had to be able to cofinance films, and the way to do that was to go public.” Taking advantage of all the publicity surrounding the release of Toy Story, Pixar Animation Studios sold 6.9 million shares of stock on November 29. Originally priced at $22 a share, Pixar (which trades on NASDAQ under the symbol PIXR) opened at $47, hit a high of $49.50, and closed at $39 on volume of 4.8 million shares.
Before the offering, Jobs owned 95.6 percent of the shares outstanding. When the IPO was over, Jobs’ 30 million shares were suddenly worth an astonishing $1.17 billion on paper—more than the value of his Apple stock at any time during his tenure in Cupertino. The stock subsequently slid to a low of $12.25 on August 27, 1996, but has trended steadily higher since then, comfortably returning Jobs to the status of billionaire.

Following the success of *Toy Story* and the IPO, Jobs negotiated a new five-picture deal with Disney, giving Pixar an equal share of the profits, plus equal billing on merchandise and on-screen credits. Anxious to lock up a tremendous talent like Lasseter, Disney relented. “It took somebody of Steve’s stature to get us a parity deal with Disney,” conceded Catmull. Former Pixar marketing executive Pamela J. Kerwin agrees, “He had the brains, energy, and chutzpah to protect Pixar’s interests. He enabled us to negotiate as equals.”

Initially Pixar’s Interactive Division released CD-ROM games based upon the movie, but following the new deal with Disney, the consumer software division was dissolved on March 31, 1997, and its workers were reassigned to work on *A Bug’s Life*, which was released on November 25, 1998, to rave reviews and pulled in a record-setting $46.1 million over the five-day weekend, breaking the previous Thanksgiving weekend record of $45 million set by Disney’s *101 Dalmatians* (live-action) in 1996.

The fawning business press heaped praise upon the high-profile Jobs for his comeback with Pixar, but in reality, Jobs was minimally involved with the running of the company. As Catmull told the *South China Morning Post*:

“‘It’s something between ironic and moronic that Jobs hit his biggest jackpot with the company where he is the least involved.’”

PC Letter editor *David Coursey* (San Jose Mercury News, November 30, 1995)

“The fact that [Jobs has] defied history, allowing lightning to strike twice—first with Apple and now at Pixar—really solidifies our view of him as a visionary.”

Creative Strategies Consulting president *Tim Bajarin*

While Steve Jobs is best known for Apple, the bulk of his wealth comes from his massive holdings in Pixar stock, which recovered nicely after taking a slide following its late-1995 initial public offering.

Pixar produced a series of *Toy Story* software titles for Disney Interactive.
in 1998, “At Apple he is the person who drives everything. He’s very deeply involved and he’s probably the only person that could turn that company around and is doing that, but at Pixar he’s not the film-maker and he doesn’t try to be. He doesn’t come in and micromanage it because he recognizes that other people have a whole different set of skills that he doesn’t have so he lets them do that.” As Jobs admitted to Fortune in 1998, “Apple has some pretty amazing people, but the collection of people at Pixar is the highest concentration of remarkable people that I have ever witnessed.”

The Pixar phenomenon continued with its next film. Toy Story 2, the sequel to the 1995 blockbuster, was originally planned as a direct-to-video release, but Pixar and Disney reconsidered and released it in theaters on Thanksgiving 1999. With $245 million in domestic box office receipts and $483 million worldwide, Toy Story 2 was the first animated sequel to gross more than its original.

In recognition of the fact that its greatest assets were its employees, Pixar took pains to promote them and keep them around. On January 24, 2001, cofounder and chief technical officer Catmull was once again named president of Pixar. Two months later, executive VP and two-time Oscar-winning director Lasseter was signed to a ten-year exclusive contract. “John Lasseter, more than anyone else, has shaped Pixar into the world-class animation studio it is today,” said chairman and CEO Jobs. “With John leading our creative team for the next decade, our dream of nurturing a golden age of animation at Pixar may come true.”

Whether or not Pixar lives up to Jobs’ lofty dreams of becoming the next Disney, the company certainly has managed to turn its animations into pure gold. Its fourth release, Monsters, Inc., hit theaters on November 2, 2001, and went on to become the second-highest-grossing animated film ever. Finding Nemo was released on May 30, 2003, and became the highest-grossing animated feature ever (when released to DVD in November, 8 million copies were sold on the first day of availability, breaking the previous record of 5 million copies held by Monsters, Inc.). Eager to cash in on the trend, competitors have jumped into the fray producing their own computer-animated features, but Pixar isn’t worried. “We’re not jumping on the bandwagon, we’re making it,” says Catmull. With an unbroken streak of five smash hits and only two films remaining on its contract with Disney (The Incredibles, about a family of superheroes; and Cars, set on Route 66), Pixar is now an indisputably powerful force to be reckoned with in Hollywood.

“I love working with all of the other incredibly talented people at our studio. A place like Pixar doesn’t happen often, and I feel like one of the luckiest guys on earth.”

John Lasseter

“What [Pixar has] done is unreal—no one has ever had this kind of success. I’m not saying they’re not going to have future successes…but in this business everyone stubs their toe now and then.”

Andrew Slabin, Merrill Lynch analyst (San Francisco Chronicle, August 8, 2003)
Pixar Timeline

1983
- Pixar Image Computer development begins
- George and Marcia Lucas announce intention to divorce; Smith and Catmull decide to spin out Pixar

1984
- Jobs fails to interest Apple’s board in buying Pixar; Sculley thwarts Jobs’ coup; Jobs stripped of operational duties
- Jobs resigns from Apple, founds NeXT; Apple sues

1985
- Lucas divorce finalized
- Pixar Image Computer announced
- Jobs buys Pixar for $10 million
- Pixar Image Computer ships ($122,000)
- Luxo Jr. premieres at SIGGRAPH

1986
- Apple drops suit against NeXT
- Pixar Image Computer installed base = 100
- Red’s Dream premieres at SIGGRAPH

1987
- Pixar Image Computer installed base = 120
- RenderMan Interface Standard proposed

1988
- Pixar II ships ($29,500); Pixar Image Computer installed base = 120
- Tin Toy premieres at SIGGRAPH
- NeXT Computer introduced
- Kolstad replaces Catmull as president; Pixar Image Computer installed base = 200
Pixar’s 1989 short, *Knickknack*, accompanied *Finding Nemo* in its 2003 theatrical release. The scenes featuring the Miami and Atlantis bathing beauties were regenerated to avoid charges of objectifying women. The huge, grapefruit-sized breasts in the original were removed, leaving the female characters completely flat-chested.

**Pixar Timeline (continued)**

1989

- Tin Toy wins Best Short Film (Animated) Academy Award
- *Knickknack* premieres at SIGGRAPH

1990

- Pixar announces sale of hardware unit to Vicom
- Showplace for Mac announced

1991

- NeXTstation and NeXTcube ship

1992

- NeXTstation Color ships; Jobs marries Laurene Powell; Pixar fires Kolstad and 30 employees
- Showplace for Mac ships ($995)

1993

- Smith founds Altamira Software
- CAPS wins Scientific and Engineering Academy Award
- “Black Tuesday,” NeXT discontinues hardware
- RenderMan wins Scientific and Engineering Academy Award
- Sculley replaced by Spindler as Apple CEO

Sculley resigns as Apple chairman, joins Spectrum
“You know, it’s in both places. I’m 43. I get to do two things, you know. So that’s what I do. I love Pixar. I love helping to run Pixar and I want to do that forever.”

Steve Jobs, in 1998 on whether his heart belonged to Apple or Pixar

“I hear people at Disney talking about what it was like to work with Walt. They loved him. I know that people at Pixar are going to talk about their days with John Lasseter in the same way.”

Steve Jobs
(Fortune, November 9, 1998)

“I think Pixar has the opportunity to be the next Disney—not replace Disney—but be the next Disney.”

Steve Jobs
(BusinessWeek, November 23, 1998)
"Another difference is that all the things in the computer business that we labored over 20 years ago are now discarded—part of the sedimentary layer. Nobody uses an Apple II anymore. Yet when Snow White was re-released a few years back, we were one of the tens of millions of families that went to see it. That film is 60 years old, and my son loved it. I’d like to think people are going to love A Bug’s Life 60 years from now. But I doubt anybody will be beating on a Macintosh 60 years from now."

**Steve Jobs**
(Fortune, November 9, 1998)

In May 2003, George Lucas announced the creation of Lucasfilm Animation, a new division for creating computer-animated films. The nine-person company headed by Patty Blau is based at Industrial Light & Magic’s San Rafael facility.
The Star Trek Saga

The idea of porting the Mac OS to run on Intel processors wasn’t new (Dan Eilers, Apple’s director of strategic investment, first proposed the idea in 1985), but it gained a renewed sense of urgency after Apple shipped System 7 in May 1991 and it failed to make headway against Microsoft Windows 3.0. Ironically, it wasn’t a determined Apple engineer or insightful executive who finally got the ball rolling. That honor goes to a company that few outside of the industry have ever heard of: Novell of Provo, Utah.

Networking giant Novell (www.novell.com) wanted to provide an alternative to Windows by creating a Mac-like interface for its DR-DOS that ran on Intel-based IBM PC clones but feared getting sued by Apple (at the time, Apple’s copyright infringement suit against Microsoft was still very much alive). Rather than risk an infestation of lawyers at its headquarters, Novell decided to find out whether Apple was willing to work together on such a project. On Valentine’s Day 1992, Darrell Miller, Novell’s VP of strategic marketing, met with several Apple software managers to reveal his company’s plan. Excited by the possibilities, the Apple contingent obtained CEO John Sculley’s blessing, and the two companies immediately began working together on a project that came to be called Star Trek, because it would boldly go where no Mac had gone before: the Intel platform. When Bill Gates heard of Apple’s plan to put the Mac OS on an Intel machine, he responded by saying it would be “like putting lipstick on a chicken.”

A group of 4 engineers from Novell and 14 from Apple was put together by Gifford Calenda in suite 400 of a Novell marketing office called Regency One in Santa Clara, directly across the street from Intel’s headquarters. That was no accident. Sculley had met with Intel CEO Andy Grove, who agreed to help the Star Trek project because, ever paranoid, he didn’t want to be so dependent on Microsoft. Each Star Trek engineer was given an office with a Mac and a 486 PC clone donated by Intel.

On July 17, the Trekkie team was given until Halloween to come up with a working “proof of concept.” As an indication of the importance Apple placed upon the project, each engineer would receive a bonus of between $16,000 and $25,000 if they succeeded. “We worked like dogs. It was some of the most fun I’ve had working,” recalls team member Fred Monroe. Free of managerial meddling, the small team not only succeeded in getting the Mac’s Finder to run on the PC clones, it also managed to get QuickTime and some of QuickDraw GX working, as well as the “Welcome to Macintosh” startup greeting. Having met their deadline, the Trekkies collected their bonuses and took off for a well-deserved vacation in Cancun, Mexico. In their minds, they had laid the groundwork for a product that could save Apple by allowing it to compete head-to-head with the inferior Microsoft Windows on its own turf: Intel-based computers.

Now it was up to team leader Chris DeRossi and Roger Heinen, VP of software engineering, to convince Apple’s executive staff that Star

DR-DOS was created by Digital Research Inc. (DRI), which had been sued by Apple in 1985 after it released GEM Desktop, an operating system that grafted a Mac-like interface onto PC clones. Too small to fight Apple, DRI settled the suit by altering its interface, and it was eventually acquired by Novell.

After working together on Star Trek and QuickTime, Fred Monroe and Fred Huxham eventually went on to form fredlabs inc. (www.fredlabs.com) in San Francisco. At the Macworld Expo in January 1997, fredlabs garnered considerable attention for its VirtualMac, which allowed users to run Mac applications within the BeOS running on a Power Mac.
Trek was worth pursuing. On December 4, they presented the Star Trek prototype to the assembled staff, many of whom couldn’t believe their eyes. From all outward appearances, here was the fabled Mac OS running on an Intel computer; Star Trek had managed to penetrate deep behind enemy lines. Fred Forsyth, head of Apple’s manufacturing business and hardware engineering, saw his career flash before his eyes. If Apple was successful in getting the Mac OS to run on Intel, demand for Apple’s hardware would likely slump. Furthermore, the company was committed to moving the Macintosh to the PowerPC, and the Star Trek project was perceived to be a threat to that effort as well. How would it look to partners IBM and Motorola if Apple was porting the Mac OS to Intel processors at the same time it was collaborating on the PowerPC? Over these objections, Heinen was given the go-ahead to have his team attack the detail work to make Star Trek fully functional.

Armed with the executive staff’s approval, Mark Gonzales, the project marketing manager, made the rounds of PC clone vendors to gauge their interest in bundling Star Trek on their systems. Most were intrigued, but argued that they couldn’t afford to pay much for it because their contracts for Windows 3.1 forced them to pay a royalty to Microsoft for every computer shipped, regardless of what operating system it contained. (This anticompetitive practice eventually landed Microsoft in trouble with the Department of Justice.)

Worse than the clone makers’ tepid reception to Star Trek was Heinen’s defection to Microsoft at the beginning of 1993. Without Heinen around to protect the Trekkies, in February the project was moved back onto Apple’s campus at Bandley 5 and placed under the control of David C. Nagel, then head of the Advanced Technology Group. The project ballooned from 18 people to 50, and most were forced to write detailed specifications and white papers instead of concentrating on writing code. Then COO Michael Spindler instituted a round of belt tightening. After Nagel had allocated his budget to revising the OS for the PowerPC and updating System 7, there was not enough money left over to fund the completion of Star Trek, which was estimated would take 18 months and $20 million by some accounts. Nagel considered merging Star Trek with another project just getting under way. Code-named Raptor, it was an alternative to the Pink OS mired in the bickering at Taligent and was intended to run on any CPU, not just Intel or Motorola processors. However, the merger plan was deemed infeasible, and Star Trek disappeared.
into a black hole in June 1993. Work on Raptor would continue and eventually evolve into Copland, the long-promised, never-shipped sequel to Mac OS (see “The Copland Crisis”).

Even if the engineers had managed to complete Star Trek, it wasn’t as if suddenly every existing Mac application could run on Intel computers. Star Trek was designed to be source-level compatible, not binary compatible, with the Mac OS, meaning Mac applications would have to be recompiled by their developers to run on Intel processors. Those programs that directly addressed the Mac hardware would have to be rewritten. Needless to say, many software publishers were skeptical about the amount of work that would be necessary to port their products to PCs running Star Trek. Besides, a working demo of Star Trek isn’t the same thing as a finished product. Remember, Apple engineers cobbled together pretty impressive proof-of-concept demos for Copland and Pink, too, but they never shipped either.

Just because Apple docked Star Trek doesn’t mean you can’t run Mac applications on other computers. In October 1995, Apple said that adapting the Mac OS for IBM’s PowerPC Reference Platform (known as PReP) would be a technically daunting challenge and used that as an excuse to promote its variation, CHRP. That didn’t stop Quix Computer (www.quix.ch), a company outside Lucerne, Switzerland, from succeeding in making the Mac OS work on PReP systems with just a half-dozen engineers. Despite the potential widespread demand for such a product, Apple refused to license the Mac OS to Quix, and as a result, Quix moved on to develop technologies for more receptive companies. Apple couldn’t quash Executor as easily. A small company called ARDI (www.ardi.com) in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
“If you are able to, say, have two OSs running simultaneously, you won’t have to rely on a single OS for everything. So you could have Mac OS and [Microsoft’s] Longhorn on the same system, using Longhorn for business stuff and Mac OS for personal stuff. But first you’d need to convince Steve Jobs that it’s a great idea.”

Intel CEO Craig Barrett, discussing his company’s Vanderpool project, a new processor design capable of supporting multiple operating systems (PC World Online, October 24, 2003)

“It’s perfectly technically feasible to port Panther [Mac OS X 10.3] to any processor… We’re running it on the PowerPC and we’re very happy with the PowerPC… We have all the options in the world, but the PowerPC road map looks very strong so we don’t have any plans to switch processor families at this point.”

Apple CEO Steve Jobs, during an Apple Analyst Meeting conference call held on November 5, 2003

managed to reverse-engineer the Mac OS and Toolbox to create a version of System 7.0 called Executor that can run on Intel 486, Pentium, and DEC’s Alpha processors. Executor is far from a perfect port. It doesn’t support PowerPC code, it has no serial port access (meaning AppleTalk and modems won’t work), sound input/output is primitive, there are no provisions for internationalization, and neither extensions nor control panels can be used. Nonetheless, Executor runs many standard Mac programs on PCs. Imagine what it could have done with Apple’s support.

In late 1997, many of the Star Trek engineers held a reunion in Cupertino following the expiration of their five-year non-disclosure agreements. Rumor had it that there was a new Star Trek NG (Next Generation) project involving an emulator that allowed Mac OS applications to run on Intel hardware under Rhapsody. As the years have passed with no new word on Star Trek NG, it appears to have gotten lost in space again.
From Diesel to Doctor

Although Michael H. Spindler joined Apple in September 1980 as marketing manager for European operations, the native of Berlin, Germany, didn’t pop up on the radar screens of most Apple watchers until January 29, 1990, when he moved to Cupertino to assume the role of chief operating officer, taking over the worldwide manufacturing and marketing units that had previously reported to Jean-Louis Gassée. Nicknamed “The Diesel” because of his ability to attack complex problems head-on with no-nonsense management experience, Spindler was chugging down a career path that would take him to the highest executive office at Apple. In stark contrast to Steve Jobs and John Sculley, Spindler is a passionately private man who, according to one former executive, “did not get where he is by showing his butt in public.” As a result, most people would be hard pressed to recall a single thing he accomplished while at the helm of Apple. That’s a shame, because had he achieved his ultimate goal, its effect would have been more profound than anything anyone else at Apple had ever accomplished: The firm would have ceased to exist.

“I’m a Mike Spindler fan. In my personal opinion, he’s clearly CEO material, and maybe the board brought him in for that.”  
Jean-Louis Gassée, upon announcing his intention to leave Apple  
(San Jose Mercury News, March 3, 1990)

“We used to have a joke that you don’t sit in the first ten rows at a Spindler speech, because you might drown from all the sweat and spit.”  
Apple sales manager John Ziel

“This isn’t anything new. Since 1986, we held serious discussions with DEC, Kodak, Sony, Sun, Compaq, IBM, and a few other companies I’d rather not name now. They were very thoughtful discussions. We considered everything from ‘Let’s trade technology’ to ‘Let’s put the companies together’ with each one of them.”  
Chairman Mike Markkula, on 1996 merger speculation

Almost since the moment he arrived in Cupertino, Michael Spindler tried to merge Apple with a variety of different corporations.

Upon arriving in Cupertino, Spindler was instructed by CEO Sculley to begin a secret search for a way to pair Apple’s brand name and superior software with the market muscle and boardroom credibility of a larger company. Sculley felt that the Mac market would slowly erode and that Apple’s only hope was to create new revenue streams from products such as the Newton personal digital assistant and Pippin set-top box, but developing these products to the point of self-sufficiency would require the resources of a larger company.
Sun Microsystems, an up-and-coming workstation manufacturer, had been trying to merge with Apple since 1988, and by the fall of 1990, a deal was all but finalized when, out of the blue, IBM president Jack Kuehler called Spindler and proposed working together on RISC (reduced instruction set computing) chips. Under the Sun deal, Spindler faced demotion when Sun CEO Scott G. McNealy took over as COO of the combined companies. Working with IBM, however, offered Spindler a way to save his high-powered job, so Apple left Sun at the altar.

Shortly after Spindler became president of Apple in November 1990, Sculley managed to convince IBM, the world’s largest computer company, to partner with Apple and Motorola on the PowerPC chip, as well as on Taligent (to develop the Pink operating system) and Kaleida (to develop ScriptX multimedia tools). On July 3, 1991, Apple and IBM issued a preliminary press release but didn’t consummate the deal until October 2, when executives signed the papers during a press conference at the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco (see “The Strangest Bedfellow of All”).

Although it had reached a historic alliance with its former archenemy, Apple was still anxious to merge. Throughout the summer of 1992, Apple was in serious talks with photography giant Eastman Kodak, but that deal fell apart over cultural differences. At the beginning of 1993, it looked like Apple had found the perfect partner in AT&T. Executives from both companies met frequently in hot and heavy discussions on how to combine the two firms, and it looked like a deal was imminent. But the merger collapsed at the end of April because AT&T was still smarting from its botched purchase of NCR and was preparing to snap up McCaw Cellular Communications for $11.5 billion.

While Apple was in discussions with AT&T, Sculley was also considering switching coasts to accept the position of CEO of IBM. It was the last straw for Apple’s board. It felt that in spending so much time on the expensive Newton project and helping the Clinton campaign, Sculley had taken his eyes off the ball to the point where Apple was preparing to announce its largest quarterly loss to date. On June 18, 1993, Sculley stepped down as Apple’s CEO.

“I am not available or interested in being CEO of IBM.”

John Sculley
(The Wall Street Journal, March 11, 1993)
down as CEO and was replaced by Spindler. Before the year was out, Sculley would resign as chairman and leave Apple altogether.

Spindler got down to business by laying off 2,500 employees (16 percent of the workforce), canning many blue-sky projects, and cutting R&D costs by more than $100 million per year. The company turned in four quarters of strong growth and the stock doubled to more than $40 a share. He had successfully polished Apple so that it might once again be an attractive merger candidate, while managing the Mac’s transition from Motorola’s 68000 family of processors to the new RISC-based PowerPC developed jointly with IBM and Motorola.

From the consumer’s point of view, Apple did a tremendous job making the transition as painless as possible by maintaining a high level of backward compatibility, but the real hero was a third-party Mac tools developer named Metrowerks (www.metrowerks.com). Apple had focused so much on producing the new generation of hardware and making the system software function seamlessly that creating PowerPC-native programming tools for developers wasn’t a high priority (in fact, the task had been farmed out to Symantec under the code name Rainbow). Fortunately Metrowerks stepped into the breach with its amazingly fast CodeWarrior and kept many Mac developers from defecting to Windows.

Power Macs were introduced on March 14, 1994, at the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts in New York, and Apple sold one million units in the first ten months. Ian W. Diery, then executive VP and general manager of the Personal Computer Division, vowed that Power Macs would always be cheaper than competing Wintel models, but he would be overruled by Apple’s executive staff, which insisted on maintaining premium pricing to fund other projects at Apple. Spindler announced plans to double the Mac’s market share in five years. Part of his strategy involved biting the bullet and finally allowing other vendors to clone the Mac (see “The Clone Quandary”) as well as pushing more Mac models out the door to mass-market retailers faster than ever before. This shotgun approach to product development led to quality control problems and consumer confusion, plus logistical and forecasting nightmares.

The successful introduction of Power Macs based upon the jointly developed PowerPC was proof that Apple and IBM could work together. In October 1994, executives from both companies holed up for two weeks at the Summerfield Suites Hotel near San Francisco International Airport to work on the terms of a merger. Things got ugly in November when Markkula, Spindler, and Joseph Anthony Graziano, Apple’s chief financial officer, met with IBM CEO Louis V. Gerstner Jr. and his team at the Westin Hotel near Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport to hammer out the details of a deal that would have been unthinkable a decade earlier: selling entrepreneurial Apple to conservative IBM. After brief presentations by both sides, Gerstner pulled Spindler and Markkula aside and privately offered $40 a share for Apple (valuing the deal at about $4.5 billion) when the stock was trading around $35. The Apple contingent balked at the price.

“This is not a lame-duck company!”

Michael Spindler,

speaking to Apple’s sales force in October 1993

Spindler deserves credit for managing the transition of the Mac from the 68000 family of CPUs to the new PowerPC.

“With Spindler, it’s like talking with another nerd. He gets it. I think we had too much vision with Sculley—all those speeches and trillion-dollar markets.”

Apple Fellow Steve P. Capps

(BusinessWeek, October 3, 1994)
Spindler demanded golden parachutes for himself and other top Apple managers and held out for $60 a share, hoping to instigate a counteroffer. It never came. IBM left abruptly.

In addition to thinking IBM would come back to the table with a sweetened offer, Spindler made another huge miscalculation that September. During the planning meetings for fiscal 1995, he grossly underestimated sales growth. Even though the future looked promising—with a recovering domestic economy, strong demand for Power Macs, and Microsoft’s delay in shipping a successor to Windows 3.0—Spindler’s staff was haunted by the glut of PowerBooks left over from the previous year. Diery forecast a 15 percent growth rate. Graziano urged a more aggressive forecast designed to grab market share. Spindler sided with Diery, and the rest is history. During the holiday 1994 season, Apple couldn’t meet demand for its machines because of parts supply problems. Apple was overwhelmed when actual demand grew at almost twice the predicted rate. To make matters even worse, Apple was whipsawed by changes in consumer preferences. The previous year consumers wanted low-end Macs. Now they were clamoring for high-end, high-margin Power Macs, but there were precious few to go around. Apple responded by cutting prices on Performas and later took an $80 million inventory write-off.

Following the disastrous holiday season, Apple began scrambling to find a large corporate suitor. In April 1995, Canon was said to be in talks with Apple, offering $54.50 a share (for a total value of $6.5 billion) when Apple was trading around $35. Hoping to get more, Spindler went back to IBM in May claiming Gerstner had misunderstood his prior demands. Again IBM declined. By then it was in the process of acquiring Lotus Development Corporation for $3.52 billion, and demand had picked up for its high-margin mainframes. Anxious to find someone, anyone, willing to pay what he considered a fair price, Spindler approached Compaq, Hewlett-Packard, Philips, Sony, and Toshiba, but none of them was seriously interested in buying Apple. Spindler then initiated talks with Sun via its board member and legendary venture capitalist, L. John Doerr. Spindler was going through the motions because his brain knew a merger was in Apple’s best interests, but in his heart he relished being the high-profile CEO of a Fortune 500 company and resisted trading that in to become a faceless VP at some larger firm.

As Spindler hawked Apple to one potential partner after another, things continued to deteriorate in Cupertino. In June, Apple’s backorders reached $1 billion, representing 500,000 Macs. On August 24, Microsoft launched a $200-million blockbuster rollout for Windows 95, the likes of which the computer world may never see again. Then a price war erupted in Japan, once Apple’s most lucrative overseas market. In the midst of all this, two preproduction PowerBook 5300s caught fire, prompting an expensive and embarrassing recall.

Following the Macintosh Portable disaster of 1989, Apple finally got it right in October 1991 with its lightweight PowerBooks, which
sold more than 400,000 units in their first year, contributing more than $1 billion in revenues. By November 1993, Apple had sold more than one million PowerBooks, but Apple didn’t maintain its competitive lead, and the PowerBook line began to lag the desktop Macs in performance. The first Power Macs shipped in March 1994, but the faithful had to wait until August 25, 1995, before they could buy a notebook with a PowerPC. The PowerBook 5300 was developed under the code name Anvil, an apt description if ever there was one. It had so many problems that it significantly weighed down Apple’s financial results.

Apple had just shipped 1,000 PowerBook 5300s to eager dealers around the country when two early-production units caught fire—one at an Apple programmer’s house and another at Apple’s factory in Singapore. It turns out their Sony-manufactured lithium-ion (LiIon) batteries overheated while charging on AC power and exploded due to pressure inside the cells. Fortunately, nobody was hurt, but Apple’s reputation went up in smoke as the national media portrayed the event as yet another example of Apple’s decline. On September 14, Apple recalled all PowerBook 5300s, claiming that only 100 had by then made it into the hands of customers. Less than two weeks after the recall, Apple replaced the LiIon batteries with nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH) batteries originally intended for the PowerBook 190. The replacement NiMH batteries had 26 watt-hours of capacity, compared to 36 watt-hours for the original LiIon batteries, prompting Apple to lower the prices across the line by about $100 per model.

Bursting batteries weren’t the PowerBook 5300’s only problem. The plastic case was prone to cracking, the power plug was too thin and often snapped off, and the power supply didn’t produce sufficient current to run certain combinations of expansion-bay and PC Card accessories simultaneously. Also, the circuitry responsible for reducing power consumption during Sleep mode would shut down before completing its job, reducing the maximum nap from ten days to four. Some units locked up completely if the user pressed the Reset button and Power key together.

The PowerBook 5300 debacle added fuel to the fears that there wouldn’t be anything worth selling if Apple didn’t act fast. Graziano had had enough of Spindler’s indecisiveness. At a board meeting that started on October 2 in Austin, Texas, he urged Apple’s directors to immediately sell the company or break it into separate hardware and software units that might be more attractive acquisition candidates (an idea Sculley had

Ironically, the Sony factory responsible for producing the defective LiIon batteries in Koriyama, Japan, was itself eventually destroyed by fire.

“We screwed up, clearly.”
Apple COO Marco Landi, on the troublesome PowerBook 5300

On May 10, 1996, Apple halted production of the PowerBook 5300 and initiated another recall. According to Dataquest, this second recall helped drag down Apple’s notebook revenues to $1 billion for 1996, from $1.5 billion the year before.
In 1989, Joseph A. Graziano was nicknamed “The Million Dollar Man” after Apple paid him a $1.5 million signing bonus to leave Sun Microsystems, where he had been CFO for two years. He had been Apple’s CFO from 1981 to 1985, at which time he quit to spend time with his brother, Anthony, who was dying of cancer. When word of the signing bonus spread around Apple, employees began computing budgets and profits in a new unit of currency called the Graz. For example, if your budget got cut by $6 million, you’d say they slashed “four Grazs.”

CFO Graziano resigned after failing to convince the board to break up Apple.

In 1989, Joseph A. Graziano was nicknamed “The Million Dollar Man” after Apple paid him a $1.5 million signing bonus to leave Sun Microsystems, where he had been CFO for two years. He had been Apple’s CFO from 1981 to 1985, at which time he quit to spend time with his brother, Anthony, who was dying of cancer. When word of the signing bonus spread around Apple, employees began computing budgets and profits in a new unit of currency called the Graz. For example, if your budget got cut by $6 million, you’d say they slashed “four Grazs.”

Investigated during his final days in charge, claiming it was the only way Apple could survive. He laid the blame for Apple’s ills at Spindler’s feet. He argued that Spindler’s new forecast of 30 percent Mac unit growth was unrealistic in the face of the Windows 95 tidal wave. Spindler was still half-heartedly entertaining offers where he could find them but seemed resigned to trying to service the remaining Mac market as an independent company. Spindler fought back and the board stood behind him. As Markkula told The Wall Street Journal, “The board has been very pleased with Michael’s performance. He is the best thinker at Apple. He is truly a very brilliant man.” Frustrated and disgusted at the board “sitting there with their thumbs up their asses,” Graziano resigned.

By December 1995, a shared fear of Microsoft had driven Sun Microsystems’ CEO McNealy to meet with Apple’s board at the St. Regis Hotel in New York, where they began nailing down the details of a stock-swap deal that would place McNealy in charge of the combined company. Ironically, five years before, Apple had walked away from a deal to acquire Sun, and now the tables were turned, with the spurned McNealy on the verge of taking over Apple. It looked like Apple might be able to put a present under its shareholders’ Christmas trees after all, but negotiations broke off when Apple warned of an impending $69 million quarterly loss.

The Sun deal may have slipped away, but there was still the possibility that Philips would come through. Talks with Philips had been running concurrently with the Sun negotiations, and the Dutch company had indicated a willingness to pay $36 a share. However, those hopes were dashed when Philips’ board rejected the proposal by a single vote.

During the merger speculation surrounding Apple at the end of 1995, there was a very real possibility of the prodigal son returning to Cupertino. At the Upside Technology Summit held in Carefree, Arizona, on February 12, 1996, Oracle CEO Lawrence J. Ellison admitted that he and his best friend, Steve Jobs, contemplated making a bid for the company while the two were vacationing in Hawaii the previous December. “Steve and I talked about it at length,” revealed Ellison. “Up to a week ago, we were seriously looking at buying Apple, but Steve and I couldn’t exactly agree about the

Q. What do you get when you merge Sun and Apple?
A. Snapple.
right way to do it… I felt I would be supporting him if he wanted to take his company back.” At the time, Jobs’ 30 million shares of Pixar stock were worth $600 million, and Ellison’s 100 million shares of Oracle stock were worth $4.7 billion, so clearly they had the financing, but Jobs ultimately decided to drop the idea of attempting a hostile takeover.

At the shareholder meeting on January 23, 1996, an exhausted Spindler addressed a crowd of disgruntled investors and zealous business reporters who tasted blood in the water. He acknowledged that the company’s Mac hardware licensing was behind schedule, but promised to fix that in the coming year. He explained that Apple was suffering from industry-wide disappointing demand and that consumers’ appetite for low-end machines meant Apple had to adjust to still-lower margins. Extremely fierce price wars in Japan really hurt, since that market provided between 15 and 20 percent of Apple’s overall revenues. Spindler also announced the firing of 1,300 employees (representing another 8 percent of the workforce in addition to the 20 percent laid off in 1995), and a reduction in the number of Mac models to reduce consumer confusion and cut costs. Furthermore, he promised to change eWorld into an Internet-based service (see “Telecom Troubles”).

Spindler’s synopsis of Apple’s problems and his promised fixes did little to appease the assembled shareholders, some of whom called for him to resign. In a show of support, Markkula placed his hand on Spindler’s back at a press conference after the meeting and said, “I like this guy. He’s a very good person.” The company even went so far as to issue a press release stating, “Apple’s board of directors supports Michael Spindler and is working with management to meet Apple’s challenges and return the company to

“Give us one strong quarter and all this will go away.”
Michael Spindler
(The New York Times, October 5, 1995)

“His nickname is The Diesel; it should be The Train Wreck.”
Columnist Steven Levy
(Newsweek, January 29, 1996)

“I have not heard any self-criticisms. You have mismanaged assets. You have wasted a valuable franchise, and you have brought a great company to its knees. Mr. Spindler, it’s time for you to go!”
Apple shareholder Orin McCluskey
“Apple is very much alive despite the serious mistakes and poor luck. What happened to Apple happens in corporations every day: losses lead to reorganizations, and finally recovery.

**Steve Wozniak**
(Newsweek, February 19, 1996)

financial health. Michael Spindler is in the office and is fully engaged in the business.” The release went on to insist, “The company is not for sale. But certainly the company’s board and management have been and remain aware of their obligations to maximize shareholder value.”

Following the meeting, the board met to discuss Sun’s latest merger offer. Sun proposed a stock swap, valuing Apple’s shares at $23, far below its $31.625 closing price that day. The board knew the shareholders would never approve such a deal. The situation became even more bleak after news of the lowball bid was leaked, along with reports that large Mac purchases were being delayed due to the turmoil, which would lead to slowing sales. Markkula called an emergency meeting of the board for January 31 at Manhattan’s St. Regis Hotel. McNealy was invited to personally pitch his merger proposal, but he stuck to his $23 offer and the board balked.

The next order of business was to discuss the CEO situation. Spindler argued for more time, but the board refused. It ordered Spindler out of the executive office and off the board. Jürgen Hintz, a former marketing executive at Procter & Gamble, asked to be considered as CEO and was politely denied. Instead, without bothering to conduct a traditional executive search, it chose to replace Spindler with fellow board member Dr. Gilbert F. Amelio, chairman, president, and CEO of the world’s fourth-largest manufacturer of computer chips, National Semiconductor.

In addition to CEO, Amelio was named chairman, replacing Markkula, who would stay on as vice chairman. Apple’s new leader flew back to the West Coast in Markkula’s Falcon 900 to notify National Semiconductor executives of his plans. The following morning, National Semiconductor announced Amelio’s resignation in a tersely worded press release. As if to demonstrate just how screwed up things were in Cupertino, it took Apple until February 2 to confirm that Amelio had indeed replaced Spindler (see “The Doctor’s Strong Medicine”). The Diesel’s reign of error was over.

According to statements filed with the SEC, Spindler was awarded $3.7 million in severance pay, more than two-and-a-half times his $1.42 million combined salary and bonus package for 1995. Apple also gave Spindler $50,000 for moving expenses, $150,000 to help pay off his Atherton home, and health insurance for two years.
In an email circulated company-wide upon his resignation, Spindler wrote:

So it's time for me to go! Mistakes or misjudgments made? Oh yes—even plenty. Both in business and personal judgment terms. I take personal responsibility for things that didn't work and should have worked. I tried to give it my best—both intellectually and physically in every corner of the world to carry this cause and its color. I tried to be as clear, honest and forthcoming in my communication with you. Those of you who—through all these long years—have helped me, supported me and even guided me—I thank you sincerely from the bottom of my soul for the friendship and being together. In fading away from the place which I loved and feared, I will become whole again—hopefully renew the father, husband and self I am.

Since leaving Apple, Spindler has kept a low public profile. He sits on the supervisory board of German publishing conglomerate Bertelsmann AG (www.bertelsmann.de) and is a managing partner at Upstart Capital (www.upstartcap.com). Apple, meanwhile, survived the most trying period in its history and—as of this writing—remains a thriving independent company.
Spindler Timeline

1980

Spindler joins Apple as European marketing manager

1981

Apple III ships
Apple initial public offering

1982

1983

1984

Spindler promoted to VP and general manager, Europe; Lisa 2 and Macintosh introduced

1985

Spindler named VP international; Wozniak resigns
Sculley thwarts Jobs' coup; Jobs stripped of operational duties
Gates urges Apple to license Mac OS
Jobs resigns, founds NeXT; Apple sues; Apple III discontinued
Microsoft releases Windows 1.01, licenses Mac technology
Spindler Timeline (continued)

1986

Spindler promoted to senior VP, international sales and marketing

1987

Gassee heads ATG

1988

Spindler appointed senior VP, international
Apple sues Microsoft and HP
Gassee takes over Apple's worldwide product marketing; Sun merger discussions rebuffed by Apple
Gassee named president of Apple Products; Spindler named president of Apple Europe

1989

Spindler named senior VP of Apple
Judge throws out all but 10 claims in Apple-Microsoft suit

1990

Spindler named COO and executive VP of Apple, moves to Cupertino
Gassee announces intention to leave Apple
Microsoft releases Windows 3.0
Eilers recommends licensing Mac OS
Gassee resigns from Apple
Spindler elected president

1991

Spindler elected to Apple board of directors
Apple releases System 7.0
Court reconsiders originality of Apple's GUI
First PowerBooks and Quadras introduced; Apple-IBM partnership announced; PowerPC, Taligent, Kaleida projects begin
“This has been like jumping out of an airplane with a parachute, and not knowing if the chute will open. But we made some bold moves to drop prices and expenses and the chute opened. All of a sudden there was a freight train coming through the fence and it was called 40 percent to 60 percent price reductions.”

Apple CEO Michael Spindler
(San Francisco Chronicle, January 27, 1994)

“Do you know this company was on the brink of bankruptcy in ’85? The same thing in ’88, ’90, and ’92. It will survive. It always has.”

Former Apple CEO Michael Spindler
(San Francisco Chronicle, April 17, 1996)
The Clone Quandary

Apple’s greatest strategic mistake may have been its refusal to license the Macintosh hardware and operating system until it was too late. Many observers reason that when the Mac was introduced in 1984, it was so far superior to anything the competition offered that the only thing that held Apple back from domination of the personal computer industry was the company’s stubborn policy of going it alone.

Macs rely heavily on Apple’s proprietary read-only memory (ROM) and custom-designed chips called ASICs, short for Application-Specific Integrated Circuits. This prevents companies from producing Mac clones without Apple’s blessing. Some vendors (such as Colby, Dynamac, and Outbound Systems) have tried to get around this problem by building clones with motherboards into which users were expected to insert a ROM that came from a legitimate Mac and then obtain and install the necessary operating system. Needless to say, this was often more work than it was worth and never caught on. If you wanted to legally build a Mac clone, you had to get Apple’s permission, and Apple simply refused to cooperate.

After Mac sales tapered off in late 1984, Apple faced a serious problem because management had essentially bet the future of the company on the new computer. One thing holding back sales was the perception that Apple was still an upstart company. As the sole source of Macs, it didn’t represent a safe bet when it came to purchasing equipment. That’s when the idea of licensing the Mac to others was first kicked around in the halls of Apple’s Cupertino campus. If multiple vendors sold Macs, there would be more choice, and buyers wouldn’t be dependent upon a single source, reasoned supporters. Strangely enough, one of the strongest supporters of the licensing effort was none other than Microsoft CEO Bill Gates. On June 25, 1985, Gates sent a detailed memo to Apple CEO John Sculley and Apple Products president Jean-Louis Gassée, begging them to consider licensing the Mac OS to outsiders.

Gates’ Most Amazing Memo

To: John Sculley, Jean Louis Gassée
From: Bill Gates, Jeff Raikes
Date: June 25, 1985
Re: Apple Licensing of Mac Technology
cc: Jon Shirley

Background:
Apple’s stated position in personal computers is innovative technology leader. This position implies that Apple must create a standard on new,

“If Apple had licensed the Mac OS when it first came out, Windows wouldn’t exist today.”
Robertson Stephens analyst
Jon van Bronkhorst
(San Francisco Chronicle, August 8, 1994)
advanced technology. They must establish a “revolutionary” architecture, which necessarily implies new development incompatible with existing architectures.

Apple must make Macintosh a standard. But no personal computer company, not even IBM, can create a standard without independent support. Even though Apple realized this, they have not been able to gain the independent support required to be perceived as a standard.

The significant investment (especially independent support) in a “standard personal computer” results in an incredible momentum for its architecture. Specifically, the IBM PC architecture continues to receive huge investment and gains additional momentum. (Though clearly the independent investment in the Apple II, and the resulting momentum, is another great example.) The investment in the IBM architecture includes development of differentiated compatibles, software and peripherals; user and sales channel education; and most importantly, attitudes and perceptions that are not easily changed.

Any deficiencies in the IBM architecture are quickly eliminated by independent support. Hardware deficiencies are remedied in two ways:

- expansion cards made possible because of access to the bus (e.g. the high resolution Hercules graphics card for monochrome monitors)
- manufacture of differentiated compatibles (e.g. the Compaq portable, or the faster DeskPro).

The closed architecture prevents similar independent investment in the Macintosh. The IBM architecture, when compared to the Macintosh, probably has more than 100 times the engineering resources applied to it when investment of compatible manufacturers is included. The ratio becomes even greater when the manufacturers of expansion cards are included.

**Conclusion:**

As the independent investment in a “standard” architecture grows, so does the momentum for that architecture. The industry has reached the point where it is now impossible for Apple to create a standard out of their innovative technology without support from, and the resulting credibility of other personal computer manufacturers. Thus, Apple must open the Macintosh architecture to have the independent support required to gain momentum and establish a standard.

“When the Mac came out in 1984, we wrote letters to Sculley, and we told him who to go to at HP and who to go to at AT&T to license the machine because we’d really bet our future on the Mac. We stopped doing DOS application development and did all our work in the graphical environment, so we were very worried in 1985 when Mac sales slowed down actually from the first year and we were trying to make all these suggestions. It’s probably too late to make a licensing program work.”

Microsoft CEO *Bill Gates*, during a January 30, 1996, speech
The Mac has not become a standard
The Macintosh has failed to attain the critical mass necessary for the technology to be considered a long term contender:

a. Since there is no “competition” to Apple from “Mac-compatible” manufacturers, corporations consider it risky to be locked into the Mac, for reasons of price AND choice.
b. Apple has reinforced the risky perception of the machine by being slow to come out with software and hardware improvements (e.g. hard disk, file server, bigger screen, better keyboard, larger memory, new ROM, operating software with improved performance). Furthermore, killing the Macintosh XL (Lisa) eliminated the alternative model that many businesses considered necessary.
c. Recent negative publicity about Apple hinders the credibility of the Macintosh as a long term contender in the personal computer market.
d. Independent software and hardware manufacturers reinforced the risky perception of the machine by being slow to come out with key software and peripheral products.
e. Apple’s small corporate account sales force has prevented it from having the presence, training, support, etc. that large companies would recognize and require.
f. Nationalistic pressures in European countries often force foreign to consumers [sic] choose local manufacturers. Europeans have local suppliers of the IBM architecture, but not Apple. Apple will lose ground in Europe as was recently exhibited in France.

Recommendation:
Apple should license Macintosh technology to 3-5 significant manufacturers for the development of “Mac Compatibles”:

United States manufacturers and contacts:
Ideal companies — in addition to credibility, they have large account sales forces that can establish the Mac architecture in larger companies:
• AT&T, James Edwards
• Wang, An Wang
• Digital Equipment Corporation, Ken Olsen
• Texas Instruments, Jerry Junkins
• Hewlett Packard, John Young
Other companies (but perhaps more realistic candidates):
• Xerox, Elliott James or Bob Adams
• Motorola, Murray A. Goldman
• Harris/Lanier, Wes Cantrell

continued on next page…
Apple should license the Macintosh technology to US and European companies in a way that allows them to go to other companies for manufacturing. Sony, Kyocera, and Alps are good candidates for OEM manufacturing of Mac compatibles.

Microsoft is very willing to help Apple implement this strategy. We are familiar with the key manufacturers, their strategies and strengths. We also have a great deal of experience in OEMing system software.

**Rationale:**

1. The companies that license Mac technology would add credibility to the Macintosh architecture.
2. These companies would broaden the available product offerings through their “Mac-compatible” product lines:
   - they would each innovate and add features to the basic system: various memory configurations, video display and keyboard alternatives, etc.
   - Apple would leverage the key partners’ abilities to produce a wide variety of peripherals, much faster than Apple could develop the peripherals themselves.
   - customers would see competition and would have real price/performance choices
3. Apple will benefit from the distribution channels of these companies.
4. The perception of a significantly increased potential installed base will bring the independent hardware, software, and marketing support that the Macintosh needs.
5. Apple will gain significant, additional marketing support. Every time a Mac compatible manufacturer advertises, it is an advertisement for the Apple architecture.
6. Licensing Mac compatibles will enhance Apple’s image as a technological innovator. Ironically, IBM is viewed as being a technological innovator. This is because compatible manufacturers are afraid to innovate too much and stray from the standard.

“If we had licensed earlier, we would be the Microsoft of today.”

*Apple executive VP Ian W. Diery* (Newsweek, August 29, 1994)
Having received no reply from Sculley and Gassée, Gates wrote a second letter on July 29, naming three other companies that would be receptive to licensing, and added, “I want to help in any way I can with the licensing. Please give me a call.” Gates’ overtures fell on deaf ears. Sculley didn’t understand the specifics of how to go about licensing, and Gassée refused to relinquish the Mac’s lead to copycats.

Gates wasn’t the only one pushing Apple to start a licensing program. Internally, VP William V. Campbell had persuaded a handful of marquee companies to request a license from Apple, among them AT&T and Sony. A few months after receiving Gates’ memos, Sculley asked Dan Eilers, 30, then director of strategic investment at Apple, to make a pitch to the executive staff about licensing the OS. Eilers rightly believed that over time other vendors would copy the Mac’s user interface, and Apple’s advantage would erode. As that happened, Apple’s market share would drop, and developers would be less willing to commit to the Mac, giving consumers less reason to buy the computer. Eilers argued that Apple should immediately port the Mac OS to Intel-based computers and develop an aggressive plan to license the Mac OS while it still enjoyed a significant advantage over the competition and it still had a chance of becoming the industry standard. Gassée was livid. He believed it was impossible to port the Mac OS to Intel hardware, feared licensing would rob Apple of revenue, and threatened that his engineers would leave if Apple licensed the OS. Sculley caved in to Gassée’s threats, and the idea was shelved.

Sculley didn’t see, or refused to believe, what was obvious to so many others. Recalls Alan Kay, a Xerox PARC alum (see “From Xerox, with Love”) and former Apple Fellow, “What I told Apple when I came in here was ‘Now that you’re selling the Macintosh, you’re a software company, not a hardware company, because the thing that makes the Mac different from all other computers is nothing in the hardware, but it’s in that ROM. And what you’re selling is services, communication services between a human being and what the computer can do for them.’ And, I said to them ‘When you’re in the software business you have to run on every platform, so you must put the Mac operating system on the PC and put it on Sun workstations and put it on everything else because that’s what you do if you’re in the software business, right?’ Software people are always multi-platform, because you want to run on everything. And, that was a huge battle, probably the largest battle I lost here at Apple.”

In January 1987, Apple was set to sign a licensing deal with Apollo Computer of Chelmsford, Massachusetts, then the leading workstation

“I am aware that I am known as the Great Satan on licensing… I was never for or against licensing. I just did not see how it would make sense. But my approach was stupid. We were just fat cats living off a business that had no competition.”

Be CEO Jean-Louis Gassée, admitting he made a strategic mistake
The Clone Quandary

“I think Apple lost a lot in the Microsoft lawsuit. Apple should have sued them for not copying the Mac as closely as possible. Had we gone to Microsoft and said ‘do anything the way we’ve already found is good, for 25 cents’ the result might have been a commonality as beneficial to Apple as Microsoft. When you’re comfortable with one OS because of all your skills, it’s scary to change. Were the two platforms very similar, the comfort feeling wouldn’t trap Mac users or PC users to their familiar machines.”

Steve Wozniak

Spindler’s fears about licensing are best summarized in Apple’s SEC filings: “There can be no assurance that the installed base will be broadened by the licensing of the operating system or that licensing will result in an increase in the number of application software titles or the rate at which vendors will bring to market application software based on the Mac OS. In addition, as a result of licensing its operating system, the Company is forced to compete with other companies producing Mac OS-based computer systems. The benefits to the Company from licensing the Mac OS to third parties may be more than offset by the disadvantages of being required to compete with them.”

vendor. The two companies had been working together since April 1986 to package Apple's Mac II and Apollo's Domain operating system as a low-end workstation. Apollo executives were set to board a plane for Silicon Valley to sign the contract committing them to buying 40,000 Mac IIs when Sculley backed out at the last moment because he felt that Apollo’s star was fading in the ascent of rival Sun Microsystems. He was right. Sun went on to dominate the workstation market, and Apollo was eventually acquired by Hewlett-Packard.

By the time Apple sued Microsoft on March 17, 1988, for similarities between Windows and the Lisa/Mac audiovisual works, the issue of licensing was all but dead. “Apple’s board was absolutely convinced we would win the suit,” remembers Sculley. And the feeling was that pursuing licensing at that point would undermine the suit by fostering a perception of weakness. Besides, with the fortuitous success of the Macintosh in the desktop publishing industry—thanks to the combination of the LaserWriter and Aldus PageMaker—it looked like perhaps Apple had pursued the right strategy after all. Its market share remained a small fraction of the overall PC world, but its gross margins (averaging 51 percent from 1986 to 1990) were the envy of the industry. Eilers, however, remained convinced that such margins were unsustainable, and he was right. In a 112-page confidential document dated August 30, 1990, Eilers—then VP of strategy and corporate development—recommended making a “discontinuous jump.” He proposed four options: licensing only the Mac OS, licensing both the OS and the hardware, creating a second Macintosh brand, or most radical of all, spinning off a small company code-named Macrosoft with the express purpose of porting the Mac OS to the Intel processor (see “The Star Trek Saga”). They estimated it could be done in less than a year and that the Mac OS could grab 30 percent of the market within three years. This time it was COO Michael Spindler who urged Sculley to nix the ideas, saying, “It’s too late to license. It doesn’t matter anymore. The opportunity is past.” The executive staff didn’t share Eilers’ sense of urgency and failed to take definitive action on his recommendations.

After partnering with IBM and Motorola on the PowerPC in 1991, Apple was confident that IBM would eventually launch its own line of Mac clones to provide a larger market for the PowerPC chip, so Apple wasn’t anxious to line up what it considered less-prestigious vendors. Besides, Spindler and Sculley hoped to convince IBM to buy Apple and put them in charge of the companies’ personal computer business.
Eilers eventually took over as CEO of Claris, Apple’s software subsidiary, from Campbell in January 1991, but never let go of the licensing idea. Just a year later, he convinced Sculley to consider allowing Claris to manufacture and sell Mac clones via mail order, emulating the successful Dell Computer (www.dell.com) and essentially implementing his previous recommendation of creating a second Mac brand. By July 1992, Claris had developed working prototypes and was ready to roll, but the idea was shot down by Spindler, and again Sculley refused to overrule his subordinate.

By the time Spindler took over from Sculley on June 18, 1993, he had had a change of heart and put licensing high on his list of priorities. He realized that Apple couldn’t maintain its isolationist stance much longer. But when he raised the issue with his lieutenants, he got a dose of his own medicine. This time Ian W. Diery, executive VP, strongly opposed the idea, fearing it would siphon sales of Apple’s Macs without expanding the market share. That August, the same month as the Newton introduction, IBM approached Apple and asked to license the Mac OS for use on a PowerPC-based Common Hardware Reference Platform computer that could be built using industry-standard off-the-shelf parts rather than special, proprietary chips. As an added benefit, so-called CHRP (pronounced chirp) systems could run a variety of operating systems, including Apple’s Mac OS, IBM’s OS/2, Microsoft’s Windows NT, and UNIX-based AIX. IBM was already working on PowerPC-based workstations and wanted to offer CHRP as its personal computer. When Apple pushed to license its OS and forthcoming Power Mac hardware as a pair, IBM countered with a proposal to collaborate on the new CHRP specification. Apple wasn’t interested, so IBM pursued a modification of the CHRP idea called the PowerPC Reference Platform (PReP)—which was essentially CHRP, except it wouldn’t run the Mac OS. IBM unveiled its PReP plans at the Fall COMDEX 1993, and Spindler was upset that Apple had been left out. He demanded a high-level meeting the coming spring to resolve their differences, and IBM agreed.

At the shareholder meeting on January 26, 1994, Spindler announced that Apple expected to line up a major PC manufacturer to license the upcoming Power Macs by the end of the year. Spindler was hoping to snare a marquee company such as Compaq, Dell, Gateway, or IBM as Apple’s first licensee. Indeed, by the time Apple and IBM returned to the negotiating tables, Spindler was willing to license the Mac OS if IBM was willing to push the Mac-inclusive CHRP, not the exclusionary PReP.

“Licensing was never a corporate priority. It was not taken as a strategically critical activity. When it was done, it was done begrudgingly.”
Apple’s former director of OEM product licensing Russ Irwin

“We don’t get it. Licensing is like pregnancy. You either do it all the way or you don’t. Deep in their hearts, they think they can’t compete so they don’t want to license to anyone big.”
Aaron Goldberg, president of Computer Intelligence InfoCorp (BusinessWeek, October 3, 1994)

“We have zero interest. Every application of significance that runs in the Mac environment runs in ours. And while it’s attractive in terms of ease of use, Chicago [Windows 95] will blow the doors off of the Mac operating system.”
Compaq VP for corporate development Robert W. Stearns (BusinessWeek, March 7, 1994)
IBM could live with that, but Apple insisted that the CHRP machines ship with Mac OS while IBM thought the operating system choice should be left to the consumers. Apple was proving so difficult to deal with that IBM contemplated just buying the company outright to get its way. When Spindler himself proposed merging, IBM was more than willing to talk, and by the fall it looked like it was going to happen, only to come undone at the last moment (see “From Diesel to Doctor”).

On September 19, 1994, Apple announced it would initially sign up a maximum of six Mac licensees and would not restrict them in any way. Even with its wide-open proposal, Apple had difficulty signing even one licensee. Potential cloners questioned Apple’s commitment to long-term licensing and wondered how they could compete effectively against Apple, which, by all rights, should have enjoyed massive economies of scale when it came to buying the many proprietary components required to build a Mac. If it was going to make licensing work, Apple realized it needed to change its thinking. It decided to license the existing Mac OS and hardware while working toward a day when the two wouldn’t be so tightly integrated. To that end, on November 7, Apple, IBM, and Motorola announced intentions to jointly design the Common Hardware Reference Platform that Big Blue had proposed the previous year. Apple hoped hardware manufacturers would be more willing to license the Mac OS if they could build CHRP-compliant machines using industry-standard parts rather than rely on Apple for the Mac hardware as well as the operating system. IBM and Motorola hoped to encourage more vendors to build systems around their PowerPC chip so that they could reduce its costs with increased volume.

Unable to interest any major players even after committing to CHRP, Apple granted the first Mac license to a startup called Power Computing. The company had been founded by Stephen S. “King” Kahng in November 1993 with backing from European PC vendor Ing. C. Olivetti & Compagnia SpA. Kahng—an engineer who in the 1980s designed the popular Leading Edge line of IBM PC clones—founded Power Computing with the express purpose of selling Mac clones via mail order. Formal talks with Apple began in April 1994, and it took until December 16 for Kahng to secure the first Mac license, which he proudly announced to the world two days after Christmas. Apple was reluctant to start its licensing efforts with such small fry, but Spindler had promised
to announce a licensee by year end, and Power Computing was the only company ready with a Mac clone. On January 5, 1995, Apple followed up by granting another license to long-time Mac monitor maker Radius. Both Radius and Power Computing were relatively small companies unable to build many computers; nonetheless Apple promised that a million clones would be sold by the end of 1995. Spindler’s goal was to double Apple’s market share from 10 percent to 20 percent by adding one percent each year for five years, and allowing the clone makers to match that. Apple’s greatest concern was that the clone vendors wouldn’t expand the market, but simply cannibalize sales at Apple’s expense.

Seeing that Apple had finally committed to licensing in January 1995, Gateway 2000, a huge mail-order vendor of Wintel systems, called Spindler to inquire about obtaining a Mac license. It was willing to devote 200 people in the hopes of building a $300 million Mac business. By May, the contracts were waiting for signatures, but Apple got cold feet. In February, Power Computing had opened its manufacturing plant in Austin, Texas, and it had just shipped the first Mac clone that May with the help of many former Apple engineers who had developed the first Power Macs and had grown frustrated with Cupertino’s corporate culture. Cheaper and faster than Apple’s Macs, the Power clones found a ready market and received rave reviews. Power aggressively pursued the high end of the market where margins were fattest, and Apple felt Power was just stealing sales, not growing the Mac market. If an upstart like Power could cause Apple grief, who knew what sort of pain an established vendor like Gateway could inflict? Instead of worrying about the Mac’s dwindling share of the overall PC market in the face of Wintel clones, Spindler remained focused on Apple’s share of the Mac market in the face of Mac clones, and as a result, he nixed the Gateway deal.

A year after announcing CHRP, Apple, IBM, and Motorola released the specifications on November 13, 1995, at the Fall COMDEX in Las Vegas. At that time, CHRP was renamed the PowerPC Microprocessor Common Hardware Reference Platform, or simply the PowerPC Platform (PPCP). PowerPC alliance members hoped to ship PPCP systems in the second half of 1996. On January 31, 1996, shortly before Spindler’s resignation, Apple gave the first public demonstration of the Mac OS running on PPCP at the Demo 96 trade show.

Spindler, a grudging supporter of Mac cloning, was replaced by Gilbert F. Amelio as chairman and CEO in February 1996. Within two weeks, Apple announced that it had licensed System 7.5.x and its long-delayed Copland (see “The Copland Crisis”) to the Motorola Computer Group. The deal allowed Motorola to distribute the Mac OS with its own computer systems (to be introduced in China in late 1996) and sublicense the operating system to other manufacturers who bought its motherboards. This was a big break with past policy. Now potential cloners could deal with a third party for all their needs rather than put up with Apple’s arrogant and arbitrary demands, although Apple retained the right to certify all systems sold with the Mac.

“\textit{“If anybody makes a Mac cheaper than we do from a cost standpoint, with our volume of a couple million machines, we should be shot.”}\
\textit{Michael Spindler (MacWEEK, January 8, 1996)}
OS to ensure compatibility. On May 6, Apple licensed the Mac OS to IBM in a deal similar to Motorola's, except that IBM planned to make its clones available worldwide. According to Jesse Parker, director of segment marketing in IBM's Microelectronics Division, “IBM at various times had discussed the possibility of licensing the Mac OS from Apple. However, it wasn't until Gil Amelio joined the company that discussions began to proceed more quickly. While Gil Amelio wasn't directly involved in the day-to-day negotiations, it was clear to me that his influence and direction helped move things along.” For his part, Amelio said, “Our primary motivation is to expand the platform,” and vowed, “We will be enthusiastic licensers.”

In late May, UMAX Data Systems, a Taiwanese manufacturer of scanners, announced it had purchased Radius' Mac license after its clones failed to catch on with customers. By June, UMAX (www.umax.com) released its first low-cost SuperMac clones (originally the name of a manufacturer of Mac monitors acquired by Radius). Frank C. Huang, UMAX's chairman, said shipments were expected to hit between 150,000 and 200,000 units in the second half of the year, and he hoped to sell 400,000 to 500,000 clones in 1997.

Although Mac clone vendors had been only moderately successful so far, Apple remained worried about their effect on the bottom line. Apple earned a flat fee of $50 for every clone sold, but CFO Fred D. Anderson estimated that for each high-end sale that went to a cloner rather than Apple, the company lost ten times as much in profit. Apple's finances didn't allow it to subsidize cloners at that rate for long. In rereading the licensing agreements, Amelio saw a loophole that would allow him to address this problem. The license granted the cloners the right to System 7.5 and its

“We will aggressively license the Mac OS to serious players.”
CEO Gilbert Amelio, speaking at Apple’s WWDC in May 1996

Amelio strongly supported Mac licensing.

UMAX bought Radius' Mac license and began selling revamped SuperMacs.
updates. The update following System 7.6 was code-named Tempo and was expected to be called System 7.7 when released in July 1997. But if it were called Mac OS 8 instead, Apple could legally renegotiate the clone contracts for more favorable terms, and that's exactly what it set out to do. The clone community leaked word of the tactic to the press in hopes of fostering a public outcry but eventually was willing to compromise to keep the business functioning.

In November 1996, Power Computing hired Joel J. Kocher as president and COO. Kocher had overseen Dell Computer’s phenomenal growth in the early 1990s, and Kahng hoped he could do the same for Power. Kocher gave the go-ahead to begin construction of PowerTown, a long-planned 150-acre, $28 million headquarters in Georgetown, Texas. On December 27, Kocher signed a new agreement with Apple that increased the royalty rate and granted Power Computing a license to the upcoming Mac OS 8, or so he thought. Kocher also sought to reduce Power Computing’s reliance on Apple and initiated the groundwork for producing Wintel clones by 1998. That would require additional funding, so an initial public offering was planned for the coming May.

Instead of basking in the glory of an oversubscribed IPO, Power Computing started to fear for its survival in the spring of 1997. Apple had just purchased NeXT Software to shore up its operating system plans, and had gotten the advisory services of founder Steve Jobs as part of the bargain. During a fireside chat at Apple’s Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC) on May 16, Jobs asserted his belief that clone vendors should pay more for the privilege of making Macs. Instead of a flat fee of $50 per unit, the price should be based on the volume and price of computers sold, he felt. He referred to cloners as “leeches” and chided them for going “ballistic” over renegotiating their licenses. It was clear that Jobs was no fan of licensing, but at least Amelio was still CEO.

On June 4, Power Computing’s Kocher reached a basic agreement with Amelio on licensing terms for Mac OS 8, Rhapsody, and PPCP and two weeks later committed the terms to paper. With a signed license in hand, Power Computing filed an S-1 with the SEC on June 30, the first official step in an IPO that was likely to be a success. Power Computing was the fastest-growing PC company of the 1990s. It had grabbed almost ten percent of the Mac market, generating $11 million in profit on sales of $246 million in 1996, and its revenues reached $84 million in the first quarter of 1997. Then everything was thrown into doubt with Amelio’s July 9 surprise resignation and Jobs’ assuming the role of strategic advisor at Apple.

On July 22, Apple shipped Mac OS 8 to consumers but refused to allow clone makers to include it on their systems, causing fits at Power Computing, which thought it had signed a deal for the new operating system. On the eve of the Macworld Expo in Boston on August 5, Kocher criticized Jobs and Apple for the new antagonistic stance toward cloners, warning, “If the platform goes closed, it is over. Total destruction. Closed is the kiss of death.” He urged attendees to force Apple to address the licensing issue in public.
To rally them to his cause, Kocher demonstrated a new 275MHz desktop clone based upon the latest-generation PowerPC 750 chip (code-named Arthur and released by Apple as the G3), as well as a notebook based upon the same chip. When the audience burst into applause, Kocher snapped, “Don’t clap, because I don’t have the confidence that you will ever see this because Apple has yet to license the PowerBook design.”

The week following Macworld Expo, in a 10-Q filing with the SEC, Apple hinted that the advantages of having opened its market to clone makers might be offset by the disadvantages inherent in competition. Days later Apple notified clone makers that it would not accept any PPCP machines for certification. In a classic Catch-22, Apple refused to ship Mac OS 8 to clone makers if their machines lacked certification. Guerrino De Luca, Apple executive VP of marketing, insisted, “We want to continue to license, but not under terms that would kill the platform.” The current agreements called for separate fees for the Mac OS and hardware designs. If cloners moved to the PPCP machines, Apple would get paid only for the Mac OS. Motorola Computer Group indicated it would proceed with its PPCP plans with or without Apple’s blessing. “We believe we have the license to ship our [PPCP] model, and we will ship it,” said Jurgen Reinold, chief technologist and architect for Motorola’s StarMax 6000. A furious Kocher tried to convince the Power Computing board to take Apple to court for breach of contract. When the board refused, Kocher resigned on August 19, followed by most of his executive staff. Power Computing had decided it was better to surrender than to continue fighting a losing battle. On September 2, Apple announced it would acquire Power Computing’s customer database, its license to distribute the Mac OS, and certain key employees for $100 million in Apple stock and roughly $10 million to cover debts and closing costs. As part of the deal, Power Computing agreed not to sue Apple for breach of contract. “Power Computing has pioneered direct marketing and sales in the Macintosh market, successfully building a $400 [million] business,” said Jobs. “We look forward to learning from their experience, and welcoming their customers back into the Apple family.”

On September 8, 1997, Apple extended UMAX Data Systems’ license through July 1998, allowing it to bundle Mac OS 8 with its clones, but not on PPCP systems. UMAX was spared Power’s fate since it had aggressively pursued the low-end market where Apple had no offerings, rather than attack the fat margins at the high end. On September 11, Motorola discontinued its StarMax line and suspended future Mac clone efforts; IBM followed suit shortly thereafter. In May 1998, UMAX exited the Mac clone market after having lost roughly $36 million.

On September 8, 1997, Apple extended UMAX Data Systems’ license through July 1998, allowing it to bundle Mac OS 8 with its clones, but not on PPCP systems. UMAX was spared Power’s fate since it had aggressively pursued the low-end market where Apple had no offerings, rather than attack the fat margins at the high end. On September 11, Motorola discontinued its StarMax line and suspended future Mac clone efforts; IBM followed suit shortly thereafter. In May 1998, UMAX exited the Mac clone market after having lost roughly $36 million.
Power Computing was to retain its name and remain an independent company. It intended to sell Mac clones through the end of 1997, or as long as supplies lasted. Apple promised to provide Mac OS support for Power Computing customers, with Power Computing remaining responsible for hardware and warranty service. Power Computing reiterated its intention to expand its focus to include Wintel clones but was forced to halt production in December 1997 because of parts shortages. On January 29, 1998, an auction was held to sell the last of Power Computing’s physical assets. Though he has never admitted it openly, Jobs single-handedly pulled the plug on Power Computing and killed the clone issue once and for all at Apple.

“The show is over, the monkey is dead, and they’ve folded the tent.”

Security guard, on the day of Power Computing’s asset auction
The Clone Quandary

Mac Clone Timeline

1984
Lisa 2 and Macintosh introduced

Apple ships LaserWriter

Sculley thwarts Jobs’ coup; Jobs stripped of operational duties
Aldus releases PageMaker

Jobs resigns from Apple, founds NeXT; Apple sues

Microsoft licenses Mac technology, releases Windows 1.01

1985

1986
Apple and Apollo collaborate on Mac II workstation

1987
Apple-Apollo collaboration ended

Macintosh installed base = 1,000,000

Jean-Louis Gassée heads ATG

Microsoft releases Windows 2.02
Mac Clone Timeline (continued)

1988
- Apple sues Microsoft and HP
- Gassée takes over Apple's worldwide product marketing
- Gassée named president of Apple Products

1989
- Judge throws out all but 10 claims in Apple-Microsoft suit

1990
- Xerox sues Apple over Lisa and Mac user interfaces
- Gassée announces intention to leave Apple; Xerox suit against Apple dismissed
- Microsoft releases Windows 3.0
- Eilers recommends licensing Mac OS
- Gassée resigns from Apple

1991
- Eilers replaces Campbell as Claris CEO
- Apple releases System 7.0
- Court reconsiders originality of Apple’s GUI
- First PowerBooks and Quadras introduced; Apple-IBM partnership announced; PowerPC, Taligent, Kaleida projects begin
Mac Clone Timeline (continued)

1992
- Microsoft releases Windows 3.1; court holds most Windows elements covered by '85 agreement
- Claris Mac clone prototype ready; Sculley and Spindler visit Japan, find no interest in Drama licensing scheme
- Star Trek proof of concept completed

1993
- Apple-AT&T merger discussions break down
- Spindler replaces Sculley as Apple CEO; Star Trek project abandoned
- IBM requests Mac OS license for CHRP; Apple’s suit against Microsoft over Windows dismissed
- Sculley resigns as Apple chairman
- Kahng incorporates Power Computing
- Apple petitions Supreme Court
- Spindler announces plans to license Power Macs

1994
- First Power Macs ship
- Apple initiates licensing talks with Power Computing
- Apple appeals Windows ruling; Apple reaffirms plans for up to six Mac licenses
- Apple licenses Mac technology to Bandai; grants first clone license to Power Computing; petitions Supreme Court
- Power Computing opens Texas plant; Supreme Court rejects Apple’s Windows appeal
- Apple licenses Mac to Radius; initiates talks with Gateway 2000

1995
- Power Computing ships first Mac clone; Apple drops Gateway 2000 license deal
- Apple's backorders reach $1 billion
- Microsoft releases Windows 95
- PowerPC Platform (née CHRP) specifications released
Mac Clone Timeline (continued)

1996
- Amelio replaces Spindler as Apple CEO, chairman; Motorola licenses Mac
- Apple reports $740 million loss
- UMAX buys Radius’ Mac license; Bandai Pippin World ships; IBM licenses Mac
- UMAX releases SuperMac clones
- Power hires Kocher as president and COO

1997
- Apple releases System 7.6
- Jobs calls clones “leeches” at WWDC
- Apple announces purchase of NeXT; Jobs returns; Power and Apple renegotiate Mac license
- Amelio resigns as Apple chairman and CEO; Apple releases Mac OS 8.0
- Power files for IPO
- Apple buys Power’s license, extends UMAX’s license; Motorola discontinues StarMax line; Jobs named Apple’s interim CEO
- Kocher resigns from Power Computing
- Power Mac G3 introduced
- Power halts Wintel clone production
- Power assets sold at auction

1998
- UMAX discontinues SuperMac line

1999
- UMAX’s license expires
- Macintosh installed base = 30,000,000
The Doctor’s Strong Medicine

Dr. Gilbert Frank Amelio’s tenure as Apple’s CEO was short and sour. When he took over the company, it was in the worst shape in its rocky history. He calmly surveyed the landscape, devised a no-frills recovery plan, and methodically went about its implementation. His efforts were often stymied by entrenched Apple executives, unforgiving market realities, and meddling outsiders. He probably could have overcome all of these obstacles had he not been blindsided by an advisor he himself brought back into the Apple fold with the gutsy purchase of NeXT: Steve Jobs.

Amelio had earned a reputation as a “transformation manager” by helping reverse the fortunes of Rockwell International and National Semiconductor, the fourth-largest computer chip manufacturer. When he arrived at National Semiconductor on February 1, 1991, as chairman, president, and CEO, the firm was near bankruptcy, having suffered four consecutive years of losses totaling $320 million. In 1995, it reported its third straight year of profits, earning a record $264 million on sales of $2.4 billion. While it hadn’t enjoyed the same growth as the overall booming chip market, National Semiconductor had clearly been pulled from the fire. Apple needed a man with Amelio’s talents and so elected him to the board on November 9, 1994.

The situation at Apple continued to deteriorate during 1995 under the leadership of CEO and chairman Michael H. Spindler. By December the rumor mill was operating around the clock, producing fresh reports of takeover and merger possibilities. Sensing that Spindler was mortally wounded, Jobs paid an unprecedented call to National Semiconductor and asked Amelio to back his bid to return to Apple as CEO, stating, “There’s only one person who can rally the Apple troops, only one person who can straighten out the company. Apple is on its way out of business. The only thing that can save it is a strong leader, somebody who can rally employees, the press, users, and developers.” Of course, Jobs considered himself that person, but when Amelio pressed him for details on his recovery plan, Jobs

“Apple is a lot like Italy. It’s a highly creative company, but with that comes chaos.”
Marketing executive Regis McKenna

“If [Apple’s board] had called me, I would have recommended that Amelio was absolutely the wrong man for the job. He left National in a disaster.”
Former National Semiconductor CEO Charles Sporck

“You know, I’ve got a plan that could rescue Apple. I can’t say any more than that it’s the perfect product and the perfect strategy for Apple. But nobody there will listen to me.”
NeXT and Pixar CEO Steve Jobs
(Fortune, September 18, 1995)
“The cure for Apple is not cost-cutting. The cure for Apple is to innovate its way out of its current predicament.”
NeXT and Pixar CEO Steve Jobs

“It’s nice to work for a CEO whose idea of technology is not how to put 64 ounces of sugar water in a plastic bottle.”
Apple Fellow Guy Kawasaki, praising Amelio while dissing Sculley

failed to provide any concrete solutions and left without Amelio’s support. The significance of the meeting was lost on Amelio at the time, but Jobs wouldn’t forget.

As Jobs had predicted, Apple’s board was indeed dissatisfied with Spindler’s performance. He had failed to find an acceptable merger partner for Apple and had presided over a series of quarterly losses and declining market share. During a January 31, 1996, emergency meeting of Apple’s board at the New York law firm of Shearman and Sterling, Spindler was replaced by Amelio, who brought considerable managerial experience and technical knowledge to the position. He holds 16 patents and co-invented the world’s first charge-coupled device (CCD), which is used in most video cameras produced today. Amelio earned a Ph.D. in physics from the Georgia Institute of Technology, entitling him to be addressed as “Doctor Amelio.”

Amelio stated he took the difficult job because, “I was frustrated by the deficiencies of the product and the organization behind it. I’m trying to help one of America’s all-time great companies.” To help convince him to take the position, the board agreed to a lucrative compensation package. Amelio negotiated a salary of $990,000, which was $296,000 more than he was earning at National Semiconductor. He was also to receive a two-part bonus. The first component was based on performance, with a range from $324,000 to $1,900,000 for 1996 (he got $1,134,000). By way of comparison, Spindler earned a total of $1.42 million in his last year at Apple. Amelio was also given a $200,000 signing bonus, a $5 million loan, an agreement to reimburse Aero Ventures for the business use of his Israeli Industries twin-engine Astra Jet at a rate of $1,695 per hour, and a guaranteed payment of $10 million if the company was sold within a year and the acquiring company terminated his employment or he elected to quit within 30 days. In addition to all these goodies, he was to receive $1 million a year for five years to be credited against the loan, plus options on one million shares with an exercise price of $26.25, which would vest over five years based upon performance objectives. According to Pearl Meyer, a New York compensation consultant, Amelio’s total compensation package was worth from $10 to $12 million a year, depending on performance. Angry shareholders initially filed a class-action suit against Apple in March 1996, charging that Amelio’s pay package was “wildly excessive,” but it was never pursued seriously. Amelio initially defended his pay, saying, “Frankly, it was a very competitive package, in the 75th percentile of executive compensation.” Looking back on the issue a year after he left Apple, Amelio acknowledged it was a mistake to draw such a large salary, at least from a PR standpoint. “You don’t expect your religious leaders to be making big bucks,” he said, “and I was leading a religion.”

When he arrived on the Apple campus on February 5, Amelio resolved “to build a business as great as our products,” but it wouldn’t be easy. As he recalls, “When I walked in the door, I was facing five crises: We were dangerously low on cash; the quality of our products was poor; the
development of our next-generation [operating system] was behind schedule and in disarray; Apple's famously contrarian corporate culture was almost impossible to manage; and our product line and development efforts were fragmented to the point that the company was completely unfocused.”

Despite its myriad problems, Amelio confidently stated, “We have ourselves in a little trouble now. The troubles are very fixable. I've been down this road before.” Amelio asked the public to give him 100 days to study the company's problems and come up with answers. He predicted that Apple would return to profitability within nine months to a year and attain sustainable health within three years, but to get well Apple would have to swallow some powerful medicine. On March 27, Apple warned Wall Street of “an anticipated second fiscal quarter net after-tax loss of around $700 million,” the biggest quarterly loss ever for a company based in Silicon Valley. When the final numbers were released on April 17, Apple reported a $740 million net loss; $388 million went toward lowering the value of Apple's inventory of unsold Macs and components. Amelio explained, “The company had lost that money already. It just hadn’t recognized it.” About $130 million covered restructuring charges related to laying off 2,800 employees (up from the 1,300 job cuts Spindler announced in January). The remainder represented Apple's loss on operations. Following the huge loss, Amelio worked with newly hired CFO Fred D. Anderson to clean up the balance sheet by further writing off inventories, floating a last-minute convertible debenture issue (crucial since the company had only $592 million in cash—enough to operate for just five weeks), and selling manufacturing sites around the globe.

Amelio's 100-day honeymoon ended on May 13, at Apple's Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC) in San Jose. By all accounts, Amelio seemed to have done his homework and offered a litany of solutions that appealed to the crowd and demonstrated that he understood the problems Apple was facing. “Number one is we've got to get back to basics and the fundamental business of how we design, how we develop, how we produce, and how we service,” said Amelio. “And we have to do this far better than we've done it in the past. We need to simplify the product line. We need to simplify that a lot, because complexity costs money, and we've added costs unnecessarily as a consequence. We need to improve our time to market, get things out when we say we are, and stick to them.” Acknowledging that Apple's clone effort had been half-hearted, Amelio vowed to “aggressively license the Mac OS to serious players.” He also promised that Apple would no longer compete with developers, was in fact investing $18 million to produce the best development tools available, and had committed $20 million to get retail shelf space for Mac products. “Many people wonder if Apple will still be around in five years,” acknowledged Amelio. “Hey, this is Apple, expect the impossible!”

With his crucial 100-day speech behind him, Amelio focused on getting Apple's operating system strategy back on track. He had promised to ship the long-delayed Copland in pieces beginning with the January 1997 release

On April 18, 1996, just weeks before the second PowerBook 5300 recall, Apple unveiled a $15 million tie-in with Paramount Pictures' Mission: Impossible film starring Tom Cruise. The promotion featured television and print advertisements, a special web site, and cosponsorship of the movie's premiere. The choice of a film named Mission: Impossible seemed particularly ironic, since Apple had just reported its largest loss ever—$740 million for the second quarter—and some wags commented that newly installed CEO Gilbert F. Amelio was facing a task more daunting than any mission Mr. Phelps had ever accepted.

Tom Cruise, who is a Mac user in real life, uses a PowerBook 5300c in the movie, but Apple didn’t have any control over the script because it signed on as a sponsor too late in the game. As a result, Cruise’s character must put up with a clunky command-line interface rather than the Mac’s graphical user interface. Even worse, when Cruise and cohorts plan to break into the CIA’s computer system, the computer expert among them insists they need “Thinking Machines laptops.” Never mind that Thinking Machines (www.think.com) has never made anything smaller than a supercomputer, much less a laptop. That’s Hollywood for you. After ponying up $15 million, you can’t even insist that your computer is the one requested in the script. To top it all off, the tie-in was generating demand for a product that dealers didn’t have in stock anymore due to the recall—a situation that would last for four months.
“A year from now people will look back and wonder ‘what was all the fuss about?’”

Apple CEO Gil Amelio

In a move calculated to show that Apple had not given up on fine industrial design, Amelio announced that Apple would produce a limited run of a special Macintosh to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of Apple’s incorporation. Little was revealed at WWDC, but when it shipped in June 1997, the Twentieth Anniversary Mac (code-named Spartacus) featured an active-matrix color LCD borrowed from the PowerBook line and an Alchemy logic board with a 250MHz PowerPC 603e from the Performa 6400. It came with an upright mounted 4X CD-ROM drive, 32MB RAM, Bose Acoustimass sound system, and in-home “concierge” setup service. A Massachusetts factory produced only 11,601 units, initially priced at $7,500. With comparable Power Macs available for less than $2,000, the Twentieth Anniversary Mac wasn’t a best-seller, even after Apple dropped the price by two thirds. One bright note: a shiny Twentieth Anniversary Mac could be seen in the corner of Jerry’s living room during the final season of *Seinfeld*.

Apple was named the worst-run company of 1996 by investment giant CalPERS (California Public Employees’ Retirement System).
As for Woz, Amelio explained, “I do expect him along with Steve Jobs to wander the halls. It’s sort of like the bumblebee that goes from flower to flower, puts a little pollen here and there.”

The press roundly criticized Amelio’s unfocused Macworld keynote, and the financial pressure mounted with another quarterly loss. It was becoming increasingly apparent to Amelio that he didn’t have the luxury of turning Apple around over the course of three years, the length of time he thought necessary. Apple could very well be in the midst of what he termed a “death spiral” in his book, Profit from Experience: The National Semiconductor Story of Transformation Management. In a January 16 broadcast to employees, Amelio reviewed the disappointing first quarter results and announced the likelihood of still more layoffs, stopping at one point to stare into the camera and growl, “Don’t put me in this position again, dammit.” Amelio was frustrated at the marketing and sales people who continued to assure him they would meet their quotas right up to the 11th hour. Apple had fostered a mutinous corporate culture where the CEO was viewed as a figurehead and his orders mere suggestions that would often go unheeded. Every division had its own agenda, and getting them to march to a single drummer was like herding cats.

Aware that the hemorrhaging of Apple’s finances was continuing and would result in a second quarter loss of $708 million, on February 4, Amelio announced an executive shuffle that had Jobs’ fingerprints all over it. Jobs often referred to Hancock as a bozo who lacked personal computer experience, so it came as little surprise that most of her charges would from then on report either to Avadis “Avie” Tevanian Jr., Ph.D., formerly NeXT’s VP of engineering, or Jon Rubinstein, former executive VP and COO of FirePower Systems, who once headed up NeXT’s hardware unit. COO Marco Landi was stripped of marketing and operations responsibilities but left in charge of worldwide sales; he quit Apple just two weeks later. Essentially, Amelio’s lieutenants had been demoted and Jobs’ buddies put into positions of power at Apple, but still Jobs denied having any designs on the CEO spot. “People keep trying to suck me in,” said Jobs. “They want me to be some kind of Superman. But I have no desire to run Apple Computer. I deny it at every turn, but nobody believes me.”

Perhaps he didn’t want to officially run Apple, but behind the scenes he was happy to advise Amelio on which products to keep or kill as the company streamlined its efforts, though he didn’t always prevail. For example, Jobs wanted to kill the Newton division, but Amelio tried to sell it and, by late May, decided to spin it off as an independent company (see “The Fallen Apple”). The reorganization was followed on March 14 by the announcement that Apple was cutting another 2,700 positions. “This time, I’m going to use the two-by-four approach,” stated a hardened Amelio. “I’m going to put this place through the most gut-wrenching change it’s ever had.”

Shortly after the consummation of the NeXT deal on February 4, 1997, Jobs’ best friend and Oracle CEO Lawrence J. Ellison began boasting to the

“As he made his way through the crowd, I said to Steve, ‘Do you know how it feels to be the guy that’s been back from the dead?’ Jobs replied, ‘I’m going to be just the same guy now that I was before. We’re going to make the same kind of mistakes. But I’m going to be a lot smarter. I’m going to have a lot more experience. I’m going to have a lot more vision.’”

Anonymous Apple alumnus, warning Ellen Hancock that bringing Jobs back to Apple would threaten Amelio’s leadership
(The New Yorker, September 8, 1997)

“My image was, ‘Hey, we can really make a hell of a team.’ Me with my technical experience and experience running large corporations, Steve with his instinct for the industry. I would be chairman, partially invisible to the press, making all the sharp business decisions. Steve would be the front guy...this glamour boy out there keeping the faithful in line. But that obviously was not to be.”

Former Apple CEO Gil Amelio, on why he brought Jobs back to Apple
(Computerworld, July 27, 1998)
“By the time this [article] comes out, I should be chairman of Apple.”
Oracle CEO Larry Ellison
(Vanity Fair, June 1997)

Ellison was elected to Apple’s board, but not as chairman, in August 1997 following Amelio’s resignation. Ellison himself resigned on September 20, 2002, citing insufficient time to devote to his duties as a director.

Following Apple’s announcement of its third consecutive profitable quarter in July 1998, the stock price jumped to a value not seen in over two and a half years, doubling Prince Alwaleed’s investment.

On August 11, Jobs finally admitted he had sold the block of shares in June. “I pretty much had given up hope that the Apple board was going to do anything. I didn’t think the stock was going up,” he told Time. “If that upsets employees,” he huffed, “I’m perfectly happy to go home to Pixar.”

“Steve Jobs is not a credible CEO or anything else for Apple. The worst thing would be to appoint Steve CEO, except that it would give Steve the opportunity to preside over both Apple’s birth and death.”
Industry commentator David Coursey
(San Jose Mercury News, July 10, 1997)

press that he was again considering making a run at Apple and indicated he had lined up a group of investors that would be willing to back him if he decided to go forward with the plan. Apple’s investment bankers informed Amelio there was little they could do to prevent Ellison from taking over if he made a reasonable offer for Apple. The thing that didn’t make sense was that most hostile takeover attempts are kept quiet; Amelio suspected that Ellison’s true motive was to shake the board’s confidence in the job he was doing as CEO.

On March 25, Amelio met with the board to beg for an increase in advertising spending to prop up sales, which were down drastically and showed no immediate signs of recovery. The board of directors began to feel that they had made a mistake in handing the company over to Amelio the previous year. To them, Amelio didn’t seem to be attacking problems with the urgency that was needed, and he wasn’t the marketing whiz they wanted.

In April, the Ellison takeover rumors gained credibility when it was revealed that Prince Alwaleed bin Talal bin Abdulaziz Alsaud, the 41-year-old nephew of Saudi Arabia’s King Saud, had purchased five percent of Apple’s stock, 6.23 million shares, at an average price of $18.52, for a total of $115.4 million in late March 1997. The prince indicated he thought Apple was a strong brand that had potential to regain its former glory, and he was interested in listening to Ellison’s proposal. For his part, Ellison called off his bid on April 29, but refused to rule out a future takeover attempt. Then on June 26, someone sold a block of 1.5 million shares of Apple stock for roughly $15 apiece. Although many speculated that Jobs had disposed of the shares he acquired when NeXT was purchased, he wouldn’t comment on the matter. If an insider like Jobs was dumping every share he owned, that was an ominous sign for Apple, and it further rattled the board.

Apple’s board of directors began a 36-hour series of telephone meetings on Independence Day to discuss the situation. On the morning of July 6, board member Edgar S. Woolard Jr. called Amelio at Stonewood, his Lake Tahoe mansion, and broke the news to him. “We think you need to step down,” said Woolard. “You’ve done a lot to help the company, but the sales haven’t rebounded.” Amelio tried explaining that sales were often the last thing to recover after other aspects of the business were set straight, but Woolard was intransigent. He kept insisting that what Apple needed was a great sales and marketing leader, an idea Jobs had reinforced when the board consulted with him on the matter. Jobs assured Amelio that he had nothing to do with his ouster, but Amelio remained suspicious. “He said he didn’t,” claimed Amelio. “I would say that the data seems to suggest otherwise.” Upon Amelio’s resignation, CFO Fred Anderson assumed many of the day-to-day responsibilities of running Apple, and Jobs continued in his role of “advisor.”

Including the $56 million loss the company would report for the third quarter ended June 27, Apple had suffered over $1.6 billion in losses during Amelio’s watch, an amount that wiped out all the profits generated since
fiscal year 1991. How much of that loss Amelio is responsible for is hard to say. There’s no question he inherited a company in awful shape and made many difficult decisions that had been postponed by his predecessors. The company was manufacturing the wrong products in the wrong quantities, and quality was abysmal. Inventories were high, cash was low, and executives were oblivious to these problems as they protected their fiefdoms and budgets to the detriment of Apple’s well-being. Amelio laid the groundwork for getting Apple back on its feet by replacing ineffectual executives, hoarding cash, simplifying the product line, releasing the world’s fastest laptop and desktop computers, improving quality, spinning off Newton, and establishing a bold new operating system strategy. Nonetheless, after just 523 days in charge, Amelio resigned his positions as chairman and CEO of Apple. The company gave him a one-time lump-sum cash payment of $6,731,870, less $1,500,000 as a partial repayment of the balance of a loan, plus 130,960 shares of stock and an additional bonus of $1,000,000. He used part of these proceeds to fund Parkside Group (www.parksidegroup.com), a strategic quality investment firm. In May 2001, Amelio became a senior partner at Sienna Ventures (www.siennaventures.com), a privately held investment firm in Sausalito, California.

“Working at Apple is like a ride at Disneyland. You know, you always feel as though the bar is down and you’re not going to be flung out of the car. This time it’s kind of like the ride without the bar. And you just don’t know what’s going to happen.”

Former director of the Advanced Systems Group Frank Casanova, when asked if he was worried about Apple’s future
Ellen Hancock resigned from Apple the same day as Amelio. In March 1998, she was named president of Exodus Communications, a provider of Internet system and network management solutions, and became CEO in September later that year. With its shares at an all-time high in late 1999, Hancock’s stake in the company was worth more than $30 million. She stepped down in September 2001 just before Exodus declared bankruptcy. In April 2003, Hancock was named to the board of network security firm WatchGuard Technologies (www.watchguard.com).

“Give everyone a free bag of pot every day.”
Former Apple CEO Gil Amelio, in response to the question, “If you were going to prescribe a medicine for Apple, what would it be?” (Computerworld, July 27, 1998)

---

**Gil Amelio’s Resignation Letter**

This is a verbatim copy of Gilbert F. Amelio’s resignation letter sent via email to Apple employees everywhere on July 9, 1997:

Today, Apple announced my resignation as Chairman and CEO of Apple Computer effective immediately. I will remain an employee, but not an officer, until September 27, 1997, in order to effect a smooth transition.

I joined Apple on February 2, 1996, following a successful tenure as Chairman, President and CEO of National Semiconductor Corporation. I did so because as a Board member of Apple it had become increasingly clear that the company was entering a period of extreme crisis and the very survival of the company as an independent entity was in question. Someone had to take on the task of trying to bring Apple back to health.

As we came to discover, Apple actually faced five crises from the outset: (1) a shortage of cash and liquidity, (2) poor quality products, (3) a lack of a viable operating system strategy, (4) a corporate culture lacking in accountability and discipline, and (5) fragmentation—trying to do too much and in too many directions. These issues persisted notwithstanding a number of extremely talented contributors. Much of my time at Apple has been about confronting these and other matters. I am very confident that the decisions and actions taken have been the right ones. Today, these problems are either resolved or well on the way to being addressed. Today, Apple has the strongest product line-up in the history of the company. Today, we have an exciting operating system strategy and we are on the eve of announcing Mac OS 8 which has received very favorable reviews during beta testing. Rhapsody, our industrial strength operating system, is close behind and will establish a new paradigm in operating system architecture. Today, we have the strongest management team in recent history. And today, we have a cost structure more in line with achievable revenues.

It has been very difficult, but much has been accomplished in the last 17 months as I believe will become increasingly evident in the months and quarters ahead. Apple’s next phase, and remaining challenge, is to follow through flawlessly on the programs we have launched and to rebuild the sales volume. I am confident that the team in place can handle this mission. On a personal note, I look forward to once again being able to spend a little more time with my family.

My time at Apple has been exciting and fulfilling. We have made great progress. It is now time to realize the value made possible by this work for all Apple stakeholders. Thank you for your unwavering support during my time here...it made the demands less formidable. Lovingly leave Apple in your care. Good luck, I'll be cheering from the sidelines!
Amelio Timeline

1991
- Spindler elected to Apple board of directors
- Amelio joins National Semiconductor as chairman, president, and CEO
- Apple releases System 7.0
- First PowerBooks and Quadras introduced

1992
- Spindler replaces Sculley as Apple CEO
- Newton MessagePad ships
- Sculley resigns as Apple chairman

1993

1994
- First Power Macs ship; Apple announces Copland
- Apple grants first clone license to Power Computing
- Amelio elected to Apple board; Apple releases System 7.5
For a while in early 1996, Apple’s toll-free technical support number (1-800-SOS-APPL) was just a single misplaced digit away from an X-rated phone sex line. If you dialed the number zero instead of the letter O, you heard the following: “Hi sexy, you’ve just connected to the hottest cat line in America: 1-800-PUSSIES,” before being asked for your credit card information.

Though conceived under Spindler, it was on Amelio’s watch on November 12, 1996, that Apple announced its intention to license its name and logo to Mega Bytes International BVI. The London-based restaurant company planned to open a chain of Apple Cafes around the globe with the first 15,000-square-foot restaurant scheduled to open in late 1997 in a trendy Los Angeles neighborhood. Each Apple Cafe would be designed by Landmark International to entice up to 250 patrons with Internet connections, CD-ROM machines, tableside video-conferencing units allowing diners to talk to one another, and a shop selling Apple T-shirts and software. The menu promised eclectic and health-conscious food. The entire concept was aborted before the first restaurant opened its doors when the licensee pulled out in the wake of Apple’s deteriorating condition.
The Copland Crisis

Even before the Mac celebrated its tenth anniversary in 1994, it was clear that its operating system was in need of a major overhaul if it was to remain ahead of Windows in terms of functionality, stability, and ease of use. That it continued to work so well a decade after its creation was testimony to its original elegance and the hard work of Apple’s engineers in adding features without sacrificing backward compatibility. But there’s just so much you can pile onto an old foundation before it starts cracking. Apple wanted a next-generation OS to beat Windows 95 (code-named Chicago) to market in 1995 that would offer intelligent agents, a customizable interface, and a relational database engine for the Finder. Realizing that Taligent’s Pink (see “The Strangest Bedfellow of All”) was unlikely to ever see the light of day, a band of Apple engineers set about creating just such an advanced OS under the code name Copland (at the outset, the project was called V1, Faraday, and Maxwell), to be followed in 1996 by Gershwin (known internally as Edison), adding preemptive multitasking and memory protection. Nobody could have predicted then what a mess Copland would become, or that a humbled Apple would one day find itself at the mercy of its two greatest visionaries in exile, both promising salvation with their own operating systems.

Copland was first announced publicly in March 1994 at the premiere of the Power Mac line and fell behind schedule almost immediately as managers responded to Microsoft’s inroads by heaping new features onto the Copland specification. At the Macworld Expo held in Boston in early August 1995, just weeks before Microsoft unleashed Windows 95, David C. Nagel, senior VP and chief technologist, promised that Copland “would be in users’ hands by mid-1996.” On November 17, Apple celebrated the first beta release of Copland to some 50 Mac developers. At the time, Apple had announced its intention to ship a final version to consumers in 1996, but as a former engineer then confessed to BusinessWeek, “There’s no way in hell Copland ships next year. I just hope it ships in 1997.” By the beginning of 1996, Apple had dedicated 500 engineers and a $250 million annual budget to the project. Then on April 26, Nagel bailed on Copland when he signed on as the first president of the new AT&T Laboratories. Apple product manager Peter Lowe promised that, even with Nagel’s departure, Copland would ship in January 1997.

Apple had been touting Copland as a revolutionary new operating system that could thrust the company back into the forefront of the computer industry, so customers and developers were understandably disappointed when the project kept slipping. Coupled with the $740 million loss announced April 17, 1996, they began questioning whether Apple had the wherewithal to ever get it out the door. At the Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC) held in San Jose on May 13, after just 100 days as CEO, Gil Amelio announced that rather than ship a monolithic Copland...
The Copland Crisis

“It’s not like wine; it doesn’t age very well.”
Apple CEO Gil Amelio, on Copland

Several Copland features, including the platinum appearance, tabbed windows, and multitasking Finder, shown here in an early Copland screen shot, survived in Mac OS 8.

Hancock, recognized Copland for the bloated piece of inferior vaporware that it was (it didn’t adequately address the Internet and lacked memory protection) and froze all aspects of its development not directly related to the Harmony and Tempo releases. The developer community, which had invested years of effort working on Copland and had stuck by Apple through tough times, freaked. Amelio promised to announce Apple’s revised OS strategy at the upcoming Macworld Expo in San Francisco on January 7, 1997.

Apple executives began a frantic scramble to locate a technology partner. One of the first places they turned to was Be Inc., a small Menlo Park, California, company started by Jean-Louis Gassée after he resigned as president of Apple Products on September 30, 1990. Gassée had tried to sell Be to Apple’s then-CEO Michael Spindler in 1995. “I told Mike that Copland might develop a flat tire on the road to greatness and they might want to buy some insurance,” claims Gassée.

As predicted, Copland started bogging down, and the nimble Be began generating very favorable press. On October 3, 1995, Be introduced the BeBox, a computer powered by two 66MHz PowerPC 603 processors and up to 256MB of RAM. It boasted a SCSI II bus, 16-bit CD-quality sound, three PCI slots, four MIDI ports, four serial ports, and five ISA slots. The BeBox ran a multithreaded, memory-protected, object-oriented, preemptively multitasking operating system. A bare-bones box cost only $1,600, and a moderately configured model would set you back just $3,000.
No doubt, the system was impressive, but analysts wondered if Be wasn’t making the same mistakes as Steve Jobs’ NeXT, which had failed to find a market for its own advanced, proprietary OS and hardware. Gassée begged *Red Herring*, “For God’s sake, don’t compare us to NeXT. We want to be a better tool for developers, not to be tasteful. We don’t cost $10,000. We have a floppy drive. We do not defecate on developers.” It was speculated that Gassée never really wanted to be in the hardware business and had always hoped to one day sell the BeOS back to Apple for a tidy profit. Now it looked like that dream might become a reality.

In August 1996, Gassée presented Apple with seven different ways of using Be’s technology. During her stint at IBM, Hancock saw the effect that Microsoft’s OS licensing agreements had on Big Blue and insisted that Apple was only interested in buying Be outright, not licensing any of its technology. If Apple wanted to buy Be, that was fine by Gassée, but he overplayed his hand. In October, Gassée flew to Kauai, Hawaii, for a two-hour meeting with Amelio, who was giving a speech to Apple’s Asia-Pacific sales force. Gassée proposed returning to Apple with his 50-person Be team. He would report to Hancock but wanted to oversee work on all future operating systems. While Gassée offered to work for one dollar a year, his backers demanded 15 percent of Apple and a seat on Apple’s board of directors. Apple’s due diligence placed the value of Be at about $50 million and in early November it responded with a cash bid “well south of $100 million,” according to Gassée. Be felt that Apple desperately needed its technology and Gassée’s expertise. Apple noted that only $20 million had been invested in Be so...
Be went public at $6 a share on July 20, 1999, rocketed to an all-time high of $39 on December 16 of the same year ($1.4 billion market cap!), and came crashing down with the bursting of the dot com bubble soon thereafter. On November 13, 2001, Palm purchased Be’s remaining assets for $11 million in stock. After satisfying debts, Be anticipated its stockholders would receive 10¢ per share. On February 19, 2002, Be sued Microsoft for the destruction of its business. On September 5, 2003, Microsoft settled for $23.25 million but admitted no wrongdoing.

“I’ve got them by the balls, and I’m going to squeeze until it hurts.”
Be CEO Jean-Louis Gassée, describing his negotiating tactics

In 1989, Hancock’s former employer, IBM, paid NeXT $60 million for a nonexclusive license to NEXTSTEP 1.0 but ultimately did nothing with it.

Jean-Louis Gassée knew he had Apple in a tight spot, but he asked for too much.

Apple was committed to revealing its OS strategy in January 1997, so Gassée knew Apple didn’t have the luxury of time. One person close to the negotiations claims that Gassée quipped, “A man in the desert doesn’t bargain on the price of water.” To increase the pressure on Apple, Be signed up the preeminent Mac clone maker Power Computing (see “The Clone Quandary”) as a licensee for its BeOS, and Gassée intentionally leaked progress of the negotiations to the press, which infuriated Apple executives.

With Be playing hard to get, Apple decided to play hardball and began investigating other options. Hancock ordered her staff to consider Microsoft’s Windows NT, Sun Microsystems’ Solaris, and even the ill-fated Taligent, which Apple had handed off to partner IBM in December 1995. Hancock was partial to UNIX-based Solaris, while COO Marco Landi preferred cutting a deal for Windows NT. To hedge her bets and assuage egos, on November 15 Hancock authorized Copland engineers to devise a plan to salvage their work by releasing a less-ambitious version.

Just before Thanksgiving, Steve Jobs called Amelio to discuss Apple’s OS strategy, offer his advice, and urge him to steer clear of Be; he thought its software was wrong for Apple. On November 25, a mid-level manager at NeXT, Garrett L. Rice, contacted Hancock to discuss licensing the company’s OPENSTEP operating system. Two days later, a couple of Apple engineers and a manager were meeting with some NeXT managers to see what they had to offer. OPENSTEP was technically elegant but had failed to make much of a dent in the market. Jobs had hired Goldman, Sachs & Company to take NeXT public earlier in the year, but the IPO never got off the ground, since the firm’s only profit came in 1994 when it earned
On December 2, Jobs met with Amelio, Hancock, and Douglas S. Solomon (senior VP of strategic planning and corporate development) in an eighth floor conference room next door to Amelio’s office. It was the first time he had set foot on Apple’s Cupertino campus since leaving in 1985. Jobs pitched NeXT as Apple’s only hope at getting its OS back on track. It was a radical departure from the Copland project, but OPENSTEP was a proven technology, unlike BeOS. Apparently Jobs’ reality distortion field was set to stun that day, because two days later Hancock informed Apple’s board that they were seriously considering buying NeXT. On December 9 and 10, teams from NeXT and Be separately conferred with eight of Apple’s senior managers, including Amelio, in a technology shoot-out at the upstairs meeting room of the Garden Court Hotel in Palo Alto.

Avadis “Avie” Tevanian Jr., Ph.D., NeXT’s VP of engineering, gave the OPENSTEP demonstration, and Jobs boasted that their OS was still five to seven years ahead of its time and perfectly suited to Internet and multimedia creation, two of the Mac’s few remaining strongholds. He turned over NeXT’s financial papers, which showed that NeXT suffered net losses of nearly $50 million from 1993 through mid-1996. Privately, Jobs asked Amelio if he could be on the board of directors, but the board voted down that idea and Amelio instead asked him to stay on as an advisor. Gassée miscalculated, thinking that Be had the deal already wrapped up and that this meeting was a mere formality. He had nothing new to present to the Apple contingent, and they resented it.

On December 20, Apple announced its intention to purchase NeXT Software in a friendly acquisition. When the deal went through on February 4, 1997, the total purchase price, including the fair value of the net liabilities assumed, was $427 million, which comprised $319 million in cash, 1.5 million shares of Apple stock (valued at $25 million), options on 1.9 million shares (valued at $16 million), cash payments of $56 million to the NeXT debt holders, cash payments of $9 million for closing and related costs, and $2 million of net liabilities assumed. As the largest shareholder of NeXT, Steve Jobs says he initially contacted Apple simply to warn it against buying Be, but he soon had Apple interested in NeXT.

“We choose Plan A instead of Plan Be.”
Gil Amelio, taking a potshot at Gassée’s spurned BeOS, during the December 20 press conference announcing NeXT purchase

“If we have to put on knee pads and the tin cup and beg for money, we’ll do that.”
Jean-Louis Gassée, outlining his plans after Apple spurned Be for NeXT (Upside, March 1997)
“It was a terrible acquisition. The whole idea that Apple could now break into the corporate market—ridiculous! Businesses hate Apple. And the technology was a waste; I’m not sure it’ll ever be used. But it could turn out to have been a good thing, because it got Steve reengaged.”

Pixar board member and former Apple CFO Joe Graziano
(The New Yorker, September 8, 1997)

Jobs personally pocketed $100 million in cash and all 1.5 million shares of Apple stock, which he agreed not to sell for at least six months. All NeXT products, services, and technology research became part of Apple. Amelio later admitted that Apple overpaid for NeXT, but it had little choice given the dire straits the company was in at the time.

Amelio told the world, “The next chapter in Apple’s history begins today” with the merger of Apple and NeXT. In explaining the choice, Amelio wrote, “As we looked at various partners for our operating system development, we discovered that Apple and NeXT had surprisingly complementary products, technologies, and services. In fact, the more we looked at the two companies, the more we realized that we each were strong where the other faced challenges, and in many ways we filled in the blanks in each other’s strategies. For example, Apple needed a truly modern operating system, and NeXT had an exceptional operating system with modern services and APIs. At the same time, NeXT needed a high-volume installed base and Apple—one of the world’s largest personal computer manufacturers—has sold more than 26 million Macintosh systems.”

In a statement released the night Apple purchased NeXT, Jobs wrote, “Much of the industry has lived off the Macintosh for over ten years now, slowly copying the Mac’s revolutionary user interface. Now the time has come for new innovation, and where better than Apple for this to spring from? Who else has consistently led this industry—first with the Apple II, then the Macintosh and LaserWriter? With this merger, the advanced software from NeXT will be married with Apple’s very high-volume hardware platforms and marketing channels to create another breakthrough, leapfrogging existing platforms, and fueling Apple and the industry copy cats for the next ten years and beyond. I still have very deep feelings for Apple, and it gives me great joy to play a role in architecting Apple’s future.”

After the fanfare surrounding the acquisition of NeXT, Apple was surprisingly quiet about its plans for Rhapsody, the name it gave to its new NeXT-based high-end operating system slated for release in 1999. Instead of betting everything on Rhapsody, the plan called for a dual-OS strategy, with the venerable Mac OS aimed at the consumer desktop market and Rhapsody targeted at servers and enterprises, just as Microsoft segmented the markets for Windows 98 and NT. Just weeks after Amelio’s July 9, 1997 resignation, Apple released Mac OS 8, a major upgrade containing some technologies originally developed for Copland, such as the multithreaded Finder and Appearance Manager. Apple was following a plan to continue improving the old warhorse as long as possible, using the periodic upgrades to fuel cash flow.

As for Rhapsody, Apple seeded outside programmers with Rhapsody Developer Release for Power Macintosh on October 13, and followed that up a month later with the Mac OS compatibility environment, code-named Blue Box. Developer release versions of Rhapsody for PC Compatibles and the advanced cross-platform development environment, Yellow Box for Windows, were also delivered to Apple developers.
On May 11, 1998, at Apple’s WWDC, interim CEO Jobs outlined a revised operating system software strategy for Apple that included shipping Mac OS 8.5 (code-named Allegro) and the first customer release of Rhapsody in the third quarter of 1998. The plan was for components from both products to transform into Mac OS X (pronounced “ten”), a new advanced version of the Mac OS that was originally scheduled to be available to developers in early 1999 and ship later that fall. Apple said that Mac OS X would feature preemptive multitasking, memory protection, and advanced virtual memory, all things Copland had intended to deliver. Mac OS X was designed to offer one thing Copland never promised: the ability to run almost all current Mac applications unaltered, ensuring a smooth transition to the operating system for both developers and customers.

Key to Apple’s ability to run older Mac applications under its new OS was the October 22 release of Mac OS 9. This would prove to be the last major update of the “old” Mac operating system. Mac OS 9 set the stage for OS X by incorporating many features, such as multiple users, Keychain password depository, automatic updating, encryption, Internet File Sharing, Internet AppleScript, Network Browser, and Voiceprint password.

At the Macworld Expo in San Francisco, on January 5, 2000, Apple publicly demonstrated Mac OS X for the first time. The Mac faithful got to see the new Aqua user interface with luminous and semitransparent elements, a brand new Dock, and a revamped Finder. 2D graphics were handled by Quartz, which could display PDF (Portable Document Format) files but didn’t use Adobe code, whereas OpenGL rendered 3D graphics.

“This if there is one thing that could bring Apple back to its former glory, it’s that next-generation operating system. It gives Apple a chance to change the playing field.”

Former Apple CEO Gil Amelio, discussing Mac OS X (Computerworld, July 27, 1998)
In September 1999, Microware Systems (www.radisys.com) filed suit against Apple in U.S. District Court in Des Moines, Iowa, alleging infringement upon its trademark on the name “OS-9,” which it held since September 19, 1989. Microware’s OS-9 is a real-time UNIX operating system for embedded designs based upon the PowerPC, but it in no way competed with Apple’s Mac OS 9. On March 15, 2000, federal Judge Robert Pratt dismissed the suit, holding that Apple used “Mac OS 9” in good faith and wasn’t attempting to “trade on Microware’s good will.”

At the core of Mac OS X was Darwin, Apple’s Linux-like operating system kernel, providing memory protection for reliability, preemptive multitasking for smooth operation among multiple applications, and Internet-standard TCP/IP networking. Best of all, the vast majority of older applications could be run under Mac OS 9 in a so-called “Classic” mode. “Mac OS X will delight consumers with its simplicity and amaze professionals with its power,” predicted Jobs, who announced he had accepted the role of Apple CEO at the conclusion of the Mac OS X demonstration.

Of course Apple claimed that Mac OS X was a revolutionary new product, but at its core is UNIX, which has been around in one form or another since the early 1970s. Fortunately for longtime Mac lovers, there’s no need to touch the Terminal application and enter the command-line interface, but that UNIX underpinning provides the robust reliability of the new OS.

Apple promised Mac OS X would be commercially available that summer. By May, Apple pushed back the commercial release until January 2001. On September 13, 2000, Apple released the first public beta of Mac OS X, and promised version 1.0 would ship in “early 2001.” 100,000 people paid $29.95 for the privilege of hunting bugs in the beta release. At the Macworld Expo on January 9, 2001, Apple promised the final release would take place March 24, which it did with a price of $129. “Mac OS X is the most important software from Apple since the original Macintosh operating system in 1984 that revolutionized the entire industry,” boasted Jobs. However, it wasn’t until Mac OS X 10.1 was released that the OS was really ready for prime time, as performance was boosted, the user interface was refined, and support for playing and burning DVDs was added.

On January 7, 2002, less than eight months after the first version of Mac OS X was commercially available, Apple announced it would be the default operating system on all new Macs. Apple downplayed the announcement’s significance, assuring users they still had the option of configuring their Macs to start up in either Mac OS 9 or OS X, and they could run older applications in Classic mode. However, many Mac users feared it signaled Apple’s intention to eventually drop support for Mac OS 9 altogether, and those fears were confirmed on September 10. At the Apple Expo in Paris, Apple announced that starting in January 2003, all new Macs would boot into Mac OS X only, though they would retain the ability to run most Mac OS 9 applications in Classic mode. “We expect that 20 percent of our entire installed base will be using Mac OS X by the end of this year, making it the fastest operating system transition in recent history,” said Jobs. “Now it’s time for Apple and our third-party developers to focus all of our resources exclusively on Mac OS X, rather than dividing them between two different operating systems.”

“Mac OS X really came of age with the release of Jaguar (Mac OS X 10.2) last fall, and since then the momentum has been off the charts,” claimed Jobs at the beginning of 2003. “With more than five million of our users running Mac OS X, and more than 5,000 native applications, we can...
now say that the Mac OS X transition is nearly complete.” A particularly large and influential contingent of holdouts came from the desktop publishing world. These graphic artists refused to make the jump because a crucial DTP application, QuarkXPress, wasn’t available in a native Mac OS X version until April 2003. With that impediment to adoption finally removed, Apple hopes the vast majority of active Mac users will finally migrate to Mac OS X. Although it has not turned out to be the Windows-killing salvation Apple had hoped to create with Copland almost a decade ago, Mac OS X is clearly a robust foundation upon which to build the Macintosh’s future.
The Copland Crisis

Mac OS Timeline

1984
- System 1.0: six files totaling only 216K
- System 1.1: improved disk copying; introduced Set Startup command

1985
- System 2.0: Finder 4.1; drag disk to Trash to eject; removed Close All, Put Back; list views display icons; introduced Choose Printer DA, New Folder, Print Catalog, Shut Down, Use MiniFinder
- Gates urges Apple to license Mac OS
- Gates offers to help Apple license Mac OS
- Apple agrees to allow Microsoft to license Mac technology
- Microsoft licenses Mac technology, releases Windows 1.01

1986
- System 3.0: faster Finder 5.0; introduced HFS, RAM Cache
- System 3.1: Finder 5.2
- System 3.2: fixed 30 bugs; new Calculator DA
- Microsoft releases Windows 1.03
"It depends on how long I live."
Senior VP, R&D Jean-Louis Gassée, when asked at the August 6, 1988 Macworld Expo if Apple would enhance the Mac operating system in his lifetime.

When Apple Corps sued Apple Computer in 1989, System 7 was still under development. One of the new features of System 7 was the ability to record your own system beeps in the Sound control panel using a microphone. An engineer had created a sound called Xylophone (described as a staccato E-flat diminished triad sound), which caused Apple’s legal department to freak, since Apple Corps might take umbrage at the Mac’s ability to record voice and music. Jim Reekes, the ultimate authority concerning system beeps, changed the name to Sosumi (pronounced so-sue-me) and informed the legal department that the word was Japanese for “the absence of all musicality” or “a light pleasing tone,” depending on who is telling the story.
System 7 came with so much stuff that it was the first Mac OS to require a hard disk drive for installation.

By August 4, 1992, System 7 was in use on more than 4 million Macs, nearly 50 percent of the total installed base.
Several “new” features in System 7.5, such as the menu clock and WindowShade, were merely revamped freeware items.
After an extremely limited release, System 7.5.4 was deemed too buggy and was quickly replaced by System 7.5.5.

“The reality is that we live with System 7. Despite it being tarred and feathered, it will be around in some form for 10 years.”

**Gil Amelio**
(San Francisco Chronicle, December 12, 1996)

System 7.6 was the first Mac OS to require a 68030 processor or better.

“I feel we have re-established our reputation for quality.”

**Mac OS 8 product manager Peter Lowe**
(The Wall Street Journal, July 22, 1997)

Apple sold 1.2 million copies of Mac OS 8 in its first two weeks of availability and 3 million within six months.
### Mac OS Timeline (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Mac OS X Server released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS 8.6: Sherlock 2.1, increased stability, improved PowerBook battery life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microsoft releases Windows NT Embedded 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS 9: Sherlock 2.1.0, multiple users, Voiceprint password, Keychain, automatic updating, encryption, Internet File Sharing, Internet AppleScript, Network Browser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Mac OS X unveiled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microsoft releases Windows 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS X Developer Preview 4 released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS X Public Beta released; Microsoft releases Windows Me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Mac OS X 10.0.0: memory protection, preemptive multitasking, symmetric multiprocessing, Quartz 2D graphics, OpenGL 3D graphics, Aqua interface, Dock, QuickTime 5, iTools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS X 10.0.1: improved USB support, Classic compatibility, stability, and support for Secure Shell service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS X 10.0.2: CD burning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS 9.1: new Startup Disk control panel, Window menu; Mac OS X 1.0 announced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS 9.2.0: compatibility update; Mac OS X 10.1 previewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS 9.2.1: bug fix, compatibility update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS X 10.1: enhanced performance, refined Aqua UI, DVD Player, DVD-R burning, ColorSync 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microsoft releases Windows XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS X 10.1.1; Mac OS 9.2.2: Classic compatibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mac OS X 10.1.2; Mac OS 9.2.2: Classic compatibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mac OS Timeline (continued)

2002
- Mac OS X named default operating system
- Mac OS X 10.2: Mail, iChat, Address Book, Inkwell, QuickTime 6 with MPEG-4, improved Universal Access, enhanced Finder, Sherlock 3, Quartz Extreme, Rendezvous
- Mac OS X only boot strategy announced

2003
- Mac OS X installed base = 5,000,000
- Microsoft releases Windows Server 2003
- Mac OS X 10.3 previewed

2004
- Mac OS X 10.3: new Finder, Exposé, iChat AV, fast user switching, FileVault, Font Book, faxing, Xcode
Happily Ever Apple?

After demanding that Gilbert F. Amelio resign as CEO and chairman on July 5, 1997, Apple’s board turned to part-time advisor Steve Jobs and asked him to take over as CEO. “I thought about it, but decided it wasn’t what I wanted to do with my life,” Jobs later revealed. “I declined, but agreed to step up my involvement with Apple for up to 90 days, helping them until they hire a new CEO.” The board then asked Jobs to be chairman, which he also refused to accept. “I agreed to be a board member, and that’s all I can give. I have another life now.” Industry watchers felt Apple would have a tough time filling the vacant CEO position as long as Jobs remained on the board of directors, and they were right.

Until Apple could find a permanent CEO, Jobs was the company’s de facto leader. As he saw it, there was a ton of work to do. “It’s like turning a big tanker. There were a lot of lousy deals that we’re undoing,” said Jobs. To boost morale, Jobs recommended the board reprice employee stock options to $13.25 so that they would be above water. When the directors resisted, he urged them to resign. On July 25, Delano E. Lewis, president and CEO of National Public Radio, did just that, citing pressing time demands at NPR. Apparently he felt it was better to jump than be pushed.

On August 6, at the Macworld Expo in Boston, Jobs announced some shocking news. First, Apple’s board underwent a wholesale reorganization. Gone were all but two former directors: Gareth C. Chang (president of Hughes International) and Edgar S. Woolard Jr. (retired chairman of E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Company), who had been instrumental in removing Amelio. Resigning from the board were Bernard Goldstein, Katherine M. Hudson, and Mike Markkula. Throughout Apple’s history, the only constant had been Markkula. At various times Markkula held the positions of president, chairman, and CEO, and even though he shunned the spotlight, behind the scenes he orchestrated the ouster of every Apple leader: Mike Scott, Steve Jobs, John Sculley, Mike

“Right now the job is so difficult, it would require a bisexual, blond Japanese who is 25 years old and has 15 years’ experience!”

Be CEO Jean-Louis Gassée, describing the ideal CEO candidate
(Forbes, August 11, 1997)

“Apple is a company that still has opportunity written all over it. But you’d need to recruit God to get it done.”

Western Digital CEO Charles Haggerty
(Forbes, August 11, 1997)

“Apple desperately needs a great day-to-day manager, visionary, leader and politician. The only person who’s qualified to run this company was crucified 2,000 years ago.”

California Technology Stock Letter editor Michael Murphy
(San Francisco Chronicle, September 11, 1997)
Happily Ever Apple?

Since leaving Apple’s board, Mike Markkula has kept himself very busy. He’s vice chairman of Echelon (www.echelon.com), a distributed intelligence control systems firm he founded in 1988 to extend the power of networking to everyday devices. Markkula is also a director of the San Jose Jet Center (www.sjjc.com), a private jet services facility located at Mineta San Jose International Airport. In addition, he is the owner of San Jose–based ACM Aviation (www.acmaviation.com), which specializes in aircraft management and private charter. Markkula also owns Rana Creek Habitat Restoration (www.ranacreek.com), which specializes in all aspects of native plants and grasses. Finally, he and his wife provided the endowment for the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics at Santa Clara University, where he has been a trustee since 1989. On June 12, 2003, he was elected chairman of the board of trustees.

Almost immediately upon assuming control of Apple, Amelio had tried to patch up relations with Microsoft. One stumbling block was Apple’s insistence that Windows 95 violated some of its patent rights, despite having lost its look-and-feel lawsuit on August 24, 1993. The two firms attempted to put that dispute behind them with a settlement that would allow them to go from combatants to collaborators, but Gates refused to grant Amelio the one concession he desperately wanted: a commitment to develop Microsoft Office for Rhapsody.

Spindler, and Gil Amelio. Now it was Markkula’s time to go, along with most of the rest of the board that had sat back and dithered as Apple withered on the vine. Jobs handpicked a new board full of friendly faces: William V. Campbell (president and CEO of Intuit), Lawrence J. Ellison (chairman and CEO of Oracle), and Jerome B. York (vice chairman of Tracinda Corporation and former CFO of IBM and Chrysler). The new board decided not to name a chairman until a new CEO was selected, but clearly Jobs was now firmly in control of Apple. Less than two years before, Jobs and Ellison had considered a hostile takeover of Apple, and now they were running the show. Best of all, instead of Jobs having to spend billions, Apple actually paid him hundreds of millions to return by buying NeXT Software.

More shocking than the board shakeup was the announcement that Apple had entered into patent cross-licensing and technology agreements with Microsoft. The finished agreement was faxed from Seattle to Boston just three hours before Jobs announced it to the public. “Thank you for your support of this company,” Jobs told Gates. “I think the world’s a better place for it.” For its part, Microsoft agreed to continue making Mac versions of its Microsoft Office and Internet Explorer products for five years. In return, Apple would bundle Internet Explorer with the Mac OS as the default browser. In addition to giving its word to continue development for the Mac, Microsoft gave Apple an undisclosed amount (rumored to be $100 million) to settle patent infringement claims and paid $150 million for 150,000 shares of Apple series A, nonvoting, convertible preferred stock that could not be sold for at least three years. (Starting in 2000, Microsoft converted these into 18.2 million shares of common stock for an effective purchase price of $8.25 when Apple’s stock was publicly trading at many multiples of that price.)

When Bill Gates’ face appeared on screen during the keynote address, the crowd erupted in boos and hisses. Jobs berated the crowd for its childish behavior, saying that “Apple has to move beyond the point of view that for Apple to win, Microsoft has to lose.” Apparently Wall Street agreed. Within hours of the announcement, Apple’s stock jumped 33 percent to
$26.31. When the euphoria died down weeks later, however, the stock settled back to its preannouncement level. Microsoft’s $150 million investment in Apple was a pittance for a company with $9.1 billion in cash, but it was a wonderful public relations stunt. It showed that the world’s largest software publisher was committed to the Macintosh platform, making it much safer to consider buying a Mac. Of course Microsoft is nothing if not shrewd. It earns roughly $300 million a year from Mac sales alone, so it is in its best interest to keep that market alive. In addition, it’s likely that the move was calculated to make Microsoft look good in the eyes of the Department of Justice, which was in the midst of an investigation into alleged anticompetitive practices at Microsoft.

On May 27, 1986, after Apple shifted its $50 million account from Chiat/Day to Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne (BBDO)—John Sculley’s advertising agency of choice at Pepsi—the deposed Steve Jobs took out a full-page ad in The Wall Street Journal’s western edition that read, “Congratulations, Chiat/Day. Seriously. Congratulations on seven years of consistently outstanding work. You helped build Apple and were an integral part of the marketing team. You took risks, sometimes failed, never compromised. The personal computer industry is now being handed over from the ‘builders’ to the ‘caretakers;’

continued on next page...
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made a public stink about Apple’s new combative stance toward Mac OS licensees (see “The Clone Quandary”). Jobs had never been a fan of cloning—at the Worldwide Developers Conference the previous May, he referred to cloners as “leeches”—so it came as little surprise when Apple announced on September 2 that it would acquire Power Computing’s core assets and essentially put an end to the licensing program at Apple. The move was immensely unpopular in the Mac community, but the board of directors had no qualms; it anointed Jobs interim CEO on September 16.

One of the first actions Jobs had to take as interim CEO was to announce a $161 million loss for the fourth fiscal quarter ended September 26, which included a $75 million write-off related to the purchase of the Mac OS license from Power Computing. For the fiscal year, revenues were down 28 percent to $7.1 billion. “The July introduction of Mac OS 8 has resulted in record sales, covering two million seats to date,” stated CFO Fred Anderson. “Our U.S. education business contributed over half a billion dollars in revenues during the quarter, and we saw sequential improvement in both business and consumer sales in the U.S. However, we were disappointed by sluggish demand outside the U.S., particularly in Japan. We remain focused on our primary goal of returning Apple to sustainable profitability. Our goal for fiscal 1998 is to continue to reduce Apple’s break-even point through a combination of further expense reductions and gross margin improvements.”

To help prop up flagging sales, on November 4, Apple announced it had struck a deal with CompUSA (www.compusa.com), one of the nation’s leading computer resellers, to launch a new “store within a store,” featuring Macintosh products in every one of its 148 retail locations. Then on November 10, Apple unveiled high-end Power Mac computers based on the third-generation PowerPC G3 processor from IBM and Motorola, and it simultaneously opened The Apple Store (www.apple.com/store), an Internet site powered by former NeXT product WebObjects, where customers could order customized Macs direct from Apple. Both the CompUSA “store within a store” and The

“Apple has some tremendous assets, but I believe without some attention, the company could, could, could—I’m searching for the right word—could, could die.”

Steve Jobs
(Time, August 18, 1997)

“I’d shut [Apple] down and give the money back to the shareholders.”

Dell Computer chairman and CEO, Michael S. Dell, when asked at an October 6, 1997, Gartner Group symposium what he would do if he woke up in the body of Steve Jobs

Apple’s “store within a store” concept boosted Mac sales significantly at CompUSA.
Apple Store programs were immediate successes. The Apple Store generated over $12 million of orders in its first 30 days of operation, and in those CompUSA locations featuring an Apple “store within a store,” Apple claims Mac sales soared from three percent of CompUSA’s overall PC business to 14 percent. So successful was the experiment that on February 2, 1998, Apple made CompUSA its exclusive national retailer.

At the keynote address for the Macworld Expo held in San Francisco on January 6, 1998, Apple showed off Mac OS 8.1 and QuickTime 3.0, Microsoft announced Office 98, and Jobs surprised the audience by casually mentioning at the very end of his speech that Apple expected to report a profit for the first fiscal quarter of 1998. “We are thrilled that our new plans are beginning to work,” gushed Jobs. “While there is still lots of work to do, Apple is clearly coming back as a major player.” When the final numbers were tallied, Apple managed to earn $47 million on the strength of selling 133,000 G3-based Power Macintosh systems with increased gross margins.

Just as Apple was starting to garner some positive press with news of a potential turnaround, it made a pair of moves that left many scratching their heads trying to figure out its true motives. First, on January 27, Apple laid off 300 Claris employees when it renamed its profitable software subsidiary FileMaker, Inc. to focus exclusively on the database package of the same name. Most other Claris products, including the tremendously popular ClarisWorks, were folded back into Apple, but the company made no real commitment to the continued development of any Claris titles. Exactly a month later, Apple announced that it was discontinuing further development of the Newton operating system and Newton OS–based products, including the well-received MessagePad 2100 and eMate 300. The move came less than six months after Jobs had nixed the spin-off of Newton Inc. as an independent company and brought it back inside Apple (see “The Fallen Apple”). “This decision is consistent with our strategy to focus all of our software development resources on extending the Macintosh operating system,” said Jobs. “To realize our ambitious plans we must focus all of our efforts in one direction.”

Although industry observers had a hard time figuring out why Apple closed down Claris and Newton, they rejoiced on April 15, when Apple announced a $55 million profit, its second quarterly profit in a row. Revenues remained down, but gross margins had increased to 25 percent. “Apple had a great quarter, no question about it,” said Jobs. “We are very pleased with the strong demand for our Power Macintosh G3 computers, which accounted for 51 percent of all units sold.” So pleased were Apple’s directors that they asked Jobs to drop the interim label from his title and offered him options for up to six million shares of common stock plus a million shares of restricted stock. Jobs declined, insisting, “This is not about money. That’s not why I’m there. I have more money than I’ve ever wanted in my life.” What, then, did Jobs really want? In a meeting with

As 1997 wound to a close, Apple was still searching for a CEO. Michael Murdock—a 36-year-old Burlingame, California-based computer consultant and former Pixar employee—had been campaigning for Apple’s top spot in a series of emails sent to the executive staff. Two days before Christmas, Jobs and board member Ellison finally replied to Murdock, in jest agreeing to let him take over. “OK. You can have the job,” Ellison wrote first. Then came Jobs’ email: “Yep, Mike, it’s all yours. When can you start?” Murdock answered that he would report for duty on January 5, 1998, prompting Jobs to get serious and reply, “Please do not come to Apple. You will be asked to leave, and if you don’t, you will be arrested.” Jobs and Ellison had sent Murdock the emails as a little joke between billionaires, but they wouldn’t be laughing long. A month later an email attributed to Jobs circulated throughout the offices of Pixar, accurately divulging the positions and salaries of Pixar’s 400 employees. Jobs denied sending the email, and many at Pixar suspected it was the work of Murdock. For his part, Murdock denied having anything to do with the email.

“Steve Jobs is running the company like a little dictator. He didn’t like Newton because it was Sculley’s idea, so he killed it.”

Newton developer Edward Martin (San Francisco Chronicle, February 28, 1998)
Happily Ever Apple?

“Some people worry about the word ‘interim,’ but they weren’t worried about the last CEO, and he wasn’t interim.”

Steve Jobs

“Nobody has tried to swallow us since I’ve been here. I think they are afraid how we would taste.”

Steve Jobs, discussing Apple as an acquisition target during the shareholders meeting on April 22, 1998

“We’ve reviewed the road map of new products and axed more than 70 percent of them, keeping the 30 percent that were gems. The product teams at Apple are very excited. There’s so much low-hanging fruit, it’s easy to turn around.”

Steve Jobs

Apple took its advertising slogan “Think Different” to heart with the radical industrial design of the iMac, which marked the firm’s reentry into the consumer marketplace.

On July 15, 1998, Apple reported its third consecutive profitable quarter under Jobs. Even though sales slipped 19 percent, Apple earned $101 million for the quarter, thanks to continued strong demand for the profitable Power Mac G3 series (750,000 sold since introduction), the $33 million it earned by selling some of its stake in chip manufacturer ARM Holdings plc on April 16, and despite a $7 million charge to buy Final Cut Pro from Macromedia. “Steve is like the cleanup hitter who drove in the men that Gil put on base for him,” said financial analyst Lou Mazzucchelli Jr. of Gerard Klauer Mattison & Co. “Some of what you see—the operational cuts and efficiency in Apple’s organization—was started under Gil’s watch and carried out by Fred Anderson.”

One product that was conceived of and executed entirely under Jobs’ regime was the iMac. Development of the iMac began almost immediately upon Jobs’ return to power at Apple when he was shocked to learn that Apple didn’t have a compelling consumer model priced under $2,000. The iMac project was a throwback to the creation of the original Mac. Jobs insisted on doing something radically different, with a small group of some prospective engineers in the fall of 1997, Jobs was asked how long he planned to stay at Apple, to which he replied, “I’m either going to be CEO or chairman of the company forever. I turned Apple over to a bozo once.” When asked the same question in mid-1998, Jobs replied, “Several months ago, I woke up and decided that…I will do as best as I can for as long as I can and not worry about what other people think. My focus is on my family, Apple, and Pixar, in that order.” Jobs even turned down the board’s offer of eight percent of the company (then worth $270 million) in exchange for accepting the role of CEO.
of dedicated, talented employees, in almost total secrecy. So successful was Jobs at keeping a lid on the project that when the iMac was unveiled along with a revised PowerBook G3 series (code-named Wall Street) on May 6, 1998—during a press event held in the same auditorium where the original Mac was unveiled in 1984—most Apple employees had never even heard of the new computer. That would soon change.

According to Apple, the iMac represented “the Internet-age computer for the rest of us,” but initially critics couldn’t see past the curious decision to leave out a floppy drive. What they failed to notice was all the other stuff Apple had crammed into that stunning translucent Bondi blue (named after a famous beach in Sydney, Australia) plastic case: 233MHz PowerPC G3, 32MB of RAM, 15-inch display, 4GB hard drive, 24X CD-ROM drive, V.90 modem, and 10/100Base-T Ethernet. Essentially Apple included everything a consumer could possibly need, all for just $1,299, and the marketplace responded appropriately. Between the time Apple announced the iMac and actually released it on August 15, the company booked an unprecedented 150,000 orders. In the first six weeks of availability in North America, Japan, and Europe, Apple sold a total of 278,000 iMacs, making it the fastest-selling Macintosh model ever.

Almost as important as the sheer number of iMacs being sold was who bought the computers. In exit interviews of 1,900 iMac buyers conducted by the research firm Audits and Surveys, it was revealed that 29.4 percent had never owned a computer before, and 12.5 percent previously owned a Wintel clone but not a Macintosh. Of the remaining iMac buyers, roughly half were replacing an old Mac, and half intended to keep their old Mac in addition to the new iMac. That meant that approximately 70 percent of all iMac sales were adding to the total number of Macs in use. Research firm IDC, in Framingham, Massachusetts, projected that as many as 800,000 iMacs would be sold by the end of 1998, helping Apple double its worldwide market share to six percent.

The introduction of the iMac marked the first time most Mac users ever heard of Jonathan Ive, perhaps the greatest unsung hero of Apple’s recent resurgence. Born in London in 1967, Ive studied art and design at Newcastle Polytechnic, then did a brief stint at a London consultancy before founding Tangerine, his own design house with a variety of clients, including Apple. Impressed with his concepts for the PowerBook, Robert Brunner, then director of industrial design at Apple, asked Ive to move to San Francisco in September 1992 to become a full-time employee. Ive accepted the offer because he realized if he wanted to do something truly radical, he had to be an insider. His first task was designing the second-generation Newton, the MessagePad 110. Ive then tackled the AppleVision 1710 displays. When Brunner left Apple in January 1996 to join Pentagram (www.pentagram.com), Ive became director of the Industrial Design Group and refined Brunner’s initial concept for the Twentieth Anniversary Mac, unveiled in January 1997. This was followed by the innovative eMate and MessagePad 2000, but it wasn’t until Jobs gave him the freedom to
create the iMac in 1998 that Ive achieved celebrity status in his field. By packing the CRT and CPU in a rounded, translucent, candy-colored case, Ive's group radically redefined the notion of an all-in-one computer, and the era of boring beige boxes at Apple came to a close.

On October 14, 1998, Apple made the unusual move of announcing its annual financial results in the middle of the day, rather than wait until after the stock market had closed, as is the customary practice. In addition to demonstrating Mac OS 8.5 (code-named Allegro), which would be released three days later, and announcing that Apple was broadening its national distribution to include 300 Best Buy stores across the United States, Jobs delivered the good news the Mac faithful had gathered to hear. With demand running high for its entire product line (unit shipments rose dramatically to 834,000), Jobs announced a $106 million profit on revenues of $1.56 billion for the company's fiscal fourth quarter, which ended September 30, marking the company's fourth straight profitable quarter. Under Jobs' control, Apple recorded an annual profit of $309 million—not much compared to the $1.6 billion in losses incurred under Amelio's 17 months at the helm, but it represented Apple's first profitable year since Spindler ran the ship aground in 1995.

Having learned from its past mistakes, Apple refused to rest on its laurels. It continually updated its hardware and operating system. Just three months after shipping the original iMac, Apple released the iMac Rev. B, boasting a faster ATI Rage Pro Turbo graphics chip, 6MB of SGRAM instead of 2MB, and support for up to 256MB of RAM. Then on January 5, 1999—at the Macworld Expo in San Francisco—Apple received critical acclaim for its introduction of the 266MHz iMac Rev. C in five different colors and a “Blue & White” Power Mac G3 minitower with an iMac-inspired case. Before the grateful Mac community could catch its breath, the speed of the iMacs was bumped to 333MHz in April, the 450MHz Power Mac G3 was released in May, and the Power Mac G4 was announced in September, with speeds initially ranging from 400 to 500 megahertz and prices as low as $1,599 (due to Motorola's inability to supply enough chips, Apple reconfigured the G4 line shortly after its announcement, essentially reducing the speed of each model by 50MHz). In October, Apple released a 350MHz iMac Rev. E and two 400MHz models with DVD drives.
The operating system also continued to improve at a rapid rate. Two months after Mac OS 8.5 debuted, Apple issued Mac OS 8.5.1, a maintenance release. On May 10, 1999—at its annual Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC)—Apple introduced Mac OS 8.6, featuring a more powerful Sherlock search tool, increased stability, and improved PowerBook battery life. And in October, Mac OS 9 (code-named Sonata) delivered a slew of new goodies, including Sherlock 2 with online shopping capabilities, Keychain for storing passwords, automatic software updates, Network Browser, encryption for safe file transfers, and Internet-enabled AppleScript and File Sharing. Although the “consumer” operating system garnered most of the press attention, Apple was quietly making progress at the high end, too. In March 1999, Apple shipped Mac OS X Server (see “The Copland Crisis”), and it promised that the client version would be released in January 2000.

Operating system updates and revised Mac models were certainly welcome news, but the big excitement in the summer of 1999 came from something completely new. When Jobs took over Apple, he simplified the firm’s product strategy into four lines of desktop and portable machines designed for the professional and consumer markets. However, the vacant consumer portable quadrant wasn’t filled until July 21, when Apple unveiled the iBook at the Macworld Expo in New York City’s Jacob K. Javits Convention Center. Slated to ship in September, the iBook so resembled a flattened iMac with a flip-out handle that Apple called it an “iMac to Go.” Another Ive creation, the iBook (initially available in Blueberry and Tangerine colors) featured a six-hour battery, 300MHz PowerPC G3, 12.1-inch TFT display, 32MB of RAM (expandable to 160MB), 3.2GB IDE hard drive, 24X CD-ROM drive, V.90 modem, 10/100Base-T Ethernet, full-sized keyboard, ATI Rage Mobility graphics card, and USB, all for just $1,599. The real showstopper was the optional AirPort wireless networking hub that allowed up to ten Macs to share an Internet connection. Just six weeks after the iBook’s unveiling, Apple had received more than 140,000 advance orders for the new portable, and by mid-October orders had more than doubled, putting the iBook in the same league as the successful iMac.

After only one year of availability, Apple had sold nearly two million iMacs, making it the top-selling desktop computer according to PC Data, and
doubling Apple’s market share to 11.2 percent. The iMac proved so popular, perhaps it was inevitable that the PC hardware industry would attempt to clone it, just as Microsoft modeled Windows on the Mac OS. Sure enough, in the summer of 1999, both Future Power (www.futurepowerusa.com) and eMachines (www.e4me.com) announced Windows-based computers with industrial designs clearly “inspired” by the iMac, right down to the colorful, translucent all-in-one cases. On July 1, Apple filed a complaint against Future Power and its parent company, Daewoo, for illegally copying the trade dress of the iMac with its $799 E-Power. Not only did the E-Power look suspiciously like the iMac, it was even available in the iMac’s five colors, though renamed Amethyst, Emerald, Ruby, Sapphire, and Topaz. Then on August 19, Apple filed a similar complaint against eMachines (jointly owned by TriGem Computer and Korea Data Systems) for its iMac clone, the $799 eOne. In both cases, Apple sought unspecified actual and punitive damages, and asked that the companies be stopped from shipping their imitation iMacs. The Tokyo District Court issued a preliminary injunction against eMachines on September 20, 1999, and eMachines agreed in January 2000 to stop manufacturing, selling, or exporting the eOne. On March 8, 2000, Daewoo and Future Power also settled with Apple, agreeing not to sell the E-Power.

Things were going great for Apple. The iMac was a runaway success, development of the Mac OS continued on schedule, the iBook looked like another huge hit, and the firm introduced its most powerful computer ever. Apple’s financial picture reflected the company’s impressive string of recent accomplishments. On July 14, Apple announced its seventh consecutive profitable quarter. Even after discounting the capital gains from the continued divestment of ARM Holdings stock, Apple’s quarterly profits, revenues, gross margins, and unit sales all increased over the prior year. With $3.1 billion in cash, the company announced plans to repurchase up to $500 million of its common stock. On October 13, Apple thrilled investors with yet another profitable quarter, helping the company close fiscal year 1999 with revenues of $6.1 billion and net earnings of $601 million. The market reacted to the reinvigorated Apple by sending its stock to its highest price ever up to that point.

At the conclusion of his Macworld Expo keynote address on January 5, 2000, in which he unveiled a beta version of Mac OS X to the public, Jobs received a standing ovation when he fliply stated, “I’m pleased to announce today that I’m going to drop the ‘interim’ title.” The Mac faithful that filled San Francisco’s Moscone Center rose to their feet, chanting “Steve! Steve! Steve!” After basking in the adoration, Jobs smiled and said, “I accept your thanks on behalf of everyone at Apple.” Two weeks later, Apple’s board unanimously voted to grant Jobs stock options to purchase ten million shares of Apple common stock (worth $872 million at the time of the grant, representing approximately six percent of shares outstanding) and to give him a Gulfstream V airplane (which ultimately cost Apple $87.6 million including taxes). “Apple’s market cap has risen from less than $2 billion to

“If you think the iMac is ugly, you will want to beat the eOne with a stick.”

Columnist Peter H. Lewis
(The New York Times, August 19, 1999)

“I think what Steve Jobs has done with Apple is one of the great business success stories of all time.”

John Sculley
(San Francisco Examiner, April 2, 2000)
Happily Ever Apple?

over $16 billion under Steve’s leadership since his return to the company two and a half years ago,” said board member Woolard. “Steve has taken no compensation thus far, and we are therefore delighted to give him this airplane in appreciation of the great job he has done for our shareholders during this period.” Jobs annual salary remained at $1, ostensibly so that his family would qualify for Apple’s health care plan.

Apple’s stock traded at an all-time split-adjusted high of $75.19 on March 23, 2000, then began sliding as the dot-com bubble deflated. The overall computer industry was in a slump, but some of Apple’s problems were of its own making. The first significant stumble under Jobs’ leadership was the Power Mac G4 Cube, introduced on July 19 at the Macworld Expo in New York City. The $1,799 Cube featured a 450 MHz PowerPC G4 processor, 64MB of memory expandable to 1.5GB, 20GB hard drive, a slot-loading DVD drive, two FireWire and USB ports, 10/100Base-T Ethernet, and a 56K V.90 modem. All this was housed in an eight-inch cube suspended in a stunning crystal-clear enclosure. Although praised for its innovative industrial design, just like Ive’s other recent creations, the Cube didn’t catch on with creative professionals because it was too expensive, not powerful enough, and hard to upgrade. In fiscal 2000, Apple sold 107,000 Cubes, bringing in $90 million less than anticipated. By July 2001, only a third of the 800,000 units predicted had been sold, so Apple put the Cube on ice.

At the January 9, 2001, Macworld Expo held in San Francisco, Jobs introduced the titanium-clad PowerBook G4, demonstrated Mac OS X (it would finally ship in March), and released iTunes 1.0, which kicked off Apple’s new strategy of making the Mac an essential hub for the “digital lifestyle” era. Despite its impressive product lineup for 2001, Apple got off to a bad start financially with a $195 million quarterly loss. It was the first unprofitable quarter posted since 1997, and it would drag down the entire fiscal year, resulting in an annual net loss of $25 million.

In an effort to present Macintosh products in the most positive light to consumers, on May 15, Apple announced its intention to open 25 retail stores across the U.S. in 2001, with the first two “Apple Stores”...
located at Tysons Corner in McLean, Virginia, and the Glendale Galleria in Glendale, California. “The Apple Stores offer an amazing new way to buy a computer,” said Jobs. “Rather than just hear about megahertz and megabytes, customers can now learn and experience the things they can actually do with a computer, like make movies, burn custom music CDs, and publish their digital photos on a personal website.” While the Apple Store initiative proved popular with Mac buyers accustomed to getting short shrift at traditional Windows-dominated computer stores, it infuriated longtime independent Apple retailers that didn’t appreciate Cupertino cannibalizing their sales.

Apple was slow to capitalize on the MP3 music-swapping craze that was fast becoming the killer app of the new millennium. iTunes 1.0 was a step in the right direction, as was the belated move of equipping Macs with CD-RW drives capable of burning audio discs, and updating Mac OS X to support CD burning helped, too. But those steps merely put the Mac on equal footing with Wintel clones. The iPod took things to a whole new level. Introduced on November 10, at a list price of $399, the iPod was a true breakthrough product. Other MP3-playback devices at the time took forever to load with music since they used relatively slow USB (Universal Serial Bus) for data transfer, had limited capacity since they used solid state memory, and were clunky since they weren’t crafted by Ive’s Industrial Design Group. The 6.5-ounce iPod’s huge 5GB hard drive could be filled with approximately 1,000 CD-quality songs in ten minutes through its fast FireWire port, and seamless integration with iTunes 2.0 made synchronizing music libraries a snap. Backed by a ten-hour battery life, the iPod was essentially an all-day jukebox you could put in your pocket. Initially available only for Mac users, Apple released more capacious iPods in 2002 that also worked with Windows. By the third quarter of fiscal year 2003, over one million iPods were sold, helping the company reduce its reliance on Macintosh products for revenue.

The big news to come out of Macworld Expo 2001 in San Francisco was the all-new iMac, with a stunning 15-inch LCD flat screen attached to a swivel neck that allows users to adjust its height or angle with just a touch. The rumor mill was
spinning the tale that the new computer was modeled after Luxo Jr., the mascot of Pixar Animation Studios. At first blush, it seems feasible enough. After all, Apple CEO Steve Jobs is also the CEO and chairman of Pixar (see “The Pixar Phenomenon”). And Pixar rose to fame after it received an Academy Award nomination in 1986 for its animated short, Luxo Jr., featuring a father-son team of Anglepoise lamps expressively rendered in colorful 3D graphics. However, the truth is that Ive drew his inspiration for the new iMac not from Pixar’s playful mascot, but rather from Jobs’ suburban garden.

As successful as the original iMac was, by the new millennium Jobs was anxious to revamp it to take advantage of falling component prices, especially in the area of liquid crystal displays (LCDs). Accepting the challenge, Ive initially conceived of an upright flat-panel iMac with processor and drives mounted vertically behind the display (shades of the Twentieth Anniversary Mac). When Ive presented his prototype to Jobs in the autumn of 2000, the boss wasn’t impressed. It lacked the excitement and purity of design of the original iMac.

To clear his head, Jobs drove from Cupertino to his home in Palo Alto, and then summoned Ive to join him. Instead of berating his star designer, Jobs took Ive for a stroll in his wife’s quarter-acre vegetable garden and apricot grove. Jobs told Ive, “Each element has to be true to itself. Why have a flat display if you’re going to glom all this stuff on its back? Why stand a computer on its side when it really wants to be horizontal and on the ground? Let each element be what it is, be true to itself.” Pointing to the beautiful flora that surrounded them, Jobs suggested the new iMac “should look like a sunflower.” That simple directive was all Ive needed. Within a day he had a working sketch of a computer with an LCD mounted on an adjustable neck, but it would take nearly two arduous years to bring the new design to fruition as the critically acclaimed flat-panel iMac. As Ive explained, “The thing is, it’s very easy to be different, but very difficult to be better. That’s what we have tried to do with the new iMac.”

If sales are any indication, they succeeded wildly. Apple sold 1.3 million iMacs in fiscal year 2002, making the new flat-panel iMac line (a 17-inch model was released in July) the firm’s best-selling product by a long shot.


“The new iMac ushers in the age of flat-screen computing for everyone. The CRT display is now officially dead.”

Steve Jobs
Having just revised the 15-inch titanium PowerBook G4 the previous November by boosting its processor speed to 1GHz, Apple blew away the crowd when it bracketed that offering with 12- and 17-inch PowerBook G4 models clad in aluminum alloy. The 12-inch PowerBook G4 appealed to consumers who liked the small form factor of the iBook line but lamented its G3 processor. The 17-inch PowerBook G4 was in a class by itself; its 1,400-by-900 pixel LCD was the world’s largest on a notebook. The high-end model also featured a 1GHz PowerPC G4, slot-loading SuperDrive, AirPort Extreme, Bluetooth, FireWire 400 and 800 ports, 60GB hard drive, Gigabit Ethernet, and backlit keyboard. “Many users are going to wonder why they even need a desktop computer anymore,” predicted Jobs. Apparently consumers agreed with him; in the third quarter of fiscal 2003, portables represented a record high 46 percent of Macintosh systems sold.

Apple’s new Mac hardware offerings continued to lead the computer industry in 2003, but the company also pushed the envelope with easy-to-use software. The newly released $49 iLife package contained improved versions of iDVD, iMovie, iPhoto, and iTunes, building on the “digital hub” concept announced a year earlier. Apple also released Keynote, intended to unseat Microsoft’s PowerPoint as the presentation package of choice for Mac users. And just four months after the expiration of Microsoft’s agreement to make Mac versions of its Internet Explorer for five years, Apple unveiled its own Mac OS X-only browser, Safari, which featured tabbed browsing, built-in Google searching, fast page rendering, pop-up ad blocking, and simplified bookmark management.

In a move that may well be remembered as a crucial turning point in the history of the company, on April 28, Apple launched the iTunes Music Store, a revolutionary online venture that lets customers quickly find, purchase, and download music for 99 cents per song. Other competitive online music services had been trying to make a buck off the MP3 music craze but had failed to gain widespread popularity because they required paying subscription fees, had unsophisticated user interfaces, placed severe limits on what you could do with your downloaded music, and offered only a limited number of songs. With its seamless integration into iTunes 4.0, Apple’s service is easy to use, and once you buy a 128Kbps AAC-encoded song, you’re free to do almost anything you want with it: burn it

“We are going to do for digital creation what Microsoft did for the office suite productivity.”

Steve Jobs

iLife was just one of many innovative software products Apple released in 2003.

Mac versions of its Internet Explorer for five years, Apple unveiled its own Mac OS X-only browser, Safari, which featured tabbed browsing, built-in Google searching, fast page rendering, pop-up ad blocking, and simplified bookmark management.

In a move that may well be remembered as a crucial turning point in the history of the company, on April 28, Apple launched the iTunes Music Store, a revolutionary online venture that lets customers quickly find, purchase, and download music for 99 cents per song. Other competitive online music services had been trying to make a buck off the MP3 music craze but had failed to gain widespread popularity because they required paying subscription fees, had unsophisticated user interfaces, placed severe limits on what you could do with your downloaded music, and offered only a limited number of songs. With its seamless integration into iTunes 4.0, Apple’s service is easy to use, and once you buy a 128Kbps AAC-encoded song, you’re free to do almost anything you want with it: burn it
to a CD, transfer it to an iPod, listen to it on a Mac, and include it in iLife documents. Since Apple was able to obtain the cooperation of “The Big Five” music companies—BMG, EMI, Sony Music Entertainment, Universal, and Warner—the iTunes Music Store featured over 200,000 songs at its introduction, all of which can be previewed at the click of a button. Even though it was initially accessible to Mac users only, by the end of its first full quarter of operation, the iTunes Music Store was close to breaking even after selling over six million songs. And by the end of October, the number of songs available had doubled, and the Windows version was released, causing sales of songs to jump dramatically. After paying royalties and transaction fees, Apple earns only pennies per song, so the real motivation for creating the iTunes Music Store is to sell more iPods, which carry significantly higher gross margins. “The iPod makes money. The iTunes Music Store doesn’t,” admitted Apple senior VP Schiller. Apple’s strategy of using digital music as a Trojan horse to sell iPods was clearly working, as it had sold over 1.5 million units in less than three years, making the iPod the most popular MP3 player on the market by far.

Apple’s sales of professional desktop machines had been sagging because the all-important graphic design community postponed purchases of new hardware until the April release of a Mac OS X version of QuarkXPress 6. Once that major impediment had been removed, Apple was quick to shore up the high-end of its product line with the June 23 announcement of the first personal computers based upon a 64-bit processor. Priced at $2,999, the most powerful model comes equipped with dual 2.0GHz PowerPC G5 processors in a sleek new anodized aluminum alloy enclosure, making it the world’s fastest personal computer.
As Apple prepares for the twentieth anniversary of the introduction of the original Mac, it’s in a far stronger position than anyone would have predicted just a few years ago. Under Spindler and Amelio, Apple was in a death spiral, suffering a combined $1.8 billion in losses for the fiscal years 1996 and 1997. By 2003, Jobs had managed the impossible task of pulling Apple out of its tailspin, erasing those deficits, and amassing a horde of well over $4 billion in cash. Not content merely to survive, Apple is once again leading. In addition to having produced the fastest personal computer on the planet, Apple also has breathed life into the recording industry, created a virtual cult of iPod users, introduced a string of stunningly attractive new Macintosh models, and finally delivered a rock-solid “modern” operating system with remarkable backward compatibility. Apple’s market share may remain relatively small, but its impact on the world of high technology and popular culture at large is indisputably huge.

Apple’s 30-second Switcher commercial featuring 15-year-old high school sophomore Ellen Feiss became a pop culture phenomenon fueled by rumors that the star was stoned when the shot was filmed. The pothead proponents claim that Feiss’s speech is slightly slurred and that her eyes appear to be bloodshot.

In an interview granted to The Brown Daily Herald, Feiss stated, “I do admit to looking pretty out of it in that commercial—I think I look horrible. It was after school, but I was the last person to make the commercial, so by the time I made it it was like 10, so I was really tired. The funny thing was, I was on drugs! I was on Benedryl, my allergy medication, so I was really out of it anyway. That’s why my eyes were all red, because I have seasonal allergies. But no one believes me.”

One person who probably would lend a sympathetic ear to Feiss is 22-year-old actor Benjamin Curtis, better known as Dell’s annoying computer pitchman “Steven.” On February 9, 2003, Curtis was arrested—for real—in New York City’s Lower East Side for buying a small bag of marijuana.
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THE CULT OF MAC
by LEANDER KAHNEY

*The Cult of Mac* surveys the devoted following that has grown up around Macintosh computers. From people who get Mac tattoos and haircuts, to those who furnish their apartments out of Macintosh computer boxes, this book details Mac fanaticism in all of its forms.
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THE BOOK OF FILEMAKER 6
by CHRIS KUBICA

“A must have for the FileMaker developer.”—Amazon.com

The complete reference to the FileMaker Pro product line, a cross-platform relational database management system for large workgroups, small businesses, and database-driven websites.
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THE ART OF INTERACTIVE DESIGN
A Euphonious and Illuminating Guide to Building Successful Software
by CHRIS CRAWFORD

An understanding of what makes things interactive is key to the successful creation of websites, computer games, and software. In *The Art of Interactive Design*, Chris Crawford explains what interactivity is, how it works, why it’s important, and how to design good software and websites that are truly interactive.
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STEAL THIS COMPUTER BOOK 3
What They Won’t Tell You About the Internet
by WALLACE WANG

This offbeat, non-technical book looks at what hackers do, how they do it, and how you can protect yourself. The third edition of this bestseller (over 150,000 copies sold) is updated to cover rootkits, spyware, web bugs, identity theft, hacktivism, wireless hacking (wardriving), biometrics, and firewalls.
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HACKING THE XBOX
An Introduction to Reverse Engineering
by ANDREW “BUNNIE” HUANG

“Hacking the Xbox (No Starch Press) is fast becoming the bible of a controversial geek movement called mod-chipping.”—Rolling Stone

A hands-on guide to hardware hacking and reverse engineering using Microsoft’s Xbox™ video game console. Covers basic hacking techniques such as reverse engineering and debugging, as well as Xbox security mechanisms and other advanced hacking topics. Includes a chapter written by the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) about the rights and responsibilities of hackers.
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